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PLAC=.NT 'T:02.LS

AND

INSTP.UTI-ENTA210:

Introduction

This is the second of t1.7o volmes proparad as coponents of

the final report on USOE Cooperative isearch Project 6-I56R. rollme I

set forth the scope of the project and described various models which

may be used to support the developf:ient of a nongraded, phased, Eecondarv

school. Volume II was designed to display the measuring instruments

developed specificially c:s a part of operations research unk:ertakln

in the above project.

At the outset, several points should be emphasized to prevent

misunderstanding ard/or misinterpretation.

1. The instruments developed for the above projects and dis-

played in this volume were intended for use in a single school and were

normed on the population of that school. Any attempt to apply thc, in

other educational situations may he both misleac..u.

The purpose for the project, insofar as the instruments dis-

played in this volume are concerned, was to establish an acceptable

procedure for developing instrumentation to support student placement

and/or movement through a nongraded System. The instruments themselves

should be considered as placement measures, not measures of achievement

of specific skills.

2. The objectives set forth in Volume I are not keyed to the

instrumentation shown in Volume II of this report. Instrumentation



developed will reflect certain of tb^.se ol-jectives, but ¶-7as, of r-?ces:-;ity,

designed before these objectives were fully devlopcc:. It was assumd

that a commonality existed bett4een the twu cr.m?onents. This assumrtiora

was consensually validat2d by revlo71 of Gle instruments by teahii per-

sonnel. In cases where such validation could not be obtained. tests were

modified or dropped. A prime example of this was found in the American

History courses/phases. Since commonality of objectives was absent, no

consensual validation by teaching personnel could be obtained, instru-

mentation was therefore impossible to develop/select which could be

validated by teacher concensus. This area was consequently dropped from

the testing segment of the project.

In order for this volu,:ne to sa:ye as a separate iiit if so

desired, the information set forth in Charter III of Volume I is repeated

herein.

The contents of this, Volume II ere !_a1 1-7 711-,-7prirerl

by Donald A. i. ,an a. mas S. Eo,rrows of Educational Tia,sting

Services, Princeton, . J. Their sincere efforts to provid- tYa I-est

pcsIbia suprort is greatly apprecia::ed.
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PHASE PLACEI'TENT .7'7,Crirv71E'DATICV.IS

In order for the nonded, 17u1tphsed system to work effi-

ciently, accurate phase placernent r2c=72ndations were noed. The

development of specialized athievement tests to be usel in conThnction

with other measures for initial placement and/or as a part of an informF,-

tion collection and feedback system at intermediate points during the

school year was an important pert of this project.

This chapter describes the secti.3n of the project carried out

by Educational Testinp Service (ET) for the Brevard County, Floridrl,

Public Sehool System (Bre-7ard), The 1772rk was accom7lishd during the

period September 1966 through. FeLruary l70. Thile initial Plans for

the project included all of Brevard's high schools, the majority of the

work was carried out in cooperation with only one, Melbourne Nigh

School, and the four junior high schools which send their graduates to

it - Central, Herbert Hoover, Southwest, and Ston,2. This redution in

project scope was made at the reciuest of Brevard project direction staff,

and was necessitated by the fact that Bre:Yard County high schools dif-

fered widely with respect to curricula and methods for placing students

within curricula.

Melbourne qigh School

Melbourne High School has a student population of approximately

two thousand students who would normally be considered 10th, llth, and

12th graders. Melbourne is, however, "nongraded" and "multi-phased."

2

2

For a more detailed description, see Brown, B. Frank, The Appropriate

Placement School: A Sophisticated Nongraded Curriculum. West Nyack,

N.Y.: Parker Publishing Company, Inc., 1965.

8
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Each Melbourne course is offered in one or more (up to five) optional ver-

sions, or 'phases. These phas,-s rry differ vith respect to content,

materials, rate of curriculum covern.71, e.--pth of c:Dverage, and./or achi-,ve-

ment levels of the students enrolled in t:Iem. (phase 5 is most a-?-Janced,

Phas-. I least advanced.) fztudents are allowed to select that phase of

a course which they feel is most aoropriate to their br.c'f!?,round,

interests, academic motivation, or other characteristics. Fhasc place-

ment recommendations, based on prior achievement, are furnished to students

at the time of Fall registration. Howew!r, frcedom tn select nhascs other

than those recommended and to elange pht.se at any time e,uting t.F.e school

year is a criti_cal feature of the ',-..nourne system. This freedom is con-

strained only by the prohibition of un2elphasing oneself int:o remedial

work or by logistic factors such as filled class sections.

PurRose of tIle Project

The Nelbourne phasin g. system allows each student consielerELble

freedom of chnice, and as a consequence plrces upon him more than the

usual burden of responsibility for matirT, wise decisions. Acting upon

the premise Chat the inforred choice is most apt to be the best choice,

the purrose of Ibis project was to furnish to students and staff informa-

tion relevant to the decisions of phase choice. Two separate but

related elements were the focus of this effort; (a) the initial place-

ment of students into phases at the time of Fall registration and

(b) the development of a system of information collection and feedback

at intermediate points throughout the school year. Only be combination

of these two approaches could the flexibility of the Melbourne system be

capitalized upon to the Vlest extent.



It should be made eler that this project was not an evalua-

tion study. It was not interlded to produce clata relevant to questions

of the worth or effectiveness of ungraded schools or course phasing.

Rather it took as its starting point the structure and function of

Melbourne High School, and atteirptcd to develop produros for the

improvement and facilitation of this structure and function. 77hre was

no attempt to control any aspect of the school environment, and in fact

every effort was made to interfere as little as possible with the normal

operation of the school. The project was conceived and carried 4n

the spirit of operations research, rather th2n experimen'zal investigation.

Phase Place: Moc7e1;

Three different procedtares for placing students in anpropriate

phases were considered. The first, and perhaps most obvious, might be

called the maximized payoff iodel. It requires, very simply, that each

student be placed in that phase for which his predicted crit:arion score

is highest. To develop this model requires a criterion common across

all the phase options within a course, one or more predictors of this

criterion, and separate within-phase prediction equations. Three possi-

ble results of such an analysis are shown in Figures 3-1 - 3 below.

Figure 3-1 - Phase Placement,
Parallel Regression Lines

Phase 4

Phase 3

Predictor
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Figure 3-2 Phase Placem,F!nt,

Crossing Regrescion

Fhase 4

Phase 3

X
PrediPtor

Figure 3-3 - Phase Pl.acent, Iu),fWelk11,
Non-Crossing Eew7:nsioR

Phase 4

Phase 3

Predictor

Figura 3-1 shows the situation in vNG11, kV) matter what the

value of the predictor, phase 4 always result ter achievement than

phase 3. Such a result sur;gests diseontinua0v1 cf fhe less effective

phase and assignment of all students to the 00W cfteCtive phase. Figure

3-2 shows that phase 4 is more effective only tA tlIOSe students whose

predictor score exceeds some cutoff, kj Placemnt decision

would be to assign all students with placemeo Ovt0 below "X" to phase 3,

and all those above "X" to phase 4. Figure 1-`3 mAT,a a situation in
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which the lines are clearly not parallel, but a single phase is superor

for all students for whom data are aveel3eb7e. In this case, the placement

decision would be the same as thet ineicatcd by Figure 3-1.

A second placement model to receive consideration might be called

the group membership model. It assumes that the present student consti-

tution of phase groups is meaningful, and that the placement problem is

simply one of continuing to form phase groups "like these.- This model

does not depend upcn the prediction of course achievement, and therefore

does not require any end-of-course criterion measure. As does the maxi-

mized payoff model, it requires one or more predictor veeiables. In the

group membership model, however, the function of these variebles is to

predict phase membership rather then coeese achievement. The group mem-

bership model was worthy of consideration, especially in the Melbourne

High School situation, for two reasone. First, students were already

being placed in homogeneous phaoe groups through a rational, even if

somewhat informal, procedure and it is widely believed that homogeneous

groups can be taught more effectively. Seccnd, and perhaps more impor-

tant, the freedom to select and shift phases allowed a corrective mecha-

nism to operate on initial phase niaceents throughout the school year.

By using phase membership at the end of the school year to develop place-

ment equations, it was possible to incorperate in the group membership

model some of the experience and wisdom that individual students and

staff members normally gained during the year, and to provide registration

recommendations based on this experience and wisdom.

The third phase placement model to be considered was one which

combined features of each of the two previously mentioned. There were

1 c,"
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certain difficulties is applying each of the first two models which sug-

gested the approach of combining asprct., of bovh. Tor e;:ample, the 7-1".-

imizou payoff model required the dr,-;elopmert of within-ph,Isa equations,

but the homogeneity of existing pha ,,:rcups, a result of the prior

Melbourne phase placement procrduros, mada predicticn

extremely pocr. Rowever, the pr,dictor-criterion relationships obta!ned

using data from all phases of a course were sufficiently high tc be of use.

The group membership model had the di-..,:dventage of assigning a snider::: to

a group whose members he T.7as moFzt like, eva If his predicted achievc,mcnt

varied substntially from that of the F:roup. Ther-,fore a comTlincl mo2el

was developed which first assigned ut-:da.ars en the basis group member-

ship, but allowed modification cf i.hIs tIal placement if th student's

predicted achievement varied markedly from the group average. A more

detailed description of this model is -;Lven in the section of this report

on Suggested Phase Placements.

Both the group membership a-A combined group membership/maximized

payoff models were used in this project. In addition, as a service to

nelbourne High School, phase placements based on their previous procedure

weTe developed. A complete description of which models were applied to

the various courses appears in the section on Suggested Phase Placements.

Progress Test Development

A prime requirement of a system of information feedback throuc-,h-

out the school year was recognized to be a set of achievement measures

custom-made for the particular content of those Melbourne courses selected

for study. It was necessary that these measures (hereafter called "progress

tests") be appropriate across all phases (or at least as many as possibl0

13
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of each course studied, in order that the resulting score scale be u)Inpar-

able across phases. rhus a student c-uld interpret his score reaative not

only to his current phase membershi , hut also vith respec:: to standards

of achievement in phases to which he might consider shifti g.

In March of 1967, four concurrent two-day workshops were held 11

Brevard County for the purpose of analyzing courses in four major subject

matter areas - English, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies. Parti-

cipating in these workshops were approximately fifty representatives of

three Brevard County high schools (Melbourne, Cocoa Beach, and Satellite),

and an ETS test developts.mt specialist in each of the areas. The objec-

tives of these workshops were to select a g:-oup of courses for which prog-

ress tests would be developed and to ana-frze the chosen clurses in terias

of required student behaviors and desired course outcomes.

For two days prior to the worh7,hops, the ETS personnel visited

classes in each of the three high schools in each of the four subject areas.

These visits were primarily to estimate from first hand observation the

ability and achievement levels of students in the various phases. This

was necessary in order that the progress tests to be developed be appropri-

ate with respect to difficulty as well as content.

As a result of the workshop discussions, the following courses

were selected:

1. English (phases 2, 3, and 4)

2. Biology I (phases 2, 3, and 4)

3. American History (phases 3 and 4)

4. Mathematical Concepts (phases 1 and 2)

Although other phases were offered in certain of these courses, the phases

1,1



listed above were those whcse content c:7,uld be approprfately covered '7,sy

tests developed within the constralnts of pr-jett resources.

The scope of Enfaish cur-riculuT content spanned by phases 2, 3,

and 4 proved to be too broad for adequate treatment during the two-day

workshop. Therefore, a second two-c:ay session was held in April 1967.

In addition, Melbourne Biology staff and the ETS test development special-

ist met during the Summer of 1957 for a final review of proose TdolcF;y

test tems.

Progress Tr?c:ts

One of the objectives of the workshops T,7as the idelltificati,:a

and description of course cont,71t Iu ter:Is sufficiently specific to allow

the construction of custom made achieve4ent tests. These teE.ts were

intended to assess course achievement at each of four intermediate points

during the school year. Since circumste-aces dictated a somewhat differ-

ent approach in each of the four chosen subiect areas, each will be

treated separately.

Math Concepts, Phase 2 "This course is designed to allow the

student to attain a working knowled,Le of the basic mathematical operations

applied to whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents, ratio, and pro-

"),

portion." It was decided to develop a series of four 50 item, 40 minute

progress tests, to be administered at approximately equal intervals

4
throughout the school year.

The four tests covered, respectively, the

3
Scheuerer, Daniel T. (Ed.), Melbourne High School Curriculum Profile,

1968-1969, p. 12.

4
Test booklets are contained in Volume II of this report.

15
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follow!, topics:

I - ole Numbers

II - FractiGns
III - Decirals and Percent

IV - Measurement, Denomieate Nti.7.5ere, and Ceomet7-y

Following the first adminif5t...,aLicn of these teste3 dul _

1967-1968 school year, each was s-,,bjected to an aaa17sis to clet uw the

characteristics of its constituent items and of the test as a . Each

analysis was based on all available ce.ses, reduced by random samplinT,, to

a total N equal to the highest peesible 7u1tiple of five. Statistice

were obtained describine test reliLbllity, error of neasurement, difZi-

culty, speededness, and leem diserSleinatien. These statistics ave ceLven

in Table 3-1 below.

Table 3-1 - Mathematics Plores Te3t characteristics

Test N
N of
Items Mean S.D.

fel.
(KR2C)

S.E.
re-'s.

% %

Comp.1 Comp.

Mean Mean
75%2 ,i. 3 r bis

I (430) 160 50 32.9 8.7 .89 2.3 79 98 11.1 .53

II (1/31) 155 50 22.8 8.4 .86 3.1 86 98 13.4 .43

III (1/32) 145 50 19.9 7.0 .81 3.1 88 96 14.1 .38

IV (//33) 160 50 13.8 4.4 .53 3.0 69 86 15.4 .72

1The percent of examinees completing the entire test

The percent of examinees completing 75% of the test items

Hean delta is an index of test difficulty. Delta is defined as the nor-

nal deviate, expressed in terms of a scale with a mean of 13 and a stand-

ard deviation of 4, which cozresponds to the proportion of candidates

reaching the item who answers it correctly. A low delta describes an

easy item; a high delta, a difficult one. For 4-choice items( all prog-

ress tests developed for Melbourne were made up of 4-choice items), a

test of middle difficulty would have a mean delta of approximately 11.7.

Inspection of Table 3-1 shows that, during the 1967-1968 school

year, the Mathematics progress tests became progressively more difficult

for the examinees who took them. This suggests that less class time was

spent on the topics covered by the later tests, even though these topics

16



were stated as course objectives by :4elbourne Mathemal:ics faculty at the

workshops. The progressively decreasin reli:bilities may indicate that

the later tests are dealing with content wly.lch is .alfamilisr to tbe eyam-

inees, or may simply be a result of the 3c.-.1reasiliz variability of the

sample. Stil3 another explanation is that the later tests are actually

more heteropmeous in content.

Biologi, I. Phases 2-4. "Basic-p7,ased (phase 3) rilolog)7 is

based on special materials entitled PaLterns and Processes adopted by the

BSCS for students who may have dirfieulty with reading, lanruaQp, and

mathematics. These special materials are made up of units (ecology, evolu-

tion, cell enerTy processes, reproJuaten, genetics, and msn end his

environment) prepared in those areas of biology which seem most diffi-

5
cult."

"This BSCS (Blue Version) course (phases 3 and 4) is designed

for those students with average abilities in science. It is an approach

in which evolutionary aspects of biolcvy are interpreted in the light of

recent advances in genetics and physiology."
6

The above descriptions highlight a basic problem in the construc-

tion of the Bioloy progress tests. The differences in course objectives,

content, and materials across ph:lses are sufficiently great to preclude

the development of a single test maximally appropriate to all pha,-;r=s.

This problem was solved in the following way. For each of the first two

Biology progress test administrations, three tests were developed. Of

5

6

Scheuerer, Daniel T. (Ed.), op. cit., p. 5.

Ibid.



these, one was custom made for the phase 2 course, and a second for

phases 3 and 4. These tests provided scores which were maximally apPro-

priate for determining achievement within phase. The third test was

based on content common to all three phases. It therefore yielded scoreS

which were comparable across all phases. These scores, toc,ether with thr

local norms based on them could be used by students and staff in malcin

decisions regarding shifts between phases 2 and 3.

It was decided at the workshops by Melbourne Piology far.ult,1

that it would be more useful to schedule all progress test administra-

tions during the first semester. In particular, it was felt that inforipa-

tion relevant to comparative standinf! across phases would be most c_ppro.,

priately early in the first semester. Therefore, only two progress tests

were developed for each of the third and fourth administrations - otle

custom made for phase 2, and the other for phases 3 and 4.

Analyses were performed on the data from tile 1967-1968 adMin-

istrations. Table 3-2 shows the characteristics of the entire set of

ten 40 minute tests.
7

It should be noted that the test used in the

fourth administration for phase 2 was not specially developed for thles

project, since an existing instrument (Biological Science: Patterns and

Processes, Achievement Test 4, published by the Psychological Corpotatiot)

was judged to be suitable. The tests custom made for phases 3 and 4 Were

in part constructed from item collections published by the BioloRical

Sciences Curriculum Study and were used with the permission of that

organization.

7

Test booklets arc contained in Volume II.

1 8



Table 3-2 - Biclogy Progres Test Characteristics

Test Phaca N
N of
Itens 1.cr

Rol. s.r..

r;) Co,11. Crrp.
roan esn

75% r his

I (#22) 2 110 30 14.6 6.° 2.4 S9 96 13.7 .48

I (#23) 3,4 475 30 17.0 5.0 99 100 12.2 .43

I (ii21) 2-4 E35 30 19.4 4,5 .70 2.1 S',^ 709 11.3 .50

II (125) 2 100 30 16.5 5.9 .70 2.4 100 10,1 12,4 .L3

II (#26) 3,4 455 30 15.1 4.5 .69 2.5 99 100 13.0 ..)9

II (#24) 2-4 575 39 18.0 L.° .73 2.1 99 9? 11.8 .51

III (#27) 2 95 39 12.5 4.0 .64 2.4 103 100 13.c, 40

III (#28; 3,4 440 30 12.1 4.9 .75 2.5 96 99 14.1 .42

IV (20 2* 81 50 22.2 6.4 .S2*-'c 3.1** --

IV (#2q) 3,4 445 30 16.2 4.7 .73 2.5 99 99 12.t., .13

*

* *
BioloFical Science- PzItterns ard Proccsos, kchivement Tec.t 4

Reliability and standard error cf measurement reported by publis!icr, based

en a sample of 740 cascs, drawn from students in grades 9 through 12.

This test was not item analyzed by

Melbourne faculty colents cn all progress tes47s were obteined

by questionnaire. Biology teachers indicated that most students had com-

pleted the progress tests in less than the allotted forty minutes, and

this was confirmed by ehe item analysis data (see the % Completed column

in Table 3-2). It was jud,<-ed that can test could be lengthened and still

retain the desircd characteristic of unspeackdtess. Therefore, revised

forms of all Biology tests( except Test IV, phase 2) were c:eveloped,

consisting of the 1967-1968 form plus an additional ten items appearing

in the number 31-40 positions. Tsb1,1 3-3 shows the characteristic of

these revised forms, which were administered during the 1968-1969 school

year.
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Table 3-3 Revised Biology Progress Test r.haracteiistios

Test Plase

N of
Ite,rs rr;..an S.9,

rcl.
(7-')

S.f.
Yo--;. Corp. Cnrp.

'lean 'ean

71!/, r bis

(472) 2 105 40 21.2 5.9 .76 2.R 97 100 12,7

(#73) 3,4 525 40 22.8 6.3 .Q2 2.7 1(,0 12.1 .16

I (#71) 2-4 675 40 25.4 6.2 .02 2.7 98 100 11.4 .48

II (075) 2 110 40 21.9 6.4 S1 2.8 93 1G0 12.5 14

11 (1J76) 3,4 550 43 20,8 6.0 .77 2.0 97 99 12.8 .,0

II (fl74) 2-4 690 40 24.1 6.5 .8 2.6 100 11.8 .50

III (#77) 2 110 40 15.6 5.6 .74 2.8 97 93 14.3 .33

III (#78) 3,4 530 40 14.8 5.1 .63 2.8 94 99 14.5 .33

IV( #79 ( 3,4 510 41 21.4 5.8 .77 7.8 94 99 12.6 40

CompariccAl of TablLs an,!_ 3-3 shows that Cle reviEod tests

had higher reliabilitie, with 'Cie exceptica of Test I (phase 2) and

Test III (phass 3 and 4). In the cr.se of each exception, the lower relia-

bility may be a result of greater sample homogeneity -(stanlard dev4ations

for 1968-1969 scores based on the first 30 items were 4.5 for Test I

(phase 2) and 4.0 for Test III (phases-3 and 4)*. The addition of ten

items did not substantially affect test difficulty, but the mean item

rbis
-,Jas reduced in several instances, inc:Acating that some of the added

items were measuring new dimensions of biology. The speededness indices

were not markedly affected by the revisions, and the tests remained virt-

ually unspeedad.

English, Phases 2-4. "Phase 2 Communication Skills concentrates

on individual improvement n basic reading and communication skills.

Students are guided toward vocabulary en-tichment, expanded comprehension,

and increased reading speed, although improved written and oral expression

may naturally arise from improved reading ability."
8

8
Scheuerer, Daniel T. (Ed.), op. cit., pp. 18-19.
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"Phae,- 3 Enr;lisi, is deed to devele-e3 aed improve the stud-

ent's English skills in languaeee, urirten arld cral coemosition, listening,

reading, and literature interpretaticn."'

"Designed for the comp-tent stedent, Pilase 4 English focu3es

on important aspects of tire Ar,..1:Ican character as they are revealed in oer

literature.... Students will also explore the structure and nature of the

English lanuage and methods of clear oral and written expressions.'
10

The English and Biology areas shared a common probler,. DI-.7Fer-

ences across phases were too great to allow a sinE,le progress te:.t appro-

priate te all phaf;es. Unlike Bdolee7y, hoT4ever, a somewhat different selu-

tion to this prelilem was adopted for E.,.glish. Four pro^reos tescs unique

to each phase were developed, to be adrAulstered et apprcAimotely equEl

intervals throughout the school yer. However, there was sufficient simi-

larity among phases to allow a comillon core of items within tests for

adjacent phases. Each test thus could be subscored to yield a score which

was common also to the test for the adjacent phase. Two such subscores

could be obtained for the phase 3 test - one in common with phase 2 aed

another with phase 4. These subecores were used as criterion data in the

development of phare placement recommendations, to be described in a later

section of this report. Because of their relatively small number of

items, these subscores had reliabilities which were considered too low for

individual score reporting.

The English tests were constructed in several separately paced

sections, corresponding to bodies of subject content of major importance,

9

Ibid.
10

Ibid.
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as identified at the workshops. S:'.nce many of theso sections were too

short to yield reliable scores, s,.:e we-:e combi;_ned to prod.Jce part scores.

Table 3-4 shous the format of the E g3ish progress tests and the scores

they yield.
11

The English tests were uifferent from progress tests In the

other three areas in thnt they measured the development of proficiency in

the Sam:2 skills throughout the school yar. Thus it can be noted in

Table 3-4 that all four pro;:ress tests within each phase have sections

bearing the some name, This is in contrast to the seili,ence of progress

tests in each of the other three si:bjeet firc_as which cov_,'r dif4erc.mt

material as the year pro.j.xesses. rcr this reason, it was judged that the

fourth English progress test in each phDse could also serve as an end-of-

course test. The selection of end-of-course tests in Biology, Mathematics,

and American History will be discussed in a later section of this report.

Analyses were performed on the data from the 1967-1968 administrations.

Tables 5 and 6 show the characteristics of the entire set of twelve

40 minute English tests.

10

Ibid.

11
Test booklets are contained in Volume II.
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Table 3-4 - English Pro:ress Test Formats

Test Dhasa Section

20
5

20
15

20
10

20

15

20

Score

I (#34)

II (#37)

III (#40)

2

2

2

Spelling
Language
English Expression
Reading

Spelling
Language
English Expression
Reading

Spellin";

5 Items 1-20 (Part I)

5')

151) Items 21-60 (Part II)

15')

rf Iton.2 1-20 (Part I)

10')

1W) items 21-5 (Part II)

15')

5' Items 1-20 (Part I)

Language 10 10')

English E:f.?rnssion 15 10') Itens 21-60 (Part II)

Reading 15 15')

IV (1/43) 2 Spelling 20 5' Items 1-20 (Part I)

Langa-age 15 10')

English El.pressic;a 15 10') Items 21-65 (Part Ii)

Reading 15 15')

(#35) 3 Spelling 21 5' iters 1-20 (Part I)

Language 5 5')

English Expression 20 15') Items 21-65( Part II)

Literature 20 15')

II (#38), 3 Spelling 20 5' Items 1-20 (Part I)

III (#41) Langu.age 10 10')

English Expression 20 10') Items 21-65 (Part II)

Literatar.i 15 15')

IV (#44) 3 Spelling 20 5' Items 1-20 (Part I)

Language 15 10')

English Expression 20 10') Items 21-70( Part II)

Literature 15 15')

I (#36) 4 Languags; 10 10')

English Expression 20 10') Items 1 -55 (Total)

Literature 25 20')

II (#39) 4 Languape 10 10')

English Expression 25 15°) Items 1-55( Total)

Literature 20 155 (

III (#42) 4 Language 15 15')

English Expression 20 10') Items 1-50 (Total)

Literature 15 15')

IV(#45) 4 Language 20 15')

English Expression 20 10') Items 1-55 (Total)

Literature 15 15')
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Table 3-5 lists characteristics of the parts of the English prog-

ress tests for 17hich scores were reported. It should be n.:ted that the

Part I reliabilities are not low for a part consisting of only twenty items

end requiring only five minutes of testing time. Table 3-6 helo7 lists

speededness, difficulty, and mean item discrimination indices for eacli

section (see Table 3-4) of the same tests. In interpreting t:le speeded-

ness indices, it should be noted that they refer to paced sections.

That is, each section was separately timed, but examinees were Ala-red

to proceed immediately to the next section if they completed the preceding

section before the announced time limit.

Table 3-5 English Progress TC3t Characteristics, By Part

Test Phase Part* N
N of
Items Mean S.D.

Rel.

(KR 20)

S.E.

Meas.

I 2 I 390 20 7.6 2.8 .52 1.9

II 390 40 19.2 5.1 .72 2.7

I 3 I 855 20 8.8 3.0 .54 2.1

II 855 45 20.2 5.0 .64 3.0

I 4 Total 375 55 28.4 6.3 .73 3.3

II 2 I 230 20 9.9 3.4 .67 2.0

II 230 45 22.0 7.7 .86 2.8

II 3 I 910 20 10.0 3.4 .66 2.0

II 910 45 26.5 6.6 .81 2.9

II 4 Total 325 55 36.8 6.3 .78 3.0

III 2 I 280 20 12.4 3.5 .72 1.9

II 280 40 20.5 6.2 .80 2.8

III 3 I 920 20 13.4 3.4 .70 1.9

IT 920 45 25.3 6.8 .82 2.9

III 4 Total 320 50 33.6 6.3 .79 2.9

IV 2 I 280 20 11.4 3.8 .75 1.9

II 280 45 21.7 6.9 .82 2.9

IV 3 I 885 20 13.7 3.4 .71 1.9

II 885 50 24.2 6.8 .80 3.1

IV 4 Total 305 55 33.3 7.0 .80 3.1

*See Table 3-4, "Score" column for definition
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Table 3-6 - English Progress Test Claaracterisica By :lection

Test Phase Sr2ction

N of
Ite7s Cfrp. Comp.757,

!ean

fi
Mcan
r bis

I 2 Spelling 390 20 f_35 99 14.4 .40

Language 390 5 (.;9 99 12.6 .40

English Expression 390 20 99 99 14.4 .29

Reading :1'.0 15 93 99 11.9 .46

I 3 Spelling 855 20 92 96 13.7 .33

Language 855 5 99 99 14.0 .26

English Expression 355 20 98 99 .4.0 .32

Literatura 355 20 92 o,8 13.0 .30

I 4 Language 375 10 99 93 12.8 .34

English Exnression 375 20 =f7 99 13.3 .3'

Literatuie 375 25 90 93 12.5 .34

II 2 Spelling ?'N 20 93 97 13.0 .46

Langaage 230 10 90 94 11.1 .51

Englis'i Expr:2tssion 230 20 98 99 13.7 .40

Reading 23:: 15 83 92 11.9 .59

II 3 L)pelliug 910 20 98 99 13.1 .46

Language 919 10 98 99 12.8 .36

ETO.ish Exprcssion 93C 21 99 99 12.4 .40

Literature 910 33 95 99 10.9 .69

II 4 Language 3-.5 10 99 100 11.5 .32

English Expression 325 25 99 99 11.0 .39

Literature 325 20 93 99 10.6 .41

III 2 Spelling 280 20 95 99 11.6 .52

Language 280 10 95 98 12.7 .40

English Expression 280 15 99 99 13.6 .36

Reading 280 15 96 99 12.2 .48

III 3 Spelling 920 20 99 99 11.1 .51

Language 920 10 98 99 12.3 .34

English Expression 920 20 99 99 12.8 .44

Literature 920 15 94 99 11.6 .49

III 4 Language 320 15 98 99 11.5 .40

English Expression 320 20 99 99 10.6 .47

Literature 320 15 98 100 10.8 .37

IV 2 Spelling 280 70 98 99 12.1 .53

Language 280 15 93 99 14.1 .28

English Expression 280 15 ?9 99 13.6 .39

Reading 230 15 96 99 11.9 .57

IV 3 Spelling 885 20 99 99 10.9 .53

Language 885 15 96 98 13.3 .35

English Expression 885 20 99 99 13.3 .40

Literature 885 15 97 99 12.9 .42

IV 4 Language 305 20 99 100 11.5 .41

ErLglish Expression 305 20 99 100 11.9 .36

Literature 305 15 96 99 11.8 .40
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Arerican Hisfor7 Ph=s-s 3 Pne Phase 3 "... is desiened to

help students beccme more fully aware of America's social, economic and

political development. Particular ernhasis is given to the individual's

responsibility of citizenship in a democratic society. Specie,: attention

is given to the following; The Ar.eerican Constitution, Diplometic Histore,

Industrialization, Growth of Capitalism, Sectionalism vs. Nationalism,

Social and Intellectual Change, and a required six weeks' study of Com-

11
muniom."

Phase A, "... centered arolend problems in American History, utilizes

a thorough investigation and analeical approach to causal factors of

significant occurrences in the centleee,m of the nstion's history. Quest

study and research teChniques reeeive r-,eAmum emphasis.

The workshop sessions with Erevard American History faculty brought

to light a serious preblem. Instructional approaches of individual

teachers to the same course, within as well as across phases, differed

greatly. In fact, there was serious question whether any set of progress

tests could be appropriate to such a wide range o2 instructional practices.

It was therefore decided to seleet progress tests which would stress the

application of knowledge in generalizing principles and concepts. The

Cooperative Topical Tests in Ametican Pistory were judged to meet this

requirement. The entire battery includes eight tests, organized chrono-

logically from exploration and colonization to the present. The tests

were scheduled to be administered tn pairs, at approximately equal

12
Scheuerer, Daniel T. (Ed.) op. cit., p. 1.

13
Schenerer, Daniel T. (Ed.), . cit., p. 2.
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intervals throughout the 1967-1968 sejlool year. In fent, however, only

14
the first four tests were adminintd:

Test I - Exploration, Colcnization, and Independence, 1450 - 173

Test II - Foundations of Inwrican Sovernment, 1781 - 1801

Test III - Crowth of Nationalism and Democracy, 1801 - 184,

Test IV - Expansion, Civil Ilar, and Reconstruction, 18=:3 - 1877

By the time the above four tests had been administered, it was ap-

parent from faculty evaluation of the tests that they conAdercd them to

be inappropriate. In addition to Cie course ccnt:-..nt differences rited

at the worknhops, there -.1sc, were sarious differences among teachers with

regard to the rate, sequence, and cnipi,nis which charnct.enized tieir

treatment of various tonics. It w-ls therefore decided ns'e administer

the remaining four tests in the series, and not to adtainistcr anv

American History progress tests during the 1963-1969 school year.

Since the selected History progrcbs tests were part of a standard-

ized battery, the characteristics of which were already known, it was

decided not to perform item analyses on these tests. Table 3-7 shows the

statistical characteristics reported in the publisher's manual for the

four tests administered.
15

Table 3-7 - American Vintory Progress Test Characteristics

N of Re.l. S.E. % % Veria

Test N Items Mean S.D. (KR 23) Meas. Comp. Comp. 75% r bis

,
L 265 60 42.5 9.3 .89 3.1 99 100 .51

II 250 60 36.8 10.3 -89 3.4 94 98 .44

III 260 60 38.4 10.9 .91 3.2 98 99 .53

IV 225 60 43.7 9.7 .90 3.0 99 100 .53

14
Test booklets are contained in Volume II

15
Handbook for Cooperative Topical Tests in American History. Cooperative

Test Division, Educational rt2ling Service, Princeton, N. J., 1965, p. 25.
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Table 3-8 shows means and standard deviations for the administr-a-

tions of these tests to Melboure studens during the 1967-1968 school

year. Compariscn of these means to those reperted in Table 3-7 lends

some support to the judged inappropriater:es of these tests for Melbourne

American History students, especially at the phase 3 level.

Table 3-8 - American History Prozress-Test Yeans and

Standard Deviations - Melbourne Populaion

lest Php=a W Mean S.D.

I 3 42.5 26.4 7.3

4
, '3

TT 3 413 22.8 6.9

4 47 31.3 8.0

III 3 394 13.2 8.1

4 47 29.4 6.0

IV 3 :,_5 25.4 S.5

4 40 33.8 7.9

Item Analyses. Detailed infornation regarding the nnthbers and

achievement 1F-2ve1s of examinees choosing each option of each progress

test item is presented in Appendix C.

End-Of-Course Tests

In addition to the custom made progress tests, it was decided

to select an existing standardized end-of-course test in each subject

area (as described previoully, the final progress test for each of English

phases 2-4 served also as on end-of-course test). These tests covered

the total material presented in these classes during the school year,

although they were of necesity less specifically appropriate to /felbourne

curricula. The tests selected by ETS test development specialists were:

BSCS Corprehensi-;7e Final Examination, Form J. Pu'olished for

the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study by the

Psychological Corporation, New York, N. Y., 1966.



American School A;hievemnt Tasts, Form II, Ar!nced Battery,
Part II, Arithmetic Colutation and Arithmetic ?rclerts.
Published by Bobbs-74ar171.1 CcL7anv, Inc., Indianapolis,
Indiana, 1955.

Cooperative Social Studi,--s
High School), Form A.
Serviee, PrineteD,

Tet, A7iaric7n nistory (Senior
Publisned by Educational Thsting
J.,

Table 3-9 shows the chractert5tics of thece chd-cf-cour2 tests.

Reliabilities ara thcoe reported by tbe publishers.

Table 1-9 - End-of-Co,2rce Test Characterisics

N of Timcl

Test Form Ii:ems Limit Scol.. R^1. T..--pe of

tSCS Compra-
bensive

_

50 4L;' Total .02 YR20

American School
Ach. Tcst

D 41 COMD. .80 Correlatic,n be-

tween parallel
forms

24 25' Arith Comp. .73 Correlatioa be-
tween parallel
forms

Coop. Amer. Hist. A 70 40' Total .90 KR20

(Sr. High)

The selected end-of-course tests were appropriate for all phases

within Biology, Mathematics, and American History respectively. The test

administrations in each area were conducted near the end of the second

semester.

Score Reports and Local Norms

It was judged desirable to evaluate thoroughly the character-

istics of the newly developed progress tests before making scores avail-

able to students and faculty. Therefore, score reports during the 1967-

1968 school year were nct furnished for several months following the

various test administrations. They ware therefore of minimal use to
r)C)



students and staff. 14ovever, score reporting during 1262-1c69 was accom-

plished promptly, for use on an Gptional 2asis v 'Tenourn faulty and

students. Score reports were snt to the local project director, and

were presumably rade available to teachels aLld students. Certain score

reports were withheld for financial re;,s,ms, but these delays caT)e L-te

in the second semester and probal-ly had little effect.

Local (Melbourne) norms were dcveloped by phase for all progress

and end-of-course tests. Paw scores were reported by cla.-3s roster to

Melbourne in both 1967-1968 and l68-19(:9, and could b converted to

percentile rilnks by reference to ti,e appropriate local norns table. These

tables are contained in Appendix C. In those situations xthere a comma

test across phases was adoinistered, stud-ats could deterrrin. a not only

their standing within phase but also with respect to students in adjoining

phases. In order to guard against over-interpretation of scores, users

were provided with an index number for each progress test and advised

to consider each score as being somewhere within the range created by

adding and subtracting this index number from the reported score. In

effect, this meant that individual scores were reported as bands of plus

and minua one standard error of measurement around the obtained score.

Suggested Phase Placements

Progress test scores supplied students with feedback upon which

to base their phase change decisions during the 1968-1969 school year.

However, the school had available to it additional data which could be

used to develop suggested phaze placements for students at the time of

Fall lc- 7egistration. Melbourne High utilized an open course

eg1rt -n of the college type. Prior to the 1968-1969 school year, the

30
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school had provided students with 5,_Igested phase pla(7crents in ff,ur

general areas--English_ Matheinatics, Science, rd History. T:lese phase

placements were derived from the results of achievement tests administered

during the Spring. If, for exarple, plr.cer,lcr,t was to be msde arng feu:

available phases, cach student achicv tent score Ilas clar,sified acrordin,

to the national norms quartille renc!e into which it fell. Placement was

then suggested for the corrasponding ph,:se. The instruments use,d for

this procedure were the S.canford Acll'everent Test batl-ery for Fell 19-S7

plecemant and the Sequential Tests of Edacetlenal Progress for rall

placement. Placement ia each ar was b;:sed on data 4-r,:771 a s'inle test,

chosen on the basic of judged relevance to the arca.

A new system of placernt wes souht which would rol:e use cf ',Lore

informaticn about each student than a flngie. achievement test score, and

which would utilize the relationships of these predictor data to an ob-

jective criterion of success common to all phases of a given course.

Since Melbourne faculty did not have departmental exams, the selected

end-of-course tests served as criterion measures in three of the four

courses chosen for study--Biology I, American History, and Mathematical

concepts (sPe Table 3-9). In English, the progress tests were so spaced

that the fourth one was administered at the end of the second semester

and served as the end-of-course criterion measure.

As noted ahove, differences among phases within Enijish were

sufficiently great to preclude the use of a single criterion instrument

across all phases into which placement was desired. However, it was

possible to embed overlapping sets of items in the instruments for adja-

cent phases, thus producir- a scslore common to phases tfao and three,
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and another com7on to 7,1asps three and frur. These subscores T7ere used

as the criterion measures.

In addition to the end-of-course criterion measures, a short

satisfaction cp,estionnaire was developel and administered concurrontly

with each progress and final test. This questionnaire contAsted of four

items concerned with student attitudE- toward particular courses, phases,

the subject regardless of crAirse and phase, and the marks recei-Jed. How-

ever, item intercorrelations were low and prediction of the satisfactIn

totrl score was poor. Therefore, the satisfaction variable was not uc-rd

as a criterion in the development of phase placements.

The sending junior high cr::lools for 74e1bourne Hfgh School had,

for some years prior to the 1967-1968 school year, participated in the

Florida Ninth Grade State Testing Program. This battery was examined, and

it was concluded that it wou14, serve well as the nucleus of a set of pre-

dictor instruments. It comprised the following tests!

School and College Ability Test, Form 3B, published by

Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N. J., 1957!

Verbal, Quantitative and Total scores

Iletropolitan Achievement Tests, Advanced Battery, Form EM,

published by Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., New York,

1961! Reading, Language, Arithmetic Computation,

Arithmetic Problem'Solving and Concepts, Social Studies

Information, and Science

This battery Tqas administered statewide each F411 through 1966 (a new

battery was adopted in Fall 1967) to all ninth grade students, and scores

were thus available in time to develop predictions for Sophomore phase

placements the following Fall and subsequent high school years.

In addition to these academic ability and achievement measures,

it was decided to include in the,mpdictor battery measures of student

t..54



interest ir various subeet matter alees. The instrument chosee for this

purpose was the Academic Interest 7eas,nes pul)lisheJ he' Educational

Testing Service,
16 which yields interest scores for biological sciences,

English, fine arts, mathematics, sociel sciences, secretarial, physical

sciences, foreign languages, mueic, erec_eineering, home econoalics, and

executive. This inserument was edministered to all ninth grade students

in the sending junior high schools in the Spring preceding their entry into

Melbourne High School.

Phase placement recommendctioe7.1 were e.evelcod for elevo differ-

ent subject mseter areas (see F:f.ere 3-4). T- Americun History (phases 3

and 4) and English (phases 2-4) a tvo seoee decision rule was emeloye.

The first sta&e involved determination oi the degree to wnieh each seurient

was similar to those who had been enrolled in the various phases in the

past. This degree of likeness was determined in terms of the predictor

variables described previously. The second stage involved the prediction

of an end-of-course criterion score for each student, using the same pre-

dictor variables. A multiple decision rule was applied in order to com-

bine the two predictions (phase membership and criterion score):

1. Assign for each student that phase for which he is most like

previous student enrollees (at the end of the school year)

except that--
2. If a student's predicted criterion score falls below the mean

score of the next lower phase, or above the mean of the next

higher phase, the phase placement will be altered down or up

one phase accordingly. Alteration of more than one phase in

either direction will not be allowed.

16
See Halpern, G. "Development of An Interest Test: Academic Interest

Measures.". Research Memorandum, 66-13. Educational Testing Service,

Princeton, N. J., 1966.
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Pisure - Phase 21acerent rorrn

DUCATIfTiL TEST'To -^r

CAD n71
FROM cEr,TaL JR HS

Y.ELT,OURNE HIUR E.L.HOOL PAIL 19E3 REGISTRATION

AT THE BOTTOM OF THIS PAGE ARE SUCCESTED PHASE PLACE'OENTS 1:01' SEVERAL

SUBJECTS. YOU MAY P,NTER EITHER A HICJIT,:R OR LOWER PHAS1: THAN THE nYE SUG_

GESTED, WITH THE EXCEPrION THAT IF YOUR R'2COMIIENDED PHASE IS 3 OR RIGHER,

YOU MAY NOT EIROLL IN PHASES 1 OR 2 Fur). THAT SUBJECT.

PLEASE BEAR IN MIND THAT THESE SUGGESTED PHASE PLACEMENTS ARE NOT

PERFECT. THEY ARE OlcfLY ONE OF TEE THIrcs YOU SY:AJLD CONSIDER IN rHOOSIG

THE BEST PHASE FOR YOU.

THE Z-0.',BER FOLLOWING EACH CC2R3E IS THE SUGGESTED 71-;:-SE PLACET...TENr.

IF A PRASE IS REGOITTD-ED IN A COURSE YOU HAVE AT=ADY T:1(EN, PLSESF: DIS

REGARD IT. PN ASTERXSZ !*) 1.1,77i'LAD ANUIR TLAT THERE WAS

NOT ENOUGH E!FORMATION TO ESTI'cL.:12E A PF:SE P:ACI.IENT FOR YOU IN THAT

COURSE. IN SUCH CASES, 6:2 TEE COT;SELOt?, STAFF FOR linP IN PLANNING YOUR

SCHEDULE.

ENGLISH
3

AMERICAN HISTORY
2

ALGEBRA I
4

ALGEBRA 11
3

PLANE GEOMETRY
3

CHEMISTRY I
3

BIOLOGY I
3

BIOLOGY II
3

PHYSICAL SCIENCE (OTHER THAN CHEMISTRY I) 2

MATH. (OTHER THAN PLANE CEO. AND ALG. T/IT) 4

IIISTORY (OTHF1 TIAN AMERICAN NIE.7).RY) 3
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This procedure had the advact=lge of c..,!1,italizinc,-, uon the experi ce of

preN,ious students in placing theullws in ap7-c-vpri,:.te ph-cco, yet alio-ad

for modification in cases where the prob-bilit7 of extremely deviant

achievement in either direction was

Tlie technique of multiple g:-.oup ciscrininant analrlis was ._.2ed

to predict phase membership.
17 ritscriminating functions were developed,

separatly for males and fk-.males, using dsta from students enrolled dur-

ing the 1_67-1968 school year. Phase membership was determined at t1-.e

end of the yeclr, in order that the predictions ,4ould reflect the c/a:comes

of the natural phase select:l_on process which took place tbroughout the

school year. Such a se3ection procoss could occur only undcr the con-

ditions of free choice cizrracteriL;t:ic nf a school liLe Melurne High

School.

Since the number of available predictors was quite large, it

was desirable to reduce the number actually used for each prediction, in

order both to prevent excessive degradation of the precision of prediction

for subsequent groups of students, ard to obviate the necessity of colleot-

ing large amounts of data in subr-lequent years.

All test data were initially examined (separately by sex) with

the expectation that most varia5les 1:ould not be useful, but that the use-

less variabJes might obscure the functional variables in the first multi-

variate tests. For this reason, all available data were analyzed initi-

ally, with little note being given to the multivariate F ratios. Atten-

tion was centered upon the univariate statistics and the predictive

17
See Rao, C. R., Advanced Statistical Methods in Biometric Research.

New York: Wiley and Sons, 1953, pp. 257 ff.
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efficiency of each sinale variable. vn when the multivariate F test

suggested that no significant predicti.cn was available, a few of the

variables sometimes had significant univariate F ratios. Tbuc, at the

first attempt to predict, all variables -ael:e used and taat sirwle vari-

able with the largest univariate F ratio was selected, provided that the

univariate F had a probability of less than .05. This initially selected

variable Ws then treated as a covariate and the discriminant analysis

was rcrun.

Of the remaining variables, that one with the largest univariate

F ratio having a probability of less than .03 was selected. This vari-

able was than ea.lded to tl-a first cc a covariate and the analysis reruu.

Successive vaaaiables selaated, sucaessive coaaariate analy-

ses were aeri:c,alied, and varialples added to the sgat of useful predictors

until none af the remaintag variables had a univariate F with a probabil-

ity of less than .05. The final set of useful predictors constituted etie

reduced battery. The final phase prediction discriminant function was

determined by rerunning the analysis using only the selected variables.

The multivariate F ratios obtained from this analysis described the use-

fulness of the selected variables in predicting phase. The procedure is

a generalization of the Wherry-Doolittle method of battery reduction in

multiple correlation.

Because academic interest (AIML) data were not available for sub-

stantial numbers of students, two sets of discriminant functions for each

sex were developed--with and without interest scores as predictor vari-

ables. The availability of AIM data determined which function was used

for each student.
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The second stage of the pla-_eent decision rule employed for

American History and English involved thd preclietion of final test scores.

Standard techniques cf multiple regression were used. ThP 7horry-Doolittle

battery reduction procedure was directly applicable, and was followed w-Ith-

8

out modification. As in the da'eloptJent of discriminant fvnctions, tw,

sets of regression equations fur each sex ),ere developed and used for

students wjth and without academic interest scores.

Examination of within-phase scatterplots of the various pre-lic-

tor variables versus the criterion revealed that predictability of final

test score within phase was rather low. Because the predictor and cri-

terion means varied systematicall_y ac-7oss phases, prediction for the total

group was considerably better. Fer this reason, a rsr>mmon regression

equation across phases within course was employed.

In Biology I, Plane Geometry, Algebra I, Algebra II, Chemistry I,

English (phase 5 only), and American History (phase 2 only), phase place-

ments were developed on the basis of group membership alone (stage one of

the previously described decision rule). In the case of each course ex-

cept Biology I, this was necessary because no common criterion measure

existed. Although a final test for Biology I was selected and adminis-

tered, the data were not in usable form at the required time and were not

used in the placement process. Techniques of battery reduction and phase

prediction were Identical to those described for English (pllases 2-4) and

American History (phases 3 and 4).

For Vathematics (other than Plane Geometry, Algebra I, and

Algebra II), phases 1-5; History (other than American History), phases 2-5

18
See Garret, H. E., Statistics in Psychology and Education. New York:

David McKay Co., 1966.
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Biology 11, phases 2-5 aod rhyRical Science, phases 1-5, the procedure

used by Melbourne High School to develop phase placerents for the Fall

1967 registraticn was duplicated. For each colIrtv,. offered in four phases,

each student score on a designate,2 Stenrcrd A,:hievement Test was classi-

fied according to the natIonal neo quartile range Into which it fell,

and placement was recommended in the corresponding phase. For courses

offered in five phases, the scores were elassified by national norms

quintile ranges and phase placer:ent recommendations were develoycd in

similar manner.

Progress tests were dew,loped and a final test was selected for

Nntherstical Concepts. A:tho.4.qh thi-se measures T7ere administered and

scores were reported, no phas,e placement recommenations were develoycd

because this course was offered at only one phase level (phase 2) during

the 1967-1968 school year.

Tables 3-10 and 3-11 give multivariate F ratios and discrimi-

nant function coefficients for the various reduced predictor batteries.

The interest variables which were of uss in predicting phase

membership in English (mnles and females), American History (males only),

and Chemistry (males only), are shown in Tables 3-10 and 3-11. An inter-

esting situation arose in Algc:bra I and II, where the Metropolitan

Language test was the only predictor retained in the reduced battery for

males, while the Metropolitan Arithr-,tic Problems test was retained for

females. A possible explanation for this phenomenon might lie in the

greater expectations or pressures for higher eJucation focused on males.

The Metropolitan Language test is probably a good general ability meas-

ure. It may well be that the higher ability, college destined wiles

')91111P
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Table 3-10 - Reduced Preflictor BattE'ries: Discrimi7ant Function
Coefficients and Multivariee F l'a!-ico for Zfales

T4ithout Ai

Course

English

Americaa
History

Biology I

Plane
Geometry

Algebra I

Algebra II

Phase Predictors

2-5 Metroriolitan Read.
Metropolitan
Social Stldies
SCAT Verbal
SCAT Mathematical
F=24.21(12,922);
Pr, .001

2-4 Metropolitan
Social Stuaes
SCAT Mathcical
F=31.54(4,350):
Pr.001

2-4 Mc.t.)-opo,itan

Lan;uago
Metr,. Arith.
Problems

Metro. Science
F=23.89(6,466):
Pr...001

3-4 Metro. Arith.
Problems
F=15.83(1.41);
Pr'.001

2-4 Metro. Language
F=6.09(2,32)z
Pr=.006

3-4 Metro Llnguage
F=18.39(1,84);
Pr(.001
SCAT Verbal
F=7.70(1.71);
Pr=.007

Chemistry I 3-4

Ilith AIM

Disc.
Func.
Coaff.

-1 f9 Predictors

Func.
Coeff,
f f2

-.03 1.22 Metropolitan Read. .05 ' 41
SCS 1Verbal .47 -.48

. 34 .02
-.30 SCAT Mathematical .56 -.66

.49 -.85 AIM Enz.,1ih .28 -.23

F=18.61(12,744);
Pr.001

Metropolitan
.70 Social Studies .53 --

.49 Sr" Mathematical .58 --

ATA English .34

F=19.57(6,263);
Pr.001

No ATM Variables
-.13 1.25 In RediAced Battery

.58 -.27

.68 -.57

-

.1

No AIM Variables
-- In Reduced Batten,

- - No AIM Variables
In Reduced Battery

-- No AIM Variables
In Reduced Battery

sur Verbal
AIM Engineering
F=5.19(2,64)
Pr=.008

.86

-.64 --



Course
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Table 3-11 - Reduced Predictor B-itteries: Discrim4=lan* Function

Coefficients and F R3tios fcr Females

Phase Predictors

1.-Iirhcut ATI
Disc.
Func.
Cocff.

1

2-5 Metro. Ren.ding
Metro. Language
Metro Social
Studies

SCAT Verbal
SCAT mathematical
17,--20.57(15,895);

Pr<001

Am,lrican 2-4 Metro. Arithmetic

History Problems
SCAT Ver1),11

SCAT Matbellatical
F=23.41(6,30,)3
Pr',.001

Biology I 2-4 Metro. Language
Metro. Arithmetic
Problems

Metro. Science
F=7.15(6,466);
Pr%.001

Plane 3-4 Metro. Langlage

Geometry SCAT Mathematical
F not available

Algebra I 2-4 Metro. Arithmetic
Problems
F=14.65(2,29 ;

Algebra II 3-4 Metro Arithmetic
Problems
F=27.38(1,66)1
Pr4.001

Chemistry I 3-4 Metro Social
Studies
F=11.68(1,32):
Pr=.002

-.10
.46

. 42

. 30

.19

. 59

.53

-.11

. 77

.37

-.06

Disc.
Fun.

Cor'ff.

Predictors

1.33 Metro. Reading -.01 1.35

.35 Metro Language .11

Metro Social
-.:1 3tur:ies .75 -.44

-.62 SCAT Verbal .23 -.52

-.57 SCAT Mathematical .15 -.63

Social Stuaes .29 .08

15.93(18,756)7
Pr4..001

No AI1 Variables
.87 In Reduced Bartery
.21

-1.50

-.62 No A/M Variables
In Reduced Battery

.04
1.35

. 63 No AIM Variables
. 62 In Reduced Battery

No AIM Variables
In Reduced Battery

No AIM Variables
In Reduced Battery

No AIM Variables
In Reduced Cattery

4 0
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feel they must choose the higher phases ?:ri AlgeIsra I er.d II, regardless of

their mathematics achievene;lt Ile fezries, under less pressure,

are free to phase th,?_msell.-es on the b:::zis of more suitable criteria.

Tables 3-12 ard 3-13 give z&co ortier and multiple correlation

coefficients for the various nu1:7iple regression reduced predictor battir-

ies. Note that only courses wit'cl end-of-course criterion instruments are

ine]uded.

Table 3-12 - Multiple Regression Re.duced Preditor Batteries:

and Multiple Correlation Coefficients for Males
Zero Order

Course Tlase

Without T.71th

Predictors Pred-.;_et.31-s

English 2-3 Metro. Readin7, No AIM Varia.bles

Metro. Language .60 Iii Leduced ;lottery

R = .68
English 3-4 Metro. Language 1 No ATM Variables

SCAT Verbal .61 In Reduced Battery

SCAT Mathematical .55

R = .68
American 3-4 Metro. Social Studies .74 Metro. Social Studies .70

History SCAT Yathematioal .53 SCAT Mathematical .56

R = .77 AIM English .28

R = .68

Table 3-13 - Multiple Regression Reduced Predictor Batteries: Zero Order

and Mu77ple Correlation. Coefficients for Females

Course Phase

Without AIM With AIM

PredIctors Predictors

English 2-3 Metro. Languege .64 No AIM Variables

Metro. Arith. Problems .54 In Reduced Battery

R = .68

English 3-4 Ifetro. Language .62 Metro. Language .60

SCAT Verbal .58 SCAT Verbal .61

R = .67 AIM Social Studies .24

R = .69

American 3-4 Metro. Social Studies .70 Metro. Social Studies .69

History SCAT Mathematical .50 SCAT Mathematical .49

R = .73 41
AIM Foreign Language
R = .73

.37
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Inspect4on of Tables 3-12 anJ 3-13 sheT.,s that interest variallles

were retained in the reduced batteries for ;,:mr4c7p History (reles air:1

females), and English (ferales only). There s..-.2a-led to IDe few systematic

differences between males and females in terms of achievement variables

retained in the reduced predictor batteries. Application of a standrrd

shrinkage formula
19 to the obtained multiple correlations shows that corre-

laticns of virtually equal magnitude mipht be expected in similar student

samples.

Effectivoness of Phase Flr.cements

As stated ear1L-,,2, the stucl7 cartleJ ov.t by ETS was more it. the

spirit of cperatcns IL:carc.h thn e-,c,P1-inehtal roserch. It represPnted

an attempt to improve Cne inform-acion avai3:4ble to et-pic.nts and staff of

Melbouxne High School in order that they rht make better decisions with

respect to initial phase placement and subsequent phase shifting. Me

study was carried out under the usual operating conditions of the school,

with no attempt to exert experimental control over amy of the fotms of

information feedback. As described previously, phase plac:ment predictions

were developed using final test data from the 1967-1968 school year, and

these equations were used to provide phase placement recommendations for

the 1968-1969 school year. Although progress tests were administered dur-

ing 1967-1968, detailed analysis of test and item characteristics had to

be performed before it could be determined that these newly constructed

instruments were appropriate and useful to the groups for whom they were

constructed. For this reason, progress test scores were purposely not

19
See Guilford, J. P., Fundamental Statistics in Psycholoy and Education.

N. Y. ncGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1956, p. 359.
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reperted to the school during 1967-1Y)8 until far later than the tire nt

wIlich they could have h2d any effec-: ur-n stlicicrt decisions to shift p1iac2.

Thus, with the excetion cf the adrarti-'_ratien (but not reporting) of the

progress and final tests, the 1967-1!38 school year at Melbourne Pigh

School was unaffected Liy the activitis of the study. Therefore, t'!e

duction in Fall 1968 of a partially new s-ystem of generrting place plrce-

rent recommendations, plus the inpnct of progrezs test scor-,4s ree-,rted to

students and staff throughout the 19:33-l9F,9 school year, 171f'ht be elcpectod

to have had considerabl.e i.nnnet vnon !-!-lc Incidence and linds of pliLlso s'aift-

ing behavior.

Durf_ne- both th- 1.r)67-10(--8 and 19(,S-1969 school years, recr-rds

we-e kept of phase shifti::g within the courses for which prc-I-ess tnsts zore

developed--Eiology I, Eng]ish, American Wstory. and Mathematics] Concepts.

The initiator (school or student) of eanh phase shift was also recorded.

Figures 3-5 to 3-9 show the dcta for both years, separately by course and

combined. Shifts between two classes of the same phase are not included,

since they were considered not to represent a true curricular change.

The results shown in Fisures 3-5 to 3-9 are at most suggestive,

and the urge to ovcrinterpret them must be strongly resisted. Although the

emphasis of this project was on information feedback, there were many other

influences acting upon students in Melbourne High School during the 1967-

1968 and 1968-1969 school years. It would be difficult for solJeone fnIlil-

iar with the local situation to suggest additional factors which might be

responsible for changes in phase shift behavior between the tvo years.

Differences in the student body, faculty, adiainistration, and curriculum

all might be expected to have effects, which would be confounded with thP
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possible effects of the informotion feedback procedures. The following

conments on the obtained phase sItift frla should be considered in ,._1;is

light.

Comparative data for the two years are available only for the

months of September, October, and November, since Melbourne reported thit

there were no phase shifts after November in 1967-1968. F1<7;ure 3-9 shows

that the total number of phase shifts for September-Novembor arly

smaller during 1968-1969, as had been hypothesizd. Tbe gr.-2neral pattern of

frequent shifts at the bginaing of the first semester followed by a sharp

decline, uith a moderate increase at the beginning of the r-,2cond semester,

is characteristic of most of the 1968-1969 individual course jraphs.

Mathematical Concepts, which exhiblt.a.d virtually no phase s5.ts at all,

was the single exception. Examination of the progress test means for

Mathematical Concepts reveals th t the two phases were almost identical

with respect to achievement. It theretore seems reasonr.ble that little

phase shifting occurred, since there was perhaps little difference between

the phases and the students perceived this.

Talative to the numbers of students enrolled, there was little

difference among the four courses in either year with respect to phase

shift frequency. In SepteMber of 1967, th, pc.7.rcentag(2s of enrollees who

shifted phase in Biology, English, and Arerican History were 6% and 5%

respective:y. In September of 19611, the corresponding percentages were

2%, 4%, and 2% in Mathematical Concepts.

Inspection of Figures 3-5 to 3-7 (Bi I, English, Ameri-

can History)' reveals some interesting characteristics w consistencies.

In 196 -1968, both school and student initiated phase shifts Show marked

4 9
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declines in frequency bett,reen Septe:nber and November. In 1968-1969, a

slight upward trend in November was evidenced in all three courses. Stud-

ent initiated phase shifts predominated in all three courses during the

second semester of 1968-1969, perhaps su2,gen:ting that students were making

use of test information. The lars;e_ number of student (relative to school\

initiated shfts in English duritn1 September 1)68 could not be related to

progress test results, but might be result of school administreive pro-

cedures.

Other evidence of phase placerent effeci:iveness Troy be fnund in

012 degree to which students accepz..ed (and faculty approved) the sup-,gested

placements at the time of registratfou. Records were kept of inc:fvidual

Fall 1968 registrations in each of thc eleven court3en for .J:lich suggested

phase placements were provided. Tnble 3-14 shows that, onerall, the majcr-

ity (56%) of students accepted suggast2d placements, and that overphasing

(24%) was more frequent than underphasing (14%). Note that percentages do

not add to 100% because only phase selections differing from the recommended

phase by one are tabulated. The remaining percentage represents nhase

selection deviations o2 core thn one from the recommendation, in either

direction.

The overall order of accept-phase, overphase, and undernhaso

holds ior Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. Hownvcr, it is most pronounced

for Sophomores, and becomes less pronounced as year in scFJol increases.

In comparing phase registration behavior across courses, it should be re-

membered that, for the first seven courses listed in Table 3-14, the course

designations have the same meaning regardless of year in school, since

Melbourne High School is ungraded. However, the last four "courses"

5.0



listed are really subject areas, wlAch i,7.clte a variety of courses 1,oth

wLthin and across year in school. Thus their r-ea%ing is not-specific,

particularly across year in school.

Table 3-14 - Fall 1968 Regis(_ration

Sophomores Juniors

Percentages

Seniors Tot.al

% %+ %- /,
7,, w-

:.-r
,:
..t,- % %+ %- w

English 64 22 12 -5-5- 31 11 47 36 1 56 7-j- 11

American History 50 44 2 44 43 5 52 42 3 49 45 3

Biology I 67 15 17 57 28 12 48 38 14 64 19 16

Plane Geometry 85 9 6 90 4 6 88 13 0 88 7 5

Algebra I 48 27 23 /..9 33 13 56 13 0 49 29 19

Algebra TI 71 16 13 77 13 10 80 4 16 75 13 12

Chemistry I 76 2 5 68 8 23 71_ 8 17 62 6 17

Mathematics (other 31 53 5 34 26 25 50 8 34 41 23 25

than Plane Geometry,
Alg. I, Alg. II)

History ( other
than Am. Hist.)

57 14 16 40 11 33 39 15 34 42 13 31

Biology II 50 14 29 50 15 27 48 38 11 49 29 18

Physical Science 41 36. 11 38 16 26 35 12 40 37 18 30

Total 61 25 11 57 23 15 48 22 20 56 24 14

% = percent of students receiving phase placement recommendations who

registered for the phase recommended
%+ = percent of students receivin& phase placement recommendations who

registered for the phase one higher than that recommended

%- percent of students receiving phase placement recommendations who
registered for the phase one lower than that recommended

For _ach of the first seven courses listed in Table 3-14, the

overall order of accept-phase, overphace, and underphase is duplicated.

Exaatinatior f the cell entries for each of these courses indicates that,

in most cases, the --ime result obtains within each year in school. In the

case of the last four subject areas listed in Table 3-14, the accept-phase

2...)r-



category contains a majority of the casez, but the over-)hase-underrras,,

relationship shows no clear pattern. This is pr.obably due in part to the

non-specificity of these catego s mentioned previously.

Summary and Recommendations for Further Research

The two principal ,,lc,ments of the project were the development

of custom made achievement tests ("progress tests") in three sublect arr,as,

and the provis_on of phas-e placement recommendations to Fall 1968 regi::trants

in eleven subject area,,,. Both or these project elements contributed to

the overall projcct goal of provl-',;; stud..nzs and staff wit-h information

relevant to the dcci-iuns of phe-se

Curriculum differences al-ong Brevard Co,unty high schools were in

part responsible for the decision to l_mit 1:cle project to a single school.

Melbourne High School was selected as the project school by Brevard County

personnel. It should be emphasized that t!:e effectiveness of developed

materials and procedures was studied for that school alone. Additional

research is necessary before the developed phase placeme-t procedures can

bt, extended to other schools.

Sets of progress tests ure developed to measure attainment of

course objectives in Biology, Mathematics, and Eng.lisb. Progress tests

were not developed in American Ristory because of extreme divc-sity among

Melbourne American History teachers with 1-.2spect to methods, materials,

and course o'jectives. American History tests selected for administration

in Melbourne were not well received by teachers, and their me was discon-

tinued midway through the first project year. The ,,.q3erience in Melbourne

emphasized the fact: that before a system of information feedback similar

to that developed in this project can be implemented, there must exist

r."7:6")



some degree of curricular consensus 2t the classroori laei. Althoup.h a6di-

tional workshops might help teachers ta achiev:?_ this, they cnnot create

consensus where in fact it does not exist.

Three methods of developing suggested phase placements wr!re em-

ployed in this project. Two were no%yly develc:ped, ani ete third bed been

in use by Melbourne High School for sozte tine. The cho',c,- ef method Lo use

for each ste.:.iLsC area was depenzlent upon wsoat c;. were available. All

three methods -4-c-e denonstrated to be feasible. necause d:fferences aeleng

placement methods were co:lpletely confounded by differences azong courses,

it was not posible to assess the ielati./e effectiveness of the throe

methods. To untangle the effects of "course" and "placement method" would

require a easign in which randmnly se:fected subsets of students within each

course received placement recommendations developed by different methods.

This degree of experimental control was judged to he contrary to the pro-

ject philosophy of interfering as little es possible with the functioning

of the school. Such a procedure remains a possibility for further research,

however.

D.ta descriptive of student registration and phase shift behavior

were gathered and analyzed. A majority of students did register in phases

suggested for them. Again, it was not polsible to assess the effects of

various information feeda k elements upon yhase shifting behavior without

substantially c trolling (end perhaps distortin) the normal operation of

the scliool.

In Fall 1P67, the content of the predictor test battery (Florida

Ninth Grade State Testing Program) war conpletelV altered. In order to

obtain predictor scores for Sophomores entering Melbourne High School in

r-
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Fall 1968, the former Lottery, in addition to the new bLIttery, was adminis-

tered in Fall 1967. It was planned to ve1op nredlictf_fln ciJatio;ls during

the 1968-1969 scl-iool year based on the data from the mew hatt?r-:. Because

the 1-acessary contractual agreerent was ryle ra.c.?(-7, these ner :-rediction

equations were not rrelopcd. it'7cr of the t.o ne17 developed phae

placement methods was u7led by erlourr.e high School for its rall 1959

registrction. Neither of the Ilethods can be used inii1 the nacesry dzita

anal_yses are performed. The systcm of information feedbach waa cor.cei-ued

from the taginning as a continuing, self-correcting process. It requll.s

periodic data analysis to d,:terminfl he exte7': to Idrich existing procedures

are still relevant to a changing student body red a al.71nging curriculum.

V.,Ahout a ccntInuing suppol:tive research effort, the system m!_ght soon

become a useless anachronism.

The role of the progress testfl in the information feedback

system was largely an informal one. Scores and interpretive materials

were provided to the school, but were not used to develop updated pilase

placement recommendations. Further research is needed to deter the

usefulness of progress test score. in wod fy:.ng initial phase placement

recommendations on the basis of current courcu achievement. If progress

test data prove Lo be effective in this regard, the data analysis procedures

developed in this pro,ect could be used to provide students with updated

phase place.nent recowdations at several points throughout the school

Year.

r.*



CON'noL ELE:ENTS:

Administrati'm Roles and Stueut :Tnformtion Syst.s*

The New York Institute of Technolov has completer: three years

of cooperat!.ve involvement in s.21e,7ted educational manaerient develop-

ment with the Brevard County School System, and Melbourne High School in

particular.

Before procee&ing with the more technical aspecLs of this su7.-

mary report of the cumulative activitieT of the 'ew Yorl: Institute of

Technology dur.in the three year p-Jziod, hrief discussion of relevant

enveloping climate and eavironmental circumstances will provide the rat-

ional basis for the chronology of chang-Ing emphass and perspactives.

Durin the program period, there have been personnel changes

including four project direcLozs, two principals, seven vice principals

and a major faculty turnover at Melbourne High School, three Brevard

County Superintendents, three new Brevard County High Schools, broad

changes in County philosophy pertinent to model high school programs, the

utilization and discard of County cumc.7Titer-based information and record

systems, a teacher strike, a County attempt nt integration, an active

vocal (aud perhaps militant) organization of faculty, and WA...spread and

significant reappraisal of issues of autonomy or model replicable school

systems.

It is important to recognize that these factors, and their im-

pact are not peculiar to Melbourne High School, or, in fact, to Brevard

This section of the report was largely prepared by Dr. Bertram Spector,

New York Institute of Technolorty, with the as,sistance of Dr. Robert

Jones and Mr. Ernest O'Dierno. r7,7-1



County High Schools but represent a na4:ional soul-se,orcTling attempt to

identify syutems and patterns that are educaplonally sound and acceptable

to all participants in the educational world, including sllucients, parents,

teachers, administrators, and the cov.runity and political structures

with which those parties interact.

No Utopian system has been developed. revertholes, the study

of the proce of educational c%ange under conditions of environmental

change has yielded insight into several crucial principle,7 and nlements

which in themselves may be considered an achieverent of no minor consid-

eration. There is little doubt, for examp,_e, that the political tone

of a community may be a more im7ortant f7ctor (eg., do facto segregati-n

issues) than any change of inyatial eicational imprcA:-cment in

methods and resources, or technological development in materials and

media. There is likewise little doubt that each influences the other

which suggests a novel unified interactive approach. This is another

way of emphasizing what is well known already - but rarely applied -

the removal of barriers that cause educational isolationism in a com-

munity system. One key item in this development of an approach to change

is the AP factor* (attitude receptivity). The AR factor lags the

ir ellectual receptivity which can be achived through concentrated

orientation and seminar see3ions relatively rapidly. The AR factor

takes time and patience. It the emotional counterpart of intellec-

tual receptivity, both of whi_ch are prerequiuite for successful imple-

mentation of strategies and concepts that are foreign to experience.

The author apologizes for his introduction and identification of two

well known words, as a factor, but they have yet to be stressed with,

the uniqueness tiuly deserve.
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1.7f:'rking aC7nitration and faculty at 71elbourne

School, two ar2as of i7inortance to "elbnurne i c1ooi 'ere selected

as prime develonental tari:ets.

I. Stu:lent Csnahilitv Profile for Guidance and FreldIction

Organizational !antructure and Pole Polinnal-ion

The information subsystem identified as Student Capability

Profile is important for successful irinlementation of the nonsraded Fich

School philosonhy. Based unon nerson,-,l, historical, perfermance, affec-

tive, and predictive data considered significant f, r y..uidance officers,

faculty and students, a condensed profile 1)as developed which was com-

patible with data processing needs, and tten in machfne-independent

IL:iv-nage. A sample nrofile sheet a.nears on the following nrtqe. It nro-

vides a better basis for advisors to recog-mend and students to select

any of five phases (differentiating intensity levels and degree of diffi-

culty) of four different disciplines, namely7 English, rathematics,

Science, and Social Studies for initial entrance each semester, and for

transfer to other phases during a semester as deemed best in the intel-ests

of each student.

The Orp:anizational Restructure and Pole Delineation of

elhourne Figh School seel.,:s to defiae in obiective terms n minimal staff

with responsibilities and authoritis Chat facilitate the goals of a

nongraded bigh school, and permits easy transition where desired. An

analysis of what was and is was carried out through the three years of

the program, but the assistance of Dr. ?obert Jones of ''ova University

during the Spring of l969 and his extensive dialogue with faculty and

administration (recorded) has focused the structural and functional needs
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of the org,anizatic,nal renuj_rements a 1.7rry cenat.ructive flex

ing the research, a rixier of corifeencr29 -J-;:,re held at which the current

principal, ir. Gillespie- prejer:t direct,-xr, "r. Daniel Scbeuer_.r.

Dr. Pobert Jones and Dr. Bertram Suector roviex-7ed x-1:xo results ond reaehod

consensus on the nature cf rastrueture poscible a:7H' de'ireHle et Clis ti-e.

The following section sumnarizes the results of the oraani-.7-

tional analysis of 71elheurne High School and the rationale for su:Thested

changes to incorporate an annronriate student infortion system. Intorma-

tion used in this report was obtained in the Sprinf:, semester of 1:169 from

available written materials and extensive interviews with students,

teachers, and administrators of :ielhoune High School. An attempt has

been made to describe !,Telbourne Eigb g,chool as it is presently organized

and as it presently functions with little or no attention given to the

developmental history of the school nor to the socio-political conditions

existing in Brevard County. This report suggests some orgnizational

changes from the standpoint of increasing the efficiency of internal

operations. The question of implementation strateey, however, is left to

the responsible local nersons nlus uhatever outside help (:hey mieht neek.

Role T)elinentions of Administrative Staff

Tn this section of tbe report are listed the major responsIbil-

ities of each administrative officer as they were described in the inter-

views previously mentioned. The chain of command can probably be seen

more clearly in the organizational chart on the following page than from

the verbal descriptions that follox-7. The descriptions are intended to

specify the activities and the responsibilities of each nerson as they

are presently conceived and functioning
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The Executive Council was included in this section because it

serves a communication function from the students and faculty tc the admin-

istrators.

Principal

1. Chief administrator of the school.

2. Responsible to the Superintendent.

3. Interprets School Board policies, along ,,rith the Superintendent

for the operation of the school.

4. Represents the school to parents, social agencies, and the com-

munity at large.

5. Plans for the total operation of the school Imcluding budgeting

and the allocation of resources.

6. Evaluates administrative staff and those teachers going c con-

tinuing contracts.

7. nakes final decision on hiring of new personnel or discharsing

of present personnel.

8. Participates in planning and other county-wide activities with

the central staff of the Superintendent's office.

9. Verifies ail reports to the Super tendent as well as those to

the outside agencies such as the te Department of Education.

Administrative Assistant to the Princinal

1. Carries out specific tasks for W -111 responsibility has been

delegated by the Principnl.

2. Serves as Director of Dissemination including responding to
general correspondence relating to the program and arranging

to meet the requests of visitors in so far as possible.

3. Functions as the Coordinator of Guidance in terms of establish-

ing the general nature of the program. Also serves as the

counselor to students who are prospective college students,
especially &min% the students' senior year.

4. Coordinates articulation with the junior high schools to pre-
pare those students for admission to Melbourne High School.

5. Assists with student disciplinary cases involving personal

matters with female students.
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Vice Principal of Administration

1. Supervises the operation of the physical plant.

2. Supervises the operation of the business office.

3. Works with the Dean of Students on the more serious discipline

problems.

4. Assists in problems involving teacher-student conflicts.

5. Works with parents of students. especially in the case of dis-

cipline problems.

6. Supervises student activities.

7. Assists in evaluation of teachers for promotion and tenure.

8. Director of Adult Education proc,.ram of evening studies.

9. Carries out specific tasks for which responsibility has been

delegated by the Principal.

Vice Principal of Academic_Programs

1. Helps teachers identify behavioral objectives for courses.

2. Works with teachers on the content of courses and the develop-

ment of new courses.

3. Works with groups of teachers as well as individuals to help

improve instruction in the classroom.

4. Coordinates all academic programs including independent studies.

5. Provides general supervision for library.

6. Provides general supervision for audio-visual center.

7. Screens new teacher applications.

8. Assigns teachers to courses and to teams.

9. Supervises teacher trainees serving on internships.

10. Coordinates in-service training programs for teachers.

11. Evaluates teacher performance for promotion and tenure.

12. Coordinates special programs and grants of an academic nature.

13. Carries out specific tasks for which responsibility has been

delegated by the Principal.



Coordinator of Independent Studies

1. Defines the program of Independent Studies in collaboration with

the vice Principal of Academic Prograns.

2. Disseminates information about the program to faculty and students.

3. Coordinates assignment of students to preceptors and monitors

each project for progress.

Dean of Studen:s

1. Enforces school rules concerning attendance and discipline.

2. Functions as a part of the Guidance Department but works closely

with the Vice Principal of Administration.

Counselor of Seniors

1. Works with twelfth grade students.

2. Helps some students with college selection, although most of

this work is done by the Administrative Assistant to the Princi-

pal.

3. Checks student records to be sure they meet graduation require-

ments.

4. Processes requests for phase Changes.

Counselor of Juniors

1. Works with eleventh grade students.

2. Keeps student records up to date.

3. Processes requests for nhase changes.

4. Registers new students during the year.

Counselor of Phase 1 and 2 Students

1. Works with all students, regardless of grade, who are in Read-

ing Phase 1 or Communications Phase 2.

2. Maintains Student Activities Calendar for Vice Principal of

Administration. Required to be on campus at night when clubs
meet.

3. Serves 11/2 hours cafeteria duty one day a week.
c



"-,-cuti-,r> Council.

The Council is the formal mechanism by which reconmendatto,is

can be made to the administratiou from the faculty, counseling

staff, and stuCent body. The Council Is composed of one teacher

ftcal each subject matter a-tea (dep7rtment), one guidance coun-

p.olor, lnd the President of the Stude:It Council.

FunctloctinT: of t'4e Present S-vsL,

Intarviet,:s with the perEors 11() now hold the above described

positions plus interviews with several teachers and students provided

information which suggests that, although Melbourne High School offers a

program with considerably more flexibility than most high schools, maximum

efficiency has yet to be reached in teIms of matching students with pro-

gram opportunities. Some characteristics about the way in which the system

is presently functioning indicate areas of possible change. If appropriate

alternatives could be implemented, the operation of the program could be

smoother resulting in increased efficiency with efficiency being defined

proviCing the maximum opportunity for each student to work at his own

level in each subject matter area.

Tbe majoc set of problems centers aronnd the placement of stud-

ents ,L11! 1,resent system of organizing the curricnlum into phases.

Apparently, the five tracks (7,hases) are not enough to give the homogen-

eous s they desire as eviderlced by the further splitting of Phase 3

into segments A and B. The student volitional method of choosing phases

also tends to reduce the homogeneity of the groups. Phasing of students

is aceomplishec:, primarny by past performance and teacher evaluation,

although suudeni: choice can generally override those factors. Phase Pre-

diction Examinations have been develoned for a portion of the curriculum.

r
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Some teachers and counselors reported that a few of the students

tal-e advantage of the phasing system in a noive Some students who

ellec they are going to fail a particular class will attempt to phase

into anethor one ,:Jhere 1-1-,e- hope there are "-etter chances for a hi2;her

gccdc,. so*ne -caers argue t';-at such activities are the

way in wnich ,udents tiri thr mst appropriate level of working while

other tLarhers would say that F.uch 1.1-ctices encourage quitting whey. the

going gets tot01. Also, some stunts drop one class and manage to wait

s?veral drys before signing ur or rcfporting to the rew class. That this

can happen anpears to result from the overload of paper work of the coun-

selors as they process the phase change requests and maintain the student

recorit;

There is some question whether phasing up is as feasible as

phnsLnc; The higher phases cover subject matter at a greater depth

and Ilve a tendency to move faster, thereby placing a great burden upon

tne stud.?nt who dars to ph-Ise ep after the beginning of the semester.

9 -/-11,7: h- yrentet botLiL ne.ck in the implementation of the

i!; in i.)toco:
ii: now sdtands, stud-

ents i c phos,e change troo their counse3ors who have the resnonsi-

cc -,,ttLng permihsion from the teacher of the class being dropped

ond the tc.,cher of the clss being added, plus checking to see what the

-Lll mean to the student in tr'rms of graduation requirements. The

counsclols for sol-Alonors, juniors, and s,niors now appear to function

essontirIllv as clerks who process student re;listration and phase change

requpsts.
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S-.eci'cations fnr an Automated Student Information System

The nead for an automated student information system was docu-

mnted in t)-;o. previous seccion of th.;.s renort. The establishment of such

a sysm c,-i.th the caoability of monitoring stulort progress within courses

as well as toward graduation. [-r. to process ph:i..e change requests t:ould

be tue sine most impoitant change thct cuId be m;:de to facilitate the

operaticn of the phasi.n svotom at :.:.171'ourne igh School.

Development o an autcmated student information system to carry

out tae function of record keeping would he a simple programming task.

Similarly, the function of phase changing and the function of checking

graultion requirements would be relatively easy. Before the system could

monitor progress within courses, however, the behavioral objectives of each

courae would have to be fixed and a series of progress achievement tests

constructe.i. The work of the Educational Testing Service has provided a

=7tart to,7nrd such a network of tests. Once all of the tests ate in use,

a rolie112 Ph,-='4e Pre'Lccion 'lysten could be generated to suggest to stud-

ents th ir (.-nseluence 0: anv ef the phase alternatives.

r,utol:lated student inrnrnvtjon sy,or, would need the fo]low-

L1,;

of cw Stc:dent in the 10C1 Crade

1. Indicate to each student the requirements for graduation.

2. T-tdicate to each student the courses available.

1. Indicate to eac11 ;Ftudent the available options of phasing,

g-gading syetom (Satisfactory - Unsatisfactory, A-B-C-D-F, and

P,13S - Fall Agreement), and teachers.

4. Indicate to each student his phase predictions and the informa-

tion upon which the predictions were based, e.g., past grades,

achievement tests, ability tests, and other special tests or

information. r" cS4
Le 1.2



Accept student choices.

6. Print out master schedule based upon student choices.

Registration of Continuing Students at tbe Reinnig of a Setlester

Scau the permanent record of each stvdcnt and indicate to him

the rcraining requirements for gradu:lticr.

2. to each stert the cmu::;.os not already successfully

con.pleted.

3. Same as for 1th gra(;.

4. Same as for 12th grade.

5- Same as for 10th ,:rade.

6 Same as for 10th grade.

Requests for Phase Changes or Class Changes With-n a Phase

1- Accept the request for phase or class change including the

specific reason for the request.

Ceck and report to student whether or not the requested class

wEets a graduat-ion requirement.

3 Check ard report to the student if the requested class is avail-

.1a to the student. If the answer is state the reason,

c.g,, c1s ff 1 tudent 11-Is already taken the course, student

cies not meet entrance requirements, etc.

4 t) 2 and 3 above are 'yes", or if student chooses
lectivc rather than a required course, check and report to

t:e -,tolont ,::oncerninY, permission of the teacher of the class
dropped and of the teacher cf the class being added.

r ni_attonal_Structure for In(rporatini--7, an Automated Student

'1-11e the New ':ork Institute of Technology provided for the com-

puter pros-ramming necessary for the implementation of an automated student

cien stem, tl-le necessity for adding to the Melbourne High School

staff at lc,ast one data procesaing pc-1.3n was obvious. Additional persons

to 11 Ci.e capacities of !:(_y Punc4,0vorator and Clerical Assistant would
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also be. needed in the near future. These persons could be added to the

present administrative staff without any organizational chang.es.

Ultimately a new organizational structure T-ould be advisable in

order to more efficiently cluster the funct!.uns of the administrators.

The job descrintions could Cien more easily s:2ecified in a manual for

succeedin persons. Th;)t ench person brings special skills and competen-

cies to a notion which tend to mo.'y the job description over time is

not denied. Neither, however, should the organization be dependent upon

the unicuenesses of its administrators to the extent that the functions

could not be identified and job descriptions spelled out in writing.

Whet is identified in the organizational chart that follows is

an advanced state of reorganization to be reached in stages which could

more efficiantly aemiuister Melbourne High School under its present con-

coptie,n of oneration which is highly iufluenced by the Phasing System of

Cn77. .zation. Any changes of school philosophy affecting the

phasia ,,rudents would necessarily fluence the organizational struc-

tnre. orvariation s7stem depicted should be able to admin-

ister a. vu:-'etv of prog,rams aimed at individualized instruction assuming

the 'lahiiity of the automated student information system.

j.

The role of the Principal world remain the same as would that of

t, ',Fxccutive Council. A Curriculum Committee, which has been recently

formet-1 at Melbourne PiEll School, i3 attached to the Executive Council.

TIle fixed ass-rgnments of the Administrative Assistant to the Principal have

been rcduced to one the dissemination service. This position needs to

be more flexible in schedule in order to be of maximum service to the

Principal.
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A Terson in charge of student affairs is recommended at the Vice

Principal level. This person would coordinate all student activities of

non-acedcmic nature. A secretary could keep the student activities calen-

dar in this office. A Dean of Women would be added who would report to the

Vice P-cincipal of St-,_lent Afairs along with t Pearl of Men. These Deans

would ser7e pri.rarily to mc,intin and attendance. The Guidanc

DepartmcInt would be coordinated by t_ is Yice Principal. As the student

recork keeping would row 17:e automated and un,ler the aegis of Administration,

the counselors would be free to work with students more along the lines

advocated by the American Personnel and Guidayce Association.

Student Nctivities and Ndult Education would be transferred away

from the Vice Principal of Administration while this position would pick

.2.1) the responsibility for the student records and the associated data pro-

The Vice Principal of Academic Programs would assume the respon-

sibilly for the Adult Ealcation Program, A Measurement Specialist would

be added to tItis group to help the faculty develop the r---ress achieve-

ment tc=5t3 i:_cessr,7 for ti;le phasing sysicm.

for ,,a(!be-c Roles

/Is the faculty roves toward specifying behavioral objectives fo

cocL.:se and as th..r7 perticipate in the development of the needed prog-

aai2vemcnt t-.3sts, the alternative of repackaging the curriculum into

eaciA

more convenient uoits ::ay look attractive to them. Electing such an

alternative ,Jould tend to shift the curriculum toward a more individualized

instructional program for each student than is possible vith the present

phasin;z system. With each student working his way through a series of
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curriculum units, rrogressing at his own pace according, to achievement

tests, the grouping of students into grade and rhases

1,:ss less.

77enac!7acTing the curriculum is a time-con::umin,, activity. Teach-

ers ,,,00ld liAelv find tlenelves spendirul nore tiy,:e on 1..,rittng, materials

.,Ind less Cme ionarting a 1,:,.cturr. Comunication of

infor7ntion to students Youl d. p-zobal,ly he done mosty throug,h progiammed

instruction and multi-media devic.- Throu_Th the use of study guides,

students would spend more time org.,,,.-lizing and synthesizing information

and leso time memorizing the synt'ne3is of some techer.

Mr: point is that the of the students and the teachers

are proahly gr-)ing to change somc:at with Che introduction of an inno-

vave student information syste:A can efficiently match student to

matera or at least track stude ts through a complex curriculum structure.

et Le 1::r-sc of those affected _11 he the counselors who will be

relieved of ne burden of their clerical tasks in order to work with

f-it :Clatters of educational, ,:ocntional and personal interest.



IPPENDIX

TEST LOOnETS

Booklet ro.

23 RIOLOGY-BSCS I (Tor Phases 3, 6, and 5)

22 BIOLOGY I( For Phases 1 and 2)

21 nOLOGY A (Acrc-ss Phases)
26 BIOLOGY-BSCS II( For Phases 3, 4, and 5)

25 BIOLOGY II (For Phases 1 and 2)

24 BTOLOGY B (AcrpssPhases)
FIOLOGY-BSCS III (For Phases 1 and 2)

27 BIOLOGY III (For Phases 1 and 2)

29 BIOLOGY-BSCS IV (For Phases 3, 4, and 5)

73 BIOLOGY-BSCS I (For Phases 3, 4, and 5)

72 BIOLOGY I (For Phoses 1 and 2)

71 BIOLOGY A (Across Phases)
76 BIOLOGY-BSCS II( For Phases 3, 4, and 5)

75 BIOLOGY II (For Phases 1 and 2)

74 BIOLOGY B (Across Phases)
78 BIOLOGY-BSCS III (For Phases 3, 4, and 5)

77 BIOLOGY III (For Phases 1 and 2)

79 BIOLOGY-BSGS IV (For Phases 3, 4, and 5)

30 BASIC MATHEHATICS I (Whole Numbers)

31 BASIC MATHEUATICS II; Practions)

32 BASIC MATHEMATICS III (Decimal and Per Cent)

33 BASIC MATHEMATICS IV (easurement and Denominate Numbers)

34 ENGLISH II-A (For Phase 2)

35 ENGLISH III-A (or Phase 3)
36 ENGLIMI TV-A (or Phase 4)

37 ENGLISH II-E (Pc)r Phase 2)

38 ENGLISH III-B (For Phase 2)
ENGLISH IV-B (For Phase 4)

40 EMGLISP II-C( For Phase 2)

41 ENGLISH III-C (For Phase 3)
47 ENGLISH IV-C (For Phase 4)

43 ENGLISH II-D (For Phase 2)

44 ENGLISH III-D (For Phase 3)

45 ENGLISH IV-D (voi Phase 4)
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I. Classification systems are man-made and arc
(A) acceptable to all taxonomists.
(B) unchanging and reliable.
(C) subject to modification.
(D) a permanent part of biology.

2. A scientist uses controls in cesducting research
because
(A) controls become his stanthrds.
(13) all sciendfie work uses controlled experi-

ments.
(C) he needs contrels to direct the investigation.
(1-1) he must control the experiment or he will eet

wrosg answers.

3. Which one of the followleg groupings includes the
most kinds of animals or plsnts?

(A) Species
(B) Order
(C) Genus
(D) Phylum

4. The controlled experiment is essential to the
testing of a hypothesis because it
(A) tests many aspects of a problem.
( B) uses a trial-and-error method.
(C) is necessary in the experiment-
(D) insures that a single part of the problem is

tested at a time.

5. A definition of the term animal which will separate
animals from plants is not easily given because

(A) it is not defined precisely in the textbook.
(B) exceptions to most characteristics given in

such a definition can usually be found.
(C) a n ima s are obviously animals and plants rc

obviously plants.
(D) some plants are green but no animals are

green.

.9.2.estioee 6-7

6. An insect of Speclea A is tothad in large numbers
in an tree in whieh many people suffer from dis-
ease H. To dernonstraee that disease H is trass-
mimed by these insects, it would be necessary ay

(A) learn more about the insect's life history.
(B) prevent the insects from biting people.
(C) fired the dlsesase germs in the insect's body.
( I)) let some of the insects bite people who are not

suffering from disease H.

7. The area is now sprayed each insecricido X whieh
kills most of the insects ot Species A. If this
insect were the taansreitter of disease H. we now
would exect
(A) no people wcruld have the disease.
(B) all people with disease H to reCover.
(C) fewer new cases of disease H tb develop.
(D) disease H to disappear completely.

8. A scientist collects data zelevant to a problem
because
(A) all research is designed to produce data.
(B) relevant (ism lead to the easstion of a problem.
(C) relevant data arc the ... xiuced.
(D) all data are relative.

9. The procedure of acientiets testing the secretions
of hundreds of moldn to find sew antibiotics ia
known as

(A) a controlled experiment.
(13). trial-and-error.
(C)- qualitative experimentation.
(D) quantitative experimentation.

(X) ON TO THP NEXT PAGE.



sestione 10-14

Over a eside are,3 of the United States the oak tte-.:e
ereatened by the disease called oak wilt. The &cease
-3 causN1 by a fungus. How is the disease sprend?

espothesia 1. The dieease is spread by carrters sect
as insects.

lypothesis 11. The disease is spread from tree to tree
by contact of the roots.

Zs..y: (A) A fact which supports Hypothesis
(0) A fact which supports Hypothesis II
(C) A fact which supporte both hypotheses
(0) A fact which tteaports neither hypothesis

.0. The disease-causing fungiss can grow Off le ash, .

dogwood, the wtld cherry and other trees.

1. The top of the ditesased tree begins to wilt asd turn
brown, then the lower limbs become involved.

2. In a stand of oaks the roots of neighboring trees
become grafted to one another.

3. The fungus grows best at temperatures of 130-e4°C.

S. Single trees (nor these in groups) often become
infected if they have been damaged by wind or
lightning.

4.

If Darwin were liven today, he could test his aes;1-
formation hypothesis because
(A) biologists can classify animals more accurately

noel.
0) future glaciation can be prediceed.

(C) deep borings into the atoll can be obtained..
(D) navigation to asells is qulte easy.

gacsceen le refers re the fsel:ceving ceart.

Patient Corn!) leint

Hien fever
II 50re eses

HI A cornmm Cold
IV See 7s3

Sves.--ms
Profuee tlWearing
leatesy discharge fram
eyes
A runuy 203e
esetery-pas diseharge

The hypothesis that best eccotaits for ail of theee
timptoms i8
(A) sick people always have fever which causes

sweating.
(e) wople wite rur..ny neees erten have colds.
(C) excessive secter discharge seems to Ace:envie-7

illeesses-
(D) all illnesses result in pus formatim.

17. A ccientist performed an experiment on a subject
which was believed to be tt!orosietly understood.
The results of the scientist's work contradicted
many termer experimeeta. Which of the following
statements represents the correct scientific at-
titude to take concerning thie?
(A) The scientist muut have made a mistake when

he performed the experiment.
(P) The results coeld bc valid, but further tests

must be niade to determine if duos is so.
(C) Stsee everything was already known about the

sulseect. the neientlet's experiment was un-
necescery. .

( D) The scientist nelsz rt, bcceuse he hLe,
all the data from previous experiments to
work with.-

18. These aninsals are multicellular reed have 2 layers
of cells, a digestive tract or cavity with one opening,
radial symmetry, e network of nerve cells, areez
sac-like bedy.
(A) Mollusks
(13) E'r:-.1orlermata
(C) 0.3-alemeratz.,
(1.3) .A,3neitda

19. Pefore a scientis: can. Clare:ere a newly e:scoverel
epecimen of plent or samid. be mort cere-
ful study of its
(A) relationships In the petit and animal cernmenity.
(13) size.
(C) structure.
(0) adaptability.

GO ON 10 THE NEXT PACE.



;dentist recognizes tits importance at 66W-ring
n-cxtete tecimiques for conducting his resesrch
aue
) he knows that techniques affect his resalte.
) he is limited to techniques which can t're ft;1-

lowed in Ws laboratory.
) he knows only one technique will give the rest,lt

he is seeking.
1) he is liraited to techniques tx has tried ta

pen.

mil 21-25 refer to the tollcwing diagram

clear plasqc ruler has been placed across the
e of the field and a row of cells can be E..ecr..
micror,s make up a millimeter.

!hat is the A vere ge cell length in microns?

A) 100 microns
13) 200 microns
C) 400 micrcna
D) i.000 microns

Vhat is (he avrar cell length in millimeter??

A) I turn.
,B) .1 mm.
'(7) .2 mm.
:!)), rim

Nwroximately now many cella could be sec:n
e microscope were cl,..anged ro high pe,wer7

A) None
(S) One
(C) Five
(0) About ten

Appreatimately how long is the nucleus?

(A) 1 micron
(B) 75 mierc,us
(C) 200 microu3
(0) 1,000 microns

S. if the 6:3Axcti...r of de wço1svsr field of your
microscope was found to be 2 millimeters and
Ete iratio t&t.4rezn the low-pawer and high-power
le1do wa. 10, what would the diRmeter of the

high-power field bn
_2 treti.

(B) 20 mr.i.
(C) 40 mei.
(D) 200 mm.

Qeestione. 25-.27

Coçtcal Tima Presant

26. Which of the following bent explains the increasev.
in zpe-,tes of flowering plants?
(A) !tweets carriod the seeds to a variety of

habitaLs.
(B) New .lnsect forms pc.1.1insted r.ew pinnt srt-zicr
((J) New species of flowz.rs a;,-e evolving.
(0) The number of flowers increased re offacA: dz.?

number eaten by insects.

27. The numbers of species of insects from time B
time C seem to be

14 exceeding its usefulresc.
(R) increastzrz geometrically.
(LC) depen62nt upou thct numly.!r of species of

flowers.
(V) indepor.dent of the numl.er of species of

flowers.

GO ON TO TM rri,'N.T PAGE.



t-'4d2ace eurts the theory of evoluttoz?
mail remains which are sirrdlar to living
forms.
'oak' remains fcrarid at great depths which ere
related to Hying forms.
ossil remains which have b'en traced to liAs;
forms by structural resemblance.
sequence cf fossils showing a pattern of

structural similarities to a present form.

of the following Statements hest expiable wi-y
isms under cVfferent magnification seem to
at different speeds? The area observed
igh power is smaller and the organisms seem
to cover the observed area more quickly.
igh power is larger than under low power and
tho organisms seem to cover the observed
area more slowly.
)9/ power is smeller than under tdgh power
ard. the organisms ccem to cover the arca
more quicl.-Iy.
aw power is larger than intder high power and
the ofganisms seem to cover the area more
croickly.

whicn ca re LbL airs
orsisrits under mao)if.Zcatia-,i. move in and out of
feciad?

(A) Te ezpcsstmeeter Iigt thita in the
adAistmenE mechanism.

(B) There Is a failure V) in:.in;q1) a steady source
of ligtt foi- the micro:cop:-

(C) Tre ornba-ns move in and out of different
ievela within die liuid.

(D) Tb orsperisriemer daces not keep careful and
sticzdy oftseir.mtion.

IF YOU ivall131-1 BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, Ci-r-C.K YOUR WCRIC ON THIS TEST.
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YOU ARE TO MR:ATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given (or anything written bi the
test book. After you have decided whitb of the suggested.answers you
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13:,;airtge:

Chicsaa ia
( A) suite

Y3) city
(C) country
(D) continent

A es c

n

Give only one.answer to eash .4,!eetion; no credit will he given for
multiple answers. if you wish o change an answer. erase your first
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1. Which of the folleviing beet describes the heals
coed dazeification system?
(A) It is based only en similarities among orgereseis.
(8) It is based only at differences smcng organiemo.
(C) It is based on sereilarities as well as differes

among organisms.
(0) It 13 based on neither similarities nor cid-

ferences among orgeniame.

Z. The claseification system used in biology is bais.d
primarily on

(A) strunture (8) futcrioe (C) age (D) see;

3. If the object you ere Woking at under your micro-
scope is too dark, it coula NOT be brightened by

(A) opesing the deephravn
(3) switching to the lifFee-power objective lees
(C) focusing
(1)) ueing a thinner epecimen on your elide

4. The process.through which an animal gives riae to
offspring is called

(A) metabellem (B) orgasization
(C) reproduceloa (0) cleesnification

5. If an orgeniem appears to be 1 centimeter acroza
when viewed with the 10x eyepiece and 10x objective1
whet is the actual size of the organism?

(A) 1/100 cm. (3) torn.
(C) 10 cm. (0) 130 cm.

. Which of the following best describes how a
scientist considers a classification system?

f, A) A useful system that. eau change
(B) An unchanging system
(C) A system based on simile:Sue:crime
(0) A syetere that is not really necessary

7. Which of the follayeleg would give you the L.P.',A5'
apecitic informatien about an crglitozn that you
are attempting to classify?

(A) Whether it is a plant or an animal
(8) Whether it is e. toad or a frog
(C) Whether it is a butteetly or a moth
(0) WI/ether or eet it has a beckboae

3. If 500 seeds 'kb Etgb geeing, one aced would
probably weigh'

(e) 2 grams (g) 5 grerne
(C) .05 gram .02 grata

9, Wti_oh oe the foikeving ;--.1 a correet procedere for
the care of a :oicroeceree?

(A) Caerying it In one head
(a) KeePlete it away from the edge of the table
(C) Clearer.g the objective with your handkerchief
(0) Returning the setting tie high power before

putting It away

10. In which of the following peirs are the animels
most differeet?

(A) Jellyfish.. flah (Erp Cate.. noel
(C) Dogs.. (oxes (D) Alligatore.. crocodiles

11. Which og the folk:Vey hes the laq,eet number et
animals within its classificatkei?

(A) Class (13) Genus
(C) Phylum (0) Kingdom

12. The ratio of magealfication of the eyepiece to the
low-power objective to the high-power objecve
is approelmetely

(A) 1:1:1 (3) 1:1:4 (C) 1:2:1 (D) 1:471

13. Bubblea sheuld 10 =lova from a temporary
alt4e prepared in the laboratory by

(A) !mane, the OW
(B) addiug more water to the slide
(C) gently topptig the slide
(0) pualiing down oe reel elk!eis cover ollp

14. If one ewitches from 10i'l to high power when
obeerveng a specimen wider a microscope. the

(A)e distance between the stage and objective
decreases

(8) distance between the stage and objective
Increases

(C) distance between the smge and olejective
remains the same

OD) high-power objective will tcech the stage

15. Amexatimately how much greater magnification do
you get when you change from low ply,-ter to high
power?

(A) 2.ex (8) 4 1X (C) 61x (0) 10-lx

CO ON ro THE NEXT PAGE.



1. l3tologt.a1 classificatlen is based primarily 0-3

(A) physiology (B) stractere
(C) size (D) shape

Which of the following animals has a skeleton meat
similar to that of =a?
(A) Frog (B) Grasshopper
(C) Crayfieh (D) Centipede

3, Which of the following is a eorrect stammerer aleelt

living things?
(A) All things that move are alive.
(B) It is difficult to decide whether some things

are alive or not alive.
(C) Most living things produce their own food.
(D) An individual animal must reproduce in order

to be considered alive.

4. If 20 pins are required to balance a scale containin3
1 ounce of a certain material. 400 pins would bal-
ance how many ounces of the same material?

(A) 2 oz. (B) 20 oz. (C) 50 oz. (D) 205 oz.

5. Mich of the following are most similar?

(A) Frogs and birds (B) Snakes and mice
(C) Dogs and wolves (D) Cats and dogs

6. A good grouping eystern should

(A) serVe atiseful purpose for the user
'( El) be based on qualities that are different for an

observers
(C) use different characteristics throughout
(D) not bring out differences if they exist

7. The ninny differeeces between living things is c:,

(A) reproduction (B) diversity
(C) metabolism (0) circulation

B. l'be easiest anti most widely accepted way to
determine the raer.ber al trees in a large forerz
of a known area is te count

(A) the trees in a number of cele.cted plots through-
out the foreet and use this figure to eel-knee
the tOte1. nateher

(B) ell the trees
(C) the trees in one section and use this fiVrc to

estimate the total number
(D) -the trees in a sectioe in the middle and use thiti

figure to esdenate the total number

-3-

9, ree ability of an aeganism to Fri.,ke copies cf itself
Ic eailed
(A) rneta7:111em (E) p-epularion
(C) repr odvc ton ( D) evohelan

10. Whicti of the foCowing fs the ml-Atit nearly correct
statement about scientific grouping sy-Nna?

(A) They are subjere to charge.
( El) All scientists agree en te same system.
(C) Once placed in a group. a plant or acirnal will

stay la that group.
(0) The greuping systems are based on a single

characteristic.

11. One would expect to find the greatest density of
people per acre in the

(A) city slums (B) suhurbe
(C) rural areas (D) small towns

12. Which of the fellowthg would be the most accurate
way of eetermining the weed population in a school
yard that is 100 feet by 200 feet?

(A) Courdng the weeds in I square foot and then
calcutatieg th e. number of weeds

(B) Counting the weeds in 5 cne-foot plots and then
calculating the number

(C) Counting die weeds in 10 one-foce plots and
calculating the number

(0) Counties, all the weeds in the school yard

13. WhIch of the following number of samples would
useally he the most accurate for determining the
size of a populetion?

(A) I. (B) 5 ,(C) 10 (0) 20

14. You are given a aealed box cermaining a living
organism. You could help determine the con-
tem of the bee by all of the follewing EXCEPT

(A) &Akin t'eer box (sound)
(B) weighing the box
(C) noting the color of the hoe
(0) measuring the lieicht (72 the bcx

GO ON TO TI-IE NEXT PACE.



guesrlaos 15-17 refer to the following study.

Three erAid=ts cc ted the w,ds in three dr.--ier;-
plots. Smadent A ann.-2d 9, 5tudent 8 co:toted a, Sz.--ident

C counted 7. The plot' that each measured tme 2 f?_cr

long and 6 fs!,..t wide.

15. The average number of weees pet ri.ot was

(A) 5 (W 6 (C) 7 (D) 8

16. The ttntsi of the plot of gromd that each student
counted was

(A) 8 sq. ft. (8) 12 sq. ft.
(C) 16 eq. ft. (D) 2E oq.

17. Each weed in the area I. known as

(A) on individual (0) a population
(C) a rand= sattple (1)) au average

Ouestions 18-i 9 refcr al the following figures.

L=7

IS. Which of the folkng would be the best basis fr,:r
arranging the bimkJ above into two groups?

(A) Shape (B) Size (C) Thickness (D) t7cifx

19. Which of the followtug wc-zild be the best Weis Icy
arranzing the tacts above Into three groups?

( A) Shape (8) Size (0) Thickness (D) C 1.rz

(.1*..w.znions 207.24 refer co the p4.rto of the tnic.rm:fype ant,
the casTqause raicm=;,-.7e.

t
o

V-1

20. rt, part kabala 1 is called the

(A) eyepioce ( ) low-power objective
(C) coarse: fOjdatrnvat (D) dt,3.pbragrn

21. Wimt rArt is wd o make fine adjuznents?

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 6 (D)

22, What part should be washed after each use?

(A) 4 (13) 5 (C) 6 (D) 7

23. Which of the following is NOT a good rule for the
bandit:1g and use of the microscope?

(A) Keep the microscope away from the edae of the
table.

(B) Corry the microz.zope with both hn.q.ls.
(C) Clean the ials with pary.r or cloth.
(0) Make sure the inicroacop2 se:-.0r.s. is on lori

power bafore ps.attag lt away.

24. Whin the oyce and hi0-power ohJect1ve (43x)
is used to oix;me o specimen, the speclmen
=gained
(A) 10 times (B) 43 imes
(C) 53 times (D) 430 times

CO ON TO THE NEXT PACE.
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I:Inatinh pluz 1-c;3 tc F77.2:_tc7.c.Ilisri,--M:- ci ii!!-31v-V-0,s1.1?

tier-mr.; 23-27 refer to t!.,e foll.oriing plots. (A) A edily E> E1L-c!.ly (C} C ciJ
17K1 C. ici th-:

A PI.0.17

n ,6
o a 26. 1-7.o,.v i.y gt..,,ape of are tlir2re tr.

0
t. 0 (A) 1 (.6) 2 c,O) 3 (13)

40`
0

o ° 27, Which, cf tt f,,-11owin3
cf groups th th pkts r_2ft.. 3 ft.

PLOT C (A) Tticr.2 nie mare A tirin p 7?-

(B) T17:re ar c.! mare gra'.ips in plot 0-.0:4r.

(C) -acre arz r.hz Eartl;3 ,-:-.urnIxr ai:cms,
pict A

(0) -111:Bre are r.-)o,;e ig.rc.4.T.T1 in 'lot A piot C.

A

0
0
o

x

k
0 4.7

°

0

3

Qu-nttaas 2S-30 refcr to tlie. fellowingz;roupt.n Tyzi.ern.

,

rwjt

r,:,,,..
h Voe.thanes

-...,,,

--,...

r_Animal3 vs!itt a PoQsh i

4

Arg41(1;3 that
Vioth Uprigtlt

Aninicl$s Ottdaut

0

Animal° ci.t/i Vtfai

rot 17:4!:3

28. How woidd man be classified in this syarecni

(A) 1, 3,4 (6) 1, 2.4
(C) 6, 3, 4 (I)) 1, 2. 10

How ok all Arnt,..rican grasshcpp.f!r
classified in this syniern?

(A) 1, 7.10 (E9 6.7, 10
(C) 6. 8, 10 (D) 4, 6. 7

LArtist4is that Fly

Anirrres
1

%11tEt/
[;thiffials Larger 1

tilotn 6 liv!i41-,:j

I

r . thci
tto Nat FI9

to

[than ir.eln

30. How would rfn opossum be ctctl in Us
(A) 1,25 (R) 1, 2, 4
(C) 1,3,4 (D I.,5

ni YOU PINSTZ 13WO1.E TM% 13 CAI-LED, 1.11E,C1C YOUR WOW,: ON TI-ILS MST,
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1.. Which of the following best describes the bas;.s of a
goad classification system?
(A) It is based only oil similarities among organ:eels.
(13) It is based only on differences among organisms.
(C) It is based on similarities as well as differerees

among orgenisms.
(D) It is based on neither similarities nos dif-

ferences among orsenisms.

1. The classificatice system used in biology is bsted
primarily on

(A) structure (B) function (C) age (0) E/FI?

3. If the object you are lookirg sr under your micro-
scope is too dark, it couid NOT be brightened by

(A) opening the diaphragm
(B) switching to the high-pesser objective lens
(C) focusing
(D) using a thinner npetoome on your Elide

4. The process throes-T.1 which an animal gives rise
offspring is called

(A) metabolism (B) organization
(C) reproducdcn (0) classification

9. Which of the following is e crsec/ r,r;-,z-z-,,...J.klre
the care of a microscope?

Carrying it in ote hand
(2) Keeping it Away iron; 11'1-2 ec:ge of the tahle
(C) Cleaning the obj.-sise with yotir handkerchief
(f.a) Rctureieg the seaing to e,i.gh power before

it awai

10. ht whtch of the following pairs re the astrnals
most different?
(A) jellyfesh.. fish (2) Csts..lions
(C) Dogs.. feees (0) Alligstors creeeesles

11. Which et the following has; the tares-et minter of
snimals wittiln its classificatioe?

(1,') Class (2) Genus
(C) ..Phyltim (0) Kingdors

12. The ratio of maguificanon of the eyepiece to the
low-power objective to the high-power objective

EO is approximately

(A) 1:1:1 (13) 1:1:4 (C) t:2: 1 (0) 1:4:1

5. U an organism eppears to be 1 centimeter across
when viewed with the lflx eyepiece and 10X objective,
what is the actual size ct the organism?

(A) 1/100 cm. (3) 1 cm.
(C) 10 cm. (1-1 loo cm.

S. Which of the following beat describes how a
scientist considers a classification system?

( A) A useful system thet can change
(B) An unchangieg system
(C) A system based en similar functions
(0) A system that "i.3 not really necessary

7, Which of the followies, would give you the LEA,T.:'
specific informsties ebet.e.: an organism that you
are attempting to classify?
(A) Whether it is a plant or an animal
(B) Whether it is a Lund or a frog
(C) Whether it is a butterfly or a moth
(0) Whether or not it has a backbone

If 500 seeds weigh 10 grams, one seed would
probably weigh

( A) 2 grams (B) 5 grams
(C) .05 gram (0) .02 gram

13. BubMes should 'se removed from a temporary
slide prepare::: in the laboratory by

(A) hestins Cee slide
(E) adeing more weter to the slide
(C) genely tapping the Slide
(0) pushing down on ttis covee sltp

14. If one switches from low to high power when
observing a specimen under a microscope, the
(A) distance between the stage and objective

decreases
(B) distance between the stage and objective

increases
(C) distance between the stage and objective

remsziai; the form?
(0) high-power objective will touch the singe

15. Assprosimately now rnucl reotzx rmIgnification do
you get when you change from low power to high
power?

1 1

(A) 2-3x (13) tiNx (C) 6,sx (0) iflx

GO ON TO THE, NEXT PAGE.



041ons 16-4.1i refer to the numbered pctrcs of the
gram below.

After adjusting a roicrogcopv for use with the high-
power objective. one should loc* at the specinten
by moving

(A) 2 downward (B) 2 upward
(C) 3 downward (D) 3 upward

/7. U ere z :oid 5
ai ye%. 3t1.11 catulai &ect 14.
probably meads adjusrscm

(A) (T, 2 6

18- Whi':h t [tie Et27:1Ctur..;t1
adfusi. etl
(M 2 (P.) 3 (C) (r 7

3-

prop- . adstrnent
fclialviug

i. uezd for a coar:-.e

/9. Vnen. putt.ng a micr-, .;opc *ay you should

(A) tit bock
(13) align 2 with tbelrrel
(C) align 3 with the
(0) close 4

20. Which of the following strue tures is used primarily
to regulate thz., amount o iltt that enteis the
microscope?
(A) I (B) 2 (C) 3 (1) ,4

CO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



-.tractions: Each passage In drle part is followed hy o.teee:ar of questions. in aneteerheg, geeee'..nes you are ex-

.t.ed to use your knowledge of biology as well as the letorreation given yeu. For each ..itieetion ae!ect Cie answer you

link hest and blacken the correapooding space on the aelewer sheet.

16 dons 21-25

In the sixteenth century. trained cheetahs were tatted
e every hunting ledge in Europe. Even today, in Ire.
.eported cheetahs are used to bait anrelope. A hooded
teetah is taken near a herd by a bullock cart, and 'ee
etod and leash are removed. It rushee to bring doen
za prey, and hokla it by the throat until tin attendant
'.rrives for the dispatch.

The cheetah was thought to Le the world's if1454.1ai:

unser with a top speed estimated at 70 to 90 milee
.er hour. However, a recent film study revealed it2
ep speed to he 56 Innen per hour, so the title for feeteat
leaner went to a pronghorn Luck, clocked at 61 miles
.4.1r hour. Adult cheetahs reach 4 feet in length and 135

-.:alade in weight. The e eat is sitort-haired,
nd heavily black-rested. The theetah closey re-

seneeiea the teopard. in COn'r Ztif. to teepard spots.
welch are large- eien ronettes. cixeran spors are

eclid, and sct close togeeher. A characteristic
"deek-teerdrop" merkieg characterizes its face. UoliVe
all other cets. the cheeeih does net have claw sheaths.
The claws remain cepased at all times. although the
cheewl can partiaDy retract :tts ciavis. The claws are
similar to those ofe dog in that they are dull, poor fer
ripping. and itneosnikte to ge.."p with because they cannet
spring from the paws. Although cheetahs were once
feend in large nurelers in open grassland scrub in
Afeica and Western Asia. the population is rapidly de-
clining, and they are cousidered to he extinct to India
and meat of Aeis. Only t-ery strict coneervatioa ewes-
ures can insure their servival and seve them from ex-
tinction.

1.1. According to the deaceirtiee of the passage, which of the followieg n:ciurea

is a cheetah?

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



of. Chz-,-c..;Ihs

fc

(C)

7.t c.an st.ar-..sa,se thst
wi-Acti

F,12:44

Sn), n

23. o!.7.ces the tep &Z of the

(C)
,;:;)

z;:lsf-,4-tg..-, -Coe ciawe o t!:e
(C.) 5.`; (:-7) 61 m.p.h. ieeernLIn of te 0,7_7_1y are

(C) (D) (A)
(a) 7,y Ehr.,51...:.;.,i

( C)
(D)

47Yr

fOC'd.

s;icr-, a 26-30

The porpoise is- air-breathing, warm-blo:Idcd
mamnivi with a L,ody temnerature elsout the same a that
of men. Technici:.11y, a porpiee is a small whe3e. 3
t2othed aa opposed to the halcen
gr,ws much Inrger and has no teeth. 'Fifty known
of d-a104.ns ar(lprjr1:-..7ise-3 inhahlt all the t.)cous o O'f.,

cc:1-th 4r:4.1 some of th .-! riverv.
perM.se twii a remarkable sonar or cchoiocatulr,

:72,2f4i c Nicking sounds
echoes from !As its cars are as 1:72nli
cs pth.Solen, its senz,-1, tic-?.ring ic incrediMy kc:71.1,
stronger echo on one i.:;ee indicates the dircct;or, 1;1'
or predato).. 'The intervaI tx?tween
receiving telk the i.istance ut the obj;et; vilriation,-
echo sound reveals nature.

Forpoisea aze desi-eilci:1 from land animals,
their earliczit ancestor.s came from the ocean. 11:e ri-
inrnma1 ancestor of the porpoise went through a lc
prrness of readapting to in water. Its borJy
etrearnes1:xl and its !op Ci.r,rTpeared, However, a
pocpoine still has fr ton2A in its flippers. its
cvoiv":!..1 hito a to_i-.,wholo, Oa1 a rge nostril atop 0:-
wih itua:r and outer uzcivzia to seal out the water.
it surfact,.!s for sir. six=3.4 cr,;..,e a minute. a porpl-is
(Tens th,:' blowhole wirit: ane, breather in four to fen ri.!aris
of air in leFis than ;1,-if The porpoise

fhActi for prootitiori; these flukes i.,:;017)
out horizontaDy, not vertic:illy tho;,zi of fish.

25. Which of the following approximately the.
for both porpois? and irinn'i

(A) Habitat ( Fi) Body temperature
(C) Size of eAr.:.; (D) Number of nostrils

27, ry F:er-ii-f-,,f71 of i:zie 12er,:51
noir,e. a p-1.1.\-itsc, ca.1

(A) directiun of the
(6) Oecx..h i ti.ie objo

(pr..';y or predator)
(D) t'dntanc E'D

lc an cid.-i1:-Ltloyll 0,2
pire tO a ve.P:cr

(
C) A bloAtc:;?

(ij)

29. ThAi tatc: of breathiag ui ro:in corhparf>d with t'vz.t or
porpoise is approzimately

(A) ow: half as fast
(13) the 5ame
(C) two times fest-er
(D) tw.mty tirtes

30. A RhIrk can c rloat cslIy distinguitzhed frero a
porpole by its
(..%) teeth verti trdi in

(C) (D) eating habits

IF you FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CitLLED. Cl.ECK your, WCW, ()N
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ID) Maple tree.

Which of the iollowinz st.itenlents represents
belief in spontaneous generation.'
(A) Corn is planted .md fails to g,erminato.
(R) A 'A hite rat has )..; black ottspring.
(C) Frogs come from mud.
(I)) I:lies develop on decaying food.

3. If a ;:kimpound were a protein One could correctly
conclude it was

(A) constructed from :11111110
(13) soluble in water.
(C) made of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen only.
(I)) a small molecule.

4. The use of bacteria in studies of natural selection is

(A) not possible because of their disease-producing
capabilities.

(13) advantageous due to the large numbers of

individuals produced.
(C) limited; the information gained cannot be

applied to other organisms.
(D) not accepted as a valid experimental approach

to the problem.

Concentration of Z

5. What conclusion can be made on the basis of
the graph?
(A) An increase in the concentration of 7, caused

an increase in the concentration of Y.
(1i) The concentration of Y increased with time.
(C) The ,,oncentration of 7 is related to the con-

centration of Y.
(D) There is no relationship between the concen-

trations of Y and Z.

ele.stricat sparkmg device as 311

oi the prir.tivc
spork meant to rel.-reset::

( 2 I near conditions.
( :3) volc.inic eruptions.
(C) ultraviolet radiatio:I.
(1)) lighming.

c)kietions 7-0 refer to the equatikmi

2 11,0
EI.ECTRU Try

"2

(A) 2
(13) 3
(C) 4
(D)

7. flow many kinds of atoms are represented?

S. llow many kinds of mok-cules are represenced?

0. flow many molecules are represented?

10. When two amino acids are bonded chemically

(A) energy is released.
(B) energy is added to ADP.
(C) water is released.
(D) water is added.

11. In the electrolysis of water why is twice as much
hydrogen gas as oxygen gas produced?

(A) Oxygen is more easily compressed.
( B) 2 atoms of hydrogen to 1 atom of oxygen are

produced.
(C) Oxygen is twice as dense as hydrogen.
(D) Hydrogen occupies twice as much space as

oxygen.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Que:-zions 12-14

A

Open Jar Covered Jar Screened Jar

12. If spontaneous generation were to be estahlished
one would expect to find maggots in

(A) A and B only.
(Ft) B and C only.
(C)
(1)) A. and C.

13. If flasks A and 13 were used together. A would
ser-e as a
(A) conclusion.
(13) control.
(C) source of flies.
(D) hypothesis.

14. Itedi's original hypothesis, that flies were the
source of maggots, could be established if there
were maggotr; in

(A) A.
(B) B.
(C) Band C.
(D) A and B.

15. Which of the following is an example of fer-
mentation?
(A) Formation of glucose by green plants.
(B) Breakdown of ATP into ADP.
(C) Production of alcohol from glucose.
(D) Production of carbon dioxide from glucose.

Although Madagascar is separated from Africa
only by a narrow strait, many plants and animals
common on the mainland are unknown on the
island. This fact illustrates the principle of

(A) great environmental differences between
Africa and Madagascar.

(13) evolutionary equilibrium.
(C) evolution in isolated populations.
(D) succession.

rSpray
Program Star..s

Spray Program Ends

oo 30 60 90 120 150 180

Days

17. The most probahle reason for the decreasing
effectiveness of the campaign as the summer
progressed was that the
(A) mosquitos became immune to the DDT.
(13) mosquitos resistant to DDT lived and pro-

duced offspring.
(C) DDT was used at irregular intervals.
(0) the DNA of the mosquito population was not

affected.

18. Not all of the mosquitos were killed at the time of
the first spraying. The best explanation is that

(A) the weather early in the summer was probably
rather cool.

(B) most of the mosquitos were adults.
(C) environmental factors varied slightly as the

summer progressed.
(D) natural variation existed within the population.

19. Doubling the dose at the time of the initial spraying
probably
(A) would not have resulted in a 100 percent kill.
(13) would have caused the mosquitos to be killed

more rapidly.
(C) would nut have altered the

pa ign
(D) would have caused all of the nmsquitos to die.

results of the corn-

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



O. ()f 5T weeds germinating on Li 2 x 3' plot of
izround. 62 reached maturitv. Which of the fol-
lo'sking aspects of Darwin's theory of natural
selection can best he applied to this observation?
(A) All members oi a species vary in their traits.
(B) Many variations of a species are inherited.
(C) There is a struggle for existence among mem-

bers of a species.
(I)) Lavorable variations are passed on to offspring

and in time great differences arise.

!I. According to the heterotroph hypothesis, the first
complete animal body found on earth probably
resembled
(A) an ameba.
(B) a sponge.
(C) a Paramecium.
(I)) a Chlorella.

uestions 22-23 refer to the following diagram.

Step A Step B Step C

nzyrne (A) + Enzyme Substrate Enzyme +

abstrate (B) Complex Products

2. Reactions between enzyme (large molecules) and
substrate (usually small molecules) can be ex-
plained by

(A) surface configuration in general.
(B) surface configuration at active sites (X).
(C) enzyme specificity.
(I)) a specific size relationship between enzyme and

substrate molecules.

3. Whether the reaction proceeds to the left or to the
right depends directly upon
(A) relative concentrations of enzyme and sub-

strate.
(B) relative concentrations of substrate and sub-

strate products.
(C) the energy state of the whole system.
(D) the condition of the environment surrounding

the systems.

(uestions 24-25 refer to the following diagram.

5% Salt
Solution

10% Salt
Solution

The U-shaped tube contains solutions of salt water
separated by a membrane impermeable to salt.

24. On which side of the tube will the water levc1 rise?

(A) Side A.
(B) Side B.
(C) Both sides.
(D) Neither side.

25. The water level will remain constant on both sides
of the tube when
(A) all the water is on side A.
(B) all the water is on side B.
(C) the salt concentration becomes 7.5% on both

sides.
(D) the water concentration becomes 90% on side

A and 95% on side B.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Questions 26-28 refer to the following graph.

-
O

11G7 2
0 rr; 3

5. 4
0 .5

%Concentration

Nornia.1 Weight of
Potato Cores

_ M

of
1.5 2

Salt in Solution

The above graph shows the results obtained when
six potato cores ef equal weight were placed in six
different concentrations of salt water.

26. The dots J, K, I.. M, N. and 0 represent

(A) variables.
(B) assumptions.
(C) hypotheses.
(D) data.

27. Cores J, K, and 1., are above the normal weight
line because

(A) there was a flow of water from each core.
(B) salt entered the cores.
(C) water entered the cores and increased their

weight.
(D) all these cores weighed more than three grams.

28. If there were no change in the weight of a potato
core after immersion in salt solution it could
mean that

/A) water could not enter the core.
(B) water could not leave the core.
(C) salt concentration inside the core was equal

to the concentration outside.
(D) the membrane is not permeable to salt.

29. Mane reactions occur nuwe readik when the
temperature of the substances is increased because

(A) the kinetic energy ol the molecules is increased.
( B) the kinetic energy of the molecules is decrea,:cd.
(C) heat .ncreases the force of attraction.
(D) the potential energy of the molecules is in-

creased.

30. The most nearly correct statement applying to both
the heterotroph and spontaneous generation hypoth-

eses is

(A) both assumed evolution occurred.
(B) both assumed living things could originate from

nonliving materiAl.
(C) both assumed that all microorga»isms came

from nonliving material.
(D) both required the passage of long periods of

time.

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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1. The factor that sets man apart from all other
animals is his

(A) speed (B) strength
(C) intelligence (D) number

2. Examples of decomposers include

(A) deer (B) trees (C) owls (D) bacteria

20
z

5 10 15 20

Temperature
Degrees Centigrade (°C)

3. The arrow to the point on the graph above represents
which of the following?

(A) 10°C and a cell count of 10
( R) 10°C and a cell count of 20
(C) 20°C and a cell count cf 10
(D) 20°C and a cell coant of 20

4. Which of the following is NOT one of the wounds
that man has inflicted on his environment?

(A) The smog over cities
(B) The pollution of rivers
(C) The erosion of farmland
(D) The succession of animals in a food chain

5. Of the following, which would be the best way to
test the hypothesis that yeast grows fastest in
the dark?
(A) Growing yeast cells in the dark only
(B) Growing yeast cells in the light only
(C) Growing yeast cells in both dark and light
(D) Growing yeast cells in both dark and light at

the same temperature

6. The interaction of all living and nonliving things is
called

(A) a community (B) an ecosystem
(C) a food chain (D) a food web

7. Of the following, energr, flow in a food Alain must
closely resembles a
(A) closed pipeline
(B) fire hose
(C) garden hose with many holes in it
(D) large pond

8. Which of the following statements about energy in
a food chain is correct?
(A) More energy is retained in the living system

than is lost.
(B) More energy is lost in the living system than

is retained.
(C) The same amount of energy is retained in the

living system as is lost by the living system.
(D) All energy is retained in the living system and

none is lost.

9. Which of the following is a hypothesis that might
be tested?
(A) The number of cells counted in a drop of water
(B) The number of dandelions colinted in a square

foot of land
(C) The weight of a block of wood
(D) The statement that decreasing the amount of

sunlight decreases the number of yeast cells

10. Which of the following correctly describes a
first-order consumer?
(A) It is eaten by more than one animal.
(B) It is eaten by one animal only.
(C) It feeds on one animal only.
(D) It feeds on more than one animal.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



11. Which of the following graphs best illustrates an
increase in gill-cover beats with an increase in
temperature?

(A)

(C)

Temperature

Temperature
0

Temperature

Temperature

12. Which of the following graphs best illustrates a rise
in the number of yeast cells followed by a fall and
then another rise?

(A)

(C)

co

0
Time

(13)

Time

Time Time

-3-

0 25 50

Temperature (Degrees Centigrade)

POPULATION OF YEAST AND
BACTERIA AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

13. The graph above indicates that there are
(A) always more yeast cells than bacterial cells
(B) more yeast cells than bacterial cells at the

start of the experiment
(C) more bacterial than yeast cells at 50°C
(D) more bacterial than yeast cells at 27°C

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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14. Which of the following graphs is correct for the information given in the
chart above?
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Questions l=)-16 refer to the foilowing diagram.

The following !.ransfers were made and three yeast
cells were found in test tube S.

(.;_iestiens 19-21 are based upon a fooc: chain that involves
grass-grasshopper-frog-snake.

Tube 1
10 ml.

culture

Tube 2
9 ml.
water

Tube

15. Flow mant, yeast cells are there
from test tube 1 ?

(A) 9 (B) 30 (C) 90

16, The reason for making dilutions
diagram above is to

(A) make the counting of cells
(B) give the yeast more food
(G) give the yeast a chance
(D) provide more air for the

9ral.
water

to
yeast

3

in a drop taken 20.

D) 300

as shown in the 21,

easier

reproduce

consumer?

consumer?

19. Which of the following is the producer?

(A) Grass (B) Frog
(C) Snake (D) Grasshopper

Which of the following is a first-order

(A) Grass (B) F rog
(C) Snake ( D) Grasshopper

Which of the following is a second-order

(A) Grass (B) Frog
(C) Snake (D) Grasshopper

uestions 17-18 refer to the following d agrams of a
plot of land that was observed over a period of 50
years. The figures represent the type of plant found
Juring the year that a population survey was made.

1st Year 20th Year

III

50th Year

17. Which of the above populations was probably the
first stage in succession?

(A) 0 (B) (C) (D) 0
!
t

18. Which of the above populations was probably the
climax stage in the succession?

(A) 0 (B) (C) (D)

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



ns 7)--)4 refc,r to the following Fictures.

lIt

'he four pictures above represent stages in

A) a climax (B) a succession
(C) one ecosystem (D) a food web

F IV shows a relatively stable, slowly changing
omrnunity, it is called a

A) food web
(C) climax

(13) succession
(D) "wound" of man

II

0(.1
4 it-)

IV

24. You would expect to find the fewest species in the
soil represented in

(A) 1 (B) II (C) III (D) IV

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



ref(:r to the following diagram.

7\\\\\\\Dark Paper

M" \-
Species Species

C and D Eand F
Species
A and B

Test

25. Which of the following would be the most likely
food chain?

(A) Species G would eat species
(B) Species E would eat species A.
(C) Species H would ea: species C.
(1)) Species A would cat species F.

26. Which of the following would most likely live at the
deepest level in a pond?

(A) Species A (I-1) Species C
(C) Species E Species CI

Questions 28-30 refer to the graph below.

10,00 0
Species X

Species Y

25
Time in Days

50

28. Which of the following is a correct statement that
is based on information contained in this graph?

(A) Species X and species Y reach peak growth at
the same time.

(B) The number of individuals of species Y is equal
to the number of individuals of species X.

(C) Species X starts to increase at the same time
that species Y starts to increase.

(D) The changes in population of species X are
similar to the changes in population of
species Y.

Species
G and H

\-Light Source

27. Which of the following would most likely be a

producer?
(A) Species 13 (I3) Species C

(C) Species D (D) Species 11

29. Which of the following hypotheses is supported by
information given in the graph?

(A) Species X has a larger population than species
Y on day 25.

(13) Both populations decrease then increase.
(C) Species Y is interacting with species X.
(D) Species X was not as large at 50 days as it

was at 2 days.

30. If species X and V are in the same food web, which
of the following is most probably. true?

(A) Species X is eating species Y.
(B) Species Y is eating species X.
(C) Species Y is the producer.
(I)) Species Y has more total energy than species X.

9U FINISH BEFORE liME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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Which of the followMg would be a hypothesis?

(A) Watching birds fly south in the winter
(13) Stating that birds fly south oecause of lack of

food
(C) Taking a population count of birds
(D) Dissecting a bird in a .5iology class

2. The energy of motion is called
(A) potential energy
(13) chemical energy
(C) stored energy
(I)) kinetic energy

3. In preparing for an experiment with yeast, after
the medium has been poured into a test tube and
covered, the very next step is f

(A) cool the medium
(B) sterilize the medium
(C) inoculate the medium
(D) store the medium in a dark container

4. In one experiment to determine the effect on the
growth of a certain species of plant hy exposing
the plants to various amounts of light, the control
would be plants grown under

(A) normal light conditions
(B) the minimum amount of light exposure
(C) the maximum amount of light exposure
(D) an absence of any light

Lef t

A

.$1,",,ourv.0

Right

----Start

5. An experimenter claims that earthworms will
always turn right when they come to point A in a
T tube as shown above. Which of the following
would be the best test of this hypothesis?

(A) Observe a large number of earthworms as
they travel through the T tube.

(B) Block off the right side of the tube and observe
whether the earthworms turn left.

(C) Wire the left side of the tube so that the earth-
worms will receive a slight shock if they
turn left.

(I)) Make the right side of the tube narrower and
see whether the earthworms turn left.

-3-

t. Ih countinfrz voaSi: celiS. it was found that there iere
east cell::: in the following area.

Millimeter

0.1 Milhmeter

Millimeter

How many cells are there per cubic millimeter?

(A) 5 (B) 10 (C) 25 (I)) 50

7. A person's reaction time is slow at birth, becomes
faster up to the age of 30, then gradually becomes
slower. Which of the following graphs best illus-
trates this idea?

( C ) c.)

45), 20
z

40

/'
0 30

Age

30 60
Age

60 30
Age

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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8. A ..:ertain p_;pulation of animals grows rapiLliv at
first. stops growing for a time, and then resumes
growth at a glow rate. Which of the following
graphs illus.:. ates the growth pattern of the
populaticn?

(C)

rne

rf,ime

(F3) "6

C

0 --Tirrie

Questions 9-10 refer to the following graph.

9. Of the following, which is the best statement about
the information in the graph?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A eats B.
B eats A.
The presence of B causes a decline in A.
The presence of B does not affect A.

10. The graph could represent which of the following'?

(A) A, the buffalo population, versus 13, man's
westward movement

(B) A, the production of corn, versus B, modern
fa rming methods

A, speed, versus B, improvement in airplane
design

(I)) A. the discovery of modern drugs, versus 13,
deaths of children

(c)

If a person states that there is life on \l,Its,
statement would be considerej

(A) a fact
(B) an observation
(C) a hypothesis
(D) a law

Questions 12-14 refer to the following experiment.

I Milliliter

1 Milliliter

10 Mill liters
Yeast Culture

9 M 11 liters
Water

9 Milliliters
Water

Milliliter

9 M ililiters
Water

12. The purpose of the procedure above is to
(A) dilute the yeast culture and make counting

easier
(B) increase the number of yeast cells in test

tube B
(C) determine whether yeast cells reproduce by

budding
(D) increase the concentration of yeast cells in

test tube D

13. If there were 10,000 yeast cells in test tube A, how
many yeast cells would you expect to find in test
tube D ?

(A) 10,000 (13) 1,000 (C) 100 (D) 10

14. What is the ratio of the number of cells in test
tubes A, 13, C, and I) ?
(A) 1:1:1:1 (II) 4 :3:2:1
(C) 10:5:2:1 (D) 1,000:100: 10 :1

GO ON TO THE NEXT PACE.



2uestions 15-16 refer to the following graph.

S. On which of the following days would there be the
greatest number of animals of all three species
combined?

(A) Day 2 ( B) Day 4 (C) Day 5 ( D) Day 8

On which of the following days would there be the
LEAST difference between the number in the largest
group and the number in the smallest group?
(A) Day 2 ( B) Day 3 (C) Day 4 (D) Day 6

Questions 17-20 refer to the following graph.

0'1 0.9
0.8
0.7

t" 0 6
o 0. 0.5

'h3 0 .4

0.3

z
u-) 0.1

Substance X

Substance Y

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Time in Hours

17. Which of the following conditions would result in a
graph like the one above?
(A) Substance Y is using substance X to make a

new substance.
(B) Substance X needs substance It to survive.
(C) Substanceb X and Y are used very rapidly at

first and then very slowly.
(D) As the length of time increases, the rate of

loss or gain in the concentration of each
substance changes greatly.

18. Substance X is equal in concentration to substance
at about

(A) 10 hr. (B) 20 hr. (C) 30 hr. (D) 40 hr.

19. What is the concentration of each substance at
10 hours?

(A) X = 0.1 and Y = 0.6
(13) X = 0.6 and Y = 0.2
(C) X = 0.2 and Y = 0.6
(D) X -= 0.3 and Y = 0.3

20. What is the ratio of substance X to substance Y at
10 hours?

(A) 1:1 (B) 2:1 (C) 3:1 (D) 4:1

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Directions: Each passage in this part is followed by a number of questions. In answering thc questions you are expecte.

to use your knowledge of biology as well as the information given you. For each qi, stion select the :,nswer you think

best and blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

Questions 21-26 refer to the following passage.

The Squid
Cephalopods (octopuses, squid, and cuttlefish) are

members of the Mollusca group, and are among the
most highly organized invertebrate animals. They
have no external shell and are often called valveless
mollusks. Other mollusks are clams and oysters,
which have two shells (bivalves), and snails, which have
one shell (univalves). Cephalopods are distinguished
by tent ,cles, which project from their head and are
used for both food-getting and walking. If a squid wants
to go somewhere in a hurry, however, it draws water
into the body chamber and squirts it out through a tapered
funnel, which can Ge turned forward, backward, or
even sideways.

Squid can change color more rapidly then chameleons.
Color changes are brought about by contraction and
expansion of many chromatophores, elastic sacs of pig-
ment embedded in the skin. In addition, many squid
have light organs and produce vivid displays of flashing
light. Th:.= light is caused by a chemical reaction
similar to that which creates the biological "cold light"
of fireflies.

The eye of the squid is remarkably similar to that
of man. The eyeball has an eyelid, a cornea, and a
pupil. Unlike man's, the squid's eye has no blind spot.
For certain functions, the squid's eye is even better
than that of man.

Dissections of squid indicate that they eat worms,
shrimp-like animals, fish, and other squid. On the
other hand, squid are eaten by a host of enemies,
from the sperm whale down to the common mackerel.
Man is one of the squid's greatest enemies. He uses
the cuttlebone, the internal shell of a cuttlefish, as a
dietary supplement for canaries and parakeets. Japan
uses a great quantity of squid for food and fertilizer.
In Newfoundland, vast numbers of squid are frozen in
large blocks and sold as codfish bait.

21. Which of the following terms correctly applies to
the squid?
(A) Vertebrate (B) Univalve
(C) Bivalve (D) Cephalopod

22. A squid's tentacles function primarily in

(A) vision (B) jetting ink
(C) food-getting (D) digestio..

23. In a squid, which of following structures
functions primarily in color changes?

(A) Cuttlebone (B) Chromatophore
(C) Light organ (D) Funnel

24. The eye of squid has all of the following EXCEPT

(A) a cornea
(C) a pupil

(B) an eyelid
(D) a blind spot

25. Which of the following is NOT generally part of a
squid's diet?
(A) Shrimp-like animals (B) Sperm whale
(C) Worms (D) Fish

26. According to the passage, man uses cephalopods
to provide all of the following EXCEPT

(A) fertilizer (B) bait for catching fish
(C) cuttlebones (0) light for luring fish

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAG



iestions 27-30 refer to the following passage.

A recent study shows that adding fluorides to
tamin pills is an effective way of reducing tooth decay
children who live in areas where no fluoridated water
available. A decline in tooth decay of up to 63 per

.nt was found in temporary teeth and 43 per cent in
rmanent teeth of children who took fluoridated
tamins daily for 36 months. Theoretically, the
ipplement will yield its greatest benefit when taken
om birth to about age 10, the period of tooth formation.
arting the fluordes early is important because calcium
!gins to be deposited in the teeth long before they erupt
rough the gums. The vitamin-fluoride mixture would
ipply about the same amount of fluoride as would be
ken in drinking water. The cost would be inexpensive
homes where vitamins are now taken. Present

ethods of fluoridation include adding sodium fluoride
drinking water and adding fluoride to tooth pastes.

1. Fluoridez-1 are apparently added to the vitamins in
the form of
(A) a pure element
(B) an impure element
(C) a compound
(D) either a compound or an element

-7-

28. The passage indicates that teeth need
(A) neither fluorine aor calcium
(B) fluorine but not calcium
(C) calcium but not fluorine
(D) both calcium and fluorine

29. If 50 ch4ldren in every 100 have decay in temporary
teeth when no fluorides are used, according to the
passage approximately how many children per
hundred will have decay in temporary teeth after
fluoridated vitamins are used?

(A) 10 (B) 20 (C) 30 (D) 40

30. The passage suggests that those who favor fluori-
dating water in:Aead of vitamins would support
their plan by saying that

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

everybody drinks water bur only some people
take vitamins

a different substance is used in fluoridating
water from the one used in vitamins

fluorides are more effective on temporary teeth
than on permanent teeth

some fluorides are poisonous but others are not

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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1. DNA is important in heredit because it is
(A) a large molecule.
(B) found in the nucleus.
(C) composed of pyrimidines.
(I)) able to replicate.

2. Plant cells can usually be distinguished from animal
cells because plant cells possess
(A) cell walls and mitochondria.
( B) Golgi bodies and central vacuoles.
(C) cell walls and central vacuoles.
(D) chromosomes and mitochondria.

3. If the sequence of purines and pyrimidines in a
segment of a DNA strand were: cytosine, guanine,
adenine, thyrnine, --..denine, then the sequeuce in a
complementary strand of newly made messenger
RNA would be

(A) cytosine, uracil, adenine, guanine, uracil.
(B) guanine, cytosine, uracil, adenine, uracil.
(C) urac.;I adenine., cytosine, uracil, guanine.
(D) cytosine, guanine, uracil, uracil, adenine.

Questions 4-5 refer to the followiry,.. chart.

EXPERIMENT A

TYPE X

WO CAPSULES

LIVE

NUTRIENTS ADDED

XPERIMEPIT I

STERILE DISH

NUTRIETY ADDED

XPERIALENT C

TYPE X

NO CAPSULES

LIVE

NUTRIENTS ADDED

ADDED RESULTS

TYPE Y

-10.- ENCAPSULATED
DEAD

TYPE Y

ENCAPSULATED

DEAD

NOTHING

ADDED

TYPE X

ENCAPSULATED
LIVE

NOTHING

TYPE k

ONLY

4. In the above experiment which are the controls?

(A) A and C (B) B and C
(C) A and B (D) A only

5. What was the question that prompted this series
of experiments?
(A) What is the nature of RNA ?
(B) Do Pneumococcus Type Y bacteria with capsules

transform into Pneumococcus Type X without
capsules?

(C) Why do Pneumococcus Type Y bacteria have
capsules?

(D) None of the above

-3-

6. In a rare disease condition in human beings the
mitociondria are found to have an abnormal
structure. This condition is most likely correlated
with the disturbance in cell

(A) energy supply. (B) protein formation.
(C) food supply. (D) division.

7. Schwann's study of cell contents rather than cell
walls led to the recopition of

( A) cork cells. (13) animal cells.
(C) root cells. (D) orchid cells.

Questions 8-9

GENE A GENE B GENE C

ENZYME A ENLYME B ENZYME C

PR TOR 1
SUBSTANCE --..-ORN:111INE-.-C ITRULL ENE --...ARGIN ENE

The diagram represents the "one gene-one
enzyme" hypothesis as it applies to the
production of arginine in the pink mold
Neurospora.

8. If ornithine were added to the medium in place of
the prior substance, the plant would survive if genes

(A) B and C are actively producing enzymes B
and C.

(B) A and B are actively producing enzymes A
and B.

(C) A and C are actively producing enzymes A
and C.

(D) C is actively producing enzyme C.

9. If the medium on which this model were normally
grown were prepared without the prior substance
present, the plant would probably die unless

(A) enzyme A was added to the medium.
(B) gene C was destroyed.
(C) ammonia was added to the medium since it is

necessary for the production f the amino
acid, arginine.

(D) ornithine, citrulline, or arginine was added to
the medium.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



The con..ept of fee:: ration I eonsidered zihporadnf
to the hcterotroph hypothesis becausc

(A) tree oxygen is thought to have not bc-en pre
in the early atmosphere.

(13) utilization of the sun's energy required a
fermentation condition.

(C.) methane, ammonia, water vapor and hydrogeh
are considered to have been the principal
gases present in the early atmosphere.

(I)) the primitive heterotroph needed omgen to
obtain energy.

11. A nucleotide differs from a nucleic acid Inolecule
in that
(A) it is more complex.
(13) the compounds present in it are not present in

nucleic acid.
(C) it always has ribore.
(I)) it is always simpler in structure.

12. A guinea pig was injected with a radioactive amino
acid. Thirty minutes later tissue analysis showed
that the protein of the ribosomes had over twice
as much radioactivity per gram as the protein of
any other cell part. This experiment tends to
support which of the following hypotheses?

(A) Messenger RNA transmits the hereditary traits
from DNA to the ribosomes.

(13) Radioactive amino acid will be found at the
site of protein formation.

(C) Radioactive protein is easier to detect and
identify than ordinary protein.

(D) Ribosornal RNA is a replica of chromosomal
DNA.

Questions 13-14

IDEAL LIGHT INTENSITY

A = AUTOTROPH

H HETEROTROPH

13. If a green cellophane paper were placed over the
aquarium for several days, the activity of A that
would probably reduce respiration in II would he

(A) increase of oxygen production.
(B) increase of CO2 absorption by 11.
(C) increase of CO2 absorption hy A.
(D) reduction of carbohydrate production.

II the ceni cellophane were lc:: aidari
nor several weeks we Fright
(A) cellular respiration of 11 to 1Nc reduced becaus.

ot the collection at excess Llt), In the water.
(13) an increase in the use at ATI' by hoth II and A

due to reduction of carbohydrate pruLtuetnon
(C) cellular terl:ientation to inc cca se in )oth i IflL

A as a result of 02 reduction..
(I)) death of both II and A due to ocean:illation ot

excess 1120 in the cells.

Ry studying the results of experiments with bacter
and some viruses one can better interpret the role
of DNA in higher forms because
( A) the DNA of the above mentioned forms is prcs

ent n the same amounts.
(13) the chemical make-up of the three forms is

only virus DNA is parasitic in the cells of
higher forms.

genetic activity of all the organisms studied
seems to be tied to DNA.

(C)

16. Although nucleic acids are usually replicated
accurately, occasionally chemical accidents
result in
(A) changes which in tucn modify the cell

controlled by the nucleic acids.
(B) failure of the DNA to unzip.
(C) changes which cause cytosine to bond with

adenine.
(D) none of these.

e1)

process.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



l)aescions rett:r to the Iollowini graph.

An immersed water plant was exposed to
light of gradually increasing intensity over
a period of several hours. At regular inter-
vals, one-minute counts were made of the
number of oxygen bubbles released from the
plant.

17. The number of bubbles released from the plant

(A) was directly proportional to the light intensity
throughout the experiment.

(13) :'aused the light to become nl(n-e intense as the
experiment progressed.

(C) probably decreased ill size as the exi)eriment
progressed.

(D) was correlated with light intensity for most
of the experiment.

18. The release of oxygen bubbles is most useful as an
indication of the rate of

(A) respiration. (13) photosynthesis.
(C) growth. ( D) meta holism.

19. Viruses have no ribosomes and yet are able to
duplicate themselves with new protein coats. How

might this best he explained?
(A) Some other structure in the virus is the site

of protein synthesis.
(13) Protein is obtained directly from cells in which

they grow.
(C) Since viruses reproduce inside a host cell,

they use the cell's ribosomes.
(I)) Viruses lack messenger RNA and therefore

have no need for ribosoines.

20. In the light reaction part of photosynthetic li.,;ht
energy
(A) absorbed by chlorophyll is

chemical energy.
(13) is trapped and three carbon sugars are formed.
(C) is used to produce proteins,
(D) is used to produce lipids.

transformed into

Questions 21-24

21. With structure C removed a cell could not

(A) reproduce.
(El) provide its own energy.
(C) exchange inaterials with the environment.
(D) secrete.

22. A multicellular organism, whose cells possess
structure A, is most likely
( A) dead. (13) large. (C) immobile. (D) small.

23. If structure F is green, the presence of many of
these structures allows the organisnl to

(A) reproduce.
(13) exchange material with the environment.
(C) secrete.
(D) make its own food.

24. During cell division structure C would cease to
exist and its contents would become visible as

(A) Golgi bodies. (B) plastids.
(C) chromosomes. (D) mitochondria.

25. Virchow's statement that "all cells arise from
pre-existing cells" relates the cell theory to

(A) spontaneous generation. (13) the nucleus.
(C) the theory of evolution. (D) Robert Hooke.

26. Which of the following conclusions is NOT correct?

(A) DNA replication occurs prior to mitosis.
(13) The amount of DNA is at a maximum during

cell division.
(C) DNA is at a minimum just after mitosis is

completed.
(D) The amount of DNA in a new daughter cell

begins to increase immediately.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Questions 27-30 refer to the )rmulas,

0 HHHHHHH11111111111(A) HOCCCCCCCCCC-0H11' 111111
I-1

H H 0
1 1 11

(B)
1

H H H OH 1-1 It
1 1 1 1 1

(C)H
I I I I I \o

OH OH 011 H OH

(D) H

Ii
\ /

/ \
N C N

1 II 11

C C CH 0 NFl 0 0 0/ \ / / \ \ / 11 11 11

N N C11 HC---C----0P-0P-0P--0-41
1 1 1

01 o
1

C C 0
1 1

0 0
H H

27. A building block of protein 29. Acted upon by the fermentation process

28. Formed in the mitochondria 30. Often found combined with glycerol

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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BIOLOGY III (For Phases 1 and 2)
Time-40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SIIEET. No credit be given for anything written in the test

book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you want to
give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

Example: Sample Answer

Chicago is 3

(A) state
(B) city
(C) country
(1)) continent

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for multiple

answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first line completely

and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Note for Teachers: This test is based on tht BSCS Special
Materials S32-S70.

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded

by the U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of

Education.
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ultir;:a:e ;most ail living
Inings on barth is
( A ) d rt)on dn)xide ( ft) ablorophyll
(C) sunlight (1)) water

d. khe chemical energy that is stored in food is
released in the process of
(A) excretion ( T3) ingestion
(C) assimilation (1)) respiration

3. Energy in living things is most often lost in the

form of
(A) ATP (13) heat (C) work (D) light

4. Which of the following is an eleimmt?

(A) Ilydrogen (13) Carbon dioxide
(C) Water (1)) Glucose

5. Which of the following foods provides the greatest
number of calories?

(:9 1 egg

(13) I slice of white bread
(C) 1 orange
(D) 4- cup of peanut butter

2.ue5tions 6-7

Bromothymol blue changes from blue to yellow in
he presence of carbon dioxide.

6. The liquid in which of the following test tubes would
change color from blue to yellow in the shortest
period of time?

C)

Brornothyrriol Blue (13) Bromothymol Blue

Water Water

Elodea

Brornothyrnol Blue (D) Bromothvmol Blue

Water

Small Snail

Small Snail

Water

Elodea

When elodca is plac +-1 in a solution of bromothymol
blue and exposed to sunlight, vou would expect the
color of the solution to
(A) remain the same
(B) change from blue to yellow
(C) change from blue to yellow and back to blue
(D) change from yellow to blue

S. Which of the following activities probably requ res
the most energy per hour?
(A) Bowling ( B) Ballroom dancing
(C) Swimming (D) Golfing

9. Which of the following would probably result from
immersing your hand for 5 minutes in a beaker
containing a quart of water at 100C ?

(A) The temperature of the water will increase.
(13) The temperature of the water will decrease.
(C) The temperature of the water will remain the

same.
(D) The temperature of the water will first decrease

and then rapidly increase.

10. Which of the following is a form of kinetic energy?

(A) The Sun shining on a plant
(13) A stick of dynamite
(C) A tank full of gasoline
(D) A falling rock

11. ln comparing two slides under the microscope, one
finds that cork difters from elodea in that cork
has only

(A) a cell nucleus (B) a cell wall
(C) chloroplasts (D) cytoplasm

12. Cheek cells have all (,f the following EXCEPT

(A) chloroplasts (B) nuclei
(C) mitochondria (D) cell membranes

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



biologist measured the amount of oxygen used
Lnd the amount of carbon dioxide produced by
>prouting wheat grains. Which of the following
;raphs would represent the data he obtained?

0 Milliliters of CO2 Milliliters of CO2
Produced Produced

(13)

Milliliters of CO2
Produced

0 Milliliters of CO2
Produced

A whale that eats a squid is obtaining energy that
can be described as
(A) radiant (B) kinetic
(C) chemical (D) mechanical

tions 15-16

Start
II

30 Minutes Later

Cell Cell

size of the figures represents the relative size of
inolecules.

Which of the following is a valid conclusion regarding
the movement of substances into the cell above?
(A) The movement of substances into the cell

depends on the size of the molecules.
(B) There is no movement of molecules out of the

cell.
(C) None of the substances reaches a balance in

which there are equal numbers of molecules
inside and outside the cell.

(D) The molecules of one of the substances did not
enter the cell.

If-. All of the following cor)Clusions ca 7; be cr :-
the data above EXCEPT:

( A)
(13)
(C)

(D)

Materi:11c, are entering the cell.
Materials are leaving the cell.
Entry of materials into the cell is not dt-terT-1:c .

by the size of the molecule alone.
Diffusion can account for the movement of ail

of the materials into and out of the cell.

17. Which of the following scientists was t'ie fir.t to
suggest that all cells come from other cells?
(A) Hooke (B) Leeuwenhoek
(C) Lavoisier (I)) Virchow

IS. Which of the following is a correct statement about
an enzyme?
A) It is used up in a reaction.

(B) It performs a specific function.
(C) It forms a permanent compound with a substrate.
(D) It is usually involved in many changes of a

substrate.

19. In burning a certain food, the temperature of 10
milliliters of water rises 10 degrees centigrade.
How many simple calories did the food contain?

( A) 10 (B) 20 (C) LO0 (D) 1,000

20. How many atoms are present in a molecule of
H202 (hydrogen peroxide)?

(A) I (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4

21, Cell structures that function primarily in energy
transfer and use are called
(A) mitochondria
(B) vacuolar membranes
(C) nucleoli
(D) centrosomes

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Container I

Mouse +Candle

Container II

Mouse Only

!2. The mouse would live the longest period of time
in container
(A) I (13) 11 (C) 111 (I)) IV

The mouse would live the ;-horte--- period of time
in container
(A) 1 (13) 11 (C) Ill (1)) 1V

Container III

Mouse +Plants

Container IV

110
'

414b

Mouse +Plants
+ Candle

24. Which of the following scientists carried out
experiments similar to those shown above?
(A) Priestley (B) Van Helmont

(C) Hooke (D) Beaumont

25. In living things, the breakdown of a molecule to
obtain energy is started by
(A) oxygen (B) carbon dioxide

(C) enzymes (D) heat

6. Algae have been sent along in space capsules with
experimental animals to provide a source of

(A) oxygen (B) carbon dioxide
(C) hydrogen (D) helium

7. Which of the following gases makes up the greatest
percentage of the atmosphere?

(A) Oxygen (13) Nitrogen
(C) Hydrogen (1)) Carbon dioxide

28. All of the following are parts of an atom EXCEPT

(A) proton (B) neutron
(C) electron (D) betatron

29. A molecule of which of the following substances is
probably largest in size?
(A) Carbon dioxide (B) Water

(C) Glucose (D) Protein

1 i )

GO ON 'TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Substance

1

2

3

4

30.

Relative Size of Molecules Units Entering
(Larger Number = Larger Size) Cell After 1 flour

2

3

4

5 ,4

4 ,200

2,100

3,300

Which of the following would be the best interpretation of the data above?

(A) The size of the molecules controls the rate of diffusion into the cell.
( B) Something in addition to the size of the molecules affects the rate at

which materials enter the cell.
(C) The size of the molecules has nothing to do with the movements of

molecules into the cell.
(D) Something other than the size of the molecules is the most

important factor in the movement of materials into the cell.

IF YOU FINISH BEF ORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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SWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the test
book. After you have decided which of the suggestef_l answers you want to
give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

Example:
Chicago is a
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(C) country
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Sample Answer

h

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for irr.ltiple

answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first line completely
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Questions 1-3

This paragraph is used to show the relationship
between competition and cooperation, and the problems
of cooperation when organisms act as one unit. If a
-:olvox cell were removed from its colony it would
round oft slightly into the shape of a teardrop. This
cell closely resembles Chlarnydomonas, except it
cannot reproduce and perpetuate itself.

1. The fact that a single Volvox cell is almost identical
to Chlamydomonas cells can be best explained
biologically by

(A) genetics. (B) evolution.
(C) cell theory. (1)) cooperation.

2. The process whereby the colony will replace the
cell taken away from it is

(A) coordination. (B) specialization.
(G) integration. (D) regeneration.

3. The function of this Volvox cell in the colony is
probably

(A) reproduction.
(B) more specialized than one removed from the

colony.
(C) less specianzed than a Chlarnydomonas cell.
(D) the same as an individual.

4. Both plants and animals are made of tiny units
called cells. They use oxygen to release energy
from their food and they store food reserves as
fat. These facts

( A)

(B)

(C)
(1))

prove all life had a common origin.
support the idea that being alive is about the

same in all living things.
indicate that plants evolved from animals.
support the idea that animals have gradually

evolve(f. 'Zrom plants.

5. The principle of division of labor in biology involves

( A) the production of varied agricultural crops.
(B) competition among organisms.
(C) difterontiation of cells into tissues having

different functions.
(D) growth, so there are more cells to do the work.

-3-

Questions 6-10

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

DAYS

6. From the data in the graph one can infer that a
result of an increase in the amount of estrogen in

the blood is

(A) to start the menstrual flow.
(B) zo cause the direct formation of a corpus luteum.
(C) production of progesterone.
(D) production of FSH.

7. In this graph the rupturing of the ovary surface and
the release of an egg occurs
(A) between the 16th and the 26th day.
(B) between the 12th and the 16th day.
(C) on the 10th day.
(D) on the 28th day.

8. Progesterone secretion decreases at about the 28th
day because

(A) the corpus luteum degenerates.
(B) the corpus luteut. appears.
(C) the process of fertilization has occurred.
(D) ovulation has occurred.

9. The hormone levels in this cycle are controlled
by the

( A) uterus.
(B) ovaries.
(C) uterus and the ovaries.
(D) uterus, ovaries and pituitary gland.

10. Progesterone is often described as the pregnancy
hormone because it
(A) prepares the uterus to receive the egg.
(B) stimulates ovulation.
(C) stimulates estrogen productiot
(D) stimulate the corpus luteum.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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11. A nuclear change that is necessary tor sexual
reproduction is

(A) the development of a new individual from a
single cell.

(B) illustrated by the development of a willow
trce from a cutting.

(C) the fusion of two gametes' nuclei.
(D) the creation of a new individual through meiesis

from the doubling of the number of chromo-
somes.

19. When the pituitary gland is removed from inmiature
female rabbits, their ovaries do not develop
normally. When the pituitary gland is removed
from mature female rabbits, the ovaries and uterus
stop functioning. These observations lead to the
conclusion thot

(A) the ovaries influence the uterus.
(B) the pituitary gland influences the ovaries and

uterus.
(C) the ovaries and uterus influence the pituitary.
(D) there is a feedback of hormones from the

ovaries to the pituitary.

13. In a normal body cell of a dogfish or shark there
are 24 chromosomes. How many chromosomes
are found in each gamete?

(A) 6 (B) 12 (C) 24 (D) 48

14. Egg cells with the smalleK percentage of yolk are
usually associated with reproduction in

(A) amphibians
(B) reptiles
(C) birds
(D) mammals

15. In an experiment M. C. Niu placed a salt solution
in both dish and dish B. lie then placed mesoderm
tissue into dish A, for three hours. He removed
the mesoderm tissue from dish A and then placed
top ectoderm tissue in both dishes A and B. Thc
most precise statement of the hypothesis that NM
was testing would he

(A) ectoderm and mesoderm may both be necesary
for cell differentiation.

(P) meaoderm may be derived as a distinct tissue
from undifferentiated tissue in the embryo.

(C) mesoderm may produce a chemical which
induces ecio,errn to differentiate.

(D) ectoderm may produce a chemical which
induces mesoderm to differentiate.

16 Small fragments of ectodermai iissue from a frog
embryo can survive in a salt solution. When
mesoderm from a particular region of the embryo
(dorsal lip) is placed in contact with th ectodernial
tissue, differentiation of ectoderm into nerve cells
can occur. No such differentiation occurs in the
presence of any other parts of the embryo. On the
basis of this evidence alone, which of these hypoth-
eses is supported?
( A) Ectoderm cells differentiate into nerve cells

when activated by material from the mesoderm.
(II) Mesoderm destroys a substance in ectoderm

cells, preventing their differentiation.
(C) In order to differentiate ectoderm cells do

not need nutrient substances from other
ernbryorlic cells.

(D) In or ' .ifferentiate ectoderm cells need
physn apport from other cells.

17. The fact that a boy's initials were carved in a tree
four feet above the ground and after 12 years will
be found at zhe same heig't shows that

(A)

( B)
(C)

(D)

the meristern was damaged and therefore pre-
vented any vertical growth.

once plant cells are formed they do not change.
if necessary, mature tissues can develop into

new organs.
tissue used for vertical growth is found at the

tips of stems.

18. Which organism would most likely carry
process of pollination?

(A) Lily (B) Fern
(C) Moss (D) Mushroom

the

19. From the point of view of evolution, the greatest
advantage of sexual reproduction is

(A) variety of animals which it can produce.

afl.- generation.
(C) continuance of the species.
(D) fact that a smarer percentage of eggs is

fertilized.

consistency of traits that will appear generation

20. The prime benefit of internal fertilization is
( A) a shorter life cycle.
( 0) a ',Tooter number of offspring.
(( ) protection and ourishment for the Aeveloping

organism.
D) sexual luction,

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



;.ue:;tions 2l-..25 require the icle,'tion of the correct
...,iteinent of thu inR,rpretation of the following graph.

100

75-
Z

3

4 6 8 10 12 1 4

DAYS AFTER SOAKING

The interpretation is
( A) illogical but not refuted hy data.
(13) rejected on the basis of evidence presented.
(C) supported by the evidence.
(D) logical but the experiment is not designed to

test it.

1. Number 4 seeds require more time for germination.

2. Number 3 seeds have a lower germination percentage
in the dark than number 2 seeds.

3. If number 3 seeds were germinated in the light,
their percent germination would probably increase.

4. Number 1 has the best germination capacity.

5. Number 4 may require light for germi.:ation.

Questions 26-30

What processes are in favor of division of labor in
Volvox against the tendencies for each cell to be
independent like those of Chlamydomonas?

(A) Logical hypothesis
(B) Illogical hypothesis
(C) Logical hypothesis but unrelated to the problem
(D) Not a hypothesis; an empirical statement or a

biological generalization

26. A single celled organism must carry on all the, life
functions itself in order to survive.

27. Volvox does not move in dark water, but if a beam
of light were passed through the water, the colony
would move toward it.

28. The larger the organism, the greater the number
of natural enemies.

29. Each cell of a colony must have all the life functions.

30. A spccialized cell can perform certain functions
more effectively than a nonspecialized cell.

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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I Il icc(-ptd hle 1,) .111
(P,) un;:n.inguig rcluhiL.
(c) sublect TI i().:11 :cation.
(1)1 a pc,rmanerit part of bio]op.

:11J

A scientist ust'S :n conducting resea,-ch
because

( controls his standards.
( 1;) ,_! scie itific work uses controlled

Hents.
(C; needs controk to irect the 1,;.,".,szigation.
(I)) ne must control the experiment or he will get

wrong ilnsw;:r;-:.

Which one of the loHowing gnmpings clujes the
most kinds of :murals or pLuns

(A) Sptscics
( 11) Order
(C) (enus
(1)) Phylum

"l'he ce.it rolled experiment is essential to the
testing of a hypothesis because it

(A) tests many aspects of a problem .
uses a trial-and-error ni-thod.

(C) is necessary in the experiment.
(1)) insures that a single part of the problem is

tested at a time.

A definition of the term animal which will separate
animals from plants is not easily given becaiti,c

(A) it is nor defined precisely in the textbook.
(13) cxceptions to most characteristics given in

such a delMition can usually be found.
((;) animals a obviously animals and plants a=,-e

obviously plants.
(D) :-;onie plants are green but no animals are

green.

An insect 01 tow-Rt in large numbers
in an a 1"L'a people suffer from dis-

I. To demonstrate t!.it disease II is trans-
u:ittec. b\ tese insects, it would be necessary to

t A) learn mor, abaut the insect's life history.
(13) prever- the insects from lilting people.
(C) find the dic.:,v germs in the insect's body.
(I)) let s,,:ne 01 iflects bite p4...0ple wi3O are not

suitering from disease

7. The area is now sprayi,d with insecticide X which
kills most of the im-;ects of Srvcies A. If this
insect were the transmitter of disease 11, we now
would expect

( A) no people would have the disease,
(13) all people with disease 11 to recover.
(C) fewer new cas(-s of d:is,.ase II :0 develop.
(I)) disease I I to disappear completely.

A fcic'utist collects data relevant to a problem
because
(A) all research is designed to produce data.
(13) relevant data lead to the solutio:: of a problem.
(C) relevant data are die only data produced.
(D) all data are relative.

9. The procedure of scientists testing the secretions
of hundreds of molds to find new antibiotics is
known as

(A) a cont olled oweriment.
(13) trial-and-error.
(C) (1ualitative experimentation.
(1)) quantitative experimentation.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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(,)tiesioris 10-14

civc.r a wi cI th,s- the tree is
threatened by the disease calied (frak wilt. T1iL ....UseLie
is caused by a fungus. How is the disease spread?

Hypothesis I. The disease is spread by carriers such
as insects.

Hypothesis II. The disease is spread from tree tc. tree
hy contact of the toots.

Key: (A) A fact which supports Hypothesis I
(B) A fa,:t which supports Hypothesis 11
(C) A fact which supports both hypotheses

A fact which supports neither hypothesis

M. The disease-causing fungus can grow on the ash.
dogwood. the wild ,zherrv and other tres.

11. The top of the disea ied tree begins tc wilt and turn
brown, then th" low,r limbs become involved.

12. In a stand of oak the roots of neighboring trees
become grafted to one mother.

13. The fungus grows best at temperatures of 18Q-24°C.

14. Slagle trees (not thi)se in groups) often become
infected if they have hL. 1) damaged by wind or
lightning.

1.5. If Darwin were living today, he could test his atoll-
formation hypothesis because

(A) biologists can classify animals more accurately
DOW,

(B) future glaciatic ) can be predicted.
(C) deep borings ir.oa the atoll can be obtained.
(I)) navigation to atolls is quite easy.

,
I2

-

tilt L i 1 t

1 i L'il

11

Ill
t

A c,armor nnAm unm, nose
Boils W:Iter -puS discharge

Thy hypothesis that hest accounts for :ill 1 these
IiIptortis is

(A) sick people alwas 11.ve fever which causes
sweating.

(13) people with runny noses often have colds.
..;) excessive water disharge seems to accon !tp,

illnesses.
(I)) all illnesses result in pus formation.

IT A scientist performed an experiment on a sub)ect
which was he'ieved to he thoroughly underst(x0.
The results of the scientist's work contraoicteo
many former experiments. Which of the following
statements represents the correct scientific ,Ft-
titude to take concerning this?
(A) The scientist must have made a mistake when

he performed the experiment.
(13) The results could be valid, but further

must be made to determine if this is so.
(C) Since everything was already known about the

subject, the scientist's experiment was un-
necessary.

(I)) The scientist n;_.:,.:;1 oe right, because he had
all the data from previous experiir'lits to
work with.

18. These animals are multicellular and have 2 layers
of cells, a digestive tract or cavity with one opening,
radial symmetry a network of nerve cells, and a
sac-like body.

(A) Mollusks
(B) Echinodermata
(C) Coelenterata
(D) Annelida

lv. Before a scientist can classify a newly discovered
specimen of plant or animal, he inust make a care-
ful study of its
(A) relationshirs in the plant and animal community.
(13) k:ize.
(C) structure.
(n) adaptability.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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21-25 refer to the following diagram.

Plastic Ruler

A clear plastic ruler has been placed across the
iiddle of the field and a row of cells can be seen.
.000 microns make up a millimeter.

1. What is the Average cc, length in microns'?

(A) 100 microns
(13) 200 nlicrons
(C) 400 microns
(I)) 1,000 microns

2. What is the average cell length in millimeters?

( A) 1 nlm.
(14) .1 min,.
(C) .2 mrn.
(D) .5 rnm.

I. Approximately how many cells could be seen if
the inicrw.copc were changed to high power':'

(A) None
(13) One
(C)
(11) About ton

I. Approximately. how long iS

( A) 1 micron
(11) 75 microns
(C) 200 microns
( 1 )) 1,000 min rot)

thi: IOW- ,K).,yez tichi your
mici-oscope v.o 100.1c. to lt,e 2 oallune-ters and

r.itlo between the 10.,-pover And
w.is 10. whcit would the ,Intmeter oi the

.11gi.-power tic:Line m millimeters?

( A) .2 !1:7,i.

(13) 20 in,
(t:1 40 :um
Or) .:(10

(,ue-tions 26-27

co
a,

6

A

Geolog:cal Time Present

26. Which of the following best explains the increases
in species of flowering plar--;?
(A) insects carried the se, ,is to a variety o1

habitats.
(13) New insect forms pollMated new plant t pecies.
(C) New species of fhwers are evolving.
(1)) The number of flov. -rs increased to offset the

number eater uniects.

27. The numbers of species of insects from time J-3 to
time C seem to be
(A) exceeding its usefulnesb.
(13) increasing geometrically.
(C) dependent upon the number of species of

flowers.
(1)) independent of the number of species of

flowers.

What evidence iamports the theory 01 evomtion?

(A) Fossil remains which are similar to living
forms.

(13) Fossil renu-lins found ai great depths which are
related to living forms.

(C) rossil remains which have been traced to living
forms by struetura3 resemblance.

(0) A sequence of 1.;ssils showing a pattern of
structural similarities to a present form.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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.t.rs best_ expla
,irgara sms witerent- litiJdtiOfl seCii;
move at different speedz-'' The area obs, t..ed
(A) high power is smaller and the

to cover the observed area more quick., .
( F3) high power is larger than under low power and

the organisms seem to cover the observed
area mere slowly.

(C) low power is ..3m1 11er Man undei high power
and, the organisms seem to cover the area
more quickly.

(D) low power is larger than under 11,41 power and
the organisms seem to cover the area more
quickly.

30. Which of the following statements best explains why
organisms under magnification move in and out of
focus?

The experitnenter makes slight shibs in the
adjustme, rlechanism.

There is a faiiure to maintain
of light for the microscope.

The organisms move in and out of different
levels within the fluid.

The experimenter does not keep careful and
steady observation.

sten dy soit cCE2

31. What is a hypothesis?
(A) A tentative solution to a problem
(B) A theory
(C) An experimental fact
(I)) A clue

32. A biologist formulates hypotheses, performs experi-
ments to test his hypotheses, makes careful obser-
vations, keeps accurate records of his findings, and
(A)
(B)

(C)

(D)

usually finds his data suppot-ts his hypotheses.
evaluates his data carefull but often ignores

that which does not support his nypotheses.
makes an important discovery each time he
performs a new experiment.

carefully evaluates his findings, alters his
hypotheses to account for new facts, and
tests again.

33. 1.innaeus would have disagreed with which of the
statements?
(A) Organisms can be classified according to

sitnilarities of structure.
(131 The basic categories of clossi'lcation arc:

kingdom, phylum, class, order, family,
genus, specie.

(C) Species are fixed and anchanging.
(1)1 Classification shoild take into account thut

certain forms of life have evolved frian
other forms.

ORDER

GENUS

SPECIES

When considerini_ the categories of classification t;
is possible to imagine an upside-lown triangle with
phylurn on top, as illustrated, a . ,ueeb-s the bott,nh
Answer the following questions based on

k cousider the organis:: Is from species to
phylum there is an increcise
(A) in unity.
(B) in diversb.y.
(C) in structural similarity.
(1)) in color similarity.

35. As we consider the a ni ma l kingdom from phylum to
specius there is (n)

(A) decrease in size.
(13) increase in diversity.
(C) increase in relationship.
(1)) increase in different kinds.

36. Aristotle, perhaps the first scientist to seriously
attempt to classify plants and animals, bzised his
classification of animals on
(A) their size.
(B) whilt the animals ate.
(C) where the animals lived.
(1)) affilnal "None structure.

CO ON To 'ME NFNT
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(:\ ) 1\at
WI j,c,
(C) flirtg s(uirryl
(1)) 11wIcv

A) grasshopper
( ) 1110SqUi 1.(

( C) spider
(I)) buttcrfly

SQ. ( A 1 sndk.,
(13) lizard
(C) frog
(I)) alligator

(A) catfish
(13) bass
(C) mackcrcl
(D) whale

IF yoll FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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Time-40 minutes

VOL- ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE

ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the

test book. After you have decided which of the suggested ar-lwers you
want to give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the

answer sheet.

Example: Sample Answer

Chicago is a
(A) state
( F3) city
(C) country
(D) continent

i

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for

multiple answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first
line completely and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS ROOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Note for 'I-eachrs: This test is based on the I3SCS Special Materials
SI -SI 4.

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a rubcontract
funded by the U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

Office of Education.
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I. Biological classification is based primarily on 9. The ability of an organism to make copies of itself
is called

(A) physiology (B) structure
(C) size (0) shape

2. Which of the following animals has a skeleton most
similar to that of man?

(A) Frog (13) Grasshopper
(C) Crayfish (D) Centipede

3. Which of the following is a correct statement about
living things?
(A) All things that move are alive.
(B) It is difficult to decide whether some things

are alive or not alive.
(C) Most living things produce their own food.
(D) An individual animal must reproduce in order

to be considered alive.

4. If 20 pins arc required to balance a scale containing
1 ounce of a certain material, 400 pins would bal-
ance how many ounces of the same material?

(A) 2 oz. .(13) 20 oz. (C) 50 oz. (D) 200 oz.

5. Which of the following are most similar?

(A) Frogs and birds (B) Snakes and mice
(C) Dogs and wolves (D) Cats and dogs

6. A good grouping system should

(A) serve a useful purpose for the user
(B) be based on qualities that are different for all

observers
(C) use different characteristics throughout
(D) hot bring out differences if they exist

7. The many differences between living things is called

(A) reproduction (B) diversity
(C) metabolism (D) circulation

8. The easiest and most widely accepted way to
determine the number of trees in a large forest
of a known area is to count
(A) the trees in a number of selected plots through-

out the forest and use this figure to estimate
the total number

(B) all the trees
(C) the trees in one section and use this figure to

estimate the total number
(D) the trees in a section in the middle and use this

figure to estimate the total number

(A) metabolism (B) population
(C) reproduction (D) evolution

10. Which of the following is the most nearly correct
statement about scientific grouping systems?

(A) They are subject to change.
(B) All scientists agree on the same system.
(C) Once placed in a group, a plant or animal will

stay in that group.
(0) The grouping systems are based on a single

characteristic.

11. One would expect to find the greatest density of
people per acre in the
(A) city slums (B) suburbs
(C) rural areas (D) small towns

12. Which of the following would be the most accurate
way of determining the weed population in a school
yard that is 100 feet by 200 feet?
(A) Counting the weeds in 1 square foot and then

calculating the number of weeds
(B) Counting the weeds in 5 one-foot plots and then

calculating the number
(C) Counting the weeds in 10 one-foot plots and

calculating the number
(D) Counting all the weeds in the school yard

13. Which of the following number of samples would
usually be the most accurate for determining the
size of a population?
(A) 1 (B) 5 (C) 10 (D) 20

14. You are given a sealed box containing a living
organism. You could help determine the con-
tents of the box by all of the following EXCEPT

(A) shaking the box (sound)
(B) weighing the box
(C) noting the color of the box
(D) measuring the height of the box

128
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Questions 15-17 refer to the following study.

Three students counted the weeds in three different
plots. Student A counted 9, Student B counted 8. Student
C counted 7. The plot that each measured was 2 feet
long and 6 feet wide.

15. The average number of weeds per plot was

(A) 5 (B) 6 (C) 7 (D) 8

16. The area of the plot of ground that each student
counted was

(A) 8 sq. ft. (B) 12 sq. ft.
(C) 16 sq. ft. (D) 25 sq. ft.

17. Each weed in the area is known as
(A) an individual (B) a population
(C) a random sample (D) an average

questions 18-19 refer to the following figures.

/

18. Which of the following would be the best basis for
arranging the blocks above into two groups?

(A) Shape (B) Size (C) Thickness (D) Color

19. Which of the following would be the best basis for
arranging the blocks above into three groups?

(A) Shape (B) Size (C) Thickness (D) Color

Questions 20-24 refer to the parts of the microscope and
the care and use of the microscope.

20. The part labeled 1 is called the
(A) eyepiece (B) low-power objective
(C) coarse adjustment (D) diaphragm

21. What part is used to make fine adjustments?

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 6 (D) 8

22. What part should be washed after each use?
(A) 4 (B) 5 (C) 6 (D) 7

23. Which of the following is NOT a good rule for the
handling and use of the microscope?
(A) Keep the microscope away from the edge of the

table.
(B) Carry the microscope with both hands.
(C) Clean the lens with paper or cloth.
(D) Make sure the microscope setting is on low

power before putting it away,

24. When the eyepiece and high-power objective (43x)
is used to observe a specimen, the specimen is
magnified
(A) 10 times (8) 43 times
(C) 53 times (D) 430 times

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



L,stions 25-27 refer to the following plots.

3ft.

3ft.

PLOT A

3ft
PLOT C

x 0
0 0 .=

in

0

0 0
0

0
3 ft.

3ft

PLOT B

A A 0
0

0 0
0 0

.%7 0
0

Z:7 0
3ft

25. Which plot has the greatest number ot individuals?

(A) A only (B) B only (C) C only
(I)) Both 13 and C. which have the same number

26. How many groups of individuals are there in plot A ?

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (0) 4

27. Which of the following statements about the number
of groups in the plots is correct?
(A) There are more groups in plot A than plot B.
(B) There are more groups in plot 13 than plot A.

(C) There are the same number of groups in both
plot A and plot B.

(I)) There are more groups in plot A than plot C.

,stions 28-30 refer to the following grouping system.

Animals
with Backbones

[Animals with a Pouch

4

Animals that
Walk Upright

3

Animals Without I

a Pouch

5

Animals that Walk
on All Fours

6

Animals
Without Backbones

7 \ 8

Animals that Fly

9

An'mals Larger
than 6 Inches

---1Animals that
Do Not Fly

1 0

Animals Smaller
than 6 Inches

How would man be classified in this system? 30. How would an opossum he classified in this system?

(A) 1, 3, 4 (B) 1, 2, 4
(C) 6, 3, 4 (D) 1, 2, 10

flow would an adult American grasshopper be
classified in this system?
(A) 1, 7, 10 (B) 6, 7, 10
(C) 6, 8. 10 (13) 4, 6, 7

_1`")

(A) 1, 2, 5 (B) 1, 2, 4
(C) 1. 3, 4 (D) 1, 3, 5

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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31. If you were asked to place blue whales, bluebirds,
blue jays, blue-colored ticks, and bluefish into a
single category, you would classify them by
(A) size
(B) presence of backbone
(C) color
(D) swiming ability

32. If you were attempting to classify an organism,
knowing which of the following would give you the
most specific information?
(A) Whether it has a backbone
(B) Whether it is a butterfly or a moth
(C) Whether it is living or nonliving
(D) Whether it is a plant or an animal

33. List I list Il

slacks baking soda
necktie lettuce
paintbrush milk
nails nails
baking soda necktie
lettuce paintbrush
milk potatoes
potatoes slacks

If you were asked which of the lists above would be
more useful on a shopping trip, with which of the
following answers would you most agree?
(A) Both lists are equally good.
(13) List II is better because the items are listed

in alphabetical order.
(C) List I is better because items that can be boug

in the same place are grouped together.
(0) List I is better because the heavier items are

listed last.

Questions 34-36 refer to the following pictures.

34. If you were to classify all of the above into only two
groups, which of the fcllowing would be acceptable?
(A) Objects that fly; objects that do not fly
(B) Objects that are animals; objects that are plants
(C) Objects that are minerals; objects that are

animals
(D) Objects that are warm-blooded and alive; objects

that are cold-blooded and alive

35. If you were to use three groups, which of the follow-
ing would be the best classification?
(A) Plants; animals; nonliving
(B) Living; nonliving; animals
(C) Animals with backbones; animals without back-

bones; plants
(D) Green plants; nongreen plants; animals

dra,

36. If a person classified the above into seven different
categories, he would give greatest consideration to
(A) diversity
(B) similarity
(C) living vs, nonliving
(0) plant vs. animal

131
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37. Which of the following animals has a skeleton
outside of its body?
(A) Frog
(B) Grasshopper
(C) Bird
(D) Man

stions 38-40 refer to the following diagram.

Has structure

Ability to
get food an
use it for
growth and
metabolism

Ability to
move itself
from one
place to an-
other place

Ability to
reproduce

Into how many of the sections above would a rock fir?

(A) 1 (13) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4

39. Into how many of the sections above would a bird fit?

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4

40. Into how many of the sections above would a tree fit?

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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1. Which of the following best ifeseribes the basis of a
good classificatien system?
( A) It is based only on similarities among organisms.
(13) It is hased only on differences among organisms.
(C) It is based un similarities as well as differences

among organisms.
(0) It is bas,ed on neither similarities nor dif-

ferences among organisms.

2. The classification system used in biology is based
primarily on

lknich of the following is a :(Jra-(.et pc,k-,,dure tor
the care ot a MICr0;;Cope?
(A) Carrying it in ime hand
(B) Keeping it awav from the cdp: ot the ilble
(C) Cleaning the (bjective with otb- !,:ndkerchier
(I)) Returning the setting to high power before

pintail:, it .1W'av

10. In which oi the following pairs Arc the
in..)st different'?

(A) Jellyfish, . fish (13) Cats, . lions
(.,1) structure (13) ',unction (C) age (I)) sex (C) Dogs.. foxes (1)) .\lligators..cro.,:odiles

3. If the object you are looking at under your micro-
scope is too dark, it could NOT be brightened hy

(A) opening the diaphragm
(13) switching to the high-power objective lens
(C) focusing
(D) using a thinner specimen on your slide

4. The process through which an animal gives rise to
offspring is called
(A) metabolism (13) organization
(C) reproduction (n) classification

5.

11. Which of lic following Iris the largest number of
animals within its classification?
(A) Class (13) Genus
(C) Phylum (I)) Kingdom

12. The ratio of magnification of the eyepiece to the
low-power objective to the high-power objective
is approximately
(A) 1:1:1 (13) 1: 1:4 (C) 1:2: I ( I)) 1:4: I

13. Bubbles should be removed from a temporary
slide prepared in the laboratory hy

heating the slide
adding more water to the slide
gently tapping the slide
pushing down on the slide's cover slip

If an organism appears to be 1 centimeter across
when viewed with the 10x eyepiece and lOx objective.
what is the actual size of the organism?
(A) 1/100 cm. (B) 1 cm.
(C) 10 cm. (D) 100 cm.

( A)
(13)
(C)
(D)

14. If one switches from low to high power when
6. Which of the following hest describes how a observing a specimen under a microscope, the

scientist considers a classification system? (A) distance between the siage and objective
( A) A useful system that can clionge decreases
(13) An unchanging system (13) (Iistance between the stage and objective
(C) A system based on similar functions increases
(D) A system that is not really necessary (C) distance between the stage and objective

remains the same
(D) high-power ohjective will touch the stage

7. Which of the following would give you the 1,EAS'F
specific information about an Organism that you
are attempting to classify? 15. Approximately how much greater magnification do

A) Whether it is a plant or an animal
you get when you change from low power to high

( power?(B) Whether it is a toad or a frog
(C) Whether it is a butterfly or a moth (A) 2 (13) 4731X (C) 6 ix (D) 101-X
(D) Whether or not it has a backbone

8. If 500 seeds weigh 10 grams, one seed would
probably weigh

(A) 2 grams (13) 5 grams
(C) .05 gram (D) .02 gram 134

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



tae!-.tious_16-20 refer to numbered parts of the
lagram hchi

6. After adjusting a microscope for use with the high-
power objective one should look at the specimen
by moving

(A) 2 downward (13) 2 upward
(C) 3 downward (I.)) 3 upward

17. If structures 4 and 5 are in the proper adjustment
and you still cannot see light, which of the following
probably need,; adjustment?

(A) 1 (13) 2 (C) 6 (I)) 8

18. Which ot the structures above is used for a t.:oarse
adjustment?
( A) 2 ( [3) 1, (C) 6 ( 7

When putting 3 microscope awa . ioo

( A) tilt 8 back
( II) align 2 with tie h.+ ri-cl
(C) align 3 viih the barrel
(I)) 4

20. Winch of :ht folloking structures is used primarily
to regulate the amount of light that enters the

1-0,-,.-(,rcn

( A) I ( 2 (L) :1 (I)) 4

13
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Directions: f',ach pass;agc in this part is followed by a number of ques.tions. In answc,-ing the cleiestior,s .lre; ex-

pected to use your knowledge ot biologt as Wc1I, the, information given you. 1:;)3' c.ich cittesnon sHect the' .111:-At-r 0;1

think best and blacken the corresponeiMg space on the answer sheet,

Questions 21-25

In the sixteenth century . trained cheetahs tKerc found
in every hunting lodge in Europe. Even today, in India,
imported cheetahs are used to hunt antelope. \ h skied
cheetah is taken near a herd by a bullock cart, .1nd its;
hood and leash arc removed. It rushies to bring down
its prey, and holds it by the throat until the .lttendant
arrives for the dispatch.

The cheetah was thought to be the world's fastest
runner, with a top speed estimated at 70 to 90 mile::
per hour. However, a recent film study revealed its
top speed to be 56 miles per hour, so the title for fastest
runner went to a pronghorn buck, clocked at 61 miles
per hour. Adult cheetahs reach 4 feet in length and 135
pounds in weight. The coat is short-haired, yellow,
and heavily black-spotted. The cheetah closely re-

sembles the leopard. In contrast to leopard spots .
which arc large. open rosettes cheetah spots are
smale, solid. and set close together. A characteristic
-dark-teardrop" marking charactcri/Afs its face. Unlike
all other cats, the cheetah ;Ries not Vive claw sheaths.
The claws remain exposed at all time.s, although the
cheetah can partially retract its claws. The claws .irc
similar to those of a dog in that they are dull poor ku-

ing. and impossible to grip with becaw4e they cannot
spring front the' paws- Although cheetahs we're once'
found in laige numbers in open gr,ssland scrub in
Africa and Western Asia the population is rapidly de-
clining, and they arc. considered to be extinct in India
and most of Asia. Only very strict conservatiem meas-
ures can insure their survival and save them from ex-
tinction.

21. According to the description of the passage, which of the following pictures
is a cheetah?

(A)

41111:01,4411C-'41P-

o
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22. Toda., the greatest nunklx.r oi cheetahs in the iii
state ai lx found in

( A) Furope ( /I) India (() Arabia (I)) Africa

21. Present evidece places the top speed of the
cheetah at

(A) 56 m.p.h. (13) 61 m.p.h.
(() ( I)) 90 m.p.h.

Quesions 26-30

24. It can be inferred from the passage that the
cheetah most commonly eats which of the foilowing?

(A) Vegetation of open grassland and scrub
(B) Small mammals and birds
(C) Reptiles and frogs
(I)) Man

2:5. According to the passage, the claws of the chetah
resemble those of the dog in that they are

(A) sharp
(13) protected by sheaths
(C) poor tor gripping surfaces
(I)) excellent for ripping food

The porpoise is an air-breathing, warm-blooded
mammal with a body temperature a bout the same as that
of man. Technically, a porpoise is a srnall whale, a
toothed whale as opposed to the baleen whale, which
grows much larger and has no teeth. Fifty known species
of dolphins and porpoises inhabit all the oceans of the
earth and some of the warm rivers.

The porpoise has a remarkable sonar or echolocating
ability. Ile sends out sharp. clicking soon& and hears
echoes from his clicks. Although its ears are as small
as pinholes, its i;ense of hearing is incredibly keen. A

stronger echo on one side Mdicates the direction of prey
or predator. The tIll le interval between sending and
receiving tells zhe distance of the object; variations in
echo sound reveals its size Or nature,

Porpoises arc' descended from land aninials, although
their earliest ancestors came from the ocean. The land-
mammal ancestor of the porpoise went through a long
process o1. readapting to life in water. Its body grew
streamlined and its legs disappeared. llowever,
porpoise still has finger bones in its flippers. Its nose
evolved into a blowhole, one la rge nostril atop the head,
with inner and outer valves to seal our the water. When

it surface;-; for air. about once a minute, a porpoise
opens the blowhole wide and breathes in four to ten quarts
of air in less than half a second. The porpoise developed
tail, flukes for propulsion: however, these flukes grow
out horizontally, not vertically like those of fish,

26. Which of the following is approximately the same
for both porpoise and man?

(A) Ilabitat (13) Body temperature
(C) Size of cars (I)) Number of nostrils 13

27. By estimation of the time interval between sending
and receiving a noise, a porpoise can determine the

(A) direction of the object
(13) depth of the object
(C) character of the object (prey or predator)
( I)) distance to the object

28. Which of the following is an adaptation of the
porpoise to a water habitat?

( A) Keen sense of smell
(I3) A blowhole with valves
(C) Warm- bloodedness
(I)) 13ody covered with tilr

29. The rate of breathing of man compared with that of
a porpoise is approxinlately

(A) one half as fast
(13) the same
(C) two times faster
(B) twenty times faster

30. A shark can he most easil\ distinguished from a
porpoise by its

(A) teeth (11) vertical tail fins
(C) color (1)) eating lialnts

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Questions 31-35 refer to the following chart.

75 Million
Years Ago

135 Million
Years Ago

165 Million
Yea rs Ago

THE EVOLUTION OF REPTILES AND BIRDS

Saurischia

Pterosaurs

iOrnithischia Plesiosaurs

205 Million
Years Ago

Birds Crocodiles

Snakes

Liza rds
Ichthyosaurs

T hecodonts
Mammals

Turtles
Therapsids

*Groups which have died out are
represented by the symbol 0

31. All of the following have come from thecodonts
EXCEPT

(A) crocodiles (B) snakes
(C) lizards (D) turtles

Cotylosaurs

32. Of the following, snakes appear to be most Closely
related to
(A) ichthyosaurs (B) pterosaurs
(C) mammals (D) turtles

33. Apparently there are no present-day descendants of
(A) cotylosaurs (B) thecodonts

(C) ornithischia (D) turtles

34. The ancestors of all the reptiles living today are
(A) thecodonts (B) turtles
(0) cotylosaurs (D) crocodiles

35. Which of the following presently existing forms of
life came into being most recently?
(A) Crocodiles (B) Thecodonts
(C) Mammals (D) Turtles
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estions 36-37

. If LI Microscope wcre built with an eyepiece that
inagnificd 20x and an objective that magnified 50x,
how much would it inagnify an Object?

( A) 70x (I 100x (C) 500x (D) 1,000x

37. Compared to the usual microscope used in high
school Jasses, this microscope would magnify
an object
(A) approximately twice as much
(13) about the same
(C) slightly less
(D) approximately half as much

estions 38-40 refer to the following chart.

KEY -1'0 COMMON PINES RASED ON NUMBER
AND CHARACTERISTICS OF NEEDLES

2 Needles

Needles
1 -3 Inches

long

Needles
4-6 Inches

Long

\leedles
.-Shaped

Needles
Together

Needles
Slender and

Brittle

Needles
and

Curved

1

jack
Pine

Scotch
Pine

Red
Pine

Austrian
Pine

Which of the following would be the best statement
to make about a pine tree that has needles 8 inches
long in bundles of two?
(A) It is a jack pine or a Scotch pine.
(B) It is an Austrian pine that has long needles.
(C) It is a white pine that grows in good soil.
(D) It cannot be classified according to the key.

If a pine tree has half of its needles in bundles
of two and half in bundles of three, it is a

(A) white pine
(13) red pine
(C) ponderosa pine
(D) jack pine

2 or 3 Needles

Ponderosa
Pine

5 Needles

Needles
Straight

White
Pine

Needles
Curved

Limber
Pine

40. If a pine tree has needles that are 2 inches Ion
are spread apart, and have two needles to a bundle,
it is a
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(A) ponderosa pine
(13) red pine
(C) jack pine
(D) Scotch pine

IF YOU F INISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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1. Which of the following is not a heterotroph?

(A) lluman.
(B) Mushroom.
(C) Frog.
(D) Maple tree.

2. Which of the following statements represents a

belief in spontaneous generation?
(A) Corn is planted and fails to germinate.
(B) A white rat has 8 black offspring.
(C) Frogs come from mud.
(D) Flies develop on decaying food.

3. If a compound were a protein one could correctly
conclude it was
(A) constructed from amino acids.
(B) soluble in water.
(C) made of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen only.
(D) a small molecule.

4. The use of bacteria in studies of natural selection is

(A)

(B)

not possible 1.7.ecause of their disease-pr')ducing
capabilities.

advantageous due to the large numbers of

individuals produced.
(C) limited; the information gained cannot be

applied to other organisms.
(D) not accepted as a valid experimental approach

to the problem.

2

1

1 2 3 4
Concentration of Z

5. What conclusion can be made on the basis of
the graph?
(A) An increase in the concentration of Z caused

an increase in the concentration of Y.
(B) The concentration of Y increased with time.
(C) The concentration of Z is related to the con-

centration of Y.
(D) There is no relationship between the concen-

trations of Y and Z.
141
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b. Miller's electrical sparking device was an attempt
to duplicate conditions as they were on earth during
the time of the primitive atmosphere. The electri-
cal spark was meant to represent

( A) heat conditions.
(B) volcanic eruptions.
(C) ultraviolet radiation.
(D) lightning.

Questions 7-9 refer to the equation

ELECTRICITY2 /120

( A) 2
(B) 3
(C) 4
(D)

How many kinds of atoms are represented?

8. How many kinds of molecules are represented?

Hew many molecules are represented?

). When two amino acids are bonded chemically

(A) energy is released.
(B) energy is added to ADP.
(C) water is released.
(D) water is added.

11. In the electrolysis of water why is twice as much
hydrogen gas as oxygen gas produced?

(A) Oxygen is more easily compressed.
(B) 2 atoms of hydrogen to 1 atom of oxygen are

prodIced.
(G) ygen is twice as dense as hydrogen.
(0) ilydrogen occupies twice as much space as

oxygen.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Questions 12-14

A

Open Jar Covered Jar Screened Ja r

12. If spontaneous generatioi were to be established
one would expect to find maggots in

(A) A and B only.
(B) B and C only.
(C) C only.
(D) A, B. and C.

13. If flasks A and B were used together. A would
serve as a
(A) conclusion.
(B) control.
(C) source of flies.
(I)) hypothesis.

14. Redi's original hypothesis, that flies were the
source of maggots, could be established if there
were maggots in

(A) A.
(B) B.
(C) B and C.
(D) A and B.

15. Which of the following is an example of fer-
mentation?
(A) Formation of glucose by green plants.
(B) Breakdown of ATP into ADP.
(C) Production of alcohol from glucose.
(D) Production of carbon dioxide from glucose.

16. Although Madagascar s separated from Africa
only by a narrow strait, many plants and animals
common on the mainland are unknown on the
island. This fact illustrates the principle of
(A) great environmental differences between

Africa and Madagascar.
( B) evolutionary equilibrium.
(C) evolution in isolated populations.
(I)) succession.

Questions 17-19

A swamp near a boy's camp was sprayed with I>fir
at weekly intervals one summer in an attempt to elim-
inate a mosquito problem.

6
rSpray Program Starts

Spray Program Ends

2

00 30 60 90
Days

120 150 180

17. The most probable reason for the decreasing
effectiveness of the campaign as the summer
progressed was that the
(A) mosquitos became immune to the DDT.
(B) mosquitos resistant to DDT lived and pro-

duced offspring.
(C) DDT was used at irregular intervals.
(I)) DNA of the mosquito population was not

affected.

lg. Not all of the mosquitos were killed at the time of
the first spraying. The best explanation is that

(A) the weather early in the summer was probably
rather cool.

(B) most of the mosquitos were adults.
(C) environmental factors varied slightly as the

summer progressed.
(D) natural variation existed within the population.

19. Doubling the dose at the time of the initial spraying
probably
(A) would not have resulted in a 100 percent kill.
(B) would have caused the mosquitos to b.e killed

more rapidly.
(C) would not have altered the results of the cam-

paign.
(D) would have caused all of the mosquitos to die.

142 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Of 357 weeds germinating on a 2' x 3' plot of
ground, 62 reached IRA turity. Which Qt the fol-
lowing a is of ilarwin's theory of natural
selection can best be applied to tnis observation?

(A) All members of a species vary in their traits.
(B) Many variations of a species are inherited.
(C) There is a struggle for existence among mem-

bers of a species.
(D) .,vorable variations are passed oh to offspring

and in time great differences arise.

21. According to the hetcrotroph hypot iesi;.;, the first
complete animal body found on earth probably
resembled
(A) an ameba.
(13) a sponge.
(C) a Paramecium.
(D) a Chlorella.

.2uestions 22-23 refer to the following diagram.

Step A Step B Step C

A I

:nzyme (A)4- Enzyme Substrate Enzyme +

;ubstrate (B) Complex Products

22. Reactions between enzyme (large molecules) and
substrate (usually small molecules) cii ii be ex-
plained by

( A) surface configuration in general.
( surface configuration at active sites (X).
(C) enzyme specificity.
(0) a specific size relationship between enzyme and

substrate molecules.

23. Whether the reaction proceeds to the left or to the
right depends directly upon

relative concentrations of enzyme and sub-
strate.

relative concentratioas of substrate and sub-
strate products.

the energy state of the whole system.
the condition of the environment surrounding

the systems.

Questions 24-25 refer the follovting diagram.

5% Salt
Solution

10% Salt
Solution

-5

The U-shaped tube contains solutions of salt water
separated by a membrane impermeable to salt.

24. On which side of the tube will the water level

(A) Side A.
( B) Side B.
(C) Both sides.
(D) Neither side.

rise?

25. The water level will remain constant on both sides
of the tube when

143

(A) all the water is on side A.
(8) all the water is on side B.
(C) the salt concentration becomes 7.5% on both

sides.
(D) the water concentration becomes 90% on side

A and 95% on side B.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Questions 26-28 refer to the following graph.

I .5

in Solution

The above graph shows the results obtained when
six potato cores of equal weight were placed in six
different concentrations of salt water.

26. The dots J, K, L, M. N. and 0 represent

(A) variables.
(B) assumptions.
(C) hypotheses.
(D) data.

27. Cores J, K, and L are above the normal weight
line because
(A) there was a flow of water from each core.
(B) salt entered the cores.
(C) water entered the cores and increased their

weight.
(D) all these cores weighed more than three grams.

28. If there were no change in t'
core after immersion in salt solution it coulu
mean that
(A) water could n( 7.. enter the core.
(B) water ,-ould nf.t leave :he core.
(C) salt co ,,.entrion inside the core was equal

to th concertration outside,
(D) the mc --tbra Tic is not permeable to salt.

to

29. Many reactions occur more readily when the
temperature of the substances is increased beca.:,e

(A) the kinetic energy of the molecules is increased
(B) the kinetic energy of the molecules is decreased
(C) heat increases the force of attraction.
(I)) the potential energy of the molecules is in-

creased.

30. The most nearly correct statement applying to both
the heterotrerh and spontaneous generation hypoth-
eses is
(A) both assumed evolution occurred.
(B) both assumed living things could originate from

nonliving material.
(C) both assumed that all microorganisms came

from nonliving material.
(D) both required the passage of long periods of

time,

31. Because of the similarity between the blood of the
horseshoe crab and the blood of the spider, it is
assumed that
(A)) both evolved from a common ancestor.
(B) both will also show a close structural similarit:
(C) parallel evolution of blood types has taken placc
(D) all crabs and spiders have similar blood types.

32. Which did Lamarck and Mrwin have in common?

(A) Both are responsible for the origin of the idea
of organic evolution_

n) Both 0 e in low evolution occurs.
(C) 901Alaiiilpted to ex, mutation,
(D) I3oth believed that organisms change.

GO 'o- TO THE NEXT PAGE.



i3, which one of the following statements would be an
illustration of Darwin's theory of evolution?

(A) People who acquire a good body tan will have
children born with a slight tan.

(13) If a mother plays a piano during pregnancy she
will have a musically gifted child.

(C) Birds avoid eating the viceroy butterfly because
of its close resemblance to the monarch
butter fly .

(D) The breeding of greyhounds for speed changes
the inheritance of the animal permanently.

,4. The term biogenesis is used to sum up evidence that

(A) cells are formed by division of other cells.
(13) cells can divide to form complete organisms.
(C) living organisms cannot use nonliving material.
(D) living organisms are descended from other

living organisms.

5. If we assume that species do not change, we would
expect
(A) the simplest fossils in the oldest rocks.
(B) the simplest fossils in the newest rocks.
(C) the same kind of fossils in old and new rocks.
(D) no fossils in any rocks.

6. The biologist might describe a newly discovered
nL6anism like a plant but not like an aninlal if he
liscovered that it had special structures which

he could recognize as

(A) chloroplasts.
(13) chromosomes.
(C) Golgi bodies.
(D) cell membranes.

Questions 37-40

80
70

ACTIVITY OF AN ENZYME

w 50
Tri 40

30
20

ci I 0

0

8 0

; TO
:47 60
cuj 5 0
"E, 40
>s 3 0
3= 2 0
.1 I 0

3
pH

0 20 30 40 50 60 TO

Degreet C

37. The enzyme will work best in

(A) an acid medium.
( B) an alkaline medium.
(C) a neutral medium.
(D) none of these.

38. The enzyme will work best at a temperature of

(A) 10-30°C.
(13) 30-40° C.
(C) 40-50°C.
(D) 50-60°C.

39. Enzyme activity stops at a pH of

(A) 0.
(B) 2.
(C) 5.
(0) 6.

40. The information in the graphs

(A) will apply to all enzymes.
(B) will apply to no other enzymes.
(C) may apply to other enzymes.
(D) will apply to all living things.

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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1. The factor that sets man apart from all other
animals is his
(A) speed (B) strength
(C) intelligence (D) number

2. Examples of decomposers include
(A) deer (B) trees (C) owls (D) bacteria

5 10 15 20

Temperature
Degrees Centigrade (°C)

3. The arrow to the point on the graph above r"presents
which of the following?

(A) 10°C and a cell count of 10
(13) 10°C and a cell count of 20
(C) 20°C and a cell count of 10
(D) 20°C and a cell count of 20

4. Which cf the following is NOT one of the wounds
that man has inflicted on his environment?

(A) The smog over cities
(13) The pollution of rivers
(C) The erosion of farmland
(D) The succession of animals in a food chain

5. Of the following, which would be the best way to
test the hypothesis that yeast grows fastest in
the dark?
(A) Growing yeast cells in the dark only
(B) Growing yeast cells in the light only
(C) Growing yeast cells in both dark and light
(D) Growing yeast cells in both dark and light at

the same temperature

6. The interaction of all living and nonliving things is
called

(A) a community (B) an ecosystem
(C) a food chain (D) a food web

7. Of the following. energy flov, in a food chain most
closely resembles a
( A) closed pipeline
(B) fire hose
(C) garden hose with many holes in it
(D) large pond

8. Which of the following statements about energy in
a food chain is correct?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

More energy is retained in the living system
than is lost.

More energy is lost in the living system than
is retained.

The same amount of energy is retained in the
living system as is lost by the living system.

All energy is retained in the living system and
none is lost.

9. which of the following is a hypothesis that might
be tested?
(A) The number of cells counted in a drop of water
(13) The number of dandelions counted in a square

foot of land
(C) The weight of a block of wood
(D) The statement that decreasing the amount of

sunlight decreases the number of yeast cells

10. Which of the following correctly describes a
first-order consumer?
(A) It is eaten by more than one animal.
(B) It is eaten by one animal only.
(C) It feeds on one animal only.
(D) It feeds on more than one animal.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



11. Which of the following graphs best illustrates an
increase in gill-cover beats with an increase in
temperature?

( A)

(C)

(B) *75
07

.rd
W

Ei0

0
Temperature Temperature

Temperature

a)

0
Temperature

12. Which of the fo`lowing graphs best illustrates a rise
in ;be Lumber of yeast cells followed by a fail and
then another rise?

( A)

-9
0

Time

0
Time

0
Time

Time

IIIIIII
0 25 50

Temperature (Degrees Centigrade)

-3-

POPULATION OF YEAST AND
BACTERIA AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

13. The graph above indicates that there are
( A) always more yeast cells than bacterial cells
(B) more yeast cells than bacterial cells at the

start of the experiment
(C) more bacterial than yeast cells at 50°C
(D) more bacterial than yeast cells at 27°C

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Number of Trees Cut

Days
1 2 3 4 5

2 7 9 3

14. Which of the following graphs is correct for the information given in the
chart above?

( A)
10
9
8
7
6
5

4

2
1

0

10
9
8
7
6

1 2 3 4
Days

4
3
2

1 2 3 4 5

Days

( D)

10
9

7
6

4

3
2
1

1 2 3 4

Days

5

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

1

0
1 2 3 4 5

Days
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Questions 15-16 refer to the following diagram.

The following transfers were made and three yeast
cells were found in test tube 3.

-0-- 1 ml culture

Tube 1
10 ml.

culture

Tube 2
9 ml.
water

1 ml. of dilution

Tube 3
9 ml.
water

15. How many yeast cells are there in a drop taken
from test tube 1 ?

( A) 9 ( B) 30 (C) 90 (D) 300

16. The reason for making dilutions as shown in the
diagram above is to

(A) make the counting of cells easier
(B) give the yeast more food
(C) give the yeast a chance to reproduce
(D) provide more air for the yeast

Questions 17-18 refer to the following diagrams of a
plot of land that was observed over a period of 50
years. The figures represent the type of plant found
during the year that a population survey was made.

lst Year
II

20th Year

in
50th Year

17. Which of the above populations was irobably the
first stage in succession?

(A) 0 (B) (C) (D) 0

18, Which of the above populations was probably the
climax stage in the succession?

(A)0 ( B) A (C) ez2, (D) 0

151

Questions 19-21 are based upon a food chain that involves
grass-grasshopper-frog-snake.

19. Which of the

(A) Grass
(C) Snake

20. Which of the

(A) Grass
(C) Snake

21. Which of the

( A) Grass
(C) Snake

following is the producer?

(B) Frog
(D) Grasshopper

following is a first-order consumer?

(B) Frog
(D) Grasshopper

following is a second-order consumer?

(B) Frog
(D) Grasshopper

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Questions 22-24 refer to the following pictures.

III

22. The four pictures above represent stages in
(A) a climax (B) a succession
(C) one ecosystem (D) a food web

23. If IV shows a relatively stable, slowly changing
community, it is called a

(A) food web
(C) climax

(B) succession
(D) "wound' of man

II

IV

24. You would expect to find the fewest species in the
soil represented in

(A) I (B) II (C) III (D) IV

151
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Questions 25-27 refer to the following diagram.

Species
A and B

Test Tube.-....\

Dark Paper

\-\4
Species Species

C and D Eand F

25. Which of the following would be the most like'y
food chain?

(A) Species G would eat species H.
(B) Species E would eat species A.

(C) Species 1-1 would eat species C.
(D) Species A would eat species F.

26. Which of the following would most likely live at the
deepest level in a pond?

(A) Species A (B) Species C
(C) Species E (D) Species G

Species
G and H

Ir--Licylit Source

27. Which of the following would most likely be a
producer?
(A) Species B (13) Species C
(C) Species D (D) Species H

Questions 28-30 refer to the graph below.

10,000

0 25
Tinie in Days

50

28. Which of the following is a correct statement that
is based on information contained in this graph?

(A) Species X and species Y reach peak growth at
the same time.

(B) The number of individuals of species Y is equal
to the number of individuals of species X.

(C) Species X starts to increase at the same time
that species Y starts to increase.

(D) The changes in population of species X are
similar to the changes in population of
species Y.

29, Which of the following is a hypothesis and NOT

a fact?
(A) Species X has a larger population than species

Y on day 25.
(B) There is an increase and a decrease in the

number of individuals.
(C) Species Y is interacting with species X.
(D) Species X is larger at 21 days than it is at

26 days.

30. If species X and Y are in the same food web, which
of the following is most probably true?

(A) Species X is eating species Y.
(B) Species Y is eating species X.
(C) Species Y is the producer.
(D) Species Y has more total energy than species X.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Questions 31-32 refer to the diagram below.

/011.:446:ountoin Lions

nakes

Shrews

DECOMPOSERS

31. According to the chart, which of the following do
NOT eat rabbits?

(A) Shrews
(3) Snakes
(C) Owls
(D) Mountain lions

32. Which of the following do NOT eat green plants?

(A) Rabbits
( B) Mice
(C) Deer
(D) Owls

33. Another term used for light energy is

(A) radiant energy
(B) chemical energy
(C) position energy
( D) stored energy

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Questions 34-36 refer to the graph below.

160

1941 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949

GRAPH OF BROWN RATS IN A CITY BLOCK,

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

34. According to the chart, which of the following is a
correct statement about the rat population in
Baltimore?
( A) At one time there were no rats in Baltimore.
(13) At the end of 1949 the rat population was

decreasing.

Questions 37-40 refer io the diagrams below.

(A)

(B)

(C)

o o
o 0 00
0 0

oggSgo g

(D)
moo
000 0 0 00000

-9-

(C) The rat population was greater in 1945 than
in 1947.

37. Which of the above represents a population made up
of only one kind of individual?

(D) In 1965 there were no rats in Baltimore.
38. Which of the above best represents a food web?

15. If a large number of cats were brought into Balti-
more at the end of 1949, one would expect the rat
population to

39. Which of the above best represents a food chain?

40. Which of the above best represents a community?

(A) increase
(B) decrease
(C) stay the same
(D) first increase and then decrease slightly

.6. If cats were the only factor to affect the rat popu-
lation, one would expect that the cat population was
highest in

(A) 1943
(13) 1946
(C) 1947
(0) 1949

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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1 . Which of tte fol ;wing would be a hypothesis?

(A) Watching birds fly south in the winter
(B) Stating tli rds fly south because of lack of

food
(C) Taking a population count of birds
(D) Dissecting a bird in a biology class

2. The energy of motion is called

( A) potential energy
(B) chemical energy
(C) stored energy
(D) kinetic energy

3. In preparing for an experiment with yeast, after
the medium has been poured into a test tube and
covered, the very next step is to

(A) cool the medium
(B) sterilize the medium
(C) inoculate the medium
(D) store the medium in a dark container

4. In one experiment to determine the effect on the
growth of a certain species of plant by exposing
the plants to various amounts of light, the control
would be plants grown under

(A) normal light conditions
(B) the minimum amount of light exposure
(C) the maximum amount of light exposure
(D) an absence of any light

A

Lef t -- Right

Sta r t

5. An experimenter claims that earthworms will
always turn right when they come to point A in a
T tube as shown above. Which of the following
would be the best test of this hypothesis?

(A) Observe a large number of earthworms as
they travel through the T tube.

(B) Block off the right side of the tube and ohserve
whether the earthworms turn left.

(C) Wire the left side of the tube so that the earth-
worms will receive a slight shock if they
turn left.

(D) Make the right side of the tube narrower and
see whether the earthworms turn left.

6. In cou.t:ting-. cc?i,ist cells. F.,

yeJ ST cc Ls In the

' imeter

0.1 1+.:13.1: -neter

and rhai there were

111rneter

How many cells ar," they per bic millimeter?

(A) 5 (B) 10 (C) ) 50

7. A person's reaction rim( is s..ov u.r birth, becomes
faster up to the age of 30, the-n gradually becomes
slower. Which of the following graphs best illus-
trates this idea?

156'

30
Age

60
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1:( ,Fuiati,ill aniII-11.7, grows: rapidly ;It
4r;)wing, fur t J then resutre:4

growth at a s1 rate. Which of the followino-
grap1:4 illustrates the growth pattern of the
population?

(C)

0

rae

Time

(13)

11. b .1 person states that there is life on Mars, his
itelnt would be considered

(A) a fact
(B) an observation
(C) a hypothesis
(D) a law

Questions 12-14 refer to the following experiment.

0 ----PTirne 1 Millihter

Questions 9-10 refer to the following graph.

9. Of the following, which is the best statement about
the information in the graph?

(A) A eats B.
(13) 13 eats A.
(C) The presence of B causes a decline in A.

(1)) The presence of B does not affect A.

10. The graph could represent which of the following?

(A) A, the buffalo lx)pulation, versus 13, man's
westward movement

(13) A, the production of corn, versus B. modern
farming methods

(C) A, speed, versus 13, improvement in airplane
design

(I)) A, the discovery of modern drugs, versus 13,

deaths of children

A

1 Milliliter

10 Mill liters
Yeast Culture

9 M lliliters
Water

9 Milli iters
Water

\1 Milliliter

9 Milliliters
Water

12. The purpose of the procedure above is to

(A) dilute the yeast culture and make counting
easier

(13) increase the number of yeast cells in test
tube B

(C) determine whether yeast cells reproduce by

budding
(D) increase the concentration of yeast cells in

test tube D

13. If there were 10,000 yeast cells in test tube A, how
many yeast cells would you expect to find in test
tube D ?

(A) 10,000 (13) 1,000 (C) 100 (D) 10

14. What is the ratio of the number of cells in test
tubes A, B, C, and 1) ?

(A) 1:1:1:1 (13) 4:3:2:1
(C) 10:5:2: 1 (I)) 1,000:100 :10:1

1'7'7si 1'
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Quest on: 15-16 refer to the following grap1;.

15. On which ef the following days would there be the
greatest number of animals of all three species
cornbined?

(A) Day 2 (B) Day 4 (C) Day 5 (D) Day 8

16. On which of the following days would there be the
LEAST difference between the Lumber in the largest
group and the number in the smallest group?

(A) Day 2 (B) Day 3 (C) Day 4 (D) Day 6

Questions 17-20 refer to the folloAing graph,

0.9
0 . 8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

Substance X

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Time in Hours

17. Which of the following conditions would result in a
graph like the one above?

(A)

(B)
(C)

(D)

Substance Y is using substance X to make a
new substance.

Substance X needs substance Y to survive.
Substances X and Y are used very rapidly at

first and then very slowly.
As the length of time increases, the rate of

loss or gain in the concentration of each
substance changes greatly.

18. Substance X is equal in concentration to substance Y
at about

(A) 10 hr. (B) 20 hr. (C) 30 hr. (D) 40 hr.

19. What is the concentration of each substance at
10 hours?

(A) X = 0.1 and Y = 0.6
(B) X = 0.6 and Y = 0.2
(C) X = 0.2 and Y = 0.6
(D) X = 0.3 and Y = 0.3

20. What is the ratio of substance X to substance Y at
10 hours?

(A) 1:1 (B) 2:1 (C) 3: 1 (D) 4:1

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGft



le?qiom-; 21-26 refer to the following pasage.

The Squid
Cephalopods (octopuses, squid, and cuttlefish) are

embers of the Mollusca group, and are among the
ost highly organized invertebrate animals. They
ye no external shell and are often called valveless
ollusks. Other mollusks are clams and oysters,
iich have two shells (bivalves), and snails, which have
e shell (univalves). Cephalopods are distinguished
tentacles, which project from their head and are

ed for both food-getting and walking. If a squid wants
go somewhere in a hurry, however, it draws water
to the body chamber and squirts it out through a tapered
mel, which can be turned forward, backward, or
en sideways.

Squid can change color more rapidly then chameleons.
Aor changes are brought about by contraction and
pansion of many chrornatophores, elastic sacs of pig-
nit embedded in the skin. In addition, many squid
ye light organs and produce vivid displays of flashing
;ht. The light is caused by a chemical reaction
uilar to that which creates the biological "cold light"
fireflies.
The eye of the squid is remarkably similar to that

man. The eyeball has an eyelid, a cornea, and a
pil. Unlike man's, the squid's cyc has no blind spot.
r certain functions, the squid's eye is even better
in that of man.

Dissections of squid indicate that they eat worms,
rimp-like animals, fish, and other squid. On the
ier hand, squid are eaten by a host of enemies,
)rn the sperm whale down to the common mackerel.
.n is one of the squid's greatest enemies. He uses
cuttlebone, the internal shell of a cuttlefish, as a

tary supplement for canaries and parakeets. Japan
:s a great quantity of squid for food and fertilizer.
Newfoundland, vast numbers of squid are frozen in
ge blocks and sold as codfish bait.

r)-

21. Which of the following terms correctly applies to
the squid?

( A) Vertebrate (B) Univalve
(C) Bivalve (D) Cephalopod

22. A squid's tentacles function primarily in

(A) vision (B) jetting ink
(C) food-getting (D) digestion

23. In a squid, which of the following structures
functions primarily in color changes?

(A) Cuttlebone (B) Chromatophore
(C) Light organ (D) Funnel

24. The eye of squid has all of the following EXCEPT

(A) a cornea ( A) an eyelid
(C) a pupil (D) a blind spot

25. Which of the following is NOT generally part of a
squid's diet?
(A) Shrimp-like animals (B) Sperm whale
(C) Worms (D) Fish

26. According to the passage, man uses cephalopods
to provide all of the following EXCEPT

(A) fertilizer (B) bait for catching fish
(C) cuttlebones (0) light for luring fish

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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(uestions 27-3(i refer to the foli.yAing passage.

A recent study shows that adding fluorides to
vitarMn pills is an effective way of reducing tooth decay
in children who live in areas where no fluoridated water
is available. A decline in tooth decay of up to 63 per
cent was found in temporary teeth and 43 per cent in
permanent teeth of children who took fluoridated
vitamins daily for 36 months. Theoretically, the
supplement will yield its greatest benefit when taken
from birth to about age 10, the period of tooth formation.
Starting the fluorides early is important because calcium
begins to be deposited in the teeth long before they erupt
through the gums. The vitamin-fluoride mixture would
supply about the same amount of fluoride as would be
taken in drinking water. The cost would be inexpensive
in homes where vitamins are now taken. Present
methods of fluoridation include adding sodium fluoride
to drinking water and adding fluoride to tooth pastes.

27. Fluorides are apparently added to the vitamins in
the form of

(A) a pure element
(B) an impure element
(C) a compound
(D) either a compound or an element

28. The passage indicates that teeth need

(A) neither fluorine nor calcium
(13) fluorine but not calcium
(C) calcium but not fluorine
(D) both calcium and fluorine

29. If 50 childroi in every 100 have decay in temporary
teeth when no fluorides are used, according to the
passage approximately how many children per
hundred will have decay in temporary teeth after
fluoridated vitamins are used?

(A) 10 (B) 20 (C) 30 (D) 40

30. The passage suggests that those who favor fluori-
dating water instead of vitamins would support
their plan by saying that

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

everybody drinks water but only some people
take vitamins

a different substance is used in fluoridating
water from the one used in vitamins

fluorides are more effective on temporary teeth
than on permanent teeth

some fluorides are poisonous but others are not

( A)

(C)

1

4

1 2 3 4 5

(I))

2
31

1

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

Select the graph above that best represents the follow
statements.

31. The amount of 02 used is equal to the amount of
CO2 produced.

32. The amount of enzyme is exactly the same at the
start as at the finish.

33. A person runs slowly at first, speeds up, and th(
slows down again.

34. A big block of ice is broken down into sm&ller
blocks.

160
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PASED ON P WE:GHT

5 10 15 20

Age in Years

can he :orrectly concluded from the data that the
rotein requirenlent per kilogram of body weight

highest in

A) children undc: 4 years
B) boys
C) 12-yea7.--old boys
D) 20-year-old girls

ccording to the chart the protein requirement in
;ranls per kilogram of body weight of 20-year-olds
.s compared with 4-year-olds is approximately

A) as much
4

'13) 1 as much
2

;C) equal

;D) I as much
2

Which of the following would be the best conclusion
:0 make based on the data in the graph?

A) The protein requirements of boys and girls
differ greatly.

:13) The protein requirements of boys and girls
are the same until about 12 years of age
and then there is some variation.

;C) The protein requirements of 20-year-old girls
are higher than those of 20-year-old l)oys.

(D) The protein requirements of 5-year-old boys
are greater than those of 5-year-old girls.

uestions

100

60

40

20

TREE GROWTI: 1-1 AGE

0 50 100 150

Age In Years
200

38. During which of the following periods of time does
a tree grow fastest?

(A) 0-25 years
(B) 50-75 years
(C) 75-100 years
(D) 100-125 years

39. A tree that is 25-years-old w 11 be twice as tall
when it reaches

(A) 50 years
(B) 75 years
(C) 100 years
(D) 150 years

40, According to the chart, the greatest variation in the
height of trees plotted occurs between

(A) 0-25 years
(B) 25-50 years
(C) 150-175 years
(D) 175-200 years

1161
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1. DNA is important in heredity because it is

(A) a large molecule.
(B) found in the nucleus.
(C) composed of pvrimidines.
(D) able to replicate.

2. Plant cells can usually be distinguished from animal
cells because plant cells possess

(A) cell walls and mitochondria.
(B) Golgi bodies and central vacuoles.
(C) cell walls and central vacuoles.
(0) chromosomes and mitochondria.

3. If the sequence of purines and pyrimidines in a
segment of a DNA strand were: cytosine, guanine,
adenine, thymine, adenine, then the sequence in a
complementary strand of newly made messenger
RNA would be

(A) cytosine, uracil, adenine,
(I3) guanine, cytosine, uracil,
(C) uracil, adenine, cytosine,
(0) cytosine, guanine, uracil,

guanine, uracil.
adenine, uracil.
uracil, guanine.
uracil, adenine.

Questions 4-5 refer to the following chart.

ExPER ImENT A ADDED RESULTS

-3-

('s. In a rare disease condition in human beings the
mitochondria are found to have an abnormal
structure. This condition is most likely correlated
with the disturbance in cell

(A) energy supply. (B) protein formation.
(C) food supply. (D)

7. Schwann's study of cell contents rather than cell
walls led to the recognition of

(A) cork cells. (B) animal cells.
(C) root cells. (D) orchid cells.

Questions 8-9

PRIOR

A B GENE C

ENZYME A EN ZYME B ENZYME C

1
SUBSTAKETORN ITH INE ..c1TRELL ENE --IITARG IYTNE

The diagram represents the "one gene-one
enzyme" hypothesis as it applies to the
production of arginine in the pink mold
Neurospora.

8. If ornithine were added to the medium in place of
the prior substance, the plant would survive if genes

TYPE X

NO CAPSULES

LIVE

NUTRIENTS ADDED

TYPE Y

ENCAPSULATED

DEAD

TYPE X

ENCAPSULATED

LIVE

(A) B and C are actively producing enzymes B
and C.

(B) A and B are actively producing enzymes A
and B.

(C) A and C are actively producing enzymes A
and C.

(D) C is actively producing enzyme C.

EXPERIMENT II

TYPE

ENCAPSULATED

DEAD

STERILE DISH

NUTRIENTS ADDED
NOTHING

EXPERIMENT C

9. If the medium on which this model were normally
grown were prepared without the prior substance
present, the plant would probably die unless

(A) enzyme A was added to the medium.

TYPE X

NO CAPSULES

LIVE

NUTRIENTS ADDED

NOTHING

ADDED

TYPE X

ONLY

4. In the above experiment which are the controls? (B) gene C was destroyed.

(A) A and C (B) B and C
(C) ammonia was added to the medium since it is

(C) A and B (0) A only
necessary for the production of the amino
acid, arginine.

(D) ornithine, citrulline, or arginine was added to
S. What was the question that prompted this series the medium.

of experiments?

(A) What is the nature of RNA ?
(13) Do Pneumococcm, type Y bacteria with capsules

transform into Pneurnococcus Type X without
capsules?

(C) Why do Pneurnococcus Type Y bacteria have
capsules?

(D) None of the above

16 3
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10. The concept ot fermentation is cc)nsidered important
to the heterotroph hypothesis because

( A) free oxygen is thought to have not been present
in the early atmosphere.

(F3) utilization of the sun's energy required a
fermentation condition.

(C) niethane, ammonia, water vapor and hydrogen
are considered to nave been the principal
gases present in the early atmosphere.

(1)) the primitive heterotroph needed oxygen to
obtain energy.

11. A nucleotide differs from a nucleic acid molecule
in that

(A) it is more complex.
(13) the compounds present in it are not

nucleic acid.
(C) it always has ribose.
(I)) it is always simpler in structure,

present in

12. A guinea pig was injected with a radioactive amino
acid. Thirty minutes later tissue analysis showed
that the protein of the ribosomes had over twice
as much radioactivity per gram as the protein of
any other cell part. This experiment tends to
support which of the following lipotheses?

(A) Messenger RNA transmits the hereditary traits
from DNA to the ribosomes.

(13) Radioactive amino acid will be found at the
site of protein formation.

(C) Radioactive protein is easier to detect and
identify than ordinary protein.

(I)) Ribosomal RNA is a replica of chromosomal
DNA.

Questions 13-14

IDEAL LIGHT INTENSITY

A

A t: AUTOTROPH

HETEROTROPH

E-F-G

13. If a green cellophane paper were placed over the
aquarium for several days, the activity of A that
would probably reduce respiration in II would be

(A) increase of oxygen production.
(13) increase of CO2 absorption by 11.

14. It the green cellophane were left on the aqua hum
for several weeks we might expect

cellular respiration of II to he reduced because
of the collection of excess CO2 in the water.

an increase in the use of ATP by both II and A
due to reduction of carbohydrate production.

cellular fermentation to increase in both 11 and

A as a result of 02 reduction,
death of both II and A due to accumulation of

excess 1120 in the cells.

15. By studying the results of experiments with bacteri
and some viruses one can better interpret the role
of DNA in higher forms because

the DNA of the above mentioned forms is pres-
ent in the same amounts.

the chemical make-up of the three forms is
similar.

only virus DNA is parasitic in the cells of
higher forms.

genetic activity of all the organisms studied
seems to be tied to DNA.

16. Although nucleic acids are usually replicated
accurately, occasionally chemical accidents
result in
(A) changes which in turn modify the cell processe

controlled by the nucleic acids.
(B) failure of the DNA to unzip.
(C) changes which cause cytosine to bond with

adenine.
(D) none of these.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Questions 17-Is refer to the following graph.

A

LIGHT INTENSITY

An immersed water plant was exposed to
light of gradually increasing intensity over
a period of several hours. At regular inter-
vals, one-minute counts were made of the
number of oxygen bubbles released from the
plant.

17. The number of bubbles released from the plant

(A) was directly proportional to the light intensity
throughout the experiment.

caused the light to become more intense as the
experiment progressed.

(C) probably decreased in size as the experiment
progressed.

(1)) was correlated with light intensity for most
of the experiment.

(B)

.8. The release of oxygen bubbles is most useful .As an
indication of the rate of

(A) respiration. (B) photosynthesis.
(C) growth. (1)) metabolism.

9. Viruses have no ribosomes and yet are able to
duplicate themselves with new protein coats. How
might this best he explained?
(A) Some other structure in the virus is the site

of protein synthesis.
(13) Protein is obtained directly from cells in which

they grow.
(C) Since viruses reproduce inside a host cell,

they use the cell's ribosomes.
(1)) Viruses lack messenger RNA and therefore

have no need for rilosornes.

D. ln the light reaction part of photosynthetic light
energ}
(A) absorbed by chlorophyll is transformed into

chemical enetgy.
(13) is trapped and three carbon sugars are formed.
(C) is used to produce proteins.
(1)) is used to produce lipids.

-5-

Questions 21-94

21. With structure C removed a cell could not

(A) reproduce.
(B) provide its own energy.
(C) exchange materials with the environment.
(1)) secrete.

22. A multicellular organism, whose cells possess
structure A, is most likely
(A) dead. (B) large. (C) immobile. (D) small

23. lf structure F is green, the presence of many of
these structures allows the organism to

(A) reproduce.
(B) exchange material with the environment.
(C) secrete.
(1)) make its own fo,d.

24. During cell division structure C would cease to
exist and its contents would become visible as

(A) Golgi bodies. (B) plastids.
(C) chromosomes. (D) mitochondria.

25. Virchow's statement that "all cells arise from
pre-existing cells" relates the cell theory to

(A) spontaneous generation. (B) the nucleus.
(C) the theory of evolution. (0) Robert Ilooke.

26. Which of the following conclusions is NOT correct?
(A) DNA replication occurs prior to mitosis.
(13) The amount of DNA is at a maximum during

cell division.
(C) DNA is at a miMmum just after mitosis is

completed.
(1)) The amount of DNA in a new daughter cell

begins to increase immediately.

5u
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Quustion:- :-;(1 refc.:i- to the following ;:t1 -LICtfirJ1 fon-fluids.

0 11 11 II 1 11 II II II IIIt
(A) 11-0 CCCCCCC---C--C--C--0--11

1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1

II II II 14 41 II II El I;

II H 0
1 1 11

(B) 1INCC-0-11
II

II II II OH II 11

1 1 1 1 1(C) II CCCCCC
1 I 1

H H
f \o

Oii O O Oil

(1)) II 11\ /

/ \N CN
I 11 11

C C CH 0 H II 0 0 0/ / / \ \ / (I II 11

N N CH IIC C-0---P---0---P-0---P-0--II
1 I 1 o

I o
1

C C 0
I I

0 0
II H

27. A building block of protein 29. Acted upon by the fermentation process

28. Formed in the mitochondria 30. Often found combined with glycerol

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



All nucleotide molecules contain the same kind of

(A) ribose sugar.
(13) purine.
(C) pyrimidine.
( D) phosphoric aci,J group.

.lestions 32-35

A

That combustion and respiration are alike would
be shown best by an experiment that contains

(A) A
(8) A and B
(C) A and 0
(0) B and C

That some plant and animal functions are different
could be shown best by an experiment using con-
tainers
( A) 1) and E
(13) B and C
(C) C and E
(1)) and A

167

-7

34. Evidence that the candle uses something in the air
that is also needed by the mouse would be Z4hov,n

best by an experiment using ccntainers

(A) A and 13
(8) B and E
(C) A and D
(1)) B and 1)

35. At the end of the experiment when the candles were
out, the mouse dead, the amount of oxygen remain-
ing in Container A, as compared with the amount of
oxygen remaining in 13, would be

(A) slightly more
( B) double
(C) half
(D) the same

36. If a chemical could be used that would prevent
spindle formation in plant cells, which activity
would probably be affected?
(A) Formation of cell membranes
(13) Separation of the chromatids
(C) Division and separation of the centrioles
(0) Formation of chromatin

Questions 37-40

Four of the principle tools used to study cells are
the microscope, aniline dyes, chemical analysis, and
the electron microscope. Assume that the order of
uses of these tools is as listed in the key. The questions
are statements which were made in the past or are
acceptable today. In each case certain tools had to be
developed before these statements could have been made.
Select the tool which permitted the statement to be made,
recognizing that each depended on an earlier one.

KEY: (A) Microscope
(E) Aniline dye
(C) Micro-chemical techniques
(0) Electron microscope

27. The nucleus contains threadlike structures called
chromosomes.

38. The outer boundary of the cytoplasm is a o,,ntinuous
structure.

39. Within each cell is a single spherical structure, the
nucleus.

40. One of the principle components of the chromosome
is DNA.

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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1. The ultimate source of energy of almost all living
things on Earth is
( A) carbon dioxide (B) chlorophyll
(G) sunlight (I)) water

2. The chemical energy that is stored in food is
released in the process of
(A) excretion (B) ingestion
(C) assimilation (D) respiration

3. Energy in living things is most often lost in the
form of
(A) ATP (13) heat (C) work (D) light

4. Which of the following is an element?
(A) Hydrogen (B) Carbon dioxide
(C) Water (D) Glucose

5. Which of the following foods provides the greatest
number of calories?
(A) 1 egg
(B) 1 slLe of white bread
(C) 1 orange

1(D) cup of peanut butter

Questions 6-7

Bromothymol blue changes from blue to yellow in
the presence of carbon dioxide.

6. The liquid in which of the following test tubes would
change color from blue to yellow in the shortest
period of time?

(A)

(C)

Bromothymol Blue (B)

Water

Brornothymol Blue

Water

Small Snail

Bromothymol Blue

Water

Elodea

Bromothymol Blue

Small Snail

-3-

7. When elodea is placed in a f;olution of bromothymol
blue and exposed to sunlighi:, you would expect the
color of che solution to
( A) remain the same
(B) change from blue to yellow
(C) change from blue to yellow and back to blue
(D) change from yellow to blue

8. Which of the following activities probably requires
the most energy per hour?
(A) Bowling (B) Ballroom dancing
(C) Swimming (D) Golfing

9. Which of the following would probably result from
immersing your hand for 5 minutes in a beaker
containing a quart of water at 100C ?
(A) The temperature of the water will increase.
(B) The temperature of the water will decrease.
(C) The temperature of the water will remain the

same.
(D) The temperature of the water will first decrease

and then rapidly increase.

10. Which of the following is a form of kinetic energy?

(A) The Sun shining on a plant
(B) A stick of dynamite
(C) A tank full of gasoline
(D) A falling rock

11. In comparing two slides under the microscope, one
finds that cork differs from -..k.,dea in that cork
has only
(A) a cell nucleus (B) a cell wall
(C) chloroplasts (D) cytoplasm

12. Cheek cells have all of the following EXCEPT

(A) chloroplasts (B) nuclei
(C) mitochondria (D) cell membranes

Water

16 9
Elodea
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13. biologist measured the amount of oxygen used
and the amount of carbon dioxide produced by
sprouting wheat grains. Which of the following
graphs would represent the data he obtained?

(C)

(13)

Milliliters of CO2
Produced

0
Milliliters of CO2

Produced

Oal

0
Milliliters of CO2

Produced
Milliliters of CO2

Produced

14. A whale that eats a squid is obtaining energy that
can be descritied as
(A) radiant (B) kinetic
(C) chemical (D) mechanical

Questions 15-16

Start

Cell

II
30 Minutes Later

Cell

The size of the figures represents the relative size of
the molecules.

15. Which of the following is a valid conclusion regarding
the movement of substances into the cell above?

The movement of substances into the cell
depends on the size of the molecules.

There is no movement of molecules out of the
cell

None of OP Ltrices reaches a balance in
which 7 equal numbers of molecules

the cell.
The rnoiL., :)..-s .1 one of the substances did not

enter the cell.

16. All of the following conclusions can he drawn Iron
the data above EXCEPT:
(A) Materials are entering the cell.
(B) Materials are leaving the
(C) Entry of materials into the cell is not determine

by the size of the molecule alone.
(D) Diffusion can account for the movement of all

of the materials into and out of the cell.

17. Which of the following scientists was the first to
suggest that all cells come from other cells?

(A) Hooke (B) Leeuwenhoek
(C) Lavoisier (D) 'Virchow

18. Which of the foAo;,ing is a correct statement about
an enzyme?
(A) It is used up in a reaction.
(B) It performs a specific function.
(C) It forms a permanent compound with a substrat
(D) It is usually involved in many changes of a

substrate.

19. In burning a certain food, the temperature of 10
milliliters of water rises 10 degrees centigrade.
How many simple calories did the food contain?

(A) 10 (B) 20 (C) 100 (D) 1,000

20. How many atoms are present in a molecule of
H202 (hydrogen peroxide)?

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4

21. Cell structures that function primarily in energy
transfer and use are called
(A) mitochondria
(B) vacuolar membranes
(C) nucleoli
(1)) centrosomes

1
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



,>,..Jestions 22-25

Container I

Mouse +Candle

Container II

Mouse Only

22. The mouse would live the longest period of time
in container
(A) I (13) II (C) III (D) IV

23. The -qouse would live the shortest period of time
in container
(A) I (B) U (C) III (D) IV

Container III

Mouse + Plants

Container IV
fib

'.#)

Mouse +Plants
+ Candle

24. Which of the following scientists carried out
experiments similar to those shown above?

(A) Priestley (B) Von lielmont
(C) Hooke (D) Beaumont

25. In living things, the breakdown of a molecule to
obtain enelgy is started by
( A) oxygen (B) catbon dioxide
(C) enzymes (D) heat

26. Algae have been sent along in space capsules with
experimental animals to provide a source of

(A) oxygen ( B) carbon dioxide
(C) hydrogen (D) helium

27. Which of the following gases makes up the greatest
percentage of the atmosphere?

(A) Oxygen (B) Nitrogen
(C) Hydrogen (D) Carbon dioxide

17 I.
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28. All of the following are parts of an atom EXCEPT

(A) proton (B) neutron
(C) electron (D) betatron

29. A mo;ecul.- of which of the following substances is
probably largest in size?
(A) Carbon dioxide (B) Water
(C) Glucose (D) Protein

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Substance
Relative Size of Molecules

(Larger Number = Larger Size)
Units Entering

Cell After 1 flour

1 1 5,400

2 2 4,200

3 3 2,100

4 4 3,300

30. Which of the following would be the best interpretation of the data above?

( A) The size of the molecules controls the rate of diffusion into the cell.
(B) Something in addition to the size of the molecules affects the rate at

which materials enter the cell.
(C) The size of the molecules has nothing to do with the movements of

molecules into the cell.
(D) Something other than the size of the molecules is the most

important factor in the movement of materials into the cell.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



lestions 31-32 arc: hasod on tt t. ollowing apparatus that was used to do four experiments.

Water Level
Solution in
Cellophane Tubing/
Test This Water
After 15 Minutes

Results of Tests after 20 Minutes

Experiment I II III IV

Starch present in cellophane tube Yes No No Yes

Sugar present in cellophane tube Yes Yes No No

Starch present in water No No No Yes

Sugar present in water Yes Yes No No

At the start of which experiment was there sugar
and starch in the cellophane bag and nothing in the
water?

(A) I
(B) II
(C) III
(D) IV

-7-

32. Sugar and starch were not added to either the hag
or the water in experiment
(A) I
(B) II
(C) Ill
(D) IV

l'ood

A

Calories per Gram
7

6-1
2

7-1
2

7-1
4

33. An ounct. of which of the foods above would give off
the most heat when burned?

(A)
( B) B
(C) C
(D) D

1 '7 3

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Questions 34-36

"LI

0 i 6 e
Milliliters of 0, Used

- III
-o 10 i 10
a)

n
O 9 CC1.) 9

o 8 o
)...

ON 6

10

II

5

4
a) 3

o" 6
U 5

4

3

2 :71 2

1

0 12345678910 0
Milliliters of 02 Used

34. If germinating radish seeds use 2 milliliters of 02
to produce 1 milliliter of CO2, which of the graphs
above best represents this ratio?
(A) I
(B) II
(C) III
(D) IV

35. If resting sunflowers have a ratio of 1.0 for
CO2 produced

which of the graphs above best02 used
represents this ratio?
(A) I
(B) 11
(C) III
(D) IV

2 3 4 8 6 io

Millilite7s of 02 Used

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Milliliters of 0, Used

36. For which graph would you most question a
the measurements?

174

(A) I
(B) II
(C) III
(D) IV

GO ON TO THE NEXI



estions 37-38 are based upon the following diagrams. Questions 39-40

General Formula

Fuel + oxygen + starter = carbon dioxide + water +

Hydrogen X

. What is the greatest number of hydrogen atoms
that can bond with an atom of element X ?

(A) I
(B) 2
(C) 3
(D) 4

If a hydrogen .itom were attached to each bond of
an atom of element Y, which of the following would
be the correct molecular formula?

(A) YH
(B) YH2
(C) YH3
(D) YH4

-9-

39. The blank space should be filled in witn the word

(A) energy
(B) oxygen
(C) enzyme
(D) photosynthesis

40. All of the following could be the fuel for
reaction EXCEPT

(A) coal
(B) oil
(C) wood
(D) light

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON TI-IIS TEST.
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Chicago is a

(A) state
( B) city
(C) country
(D) continent
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Questions 1-3

This paragraph is used to show the relationship
between competition and cooperation, and the problems
of cooperation when organisms act as one unit. If a
Volvox cell were removed from its colony it would
round off slightly into the shape of a teardrop. This
cell closely resembles Chlamydomonas, except it
cannot reproduce and perpetuate itself.

1. The fact that a single Volvox cell is almost identical
to Chlarnydomonas cells can be best explained
biologically by

(A) genetics. (B) evolution.
(C) cell theory. (D) cooperation.

2. The process whereby the colony will replace the
cell taken away from it is

(A) coordination. (B) specialization.
(C) integration. (D) regeneration.

3. The function of this Volvox cell in the colony is
probably

(A) reproduction.
(B) more specialized than one removed from the

colony.
(C) less spz-eialized than a Chlamydomonas cell.
(D) the same as an individual.

4. Both plants and animals are made of tiny units
called cells. They use oxygen to release energy
from their food and they store food reserves as
fat. These facts
(A) prove all life had a common origin.
(B) support the idea that being alive is about the

same in all living things.
(C) indicate that plants evolved from animals.
(D) support the idea that animals have gradually

evolved from plants.

5. The principle of division of labor in biology involves

( A) the production of varied agricultural crops.
(B) competition among organisms.
(C) differentiation of cells into tissues having

different functions.
(D) growth, so there are more cells to do the work.

177
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Questions 6-10

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1S 20 22 24 26 28

DAYS

6. From the data in the graph one can infer that a
result of an increase in the amount of estrogen in
the blood is

(A) to start the menstrual flow.
(B) to cause the direct formation of a corpus luteurn
(C) production of progesterone.
(D) production of FSH.

7. In this graph the rupturing of the ovary surface and
the release of an egg occurs

(A) between the 16th and the 26th day.
(B) between the 12th and the 16th day.
(C) on the 10th day.
(D) on the 28th ( .

8. Progesterone secretion decreases at about the 28th
day because

(A) the corpus luteum degenerates.
(B) the corpus luteum appears.
(C) the process of fertilization has occurred.
(D) ovulation has occurred.

9. The hormone levels in this cycle are controlled
by the

( A) uterus.
(B) ovaries.
(C) uterus and the ovaries.
(D) uterus, ovaries and pituitary gland.

10. Progesterone is often described as the pregnancy
hormone because it
(A) prepares the uterus to receive the egg.
(B) stimulates ovulation.
(C) stimulates estrogen production.
(D) stimulates the corpus luteum.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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11. A nuclear change that is necessary for sexual
reproduction is
(A) the development of a new individual from a

single cell.
(B) illustrated by the development of a willow

tree from a cutting.
(C) the fusion of two gametes' nuclei.
(D) the creation of a new individual through meiosis

from the doubling of the number of chromo-
somes.

12. When tne pituitary gland is removed from immature
female rabbits, their ovaries do not develop
normally. When the pituitary gland is removed
frin mature female rabbits, the ovaries and uterus
stoir, functioning. These observations lead to the
conci;=sion that

(A) the ovaries influence the uterus.
(3) thc p.ituitary gland influences the ovaries and

uterus.
(C) the ovaries and uterus Influence the pituitary.
(D) there is a feettl-Ack of hormones from the

ovaries to the pituitary.

13. In a normal body cell of a dogfish or shark there
are 24 chromosomes. How many chromosomes
are found in each gamete?

(A) 6 (5) 12 (C) 24 (D) 48

14. Egg cells with the smallest percentage of yolk are
usually awsociated with reproduction in

(A) amphibians
(B) reptiles
(C) birds
(D) mammals

15. In an experiment M. C. Niu placed a salt solution
in both dish A and dish B. He then placed mesoderm
tissue into dish A. for three hours. He removed
the mesoderm tissue from dish A and then placed
top ectoderm tissue in both dishes A and B. The
most precise statement of the hypothesis that Niu
was testing would be

(A) ectoderm and mesoderm may both be necessary
for cell differentiation.

(B) mesoderm may be derived as a distinct tissue
from undifferei iated tissues in the embryo.

(C) mesoderm may produce a chemical which
induces ectoderm to differentiate.

(D) ectoderm may produce a chemical which
induces mesoderm to differentiate.

16. Small fragments of ectodermal tissue from a frog
embryo can survive in a salt solution. When
mesoderm from a particular region of the embryo
(dorsal lip) is placed in contact with the ectoderrnal
tissue, differentiarion of ectoderm into nerve cells
can occur. No such differentiation occurs in the
presence of any other parts of the embryo. On the
basis of this evidence alone, which of these hypoth-
eses is supported?
(A) Ectoderm cells differeni-iate into nerve cells

when activated by material from the mesoderin
(B) Mesoderm destroys a substance in ectoderm

cells, preventing their differentiation.
(C) In order to differentiate ectoderm cells do

not need nutrient substances from other
embryonic cells.

(D) In order to differentiate ectoderm cellc need
physical support from other cells.

17. The fact that a boy's initials were carved in a tree
four feet above the ground and after 12 years will
be found at the same height shows that

(A) the meristem was damaged and therefore pre-
vented any vertical growth.

(B) once plant cells are formed they do not change.
(C) if necessary, mature tissues can develop into

new organs.
(D) tissue used for vertical growth is found at the

tips of stems.

18. Which organism would most likely carry on the
process of pollination?

(A) Lily (B) Fern
(C) Moss (D) Mushroom

19. From the point of view of evolution, the greatest
advantage of sexual reproduction is

(A) variety of animals which it can produce.
(B) consistency of traits that will appear generation

after generation.
(C) continuance of the species.
(D) fact that a smaller percentage of eggs is

fertilized.

20. The prime benefit of internal fertilization is

(A) a shorter life cycle.
(B) a greater number of offspring.
(C) protection and nourishment for the developing

organism.
(D) sexual reproduction.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



uestions 21-25 require the selection of the correct
aternent of the interpretation of the following graph.

so

DAYS AFTEP SOAKING

The interpretation is
(A) illogical but not refuted by data.
(B) rejected on the basis of eviden'.:e presented.
(C) supported by the evidence.
(D) logical but the experiment is not designed to

test it.

. Number 4 seeds require more time for germination.

Numbcr 3 seeds have a lower germination percentage
in the dark than number 2 seeds.

. If number 3 seeds were germinated in the light,
their percent germination would probably increase.

. Number I has the best germination capacity.

. Number 4 may require light for germination.

-5-

Questions 26-30

What processes are in favor of division of labor in
Volvox against the tendencies for each cq11 to be
independent like those of Chlamydomonas?

(A) Logical hypothesis
(13) Illogical hypothesis
(C) Logical hypothesis but unrelated to the problem
(D) Not a hypothesis; an empirical statement or a

biological generalization

26. A single celled organism must carry on all the life
functions itself in order to survive.

27. Volvox does not move in dark water, but if a beam
of light were passed through the water, the colony
would move toward it.

28. The larger the organism, the greater the number
of natural enemies.

29. Each cell a colony must have all the life functions.

30. A specialized cell can perform certain functions
more effectively than a nonspecialized cell.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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31. What is the evidence for coordinated activity of the Questions 36-40
cells in a Volvox Colony?

(A) All flagella beating at the same time.
(B) Photosynthesis activity in ail cells is due to

presence of chlorophyll.
(C) Injury of one or several of the cells does not

cause the cleath of the colony.
(D) Movement of flagellae allows the colony to

move in a particular direction.

Questions 32-33

KEY: The statement refers to
(A) mitosis
(B) meiosis
(C) mitosis and meiosis
(D) neither mitosis nor meiosis

32. Monoploid cHls are formed.

33. The resulting cell contains one chromosome of
each pair.

34. The resulting cells are body cells.

35. The resulting cells could be sperm cells.

KEY: (A) Monoploid
(B) Diploid
(C) Sporophyte
(D) Gametophyte

36. What is the chromosome number for the plants, A

37. What is the chromosome number for the cells, B ?

38. What is the chromosome number of C ?

39. To what generation does the structure D belong?

40. To what generation does the structure F belong?

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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BASIC MATHEMATICS I (Whole Numbers)

Time--40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
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Basic Mathemadcs
Whole Numbers

Time-40 minutes

)irections: Read each of the following problems carefully. Complete the work required using a separate worksheet

or scratehwork. Do not write in the test booklet. Consider each choice and then indicate the best answer in the

ppropriate space on the answer sheet.

1. Which is the greatest st-i? 6. 32 + 32 + 32 + 32 + 32 = 32 x 0
What number goes in the box?

(A) 8 + 9
(13) 8 + 7
(C) 6 + 7
(D) 8 + 8

2. The numeral name for thirty-six thousand
fifty-four is

(A) 3,654
(8) 36,54
(C) 36,054
(D) 36.540

3. Divide: 100)384,000

(A) 384
( B) 3,840
(C) 38.400
(D) 384,000

4. 4
0
2
8
3

+ 6

(A) 13
(B) 22
(C) 23
(D) 33

S. Which of the following differences is least?

(A) 7 - 4
(B) 13 - 9
(C) 12 - 6
(0) 16 - 5

(A) 5
(B) 4
(C) 1
(D) (1

7. There are 25 students in a class. There are 2 boys
and 3 girls not presen. Flow many students are
present?

(A) 5

(13) 6
(C) 19
(D) 20

8. Round 5,862 to the nearest hundred.

(A) 6,000
(B) 5,900
(C) 5,860
(D) 5,800

9. 8x 6 =

(A) 5 x 10
(B) 6 x 13
(C) 3 x 16
(D) 4 x 11

10. 9243
The remainder in the division problem above is

(A) 0
(B) 3
(C) 5
(D) 7

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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11. Last year Bob's father received $11,530 salary,
$5,350 commission, and $945 bonus. What was
the father's total income for the year?

(A) $16,625
(B) $16,725
(C) $17.725
(D) $17.825

12. From 934 take 358.

(A) 1,292
(B) 696
(C) 576
(D) 424

13. 27 x 1,000 =

(A) 270,000
(B) 27,000
(C) 2,700
(D) 270

14. Which gives a quotient equal to 3 x 6 ?

15, The numeral name for two hundred twelve thousand,
four hundred twenty-six is

(A) 220426
(B) 220,246
(C) 212,426
(I)) 212,062

16. Which is less than 24 ?

(A) 5x 5
(B) 4 X 7
(C) 6 x 4
(D) 7x 3

17. 82
46
73
65

+28

(A) 304
( B) 284
(C) 285
(D) 294

18. Which difference is veatest?

(A) 65 - 32
(B) 83 - 51
(C) 71 - 43
(D) 51 - 26

19. Which gives a quotient that is greatest?

20. 6 + 3 + 8 + 0 + 9 =

(A) 16
(B) 25
(C) 26
(D) 36

21. 485
x65

(A) 31,525
(B) 27,425
(C) 26,805
(D) 5,335

22 17.947
-13,799

(A) 3,148
(B) 4,058
(C) 4,148
(D) 14,248

23. 7 + (5 + 3) =7 + (3 +0)
What number goes in the box?

(A) 3

(B) 5
(C) 8

(I)) 15

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



The square of 11 is

(A) 13
(B) 22
(C) 44
(D) 121

30. 9x 3x 8= 8x0x 3
What number goes in the box?

(A) 216
(B) 9
(C) 8
(D) 3

Which is least?

(A) 10 x 100 x 10
(B) 100 x 10 x 1 000
(C) 100 x 10 x 100
(D) 1,000 x x 1,000

How many sheets of writing paper are in 29
packages, each containing 500 sheets of writing
paper?

(A) 14,500
(B) 1,450
(C) 529
(D) 145

5(11 + 6) =

(A) 22
(B) 61
(C) 85
(D) 330

357
246
468
197

+609

(A) 1,677
(13) 1,877
(C) 1,887
(D) 1,987

Two cities, 525 nles apart, are to be marked on
a map with the scale: 1 inch = 75 miles. Flow many
inches apart should they be on the map?

(A) 3
:13) 5
; C ) 7
:1)) 9

-5-

31. The neighborhood branch of the public library has
23.019 fiction books, 9.814 nonfiction books. 295
reference books, and 572 magazines. What is the
total number of books and magazines?

(A) 23.700
(B) 32,690
(C) 33,500
I)) 33.700

32. 6 + A + 15 = 15 + 6

What nut, ,+. goes in the triangle?

(A) 0
(B) 1

(C) 6
(D) 21

33. A x A = 64

What number goes in each triangle?

(A) 4,096
(B) 32
(C) 16
(D) 8

34. Divide: 337)95,708

(A) 284
(B) 296
(C) 304
(D) 319

35. 3xAx 8 -= 12x 2
What number goes in the triangle?

(A) 0
(B) 1

(C) 13
D) 24

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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ln Questions 36-40. read the problem and then choose
the letter of the operation that you would need to use.

36. At the shopping center, Mary spent 25 cents, 10
cents, and 50 cents. How much did she spend
altogether?

(A) Add
(B) Subtract
(C) Mu lt:ply
(D) Divide

37. In a grade school there were 30 classes and 25
pupils in each class. How many pupils were there
altogether?

(A) Add
(B) Subtract
(C) Multiply
(D) Divide

38. John had 9 cents and wanted to buy a tablet worth
16 cents. How much more did he need?

(A) Add
(B) Subtract
(C) Multiply
(D) Divide

39. Ann deals 52 cards into 4 equal pik..s. How many
cards are in each pile?

(A) Add
(B) Subtract
(C) Multiply
(D) Divide

40. At Sebring, Florida, a Ford was driven for 12
hours at an average speed of 151 miles per hour.
How far did it travel?

(A) Add
(B) Subtract
(C) Multiply
(D) Divide

41. Round 364,407,605 to the nearest nollion.

(A) 364,000,000
( B) 364,400,000
(C) 364,410,000
(D) 365,000,000

42. 9,561
87

83,579
602

5.418
+16,574

(A) 105,821
(B) 114.821
(C) 115,821
(D) 115,921

43. 693
x 907

(A) 638,761
(B) 628,551
C) 627,551

(D) 67,221

44. 108,730 89,967 =

(A) 18,76;
(B) 18,863
(C) 19,753
(D) 29,873

45. A x 0 = 36
Which o the following values of 6 and 0 make th
statement abc-,e true?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

A = 16
0 = 2
A = 9
0 = 4

= 6
0= 16

= 15
0= 3

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



(7 x 2) + (7 x 9) =7 xj 1

Which of the following goes in the box above?

(A) (2 x 9)
( (9 + 16)
(C) (2 + 9)
(D) (9 x 16)

A farmer has 39 rows of apple trees each containing
24 trees. Each tree produces 12 bushels of apples.
Nhich of the following tells how many bushels of
ipples all the trees produced?

:A) (39x 24) + (39 x 12)
:13) 39 x 24 x 12
:C) 39 + 24 + 12
'D) 39 + (24 x 12)

)ivide: 692) 365,489

A) 428 remainder 649
B) 509 remainder 691
C) 518 remainder 42:i
D) 528 remainder 113

-7-

49. If the difference between 50 and a smaller number
is 21, then the smaller number is

(A) 71
(B) 63
(C) 39
(D) 29

50. In 18 basketball games, Mike Jones made 126
field goals (2 points each) and 90 free throws
(1 point each). What was his scoring average
in points per game?

(A) 16
(B) 17
(C) 18
(D) 19

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE

ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anyThing written in the

test book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you
want to give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the

answer sheet.

Example:

Chicago is a

(A) state
(B) city
(C) country
(D) continent

Sample Answer

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for

multiple answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first
line con.pIetely and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.
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the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education.
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BASIC MATHEMATICS 11

FRACTIONS

Time-40 minutes

Directions: Read each of the following problems carefully. Complete the work required using a eparate worksheet for

scratchwork. Do not write in the test booklet. Consider each choice and then indicate the hest answer in the appro-

priate space on the answer sheet.

1I. How many , s

(A) 4 (B) 3

1
2. 2-

What number goes

(A) 2 (B) 3

3 3- x 6 =
3 8

1 1
(A) 6 (B) 4

6 3 =
8 4

) 1 (B)
3

make 1 ?

(C) 2

1

(D) 1

9.

10.

11.

12.

3 6

in the box above?

(C) 5 (D) 6

1 1
(C) -s (D) -2--

1 1
(C) -2- (D) 4

5. One inch is what fractional part of one foot?

1 1 1 1
(A) -3-6- (B) (C) (D) 3

6. Which of the following is equal to a whole number?

42 42 24 8
(A) ( B)

In\

14

6 12 14 12

4
7. -6 =

1 9
(A) N (B) -2-f (C) (D)

12
16

8. Dividing by is the same as multiplying by

2 3 4 3
(A) (B) 7-4 (C) -s (D) -2-

Which of the following is NOT equal to a whole
nuniber?

6
(A)

36
=

15

(A) 1-12-.-

13 3- =
16 4

10
(A)

(B)
2

(B) 2-2g-

10
(B)

6
(C)

(C) 2

1

(C)

12
(D)

(D) 311.-6

1

(D)

The value of a fractional number is not changed
if one

(A) multiplies by 1 or a num'er equivalent to 1
(B) multiplies by the reciprocal of the number
(C) multiplies by 0
(D) divides the number by itself

13. What is the ratio of set M to set R above?

188

2 2 3 3
(A) (B) -3- (C) (D)

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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1 1

3 5

1
18. + -6

14. What fractional part of the rectangle with dimensions
as shown above is shaded?

1 1 3 1
(A) (13) (C) (I))

2

15. What number goes in the box above?

9 53 1 47
(A) (8) (C) - (D)

100 2 100

16. One may think of a fraction as a comparison of two
numbers called "numerator" and "denominator."
This comparison is made by

(A) addition (13) subtraction
(C) multiplication (D) division

17. In which of the following does the shaded portion
2most nearly represent .5- of the whole?

N 1116-

(A)

(B)

( C )
1

24. Whhoivceh?

cD)

fraction below is oti-half of the fraction

(lll
1 8 I

(A) ---1-. ( 8) 2 4 '2" kC) 2 x 2 (1)) 21 1 x 2

15 8 1

(A) -274 (13) TG (C) 15 (I)) 1 2-
12

19. What is the ratio of the length 2 feet to the length
3 yards?

(A) 2 to 9 (8) 1 to 6 (C) 1 to 3 (D) 2 to 3

1
(A) 414 (B) 4--

5
(C) 3-14 (D) 3-4

15 1 15 5

21. Which of the following is equal to thirteen tenths?

130 , 23 130 130
(A) Two- (Id) TO- (C) TO-0 (D)

22. Which of the following fractions is three times as

great as

A% I
-1 27

3 3 323. If + +

3 3
(A) +

:T1 1

6
+

1

6

1

1- ?
9

,n,

3

1

++

1

1

3

1

+ 3

1 1
(C) -6 (D)

3

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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25. In order to reduce a fraction to it., lowest terms, 30. Which of the following is equal to a whole number?

one should

(A) add the same number to the numerator and to
the denominator

(B) subtract the same number from the numerator
and from the denominator

(C) multiply the numerator and denominator by the
least common multiple

(D) divide the numerator and denominator by the
greatest common divisor

6. In the rectangle above, the shaded portion is most
nearly what fractional part of the rectangle?

1 3 4
(A) (13) (C)

4
(D)

4 2 3

I I
7. If + + = 1, what fraction goes in the box?

2 3

(A) -- (B) -6- (C) (D)
12 3

1(A) 19 (B) 20 (C) 2(31- (D) 22
2 9

T T T II I 1 1-1 I 1

0 1 2 3

. The arrow above is pointing closest to

3
(A) 1-4 (B) 1-3 (C) I (D) 2-5

8 4 8

19 0

2 3(A) x

3 full 1 full20 5 10

31. Four identical containers are shown above. If the
contents of the three containers on the left are
poured into the empty container, what fractional
part of the empty container will be filled?

13 7 3 4

(A) Ni (13) T.(1
(C) (D)

3
32. Which of the following is between 3 and 1- ?

5

1 7 5 17
(A) (B) (C) -6 (D)

33. In the figure abo% e, set M is wl.at fractional part
of set R ?

3 3(A) (13) (C) (D)
5 3

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



What is the Yeast common multiple of 5, 6, and 10 ?

(A) 20 (B) 24 (C) 30 (D) 60

Which of the following is in the same ratio as 2 to 3 ?

10 20 16 9
(A) -2-ri (B) T8- (C) 27-1 (D)

1 1 1
If x x x = 3, what number goes in the box?

(A) 6 (B) 12 (C) 18 (D) 24

9
Which of the following is NOT equal to -1-6 ?

Al f , 03
"

18 11 27 n 45
11 72 48 80

inch
4

Note: Figures not drawn to scale.

The square above would most nearly fill which of
the following squares?

(B)

0. 4 0.6
sq. in.

1 2 5(2 + 3) 1 =
3 6

11 1 1
(A) 7 (B) 5 (C) 4 (D) 4

12 3 2 3

(D)

0.9
sq. in.

,--, 3
1. If 2 x Li X y = 1, what fraction goes in the box?

1 2 3 3
(A) (B) s- (C) -- (D)

3 2 T 191

4

41. Which of the following is equal to the ratio of PQ
to RS above?

2 3 2 3
(A) 8 (B) (C) 4 (D) 4

8

42. If x x + u = 1, what number goes in the
2 2 2

box?

1 7
(A) (B) (C) 4 (D) 8

8

.43. (2 1\ =
\ 5 4 ) 4

3 5 80
(A) -g-o- (B) 3 (C) (D)

5

PORTIONS OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR
DiVOTED TO THREE SPORTS

44. Using the graph above, which of the following is
most nearly true?

(A) Basketball season lasts more than half of the
acalemic year.

(B) Baseball season lasts at least one-fourth of
the academic year.

(C) Football season lasts about one-fourth of the
academic year.

(D) Baseball season lasts about one-half of the
academic year.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Which of the following is ordered from least to
greatest?

5 7 2

12' 16'
in\ 2 7 5

16' 12
,, 257
`"/

7 2
(D)

2
3

1

How many of the rectangles abov would be required
to make a perfect square?

(A) 2 (B) (C) 6 (D) 8

Dan made a scale drawing of a basketball floor

90 feet long and 54 feet wide. On the drawing the
. 1 1 .

floor Is 7 i2- nches long and 4 .2- tnches wide. On

Dan's scale 1 inch represents how many feet?

(A) 12 (B) 9 (C) 8 (D) 6

48. 3 -1 4 1 5
10 100 1.000 -f6-.W.

1(A) 3 .415
10,000

(B) 3 1,415
1,000

(C) 14

(D) 31,1415

1 1
49. of 30 i_s the same as 5 of

3

(A) 50 (8) 20 (C) 10 (D) 6

2 4
3 3

1 1

36 2 7
(A) 1,-6- t'B) -s ( C ) -g (D) 242

75

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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FORM QBC1

BASIC MATHEMATICS Ill (Decimals and Per Cent)

Time-40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the
test book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you
want t i give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on tlY
answer sheet.

Example:

Chicago is a

(A) state
(B) city
(C) country
(0) continent

Sample Answer
ARCO0100

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for
multiple answers. If you wish to change an qnswer, erase your first
line completely and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded by

the U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, Office of Education.

13
613530
Y117P.25
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BASIC MATHEMATICS III

DECIMALS AND PER CENT

Time-40 minutes

Directions: Read each of the following problems carefully. Complete the work required using a separate worksheet

:or scratchwork. Do not write in the test booklet. Consider each choice and then indicate the best answc.r in the

ippropriate space on the answer sheet.

p Q
i
6, 6 4 3

1. In the numeral above, the digit marked by arrow
P has a place value how many times the place value
of the digit marked by a.--row Q ?

6. 80.02 x 10,000

(A) 0.0008002
(B) 0.8002
(C) 80,020
(D) 800,200

7. Which of the following is two hundred and thirty-four
thousandths?

2.

(B) 5

(C) 10

(D) 100

8.05
3.51
2.49

8.

(A) 234,000
(B) 200.34
(C) 200,034
(D) 0.234

o42.3 64.23

(A) 0

+7.06
(B) 578.07
(C) 588.17

(A) 20.91
(D) 588.7

(B) 21.11
(C) 22.81
(D) 31.71

3

3.
5 2

(A) 0.125
(13) 0.3751 + +

10 1,000 (C) 0.625

(A; i.502
(D) 6.25

(3) 1.52
(C) 0.152 10. 70 + 0.35 =
(D) 0.1502

(A) 0.2

4. 108.62
(B) 2

- 97.83
(C) 20
(D) 200

(A) 11.89
(B) 11.79

11. 0.048 x 0.05 =

(C) 10.79
( I)) 1.79

(A) 0.0024
(B) 0.024
(C) 0.24

S. 0.16 4- 0.0032 = (D) 2.4

(A) 50
(B) 5
(C) 0.05
(D) 0.005 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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12. 7.114 - 8.96 = 17. 65% =

(A) 6.308
(B) 7,115.04
(C) 7.105.14
(D) 7.105.04

13. 0.7;

1
(A) -2-

2
(B)

3
(C)

5(D)

14. 83.2 4- 1,000 =

(A) 83,200
(B) 8,320
(C) 0.832
(D) 0.0832

15. 0.0015 =

(A) 15%
( B) 1.5%
(C) 0.15%
(D)

16. The rectangle above is divided into 12 equal
rectangles. What per cent of the figure is shaded?

(A) 6%
(B) 25%
(C) 40%
(D) 50%

5
( A) 1,000

63
(B) 100

65(C)
10

65(D)

1318. 25

(A) 17%
(B) 38%
(C) 52%
(D) 63%

19. Change 72 per cent to a fraction in lowest terms.

100
(A) 72

25
(B)

72(C)

18(D) -25

20. 3 3- =
. 5

(A) 340%
(B) 325%
(C) 32.5%
(D) 3.4%

21. 0.464579 lies between

(A) 0.464 and 0.465
(13) 0.45 and 0.46
(C) 0.405 and 0.406
(D) 0.3 and -0.6

22. 788.98 38.3 =

(A) 206
(B) 26
(C) 20.6
(D) 2.06

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



x U.125 =

(A) 1.13375
(B) 1.2125
(C) 11.3375
(F)) 121.25

44.4 =

(A) 4(100 + 10 + 1)

(B) 44.4(10 + 1 +
10

C) 4(10 + 1 10'

(D) 4.4(10 + I)

2 20.91-3 - =

(A) 0.91
(B) 0.50
(C) 0.375
(D) 0.25

flow much money is 103 ten-do1:ar Nils?

930. 0.45

(A) 0.2
( B) 2

(C) 20
(D) 200

31. Which of -..ne following is greatest?

(A) 17.6
(B) 1.76
(C) 0.176
(D) 0.0176

32. 83-7 =3 °

(A) $1,300
(B) $1,030
(C) $1,003
(D) $103

33.

49.2 + 0.871 + 6.45 =

(A) 2.008 34.
(B) 20.08
(C) 50.716
(D) 56.521

300%x 6.75 =

(A) 1.815
(B) 18.35
(C) 19.25
(I)) 20.25

0.3 x 0.5 x 0.42 -+

(A) 0.63
(13) 0.62
(C) 0.063
(D) 0.062

1OG

1

0.7

(A) 0.007
(B) 0.07
(C)
(D) 70

6 is what per cent of 0.06 ?

(A) 10,000%
(B) 1,000%
(C) 100%
(D) 10%

0 30 0 03 =35,
0.03 0.30

(A) 11
( B) 10.1
(C)
(D) 0.101

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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36. To the nearest hundredth, 36.8473 =

(A) 36.8
(B) 36.84
(C) 36.85
(D) 3,700

37. 0.6% of 1,500 =

(A) 9
(B) 90
(C) 900
(D) 9,000

38. A boy ran a distance of 440 yards in 53.04 seconds.
Or. his next race he ran the 440 yards in 51.95
seconds. By how many seconds did the boy reduce
his time?

(A) 1.09
(B) 1.19
(C) 2.09
(D) 2.19

0.1 x 0.001
39. 0.01

0.1

(A) 1
(8) 0.1
(C) 0.01
(D) 0.001

40. All of the following groups are written in descending
order from left to right EXCEFT

(A) 0.04. 0.006, 0.10
(8) 3.1, 1.3, 1.13
(C) 2.02, 2.002, 0.202
(D) 948. 649, 498

41. 16 is 50 per cent of what number?

(A) 8
(3) 12
(C) 24
(D) 32

42. Seventy per cent of the pupils in a sixth grade class
volunteered for a paper drive, but only 50 per cent
of the volunteers reported on the day of the drive.
What per cent arthe sixth grade class reported for
the drive?

(A) 20%
(B) 35%
(C) 40%
(D) 55%

43. During a sale a dress is marked Jown from I to

$10. The reduction represents ctnat per cent of
the original sales price'

(A) Y/:

(B) 25%

(C)

(D) 40%

44. Pencils that sell for 10g en -h can alsu be bought
in lots of 3 for 25. The savings on a box of 24
pencils are

(A) $0.20
(B) $0.40
(C) $0.50
(-1 $0.60

TEAM RECORDS

Team Games Won Games Playe

Red 9 10

Blue 12 15

Gold 10 12

Green 6 9

45. Which team above won the highest per cent of
games it played?

(A) Red
(B) Blue
(C) Gold
(D) Green

1'37

GO ON TO THE NEXT PA



Final Grades of
400 Freshmen

According to the graph above the total number of
freshmen receiving grades of either A, C, 1),
E is

(A) 77
(B) 92
(C) 230
(D) 308

or

If a man borrowed $100 and one year later pays back
$106, the annual rate of simple interest, expressed
as a decimal, is

(A) 0.06
(B) 0.6
(C) 6
(D) 60

Pipe crows
section

Pipe Dimensions

Pip. I

-7-

U

ri 1.24m riI 1. 24 I/

r7 1.67 " rt 1.92 m

48. According to the data above, the wall of pipe 11 is
how many inches thicker than the wall of pipe I ?

( A) 0.25
(B) 0.35
(C) 0.43
(0) 0.68

49. How many layers of metal, each 0.023 inches
thick, are needed to have a total thickness of
2.3 inches?

50.

(A) 10
(B) 100
(C) 1,000
(D) 10.000

1.000 1000
0.999

(A) 0.001
(B) 0.999
(C) 1.000
(0) 1.999

YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME 15 CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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FORM OBC2

BASIC MATHEMATICS IV

(Measurement and Denominate Numbers)
Time-40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE Ali, YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the
test book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you

want to give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the
answer sheet.

Example:

Chicago is a
(A) state
(B) city
(C) country
(D) continent

Sample Answer
ARCO
01100

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for
multiple answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first
line completely and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded by
the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education.
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FASIC MATI1EMATICS IV

Measurement and IN:nominate Numbers
Time-- 40 Ill inlItt2s

irections: Read each of the following problems carefully. Complete the work required using a separate worksheet for
:ratchwork. Do not write in the test booklet. Consider each choice and then indicate the best answer in the appropriate
lace On the answer sheet .

he following information can he used by you

Circle of radius r:
Area = Trr2
Circumference = 27ir
The number of degrees of arc
in a circle is 360.

"File measure in degrees of a straight
angle is 180.

Definitions of symbols:
< is less than
> is greater than
1 is perpendicular to

>
is less than or equal to
is greater than or equal to

Ii

in solving any of the problems. In some problems you may not need it.

Triangle:
The sum of the measures in degrees of
the angles of a triangle is 180.
If LCDA is a right angle, then

(1) area of AABC = AB x CD
2

is parallel to

ite: Figures which accompany problems in this test are intended to provide information useful in solving the problems.
ley are drawn as accurately as possible EXCEPT when it is stated in a specific problem that its figure is not drawn to
ale. All figures lie in the plane unless otherwise indicated.
this test, all numbers used are real numbers.

Given: 1 ton = 2,000 pounds. Add:

5 tons 450 pounds
2 l'ons 1,000 pounds

1,700 pounds
+ 14 tons 850 pounds

(A) 23 tons
(13) 22 tons
(C) 22 tons
(D) 22 tons

0 pounds
1, 900 pounds
1,100 pounds
1,000 pounds

In a drag race which of the wheels on the super hot
rod above will make the most number of turns?

(A) P
(B) Q
(C) R
(D) S

READING
Mileage at End 36870

Mileage at Starti 36742

3. When Jim made a trip up the coast from Melbourne,
Florida, he recorded the data above. If he used
exactly 8 gallons of gasoline for the trip, what was
his average rate of gasoline consumption in miles
per gallon?

(A) 12.8
(B) 16
(C) 18
(D) 22

4. A rectangle 3 yards long and 3 feet wide contains
how many square feet?

(A) 9
(B) 27
(C) 81
(D) 108

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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North Thc volume of a cube is 27 cubic feet. 'Fhe area
fl square feet of onc face of this cube is

110°

5. Road PQ on the map above has a heading (an angle
of) 110° from North. If road PR is perpendicular
to road PQ, what is the heading x of road PR ?

(A) 20°
(B) 900
(C) 200°
(D) 280°

6. The ruling count of Translyvania ordered that one
of two units of length be used: the batwing or the
rattail. If one batwing = 3.14 rattails, how many
batwings separate two werewolves that are 28.26
rattails apart?

(A) 0.09
(13) 0.9
(C) 9
(D) 90

7. On the number line above, if x y = 8, which of
the following could be the values of x and y ?

(A) x = 4.5; y= 3.5
(B) x = 3.75; y = 4.25
(C) x = 3.30; y = 4.75
(D) x 3.25; y = 4.75

8. Subtract:
5 gallons 2 quarts
2 gallons 3 quarts

(A) 3 gallons 1 quart
(B) 2 gallons 3 quarts
(C) 2 gallons 2 quarts
(D) 2 gallons 1 quart

(A)
(13) 8
(C) 6
(D) 3

10. I f the circumference of a circle is 07; Incites, then
the area in square inches of thc circle is

11. In the figure alx.r..c, if DIM: is a straight line,
then x

(A) 47
(13) 133
(C) 137
(D) 143

12. The scale On a road map is I inch = 250 miles. An
actual distance of 75 miles is represented on the
map by a segment measuring what fraction of an
inch?

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



In the
the ratio

(A)

formula A = 7rr2, the L-unstant

radius

7r represents 17. flow many square feet of surface area az-c exposed
to the wind hy one side of a triangular sail with a
base of 8 feet and a height of 10 feet?

(A) 9diameter
(1I) 18

(11)
arca (C) 4(1

circumference (0) 80

(C) circumference
radiwr

1-CUmfcrc2nee(0) diameter
0 6 in.

If the side of a square measures 2-8 inches, the

number Of inches in the perimeter of the square is

I in

18. Two squares each with side 1 inch overlap as shown
above. What is the area in square inches of the
region enclosed by the darkened segments?

(A) 0.72

(1))
3

127-1
(13) 1.84
(C) 2
(0) 2.16

Add:

210 42' 13"
490 57' 34"

+ 120 36' 18"

(A) 82° 15' 5"
(13) 83° 16' 5"
(C) 84? 16' 5"
(1)) 85° 16' 35"

-4, 0, 6, x
If the average of the four integers shown above is 2,
then x

(A) 4
(B) 6
(C) 8
(0) 10

19. In ARST above, if RS = ST, then x

(A) 52
(B) 60
(C) 64
(0) 76

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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20. The graph above shows the enrollment lw grade in
a school of 216 students. What is the average en-
rollment per grade?

(A) 27
(0) 26
(C) 25
(D) It cannot be determined without knowing the

enrollments of grades 7 and 8.

Drill Diameter
P -I inch

8

Q
3 inc h
8

R 5 inch
8

S
7
8

inch

21. Which drill listed in the table above could be used to
enlarge a hole 0.378 inches in diameter hut could
not he used to enlarge a hole 0.629 inches in diam-
eter?

(A) P
(B) Q
(C) R
(D) S

22. Of the following metric units of length, which is the
largest?

(A) Kilometer
(B) Hectometer
(C) Millimeter
(D) Decameter

i

23. Subt Tact:

11 yards 2 fec't rriclic
7 Yards 2 feet I() inch;:s

(A) 3 yards 1 foot 3 inches
(13) 3 yards 1 foot 7 inches
(C) 3 yards 2 feet 7 im:hes
(D) 4 yards 0 feet 7 inches

24. Multiply:
11 hours 20 minutes i second:-:

8

(A) 3 days 17 hours 47 minutes 12 secondl-;
(13) 3 days 18 hours 41 minutes 12 seconds
(C) 3 days 19 hours 36 minutes 22 seconds
(0) 3 days 21 hours 58 minutes 2 sLxonds

25. In a tank that contains a certain number of cubic
yards of gasoline, the number of cubic feet of
gasoline in how many times tlie number of cubic
yards?

(A) 3
(B) 9
(C) 12
(0) 27

26. Which of the following figures has the smallest
area?

7 in

(A)

Rectangle 3 in.

(0)

( 0)

6 in.

Square

5 in.

Perimeter = 12 in.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



thc ILI0L rri,..'asores of the three riCs of a
triangle j ic eq o 1, tch thc three .-odys of this

20. Divide:

6)-72",- bushels 2 pecks 2 quarts

(A) equa (A) 4 bushels 1 peek 6 quarts
(13) perpendicular (B) 4 bushels 2 pecks 3 qua:is

(() parallel (C) 4 bushels 2 pecks 4 quarts

(0) unequal (I)) 4 busthels 3 peeks 2 quarts

flow many milhm,ters ar., equal to 4 centimeters?

(A) (1.1.143

(B) 0.43
(C) 43
(1)) 430

Unit of
Area Measure

To Scale

Number of
Area Units

in P

1111 32.5

26.4

21.8
_

x

Thc arca of region P above is measured with three
different unit:=, of measure. The data obtained arc
shown in the table above. If region P is measured
with unit R, which of the following could possibly
be the value of x '?

(A) 19.2
(B) 23.6
(C) 28.7
(D) 33.1

2 u

375 ft.

15j ft

6 2 ft.
3

31. What is the area I1 square feet of the trapezoid-
shaped wing shown abme?

(A) 42

(I)) 21

32. Nine-sixtecnths of a pound is

(A) less than 8 ounecs
(II) equal to 8 Ounces
(C) greater thaa 8 ounces btu less than 9 ounces
( equal to 9 ounces

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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33. In the figure above. x y

(A) 180
(B) 90
(C) 60
(D) 45

5

5 5

area of PQRS
34. In the figure above, perimeter PQRS

35. If one number-ten can holds 1 quart 14 ounces, what
is the total number of quarts and ounces in a dozen
number-ten cans?

(A) 22 quarts 8 ounces
(B) 20 quarts 12 ounces
(C) 18 quarts 4 ounces
(D) 17 quarts 8 ounces

2 0

36. A regu:ation specifies that a room ofovide 32 cubic
fcet of Air space for each occupant. If a certain
room is Liesigne..1 for 36 peoplc anJ a floor drea
of 128 square fet:t, its hcig,ht m feet is

15(A) 2-- feet

(13) 8 f-et

(C) Q feet

(1)) 10 fcet

768 in

37. Thc area in square feet of

768 x 432
(A) 144

768 x 432(B) 12

768 x 432(C) 9

768 x 432
(D) 3

the

432 in

rectangle

38. The measure of an obtuse angle is

(A) less than 90°
(B) equal to 900
(C) greater than 900 but less than 1800
(D) greater than 1800

above is

39. A revolving sprinkler wets an area with a diameter
of 14 feet. Exactly how many square feet will it

22wet in one complete revolution? (Use for 7r.)

(A) 44
(B) 88
(C) 154
(D) 616

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Lroteans [Fats
157 3%

:N RICv

%
Jarbohydrates

9C%
We-ter

n %
Others

5%

.1V,)te Figure not drawn to scale

hi the ,,rraph above, Ilk . zmlount of protcin found n, ricL: tra,:tiow.11

1w.1-1 01 thL. :Amount of water found in

I low yar...ls of feoce are needed to iloc
completely a rectan:yu!ar fiefi that 2(0,

- 1 _fcet by 8/7 leer.'

((7) 197

(D) 591

A rah worth $2.80 was devalued until it was worth
only $2.40. The dollar value of 100 rabs would he
how much less after devaluation thau before de-
valuation?

(A) $ 4
(13) $24
(C) $28
(1)) $40

What is 140 per cent of 2(1 pounds 15 ounces?

(A) 8 pounds (-) ounces
(13) 28 pounds 5 ounces
(C) 29 pounds 5 ounces
(D) 50 pounds 4 ounces

.11MMIMIMIC

Parking Lot
100 f t.

Building

900 sqft

F.-- 40 ft,---H I-f-- 40 f t

11 Ilic square building in the figure above occupies
900 squa rc feet of a rectangular property- What
is the area in square feet of the parking lot?

(A) 11,000
(13) 10.100
(C) 8,000
(D) 7,100

GO ON TO THE NEXT FACE.
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45. If a cylindrical tank 33 feet Ingh and 12 feet in
_diameter holds ; -2- gallons per cubic foot, what

is the total capacity in gallons of the tank? (Volume
of a cylinder = ri-r2h.)

46. In the graph above, for which lettered point is
x < y ?

(A) P
(13) Q
(C) R
(0) S

3

47. If the triangle and rectangle above have equal areas,
then x

IANUARY I READING IN KILOWATT HOURS

Thousands Units

FEBRUARY I READING IN KILOWATT HOURS

Thousands Units

48. The figures above show the electric meter readings
on January I and February 1. How many kilowatt
hours of electricity were used during this period?

( A) 389
(13) 489
(C) 589
(0) 599

49. If S is the length of one side uf a square who:.;e
area is equal to its perimeter, then S

(A) 1

( II) 2
(C) 4
(0) /6

A 12

50. In the rectangle above, if diagonal AC is 13 units
in length, then the number of square units in the
area of ABCD is

k

(A) 2 (A) 60
(13) 3 (.3) 78
((.:, 4 (C) 96
(0) 6 (D) 156

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED. CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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test book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you
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Chicago is a

(A) state
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SECTION I

SPELLING

Time-5 minutes
ions: From each group below, select the word that is misspelled. Then on the answer sheet blacken the cor-
Kling space. If all words in the group are spelled correctly, blacken space D. No group has more than one mis-
j word.

A) accross
B) accident
C) accurate
D) no error

A) curious
B) pronounce
C) amoung
D) no error

A) disappear
B) discribe
C) discover
D) no error

A) climb
B) dumb
C) lamb
D) no error

A) peach
B) teach
C) speach
D) no error

:A) similar
B) familar

:C) calendar
:D) no error

;A) through
B) bough

;C) cough
(D) no error

(A) alright
(B) almost
(C) altogether
(D) no error

6-)'s .21

9. ( A) achieve
( B) believe
(C) rec ieve
(D) no error

10. (A) surprise
(B) pursuade
(C) pursue
(D) no error

11. (A) loneliness
(13) ninety
(C) courageous
(D) no error

12. (A) comittee
(B) parallel
(C) embarrass
(D) no error

13. (A) hoping
(B) grabing
(C) sleeping
(D) no error

14. (A) said
(B) bread
(C) fed
(D) no error

15. (A) feather
(B) leather
(C) wheather
(D) no error

16. (A) turkies
(B) ladies
(C) enemies
(D) no error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGI



i) necessary
procession

:) successful
1) no error

.) knowledge
t) pledge
,) priviledge
0 no error

19. (A) discipline
(B) fascinate
(C) license
(D) no error

20. ( A) truely
(B) sincerely
(C) cruelly
(D) no error

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION II.



SECTION II

LANGUAGE

Time-5 minutes
-ections: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four suggc-,td answers or completions.
ect the one which is hest in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

All of the following are pronounced with the same
vowel sound EXCEPT

(A) rough
(B) enough
(C) stuff
(D) cough

In which group are the words arranged from the
most general to the most specific?
(A) dog, terrier, animal, Spot
(B) Spot, dog, terrier, animal
(C) animal, dog, terrier, Spot
(D) terrier, animal, Spot, dog

Which of the following words would NOT be f e anc'
on a dictionary page that begins with glaring
ends with gloat?

(A) glue
(B) glaze
(C) glint
(D) glen

24. Which of the following is arranged from the fastest
way of getting the news to the public to the slowest?

(A) Motion pictures, television, newspapers,
magazines

(B) Television, newspapers, magazines, motion
pictures

(C) Newspapers, magazines, motion pictures
television

(D) Magazines, motion pictures, television,
newspapers

25. "Our family doctor, Allen Simpson, who bought
the old Daniels farm, soon grew tired of the ten-
mile drive to the hospital."
What is the complete subject in this sentence?

(A) Our family doctor,
(B) Our family doctor, Allen Simpson,
(C) Our family doctor, Allen Simpson, who bought

the old Daniels farm,
(D) Our family doctor, Allen Simpson, who bought

the old Daniels farm, soon grew tired

lE YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CAI J f:.), GO ON TO SECTION III.

2
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SECTION III

ENGLISH EXPRESSION

Time 15 minutes
Directions: Some of the following sentences are correct according to the requirements of standard written English.
Some are incorrect. No sentence contains more than one error.
You will find that the error, if any, is underlined and lettered. Assume that all other elements of tile sentence Irc
correct and cannot be changed.
If there is an errot select the one underlined part that must he changed in order to make the sentence 'orrect and
mark the corresponding space on the answer sheei.

If there is no error, mark answer space D.
See how these examples are marked:

EXAMPLES

I. He spoke bluntly and angrily to we
A

spectators No errcr

2. He works every day so that he will
A

be financially independent in his
-a-

old age. No error

ANSWERS

io

AS SOON AS YOU UNDERSTAND THE DIRECTIONS, BEGIN WORK ON THE PROBLEMS.

26. Friday was the hottest day of the year, and Morgan 29. Almost everyone who cornes to New Orleans vi
A A 13

should not of stayed in the sun so long. No error the old French Market. No error

27. The people which had planned to return home from 30. You may not build a fire on the beach without th
A B A

the convention by train were stranded by the strike, you get permission from the Coast Guard. ND

No error

28. Marshall asked his brother vdiether he had

remembered to get the bait? No error
(B)

4 t

31. If Mr. Briggs would have been quieter, he prob
A

would have caught more fish. No error

32. Albert had just sat down and began to loosen hi
A

tie when the doorbell rang. No error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PA



Whenever a Northerner hears of the Indian River.
A 13

:hey think immediately of eraTiges and grapefruit.

10 error
1)

)r, Zhiyago continued to write optimistically
A

..ven during those troubled times when people

lad hardly nothing to cat. No error
C

oe and Mark fish in the canal it is the best place
A 13

n the county. No error

f tc r the game Coach Turner told the reporters
A

hat the team had played it's best game of the

ea son. No error

Vhy would a man insist on staying indoors on a
A

leautiful spring day? No error
173

-7- 3
39. The record album does not belong to Peter's

A
sister, but the two books are her's. No error

40. Antarctica resembles mars more than it does the

part of the world that we inhabit. No error

41. Robert said to his teacher. "Mr. Francis. I would

like to work on zhis project all next week."

No error
I)

42. Although Fred ir Pauline's twin, his eyes are
A

much bluer than his sister. No error

43. Only the first of the three launchings were
A

successful. No error

44. The climate of northern Canada and Alaska is

so severe that very few animals can survive a

ven though he was starving, the stray dog typical winter. No error
A

could not eat a thing that was offered by either
45. Surfing requires cc' ,iderable -7,ore skill than

ly wife or I. No error
I) ,st j ude would imagine. No er: r

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION IV.



SECTION IV

READING

Time-15 minutes

Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four suggested answers or completion,;
Select the one which is hest in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

46. Plays are usually divided into

(A) stanzas and cantos
(B) acts and scenes
(C) verses and choruses
(D) paragraphs and chapters

47. Which of the following would be most helpful to
someone who is planning an automobile trip?

(A) An atlas
(B) A dictionary
(C) An almanac
(D) An encyclopedia

48. The time and place of a story's occurrence are
called its
(A) theme
(B) setting
(C) plot
(D) viewpoint

49. "If you are ready and eager to grasp an opportunity
before someone else does, you will be successful."

Which of the following familiar expressions is an
accurate restatement of the

(A) The early bird en,
(B) Don't coui,i. your chickel before they're

hatched.
(C) A stitch in time saves nine.
(D) c- ass that bridge when we come to it.

week Mother makes a careful list of all the
il-irgs that she needs from the grocery store.

Mot ,ict iS

(A) hungry
(B) wasteful
(C) efficient
(D) informative

5.. Miss Roberts had never seen a jacket like the one
that Professor lohnson was wearing, and she decided
to ask him where he had bought it.

Miss Roberts spoke to Professor Johnson because

(A) he was a stranger
(B) she was jealous
(C) he was her friend
(D) she was curious

fr;

52. Fred didn't know that the Wagner Building had been
torn down, and for a little while he couldn't figure
out where he was.

Fred was

(A) confused
(B) destructive
(C) stupid
(D) angry

53. Which of the following refers to prose rather th;Ln
to poetry'?
(A) Verse form
(B) Rhyme scheme
(C) Metric pattern
(D) Topic sentence

54. The turning point or point of highest interest in a
story. play, or long narrative poem is known as th

(A) prologue
(B) climax
(C) rising action
(D) surprise ending

of ne following is probably the hest way to
. iu to StUhii.i a poem?

(A) Read biography of the poet.
(B) Find 1jr t, and interpret the symbols in the

ply
( C) Dis( yr the meter and rhyme scheme of the

PUS

( D) Dett. .e the plain-sente n leaning of the poei

All of tit lk owing dm racte s ,pear o ten in
stories I_ Xi.

( A) a crie stepmother
(B) an grandmother
(C) a ha:- -hoileC detecnive
(D) an al2s'nt-minded professor

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



ions 57-60 refer to the following passage. Read
ssage carelully and then answer tLe questions_

I have always wondered at the passion many
eople have to meet the celebrated. The prestige
ou acquire by being able to tell your friends that
ou know famous men proves only that you are your-
elf of small account. The celebrated develop a
chnique to deal with the persons they come across,

'hey show the world a mask, often an impressive
ne hut take care to conceal their real selves.
'hcy play the part that is expected of them and
ith practice learn to phiv it vet: well hut you are
tupid if you think that this public performance of
leirs corresponds with the man within.

line I the word "passion" means most nearly

A) love
B) privilege

desire
D) opportunity

SS. Which of the following statements can 'oe supported
by the passage?
( A) The author feels that famous men afe easily

angered.
(11) The author dislikes famous men.
(C) The author has little respect for those who

wish to meet famous men.
(I)) The author feels that famous men enjoy their

fame.

5Q, The passage implies all of the following about those
who have a passion to meet the celebrated EXCEPT
that they are
(A) stupid
(B) deceived
(C) insignificant
(D) playing a part

60. "The celebrated develop . ." (line 5)
In a structure such as this, which of the following
does NOT indicate that "celebrated" is a noun?
(A) It is preceded by the and followed by a verb.
(B) In combination with the ("The celebrated") it

can be replaced by "Famous men."
(C) Its -ed ending usually marks a word as a noun.
(D) It is used as a subject.

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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ENGLISH III-A (For Phase 3)

Time-40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE

ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the
test book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you
want to give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the
answer sheet.

Example: Sample Answer
A BCD

Chicago is a

(A) state
(13) city
(C) country
(D) continent

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for
multiple answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first
line completely and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Developed by Educc.tional Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded by

the U. S. Department of I health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education.
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SECTION 1

SPE:LLING

Time-5 minutes

Directions: From each group below. select the word that is misspelled. "Dien on the answer sheet blacken The
sponding space. if all words in the group are spelled correctly, blacken space n. No group has more than ime

spelled word.

1. ( A) similar
(B) fainilar
(C) calendar
(D) no error

2. (A) alright
(B) almost
(C) altogether
(D) no error

3. (A) achieve
(B) believe
(C) recieve
(D) no error

4. (A) disappear
(B) discribe
(C) discover
(D) no error

5. ( A) discipline
(B) fascinate
(C) license
(D) no error

6. (A) comittee
(B) parallel
(C) embarrass
(D) no error

7. (A) knowledge
(B) pledge
(C) priviledge
(D) no error

8. (A) equiping
(B) benefiting
(C) dining
(D) no error

2 L 7

9. (A) surprise
(B) pursuade
(C) pursue
(D) no error

10. ( A) appearance
(B) attendance
(C) convenience
(D) no error

11. (A) heighth
(B) length
(C) width
(D) no error

12. (A) accommodated
(B) recommended
(C) ommitted
(D) no error

13. ( A) villain
(B) mariaige
(C) against
(D) no error

14. (A) cemetary
(B) sanitary
(C) temporary
(D) no error

15. (A) convertible
(B) regrettible
(C) il legible
(D) no error

16. (A) necessary
(B) procession
(C) successful
(D) no error

GO ON TO THE NEXT Pi



(A) sophomore
(B) atheletic
(C) extraordinary
(D) no error

(A) preferred
(B) ordered
(C) occured
(I)) no error

19. k A) loneliness
(B) ninety
(C) courageous
(D) no error

20. (A) fourty
(B) thorGugh
(C) flour
(D) no error

YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CAELED, GO ON TO SECTION II.



SECTION II

LANGUAGE

Time-5 minutes

irections: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four
lect the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on

I. Our family doctor, Alien Simpson, who bought the
old Daniels farm. soon grew tired of the ten-mile
drive to the hospital.
What is the complete subject in this sentence?

(A) Our family doctor,
(B) Our family doctor, Allen Simpson,
(C) Our family doctor, Allen Simpson, who bought

the old Daniels farm,
(D) Our family doctor, Allen Simpson, who bought

the old Daniels farm, soon grew tired

2. In preparing a report on a young dramatist who has
just had his first play produced on Broadway, which
of the following sources would probably be most
helpful?

(A) Current Biography
(B) Encyclopaedia Britannica
(C) The card catalogue
(D) Who's Who in America

suggested answers or completions.
the answer sheet.

23. Which of the following sentences is n t similar in
structure to "I brought her a book f. ,-ler birthday"?

(A) I think she has gone awcy for her vacation.
(B) I called her a coward for her hehavior.
(C) I bought a new car for my birthday.
(D) I read her a story in the evening.

24 Which of the following terms is LEAST emotional
in connotation?

(A) Demagogue
(B) Journalist
(C) Political hack
(D) Horse doctor

25. In which group are the words arranged from the
most general to the most specific?
(A) dog, terrier, animal, Spot
(B) Spot, dog, terrier, animal
(C) animal, dog, terrier, Spot
(D) terrier, animal, Spot, dog

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE 'F]Ml Is CALI,m, co ON TO SECTION III.



SECTION III

ENGLISH EXPRESSION

Time-15 minutes

Directions: Some of the following sentences are correct according to the requirements of standard written English.

Some are incorrect. No sentence contains more than one error.

You will find that the error, if any, is underlined and lettered. Assume that all other elements of the sentence are
correct and cannot be changed.

If there is an error, select the one underlined part that must be changed in order to make rhe semence correct, and
mark the corresponding space on the answer sheer.

If there is no error, mark answer space D.

See how these examples are marked.

EXAMPLES

1. He spoke bluntly and angrily to
A

spectators. No error

we

2. He works every day so that he will
A

be financially independent in his

old age. No error

ANSWERS
A BCD

1'0010

A BCD2'0001

AS SOON AS YOU UNDERSTAND THE DIRECTIONS, BEGIN WORK ON THE PROBLEMS.

26. After the game Coach Turner told the reporters
A

that the team had played it's best game of the season.

No error

27. The requisites needed for a successful
A

whaling voyage always included a sound ship,

courageous men, and a year's supply of food.

No error

28. According to the policeman's report, among the
A

missing articles were a tape recorder and two

transistor radios. No error

9

29. Surfing requires considerable more skill than
A

most people imagine. No error

30. In all colleges a community of values is createc
A

which students, though differing in their indivic
B C

beliefs, conform generally to certain institutior

standards. No error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PA,



?,1. If Mr. Briggs would have been quieter, he probably
A 1=3

would have ,-iught more fish. No error

32. Because Ferguson has not been well all week, the
A

doctor will forbid him to play in the game against

Georgia Tech. No error

33. Friday was the hottest day of the year, and Morgan

should not of stayed in the sun so long. No error

34. The men who huddled in the corner of the

cell, knowing that they were going to die at
A

sunrise. No error

35. Although Miss Swenson did not usually drink milk,

she admitted that it tasted delicious on a hot after-

noon. No error

36. Although Fred is Pauline's twin, his eyes are much
A

bluer than his sister. No error

I7. The educated youngster of today, pampered by
A

parents and teachers alike, are least afflicted with

the drudgery of providing the essentials of human

existence. No error

S. Dr. Zhivago continued to write optimistically
A

even during those troubled times when people

had hardly nothing to eat. No error
C

3
39. The iet almost flew halfway across the Pacific

A
before the pilot or copilot was aware of the leak

in the hydraulic system. No error

40. The problem is not in deciding which subject to
A

study first. but to find the time to study at all.

No error

41. Even though he was starving, the stray dog
A

would not eat a thing that was offered by either

my wife or I. No error

42. On his first day at Dayton High School, Jack saw
A

many of his old friends from elementary school

and Mr. White, his new teacher, was there, too.

No error

43. In Fitzgerald's novel, "This Side of Paradise,'

it presents a picture of a young man's search
A

for happiness and security in a world of shifting

values. No error

44. Professor Anderson's survey revealed that a

student's reasons tor reading are as numerous as
A

their reasons for doing anything else. No error

45. Although William Shakespeare is quoted

more than any author, he
A

only in academic circles.

is commonly read

No error

IF YOLI FINISH BEFOREK-TWIF IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION IV.
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SECTION IV

LITERATURE

Time-15 minutes

Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four suggested answers or compktion!

Select the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheer.

46. The time and place of a story's occurrence are
called its
(A) theme (B) setting (C) plot (D) viewpoint

47. The moan of doves in immemorial elms,
And murmuring of innumerable bees

These lines are notable for t' eir use of

(A) simile (B) hyperbole
(C) allusion (D) onomatopoeia

Questions 48-51 refer to the following passage. Read
the passage carefully and then answer the questions.

(5)

I have always wondered at the passion many
people have to meet the celebrated. The prestige
you acquire by being able to tell your friends that
you know famous men proves only that you are your-
self of small account. The celebrated develop a
technique to deal with the persons they come across.
They show the world a mask, often an impressive
one, but take care to conceal their real selves.
They play the part that is expected of them and

(10) with practice learn to play it very well, but you
are stupid if you think that this public performance
of theirs corresponds with the man within.

48. In line 1 the word "passion" means most nearly

(A) love (8) privilege
(C)- desire (ID) opportunity

49. "The celebrated develop . . ." (line 5)

In a structure such as this, which of the following
does NOT indicate that "celebrated" is a noun?

(A) It is preceded by the and followed by a verb.
(B) In combination with the ("The celebrated") it

can be replaced by "Famous men."
(C) Its -ed ending usually marks a word as a noun.
(D) It is used as a subject.

,-, 4

50. From the passage we can assume that those who
meet the celebrated are all of the following EXC

(A) stupid (13) deceived
(C) insignificant (D) playing a part

51. Which of the following statements can be supported
by the passage?
(A) The author feels that famous men are easily

angered.
(B) The author dislikes famous men.
(C) The author has little respect for those who wi;

to meet famous men.
(D) The author feels that famous men enjoy their

farne.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGI



2. -I shall have more to say when I am dead- is an
example of

(A: paradox (P) satire
((:) flash back (I)) clich

53.

9 4
Questions 54-56 refer to the following poem. Read the
poem carefully and then answer the questions.

Which o: the following comes closest to the meaning
of "To Lve on in mankind is far more than to live
in a name"?
(A) Names really mean nothing.
(B) It is better to be alive than to be dead.
(C) People quickly forget a person after his death. 54.
(D) Accomplishments are more important than

reputations.

55.

56.

57.

J

The Eagle

He clasps the crag with crooked hands;
Close to the sun in lonely lands,
Ringed with the azure world, he stands.
The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls;
He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt he falls.

The poem makes use of all of the following poetic
devices EXCEPT

(A) hyperbole (B) alliteration
(C) personification (D) allusion

The "azure world" (line 3) is the

(A) sky (B) cliff (C) nest (D) sea

Which of the following words best describes the
impression created by the poem?

(A) Despair (B) Power
(C) Laziness (D) Benevolence

Which of the following is probably the best way ro
begin to understand a poem?
(A) Read a biography of the poet.
(B) Find, list, and interpret the symbols in the

poem.
(G) Discover thc meter and rhyme scheme of the

poem.
(D) Determine the "plain-sense" meaning of the

poem.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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guestions 58-63 refer to the following passage. Read
the passage carefully and then answer the questions.

A friend of mine has an electric fence round a
piece of his land, and keeps two cows there. I asked
him one day how he liked his fence and whether it
cost much to operate. "Doesn't cost a damn thing,"

(5) he replied. "As soon as the battery ran down 1 un-

hooked it and never put it back. That strand of fence
wire is as deae as a piece of string, but the cows
don't go within ten feet of it. There's no need to
watch 'ern anymore. They learned their lesson the

(10) first few days."
Apparently this state of affairs is general

throughout the United States. Thousands of cows
are living in fear of a strand of wire which no longer
has the power to confine them. Freedom is theirs

(15) for the asking. Rise up, cows! Take your liberty
while despots snore. And rise up too, all people in
bondage everywhere! The wire is dead, the trick
is exhausted. Come on out!

58. Which of the following statements best defines the
relationship of paragraph 2 to paragraph 1 ?

(A) Paragraph 2 presents specific examples of con-
cepts developed in paragraph 1.

(8) Paragraph 2 generalizes from the specific ex-
ample in paragraph 1.

(C) Paragraph 2 narrows the meaning of para-
graph 1.

(D) Paragraph 2 reverses the meaning of para-
graph 1.

59. Which of the following best describes the theme of
this passage?
(A) Conformity (B) Escape
(C) Farming (D) Fences

60. The aritude of the farmer is best described as

(A) cynical (13) smug (C) lazy (D) crLd

61 As used in this passage, "Take your liberty"
(line 15) implies that people

(A re free but do not realize that they are
ft; must be willing to fight for their freedom
(C) should question arbitrary restraints
(r) must assume responsibility for their condith

62. In line 11, the word "general" functions as

(A) the object of the verb "is"
(B) an adjective modifying "this state of affairs"
(C) a predicate nominative
(D) an adverb modifying "throughout"

63. The meaning of the last two sentences: The wit
is dead, the trick is exhausted. Come on out!"
best conveyed by which of the following statemer

(A) Men cannot be controlled by mere devices.
(B) Men need not fear the things that are used t(

restrain animals.
(C) People who take action will find their fears

groundless.
(D) People can attain their freedom, for despot:

are inefficient.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PA



64, Pasuge to India!
rugglc.:, of many a captain, of many a sailor dead,

Ovc-r my mood srealn:4 and spreading they come:
clouds and cloudlets in the Linreachd sky.

line present an ,2xamph2 of

(A) blank verse (I3) literary ballad
(C) free verse (n) narrative prose

63. The turning point or point of highest interest in a
story, play, or long narrative poem is known as the

(A) prologue (B) climax
(C) rising action (D) surprise ending

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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SECTION 1

LANGUAGE

Time-10 minutes

.rections: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed bv four suggested answers or completions.

.lect the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

1. Which group contains words that are Latin
borrowings?
(A) magnum, canine, data
(B) prologue, synthetic, pentagon
(C) eerie, awkward, friendly
(I)) patio, mesa, tomato

2. Which of the following will NOT transform
The roses are blooming, into a dependent clause?

(A) Because (B) When (C) If (I)) But

I. In preparing a report on a young dramatist who
has just had his first play produced on Broadway,
which of the following sources would probably be
most helpful?

(A) Current Biography
(B) Encyclopaedia Britannica
(C) The card catalogue
(D) Who's Who in America

Expressions such as scratch the launch, release
the umbilical cord, and go up in the cherry picker
are examples of
(A) portmanteau words
( B) occupational idiom
(C) folk etymology
(D) euphemisms

;. Our family doctor, Allen Simpson, who bought the
old Daniels farm, soon grew tired of the ten-mile
drive to the hospital.
What is the complete subject in this sentence?

(A) Our family doctor,
(13) Our family doctor, Allen Simpson,
(C) Our family doctor, Allen Simpson, who bought

the old Daniels farm,
(n) Our family doctor, Allen Simpson, who bought

the old Daniels farm, soon grew tired

Which of the following sentences is most similar
in structure to "I brought her a book for her
birthday"?
(A) I think she has gone away for her vacation.
(B) I called her a coward for her behavior.
(C) I bought a new car for my birthday.
(I)) I read her a story in the evening.

7. Which of the following has a derivational rather
Iliac an inflectional ending?

(A) man's (B) girlish
(C) climbed (I)) oxen

S. I. The girl who played jazz was dropped from
the band.

II. The girl, who played jazz, was dropped
from the band.

Which of the following is NOT a reasonable con-
clusion to be drawn from the sentences above?

(A) In I, more than one girl was in the band.
(B) In II, more than one girl was in the band.
(C) In I, the girl may have been dropped because

she played jazz.
(D) In II, tpe girl may have been dropped merely

because she was a girl.

Questions 9-10 refer to the following dictionary entry.
Read the entry carefully and then answer the questions.

cal i - co i .ko\ n, pl calicoes or calicos
[Calicut India] I a: cotton cloth imported from India
b Brit: a plain white cotton fabric that is heavier than
miThTiin c: any of various cheap cotton fabrics with
figured patterns 2: a blotched or spotted animal (as a
piebald horse) calico adj

9. This dictionary entry is most likely to be found on
a page which has as its first and last words
(A) calculate and call
(B) cauldron and ceiling
(C) cackle and cairn
(D) California and calypso

10. This dictionary entry indicates all of the following
about calico EXCEPT that it
(A) may be used as either a noun or an adjective
(13) has a more specific meaning in England than

in the United States
(C) is pronounced differently in England, India, and

the United States
(D) has two acceptable spellings for the plural form

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION II.
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SECTION Il

ENGLISH EXPRESSION

Timel0 minutes

Directions: Some of the following sentences are correct according t() the requireme:-its
of standard written English Some are incorrect. No sentence contains more than
one error.

You will find that the error, if any, is underlined and lettered. Assume that all
other elements of the sentence are correct and cannot be changed.

If there is an error, select the one underlined part that must he changed in order to
make the sentence correct, and mark the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

If there is no error, mark answer space D.

See how these examples are marked:

EXAMPLES ANSWERS

1. He spoke bluntly and angrily to we
A B -C

spectators. No error

2. He works every day so that he will
A

be financially independent in his

old age. No error

1.

ABCD
2. U I

AS SOON AS YOU UNDERSTAND THE DIRECTIONS, BEGIN WORK ON THE PROBLEMS,



2
Li. otten came ilpon the Animal's tracks, hut .,;(_- N1aking a road in colonial days consisted of

A
A

were never :1He to jis,:_over it's lair. No error clearing, fallen timber, marking the trail, and
I)

hlving logs ) -r swampy places. No error

2. According to the foreman, the reason for all the

accidents are the lack of safety devicec on the 20, -Aren't you even going to try?" asked Dr. Green?

A El A B C

high-speed machinery. No error No error
C D I)

3. The problem is not in deciding which subject to 21. The Millers spent their vacation at Cape Cod
A

study first, but to find the time to study at all, because their neighbors had such a good time at
B C A B C

No error Hyannis the previous summer. No error
D

D

4. The reputation of a writer usually declines soon 22. On his first Jay at Dayton High School, Jack saw
A

after his death; Faulkner, however, is still placed many of his old friends from elementary school

A
highly on the list of great American writers. and Mr. White, his new teacher, was there, too.

T3-

No error No error
I)

5. Fleming discovered penicillin not because he was
A

hunting for it, but because he became curious about
13

something he had observed. No error
1)

5. The requisites needed for a successful
A

whaling voyage included a sound ship, courageous
13

men, and a year's supply of food. No error

7. Because we were nervous and inexperienced, the
A

director wanted Joan and I to arrive before the
13 C

other members of the cast. No error
I)

t. Robert Frost was the kind of a man who say.
A

cosmic implications in the most ordinary events.

No error

23. Although William Shakespeare is quoted more

than any author, he is commonly read only in
A

academic circles. No error

24. In all colleges a community of values is created
A

in which students, though differing in their
B C

individual beliefs, conform generally to certain

institutional standards. No error

25. Having stepped out of bounds at the five-yard line,
A

the halfback's touchdown was nullified. No error
I)

26. "I don't know, '' said Mr. 13orstal, "why you will
A

not learn that "deer" has the same form in the

plural." No error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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27. The rajents selectea for tt.c_. special ricra. 29. The oungster par.-Tvrea

were those V.110 aLi.

A

throazh interviews, npositions,

p:arents ane teac ers alike, are :east

with the drud:er:' 01 provijing the essentials 0.
(-

examinee. No error human existence_ No error

28. To the inexperienced visitor. New York presents

three major problems: finding one' s way on the
A

subway, discovering an inexpensive restaurant,

and getting across town at five o'clock. No error

30. The jet almost flew halfway across the Pacific
A

before the pilot or copilot was aware of the leak

in the hydraulic svstenl. No error

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION III.
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SECTION III

;ATI'll:ATURE

Tine-20 minutes

()I thc -11,1estion.., or IndorTlete statements I-)elow followed by four suggested answers or completions.
t the dne which is best in each case and then blacker, the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

The turning point in a narrative is usually called the

(A) epilogue (B) finale
(C) exposition (I)) climax

"I shall h:ive more to sa: when I am dead" is an
example of
(A) paradox (B) satire
(C) flash hack (1)) cliché

"Sweet Love, where can I find thee?" presents an
illustration of
(A) alli oration (B) allusion

(C) arkJstrophe (D) assonance

Which of the following comes closest to the meaning
:If "To live on in mankind is far inure than to live
in a name"?
(A) Names really mean nothing.
(B) It is better to be alive than to be dead.
(C) People quickly forget a person after his death.
(D) Accomplishments are more important than

reputations.

tions 35-37 refer to the following passage. Read
assage carefully and then answer the questions.

I had found one body cast upon the shore, it would
affected me more. I sympathized rather with the
and waves, as if to toss and mangle these poor
n bodies was the order of the day. I saw that
;es might be multiplied, as on the field of battle,
ley no longer affected us in any degree as exceptions

common lot of humanity.
is the individual and private that demands our

athy. A man can attend but one funeral in the
;e of his life, can behold but one corpse.

:he speaker is less affected than he might be
ecause he
A) is not personally involved
13) sees so many corpses
C) has often seen death before
D) believes that death is useful

9 3

36, Where was the speaker when he confronted death?

( A) On a beach (B) In a graveyard
(C) On a battlefield (13) In a chapel

37. What is the main point of the second paragraph?

(A) Death is such a .-ommon experience that it has
no meaning_

A man cannot bear to behold death more than
once.

(C) Man is not concerned if many people die at
one time.

(D) Death has its greatest impact upon us when we
consider one death.

(B)

38. All of the following are stock characters EXCEPT

(A) a faithful servant
(B) an absent-minded professor
(C) a hard-boiled detective
(D) a kind stepmother

Questions 39-41 refer to the following poem. Read the
poem carefully and then answer the questions.

No egg on Friday Alph will eat,
But drunken he will be

On Friday still. Oh, what a pure
Religious man is he!

39. Which of the following best describes the tone of
the poem?

(A) Indulgent (B) Sarcastic
(C) Moralistic (D) Unconcerned

40. Why does Alph refrain from eating eggs on Friday?

(A) fie does not like eggs.
(B) I lis drunkenness keeps him from eating anything.
(C) His faith restricts his diet on Friday.
(D) Ile will eat them, but only if he gets drunk

first.

41. What word can be substituted for "pure" to make
the poem state what it now implies?

(A) Sham (B) True (C) Foolish (D) Holy

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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42. A paragraph that reports a series of events is niot
likely to use the words in which group?

(A) Probably, apparently, ce,:tainly
(B) Although, because, therefore
(C) Above, below, alongside
(D) Then, next, last

Questions 43-48 refer to the following passa,--e. Read
the passage carefully and then answer the questions.

A friend of mine has an electric fence round a
piece of his land, and keeps two cows there. I

asked him one day how he liked his fence and
whether it cost much to operate. "Doesn't cost a

(5) damn thing," he replied. "As soon as the battery
ran down I unhooked it and never put it back. That
strand of fence wire is as dead as a piece of string,
but the cows don't go within ten feet of it. There's
no need to watch 'ern anymore. They learned their

(10) lesson the first few days.''
Apparently this state of affairs is general

throughout the United States. Thousands of cows
are living in fear of a strand of wire which no
longer has the power to confine them. Freedom is

(15) theirs for the asking. Rise up, cows! Take your
liberty while despots snore. And rise up too, all
people in bondage everywhere! The wire is dead,
the trick is exhausted. Come on out!

43. Which of the following statements hest defines the
relationship of paragraph 2 to pal-agraph 1 ?

( A) Paragraph 2 presents specific examples of
concepts developed in paragraph 1.

(B) Paragraph 2 generalizes from the specific
example in paragraph 1.

(C) Paragraph 2 narrows the meaning of paragraph 1.
(D) Paragraph 2 reverses the meaning of para-

graph 1.

44. Which of the following best describes the theme of
this passage?
(A) Conformity (B) Escape
(C) Farming (D) Fences

45. The attitude of the farmer is best described as
(A) cynical (13) smug (C) lazy (D) cruel

46. As used in this passage, "Take your liberty"
(lines 15-16) implies that people
(A) are free bur do not realize that they a re
(13) must he willing to fight for their freedom
(C) should question arbitrary restraints
(D) must assume responsibility for their condit:

47. In line 11, the word "general" functions as
(A) the object of the verb "is''
(13) an adjective modifying "this state of affairs
(C) a predicate nominative
(D) an adverb modifying "throughout"

48. The meaning of the last two sentences: "The wi
is dead, the trick is exhausted. Come on out!"
best conveyed by which of the following statemel

(A) Men cannot be controlled by mere devices.
(B) Men need not fear the things that are used t

restrain animals.
(C) People who take action will find their fears

groundless.
(D) People can attain their freedom, for despot

are inefficient.

49. The moan of doves in immemorial elms,
And murmuring of innumerable bees
These lines are notable for their use of
(A) simile (B) hyperbole
(C) allusion (D) onomatopoeia

50. Passage to India!
Struggles of many a captain, tales of many a

sailor dead,
Over my mood stealing and spreading they corn
Like clouds and cloudlets in the unreach'd sky.
These lines present an example of
(A) blank verse
(B) literary ballad
(C) free verse
(D) narrative prose

GO ON TO THE NEXT PP



;dons 51-54 refer to the following poem. Read the
carefully and then answer the questions.

I sce them in foul dug-outs, gnawed by rats,
And in ruined trenches, lashed by rain.

Dreaming of things they did with balls and bats,
And mocked by hopeless longing to regain

Bank-holidays, and picture shows, and spats,
And going to the office on the train.

Who are the "them" referred to in line 1 ?

(A) Baseball players (B) Soldiers
(C) Indians (D) Commuters

Line 4 providus an example of which of the
following?

(A) Personification (B) Symbolism
(C) Internal rhyme ( D) Metonymy

9 3
53. In this poem, "going" (line 6) functions as

(A) an object of the preposition by, as does longing
(B) a modifier of the pronoun them, as does

Dreaming
an obje.ct of the preposition with, as are balls

and bats
(I)) an object of the infitatiye to regain, as are

Bank-holidays, picture shows, and spats

(C)

54. Which of the following is NOT true about bank
holidays, picture shows, spats, and going to the
office on the train as they are used in this poem?
(A) They indicate social and financial security.
(B) They symbolize good times.
(C) They indicate the high morale of the dreamers.
(D) They represent peace to the dreamers.

55. "There is one thing in the world worse than being
talked about, and that is not being talked about" is
an example of an
(A) anecdote (B) epigram
(C) anagram (D) epitaph

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TINIE IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the
test book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you
want to give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the
answer sheet.

Exa mple:

Chicago is a

(A) state
(13) city
(C) country
(D) continent

Sample Answer

A BCD

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for
multiple answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first
line completely and mark your new choice.
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SECTION I

SPELLING

Time-5 minutes

-ectiais: From each group below, select the word that is misspelled. Then on the answer sheet blacken the corre-
mding space. If all words in the group are spelled correctly, blacken space D. No group has more than one mis-
lled word.

(A) surely
( B) remotely
(C) extremly
(D) no error

(A) goddess
(B) wellfare
(C) until
(D) no error

. (A) which
(B) where
(C) when
(13) no error

(A) average
(B) beverege
(C) college
(D) no error

(A) stretch
(B) pitch
(C) attatch
( D) no error

(A) laundery
(B) complimentary
(C) surgery
(D) no error

(A) scream
(13) dream
(C) gleam
(D) no error

. (A) vegetable
(13) athelete
(C) mathematics
(D) no error

23

9. (A) excape
(B) excuse
(C) exceed
(D) no error

10. (A) dried
(B) spied
(C) ride
(D) no error

11. (A) article
(B) specticle
(C) particle
(D) no error

12. (A) forteen
(B) fifteen
(C) sixteen
(D) no error

13. (A) designLte
(B) resign
(C) asignment
(D) no error

14. (A) document
(B) argument
(C) monument
(D) no error

15. (A) distroy
(B) divine
(C) divide
(D) no error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



16. (A) quality
(B) quilt
(C) quanity
(D) no error

17. (A) safely
(B) sincerely
(C) wholly
(D) no error

18. (A) peculiar
(B) nucular
(C) regular
(D) no error

19. (A) duel
(B) mule
(C) fuel
(D) no error

20. (A) friend
(B) siege
(C) wierd
(D) no error

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED. GO ON TO SECTION II.



SECTION II

LANGUAGE

Time 10 minutes

reetions: Each of the qaestions or incomplete statements below is followed by four suggested answers or completions.

leet the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

Which of the following, words has the same vowel
sound as rough?

(A) staff
(B) froth
(C) gruff
(0) cliff

The children in the audience squirmed uncomfortably
and waited for the play to begin.

What is the complete subject in this sentence?

(A) The children
(B) The children in the audience
(C) The children in the audience squirmed uncom-

fortably and waited
(D) The children in the audience squirmed uncom-

fortably and waited for the play

All of the following words would be found on a
dictionary page that begins with rotary and ends
with roulette EXCEPT

(A) roster
(B) rotten
(C) rough
(0) rotor

Dwelling is a neutral description of the place where
someone lives. Shack is a negative description.
Which of the following is the most positive de-
scription?
(A) Hut
(B) Building
(C) Mansion
(0) Lodging

A person will use prineess rather than prince
when he

(A) wants to show possession
(B) is referring to more than one person
(C) wants to change the noun into an adjective
(D) is referring to a woman

26. I. Where did you meet your new friend, Mabel?

II. Where did you meet your new friend Mabel?

Which of the following is a reasonable conclusion to
draw from the sentences above?
(A) Mabel is addressed in I, talked about in II.
(B) Mabel is talked about in I, addressed in II.
(C) Mabel is addressed in both I and II.
(D) Mabel is talked about in both I and II.

27. Which of the following is NOT a pair of homonyms?

(A) meet.. meat
(B) flee.. flea
(C) deed.. dead
(0) feet.. feat

28. The referee was booed vigorously by a few of the
spectators.
The sentence above is a passive of which of the
following?
(A) The referee booed a few of the spectators

vigorously.
(B) A few of the spectators were booed vigorously

by the referee.
(C) The spectators were booed vigorously by a few

of the referees.
(D) A few of the spectators booed the referee

vigorously.

29. Bypass is made up of a combination of words. Which
of the following combines the same kinds of words
in the same way?

(A) Railroad
(13) Overthrow
(C) Dugout
(0) Evergreen

30. Adding an e to the end of hid will
( A) change the pronunciation of the interior vowel
(B) create a dir erent part of speech
(C) change the pronunciation of the final consonant
(0) create a two-syllable word

IF YOU I.INISH BEFORE TIME IS CAI LED, GO ON TO SECTION III.
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SECTION III

ENGLISH EXPRESSION

Time Id minutes

Directions: Some of the following sentences are correct according to the
Some are incorrect. No sentence contains more than one error.

You will find that the error, if any, is underlined and lettered. Assume
correct and cannot be changed.

If there is an error, select the one underlined part that must be changed
mark the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

If there is no error, mark answer space D.

See how these examples are marked:

requirements of standard written English.

that all other elements of the sentence ae

in order to make the sentence correct. and

EXAMPLES

1. He spoke bluntly and angrily to we
A

spectators. No error

2. He works every day so that he will
A

be financially independent in his

old age. No error

ANSWERS

2. A BCD

AS SOON AS YOU UNDERSTAND THE DIRECTIONS, BEGIN WORK ON THE PROBLEMS.

31. Unfortunately, the team's lest center has broke

his ankle. No error

32. Almost every one of those machines have been
A

dama ed at least once by inexperienced operators.

No error

33. Whenever a batter hits a home run, he gains

confidence in his baseball ability. No error

34. The detectives asked Mr. Marks to give them a
A

exact description of the thief. No error

35. Straining mightily but getting nowhere, the puppies
A

proved that they were still to young to pull the

sled. No error

36. This here brand of paint is the hest that we have
A 13

ever used. No error

37. The fumes from the engine gave Maynard one of
A

the worse headaches he had ever had. No error

218 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



The chanics in Barney's Garage always have 45. Unfortunately, the end had ran out of hounds
A

new business because thee have a reputation for before he caught the ball. No error

careful work. No error
46. Without them to help us, it would have been

A

You cannot teach a person to ride a horse simply impossible to repair the barn before the first
A C

by having them read a book. No error snowfall. No error
B C D D

Most universities believe that scholarship money

should be awarded to the people which need it
A

most. No error

Mitchell never forgave his youni,.er brother
A

Or being able to ride a horse better than him.

\k) error

vliss Wilder will not le,ve her third graders
A

vgin a second book until they have finished

eading the first. No error

47. More than half of the population of the United States,
A

is concentrated in the cities. No error

48. Last evening the Downings drove around the block
A

several times so that everyone could see there

new car. No error

49. The arguments presented by Senator Fackler were
A

so convincing that he gained the support of an

overwhelming majority of the voters. No error
I5

50. Many a new driver has come perilously close to
A 13

old saying tells us that a mans' home is his death because they hive not really learned to
A

astle. No error control an automobile. No error

'he people on Third street were the first to learn

iat t h e parade had been canceled. No error

IF you FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION IV.
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SECTION IV

READING

Time-1S minutes

Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four sugge:qed ansv,es cnpfttcsi

Select the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

51. To se: the scene of a story, an author usually tells

(A) when and where the action takes place
(B) what the characters' names are
(C) what made him write the story
(D) how the story ends

52. Most people considered Jack second to none in

surfing.

jack was
(A) afraid to surf alone
(B) first to arrive at the beach
(C) very good at surfing
(D) new at surfing

53. When her ,nother finished talking to her, Mary
stomped up the stairs and slammed the door.

Mary probably slammed the door because she was

(A) frightened
(B) angry
(C) careless
(0) lazy

54. At the formal dinner, Hank felt like a fish out of
water.

Hank was

(A) ill at ease
(B) thirsty
(C) pleased with himself
(D) angry

55. Knowing that Roy would call at any moment, Marge
excused herself from the table and stood out near
the telephone.
Marge excused herself from the table because she

(A) wanted to call up ROy
(B) had heard the telephone ring
(C) felt alone and wanted to talk to somebody
(D) wanted to be the one to answer the telephone

56. When Fred saw all the changes that had taken place,
he could hardly believe his eyes.

I was

olind
mazed

stupid

When Mrs. Jones finally finished buying the chitties
for all her children, all she could think about was
sitting down and getting her shoes oft.

Mrs. Jones was

(A) tired
(B) hungry
(C) lazy
(D) sad

Questions 58-59 refer to the followir.g poem. Read the
poem zarefulh and then answer the questions.

Frenchmen have no ear drums.
Paris is the loveliest city in the world,
Until she opens her mouth.
Should the French go forth to battle, armed only with t

taxi horns,
They would drive all before them.

58. In this poem, the poet recalls Paris mainly throug
the sense of

(A) smell
(B) sight
(C) touch
(D) hearing

59. Which of the following is the best meaning of "all"
(line 5) ?

(A) The enemy on the battlefield
(B) People who use taxicabs in Paris
(C) Frenchmen in the army
(D) Talkative taxi drivers from Paris

60. No one can expect to be happy all tne time.

Which of the following familiar expressions most
accurately restates this sentence'?
(A) An ounce of prevention is worth a pound oi cc
(n) Time and tide wait for no man.
(C) All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.
(D) Into each life a little rain must fall.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAG



7:0:1:- (1-64 refer to th foiov.irc passd:.ze. ReaJ
isage ,:arefully aria thcn ansAer the gLestions.

It ra ined with thunder on Friday night hut the
,.2,11 rose hot on Saturday without a cloud. We were
t seathere is no other adequate expressionon
he plains of Nebraska. I made my observations
rot the top of our wagon, and sat shirtless by the
.our upon that perch to spy about me, and to spy
n vain for something new- lt was a world almost
iithout a feature; an empty sky, an empty earth.
'runt and back, the line of the trail stretched from
orizon to horizon, like a cue across a billiard
ible. On either hand, the green plains ran till
ley touched the skirts of heaven.

there is the speaker?
A) On a boat
3) In a plane

) On a wagon
0) In a billiard parlor

s used in this passage, "to spy" (line 6) meam.

N) to look suspiciously
3) to gaze absentmindedly
.7) to scan watchfully
I)) to watch secretly

TIle expression "we were at sea . . . on :tie ns"
(lines 2-4) in,i.ic.ates that

(A) the plains were vast and featureless
( B) the speaker was riding on a prairie schooner
(C) the thunderstorm had flooded the plains:
(D) the speaker was sick from the motion of the

wagon

64. All of the following contribute to the image of the
billiard table (lines 10-11) EXCEPT the

(A) greenness of the plai _s
(B) cloudlessness of the sky
(C) appearance of the trail
(D) flatness of the plains

65. A story is called fictional if it
(A) tells about things that happened long ago
(B) does not tell about people

finds fault with something
(D) tells about things that did not happen in real life

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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FORM OfiC2

LNG1IS11 111-13 (For Phase 3)

Time-40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the test
book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you want to
give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

Example: Sample Answer

Chicago is a

(A) state
(B) city
(C) country
(D) continent

A BCD
[110D

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for multiple
answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first line completely
and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded
by the U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of
Education.

242
613528
Y117P.95
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SPIL.I..1 ;I \C

I Imo -nint.to.

thL. tihit is rnisspelL,I. 1-nen on 1The silr blacken the
;i 1 -rJs ir the g-reup ark: ...zpdIrd correctly. blaek,...n sp:Lse D. No group has more t1-1.1n

K wf ;rd.

(A) .-;urdv
(1) remotely
(C) eNtreink
(I)) no errn

I. (A) godi.Iess
(13) woilfarc
(C) until

error

(.%) disasterous
(Li) lustrous
(C.) prosperous
(II) no error

(A) brilliant
(13) lenient
(C) efficient
(I)) no error

(A) stretch
(11) pitch
(C) attatch
(I)) no error

(A) loundery
(13) complimentary
(C) surgery
(1)) no error

(A) narrative
(13) primativ,
(C) figurative
(D) no error

(A) bookkeeper
(13) fullfill
(C)
(n)

(A) accidentally
(13) practicallv
(C) artistVally
(I)) 10 cr, k11" 243

10. (A) rhythvni
(13) crystal
(C) criticism
(D) no error

11. (A) article
(13) sp..cticle
(C) particle
(D) no error

12. (A) pernia»ent
(13) competent
(C) pleasent
(D) no error

1 3. (A) designate
(13) resign
(C) asignment
(D) no error

1 4. (A) document
(B) argument
(C) monument
(D) no error

15. (A) distroy
(13) divine
(C) divide
(D) no error

16. (A) quality
(13) quilt
(C) quanity
(D) no error

17. (A) temperainen.:
(13) goverment
(() puzzlement
(I)) no error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



18. (A) peculiar
(B) nucular
(C) regular
(D) no error

19. (A) suspicious
(B) delicious
(C) precious
(D) no error

20. (A) undoubtabl y
(B) probably
(C) regrettably
(D) no error

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION II.
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SECTION

LANGUAGE

Time-10 minutes

Directions: Hach ef the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four suggested answers

ielect the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

21. pale.. pail
through.. threw

please
feet.. feat

The pairs of word:4 above are

( A) homonym s
(13) synonym s
(7) a nronyni.

(i)) pseudonyms

!2. The childrr in the audience squirmed uncomfortably
and waited for the play to begin.

What is the complete subject in this sentence?

(A) The children
(13) The children in the audience
(C) The children in the audience squirmed un-

comfortably and waited
(D) The children in the audience squirmed un-

comfortably and waited for the play

3. Ile is the short plumber's helper.
Which of the following is an accurate explanation
of the problem presented by the sentence above?

(A) Short is an adjective, but the sentence calls
for the adverb shortly.

(II) In plumber's, the apostrophe is in the wrong

(C) The verb does noi agree in number with the
subject.

(D) In its written form the sentence can mean
two different things.

4. Dwelling is a neutral description of the place where
someone lives. Shack is a negative description.
Which of the following is the most positive
description?

(A) Hut
(13) Building
(C) Mansion
(D) Lodging

94 5

2

or completions.

25. 1. Maxwell, the electrician, answered as soon
as we called.

II. The man, who was called Maxwell, answered
immediately.

Which of the sentences above contain(s) an
appositive?

(A) I only
(B) II only
(C) Both I and II
(D) Neither I nor II

26. 1. Where did vou meet your new friend, Mabel?
II. Where did you meet your new friend Mabel?

Which of the following is a reasonable conclusion
to draw from the sentences above?

(A) Mabel is addressed in I. talked about in II.
(B) Mabel is talked about in I, addressed in II.
(C) Mabel is addressed in both I and II.
(0) Mabel is talked about in both I and II.

27. All of the following are pornnanteau (blend) words
EXCEPT

(A) brunch
(B) bookshelf
(C) motel
(11) smog

28. The referee was booed vigorously by a few of the
spectators.
The sentence above is a passive of which of the
following?
(A) The referee booed a few of the spectators

vigorously.
(13) A few of the spectators were booed vigorously

by the referee.
(C) The spectators were booed vigorously by a few

of the referees.
(D) A few of the spectators booed the referee

vigorously.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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29. Bypass is made up of a combination of words.
Which of the following combines the same kinds
of words in the same way?

(A) Railroad
(B) Overthrow
(C) Dugout
(D) Eversreen

30. All of the fullowin:j: words could IN: found on ,1
dictionary poge that begins with menJacity iiid endA
with mercantile EXCEPT

(A) mental
(13) meprobarnate
(C) mercenary
(D) menu

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION III.



SECTION III

ENGLISH EXPRESSION

Time-10 minutes

ions: Some of the following sentences are correct according to the requirements of standard written English.

ire incorrect. No sentence contains more than one error.

11 find that the error, if any, is underlined and lettered. Assume that all other elements of the sentence are

t and cannot be changed.

is an error, select the one underlined part that must be changed in order to make the sentence correct, and

he corresponding space on the answer sheet.

is no error, mark answer space D.

these examples are marked.

EXAMPLES

1. He spoke bluntly and angrily to we
A

spectators. No error

2. He works every day so that he will
A

be financially independent in his

old age. No error

ANSWERS
A IP D

1' a I

AS SOON AS YOU UNDERSTAND THE DIRECTIONS, BEGIN WORK ON THE PROBLEMS.

trk Twain held many different jobs, including the 35. The scout put notches in some of the trees so as

A B
A

oting of steamboats on the Mississippi river, the hikers could find the way back to camp.
13

error

e fumes from the engine gave Maynard one of the
A

rse headaches he had ever had. No error
3

ese kind of wild mushrooms must be examined
A
great care. No error

! British admiral seized the ship on the morning

August 1, 1914. No error

No error

36. Spider Dtvies, lighter and less experienced

than any other competitor, was nevertheless
A

confident that the tournament would end in a

match between the champion and he. No error

247
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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37. Apparently the use of seat belts has greatly reduced 44. The people on Third street were the first to lea]
A X H

the amount of serious injuries caused by automobile that the parade had been canceled. No error

B C C D

accidents. No error
D 45. Pablo's monkey likes to play with a rope, climb

A

38. Although the team had won every game in January, trues, and catching peanuts in his teeth. No en

A ri
_

B C D

it played very badly during February and March.

No error

39. The harbor master warned that sailing to close
A

to the jetty could be disastrous. No error
13

40. Most universities believe that scholarship money

shoulj be awarded to the people which need it most.
A 13 C

No error

41. Like Emerson, his trusted friend, Thoreau wanted
A

only the freedom to explore the meaning to his

own exist,mce. No error

42. Nicholas II, the last of the Russian tsars_had two
A Fl

46. For breakfast yesterday we Ilad honey, most

of which ended up on my brother's chin. No en

47. More than half of the population of ',:ne United St
A

is concentrated in the citiQs. No error

48. Last evening the Downings drove around the IA(
A

several times so that everyone could see there

car. No error

49. The arguments presented by Senator Fackler w
A

so convincing that he gained the sutport of an

whelming majority of thc voters. No error

50. Many a new driver has come perilously close t
consuming interests, cards and dominoes. No error A 13

death because they have not really learned to c

43. An old saying tells us that a mans' home is his an automobile. No error

A
castle. No error

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION IV.
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SECTION IV

LITERATURE

Time-15 minutes

lions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four

9 4

suggested answers or completions.

: the one which is best in cach case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

sct the scene of story, an author usually tells

A) when and where the action takes place
13) what the characters' names are
C) what made him write the story
D) how the story ends

'he words in which of the following groups arc most
ikely to bc used to show the passage of time?

A) there, beside, behind
13) because, for, so
C) then, next, while
D) if, and, but

ions 53-5i refer to the following poem. Read the
carefully and then answer the questions.

hmen have no ear drums.
is the loveliest city in the world,
she opens her mouth.

the French go forth to battle, armed only with their
horns.

would drive all before them.

.hich of the following is the best meaning of
ill" (line 6) ?
1.) The enemy on the battlefield
3) People who use taxicabs in Paris
13) Frenchmen in the army
3) Talkative taxi drivers from Paris

this poem, the poet recalls Paris mainly
rough the sense of

1) smell (B) sight (C) touch (D) hearing

249

55. According to the poet, Paris is nor only beautiful,
but also

(A) warlike
(C) noisy

(B) turbulent
(D) def,?nseless

56. Whien of the following is another way of saying
"Should the French go forth to battle" (line 4)

(A) The French ought to go to war,
(B) If the French were to go to war
(C) Would the French go to war?
(D) When the French go to war

"Until she opens her mouth" (line 3) is an
example of

(A) alliteration (B) simile
(C) personification (D) onomatopoeia

58. No one can expect to be happy all the time.

Which of the following familiar expressions most
accurately restates this sentence?
(A) An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
(13) Time and tick. wait for no man.
(C) All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.
(D) Into each life a little rain must fall.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Questions 59-63 refer to the following passagc. Read tt-e
passage carefully and then answer the questions.

(5)

It rained with thunder on Friday night, but the
sun rose hot on Saturday without a cloud_ We were
at seathere is no other adequate expressionon
the plains of Nebraska. I made my observations
from the top of our wagon, and sat shirtless by the
hour upon that perch to spy about me, and to spy
in vain for something new. It was a world almost
without a feature; an empty sky, an empty earth.
Front and back, the line of the trail stretched from

(10) horizon to horizon, like a cue across a billiard table.
On either hand, the green plains ran till they touched
the skirts of heaven.

59. All of the following contribute to the image of the
billiard table (line 10) EXCEPT the
(A) greenness of the plains

73) cloudlessness of the sky
(C). appearance of the trail
(D) flatness of the plains

60. The expression "we were at sea . . on the plains"
(lines 2-4) indicates that thc
(A) plains were vast and featureless
(B) speaker was riding on a prairie schooner
(C) thunderstorm had flooded the plains
(D) speaker was sick from the motion of the wagon

61. The expression "to spy in vain for something new"
(lines 6-7) indicates that the
(A) speaker had been expecting to meet someone
(B) rain had covered everything on the plains
(C) bright sun had temporarily blinded the speaker
(D) scene always seemed to be the same

62. The mood of this scene can best be described
as one of
(A) joy and anticipation
(B) vastness and emptiness
(C) security and confidence
(D) heaviness and grayness

63. What are the physical features that dominate the
scene thau the speaker describes?
(A) The sun and the storm
( B) The trail and the wagon
(C) The sky and the plains
(D) The sea and the clouds

64. A story is calleJ fietial if Ii
(A) tells about ciling,-; th,it , eng
(13) does not tell about people
(C) finds fault with something
(I)) tells about things thnt did mit happen in

life
!e.11

65. This city now doth like a garn-A.int wed r
The beauty of the morning . . .

Which of the following poetic device:-; is found in
the passage above?

(A) Simile (13) Alliteration
(C) I lyperhole (0) Onoinatofxieia

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.



FORM QBC3

ENGLISH IV-B (For Phase 4)

Time-40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the
test book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you
want to give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the
answer sheet.

Example: Sample Answer

Chicago is a
(A) state
(B) city
(C) country
(D) continent

C

I

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for
multiple answers. If you wish to change an answer, etase your first
line completely and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded by
the U. S. Department of Ilealth. Education, and Welfare, Office of Education.
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SECTLA
LANGUAGE

Time-10 minutcs

recrions: Each of the questions or incixiiplete 1>tatements bdow is followed by four suggested answers
lk:Lt the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

The children mil the audience squirmed uncomfortably
and waite_d for the play to begin.
What is the complete subject in this sente-t:e?
(A) The children
(13) The children in the audience
(C) The children in the audience

comfortably and waited
(D) The children in the audience

comfortably and waited for

squirtnd un-

squirmed un-
the play

lie is the short plumber's helper.
Which of the following is an accurate explanation of
the problem presented by the sentence above?
(A) Short is an adjective, bur the sentence :ails for

the adverb shortly.
(13) In plumber's, the apostrophe is in the wrong

place.
(C) The verb does not agree in number with the

subject.
(D) In its written form the sentence can mean two

different things.

1. Maxwell, the electrician, answered as soon
as we called.

11. The man, who was called Maxwell, answered
immediately.

Which of the sentences above contain(s) an appositive?

(A) I only
(B) II only
(C) Both I and Ii
(D) Neither I nor II

1. It's raining cats and dogs.
II. The rain continued its pounding.

Which of the following describes the underlined
words in the sentences above?
(A) They are contractions in both sentences.
(13) They are possessive pronouns in both sentences.
(C) The word in I is a contraction; the word in II

is a possessive pronoun.
(D) The word in I is a possessive pronoun; the

word in II is a contraction,

9

1

or compie:

All of the following are portmanteau (blend) words
EXCEPT

(A)
(1-3)

(C)
(D)

brunch
bookshelf
motel
smog

6. The referee was booed vigorously by a few et the
spectators.
The sentence above is a passive of which of the
following?

A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

The referee booed a few of the spectators
vigorously.

A few of the spectators were booed vigorously
by the referee.

The spectators were booed vigorously by a few
of the referees.

A few of the spectators booed the referee
vigorously.

7. Bypass is made up of a combination of words. Which
of the following combines the same kinds of words in

the same way?
(A) Railroad
(B) Overthrow
(C) Dugout
(D) Evergreen

8. Security-Automatic Eire Extinguishers
Which of the following is the acronym for the
commercial name given above?

(A) SAFE
(B) Safex
(C) Sec-Aut
(D) Sec- 0- Fire

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Questions 9-10 refer to the followihz dict orary entry
Re.a,l the entry carefully ari then answer the question:s.

cal' is-then' ics. or, more properly but less usually
cal' lis-then' ics (lar Tks), see ICS.
[Gr. kallos beauty + sthenos strength] a) "Iir,e
science of bodily exercise without apparatus or with
light nand apparatus, to promote strength and grace-
fulness (when used in this sense, ) b) Exer-
cises of this sort (when used in this sense,
cal' is-then' ic (-1k). cal' is-then' i-cal
_adj.

9. I. Calisthenics. is important to a coach.
IL Calisthenic; are good for the body.

III. Yesterday'f., calisthenics has made me stiff.
According to the dictionary entry. in which of the
sentences above do the subject and verb show proper
agreement?
(A) I only
(B) II only
(C) I and II only
(D) I. II, and III

lO. The dictioniry entry in.Ucates all
about calisthenics EXCEPT that it

(A) has two acceptable spellings a
(B) may be used to refer to t-wo ci
(C) has two acceptable forms as a
(D) may be used as a verb as well

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION

c

s a ntin
fferent thins
n adjective
as a noun



SECTION II

ENGLISH EXPRESSION

Time-15 minutes

ectiuns: Some of the following sentences are correct according to the requirements c;. standarj written English.

lc arc incorrect. No sentence contains more than one error.

I will find that the error, if any, is underlined and lettered. Assume that all other elements of the sentence are
reel and cannot be changed.
lure is an error, select the one underlined part that must be changed in order to make the sentence correct, and

-k the corresponding space on the answer ,;heet.

lere is no error, mark answer space D.

how these examples are marked:

EXAMPLES ANSWERS

1. lle spoke bluntly and angrily to we
A B CT 1. h 5 II_ rl

spectators. No error
D

2. Ile works every day so that he will
A

be financially independent in his

old age. No error

A. BCD
2. 0001

AS SOON AS YOU UNDERSTAND THE DIRECTIONS, BEGIN WORK ON THE PROBLEMS.

The "Moraing Messenger," scooping the "Daily 14. Without she can go with us, Joe's little sister will
A

leraldZ published an exclusive account of scream when we leave for the beach. No error

A
Captain Madison's ttempt of crossing the Atlantic

in a rowboat. No error
I)

Though not so good as her mother, the frozen pie
A

was better than any that Muriel had ever made

herself. No e rror

Spider Ravies, lighter and less experienced

than any other competitor, was nevertheless
A

confident that the tournament would end in a

match between the champion and he. No error
I) 294

15. Along with the telephone, the radio, and the other
A

agencies of communication, the automobile ended

the isolation of the farmer. No error

16. La Rochefoucauld observed that WC are nevZr

able to pardon them whom we have injured.
A H C

No error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



A
r

a syrrpatheric ilstener. No error

r

18. Apparently the use of seat belts has greatly reduced
A

the amount of serious injuries caused by automobile

accidents. No error

19. Specialists employed by one big corporation are
A

not, in most cases, isolated from others of their
1-3

kind who would work for another employer. No error

20. Because he wanted his qpec.:n to be as effective as
A

possible, Senator Merlin revised it several times

before the broadcast. No error

21. Like Emerson, his trusted friend, Thoreau wanted
A

only the freedom to exp'ore the meaning to his own

existence. No error

22. The scout put notches in some of the trees so as the
A

hikers could find the way back to camp. No error

23. Although he had been stud ihg for hours, Bill still
A

had to read a poem, answer some questions, and

to write a composition for Mr. Thompson's class.

No error

T:tins=cr,..T7 helern.:o h

13

contemporary Americans. No crtor

95. The arguments presented by Senator Fackler were
A

so convincing that hi: gained thl: support of an
13

overwhelming majority of the voters. No error

26. The harbor master warned that sailing to close
A

to the jetty could be disastrous. No error

27. Jueg ng the shift in the direction of the wind

accurately, enabled Captain O'Connell to gain
173

almost thirty seconds on the Australian yacht.

No error

28. Teachers seem to have greater influence upon
A

students when the relationship between faculty

and students is fairly informal. No error

29. Last evening the Downings drove around the block
A

several times so that everyone could see there

new car. No error

30. No one member of the clean-up committee had

9 9,9

too much work to do because each member
A

contributed an hour of their time. No error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



c.)nald begged his Mother to fry some chicken 34. When the premier arrived in Paris, the city
A 13 A

or supper. No error appeared -) be prepared for an inevitable doom.
0

No error

)n opening night, Francean's stage fright made
A

er forget the lines that she learned perfectly 35. Nicholas ii, the last of the Russian sars had two
A TJ

uring rehearsals. No error consuming interests, cards and dominoes. No error

ablo's monkey likes to play with a rope, climb
A

7ces, and catchinct peanuts in his teeth. No error

YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION III.
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SECTION III

LITERATURE

Time-15 minutes

Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four suggested answers or comp).

Select the one which is best in each case and tbco blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

36. The words in which of the following groups are most
likely to be used to show passage of time?

(A) there, beside, behind
(B) because, for, so
(C) then, next, while
(D) if, and, but

Questions 37-41 refer to the following poem. Read the
poem carefully and then answer the questions.

Frenchmen have no ear drums.
Paris is the loveliest city in the world,
Until she opens her mouth.
Should the French go forth to battle, armed only with their

taxi horns,
They would drive all before them.

37. Which of the following is another way of saying
the same thing as "Should the French go forth to
battle" (line 4) ?
(A) The French ought to go to war
(B) If the French were to go to war
(C) Would the French go to war?
(D) W2ien the French go to war

38. According to the poet, Paris is not only beautiful,
but also
(A) warlike
(B) turbulent
(C) noisy
(D) defenseless

25'7

39. Which of the following is suggested hy the pot
proof of the statement "Frenchmen have no t-
drums"?
(A) Parisians do not seem to hear the noise

their city.
(B) The French are not bothered by the nois

battle.
(C) The appearance of the French is unattra
(D) Parisians are excitable and talk too Iouci

40. "Until she opens her mouth" (line 3) is an
example of
(A) alliteration
(B) simile
(C) personification
(D) onomatopoeia

41. This poem uses the verse form of
(A) blank verse
(B) an ode
(C) a sonnet
(D) free verse

42. Around me, bright
drenched hair,

And pipes a tune to banish Winter's care.

Which of the following would be most meani
and appropriate in the lines above?

shakes Jut .ier t

(A) Evening
(B) June
(C) Noon
(D) April

GO ON TO THE NEXT



43-4c
ir full% !irw, tHen ,1:1:4Vit,:r thy 91..;;..:70,1,d-H.

tht.nd,:r )11 Friddy night. but the
un rose L on Saturday without a cloud. We w,.'re
t is no other adL.cluate expi-essionon
le plains of Nebraska. I made me observations
'um the top of our wagon, and sat shirtless by the
LIF upon that perch to spy about me, and to spy in

lin for something new. It was a world almost
ithout a feature; an empty sky. an empty earth.
runt and Lack, the line of the trail stretched from
)rizon to horizon, like a cue across a billiard
ble. On either hand, the green plains ran till
ley touched the skirts of heaven.

II of the following contribute to the image of the
Iliard table (lines 10-11) EXCEPT the

k) greenness of the plains
3) cloudlessness of the sky
7.) appearance of the trail
)) flatness of the plains

hat are the physical features that dominate the
T.ne thrt the speaker describes?

The sun and the storm
3) The trail and the wagon
;) The sky and the plains
)) The sea and the clouds

le expression ''to spy in vain for something new"
ines 6-7) indicates that the
,) speaker had been expecting to meet someone

rain had covered everything on the plains
]) bright sun had temporarily blinded the speaker
)) scene always seemed to be die same

te mood of this scene can best be described as
e of

.) joy and anticipation
vastneLs and emptiness

) recurity and con ridence
:,eaviness and gcayness

-9- 3
47. Our graves, that- hide us from the searching sun,

Are like drawn curtains when the play is done.

Which of the following is NOT a sound reason kr
thinking that these two lines have been taken from
traditional poetry?
(A) The simphcity of the phrasing
(B) The capitalization of the lines
(C) The rhythm of the lines
(D) The similarity in the pronunciation of the last

word in each line

48. Which of the following statements provides the
best example of metaphor?

(A) Better to have loved and lost than never to
have loved at all.

(B) The young center fielder caught the ball against
the fence.

(C) Even a politician has to make a decision
eventually.

(13) Life is a thread with an unseen end.

?,58

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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questicns 49-54 refer to the following passage. Read
the passage carefully and then answer the questions.

What the United States needs is a good five-cent
word to describe itself. We have invented a new
';iocial systemperhaps the most interesting social
contraption since the corsetbut we haven't yet

(5) thought up a name for it. So we keep on trying to
describe it with a set of labels that were devised
long ago to fit something entirely different.

This confuses everybody. We are in much the
same fix as an air line which would insist on re-

(10) ferring to its jet planes as Covered Wagons. Now,

this insistence would preserve the fine old pioneering
tradition, all right, but a certain number of elderly
passengers inevitably would complain that they
couldn't find the reins. The Minute Women of

(15) America would keep trying to hitch the plane to a
span of oxen. And foreigners--who often take our
sentimental language literallywould, scoffing at
our Oregon Trail mentality, try to sell us their
up-to-date conveyances, such as the trolley car.

49. The first sentence is an allusion to the expression:
"What this country needs is a good five-cent

(A) word (B) cigar (C) label (D) he7 dog

SO. The second paragraph makes use of

(A) an extended analogy
(13) a complicated paradox
(C) a chrono1ogic-1 arrangement of details
(D) an answer to a problem in the first paragraph

51. The last sentence of the passage (lines 16-19) is
an example of

(A) hyperbole (B) synopsis
(C) irony (D) understatement

.52. The expression "Coverd Wagons (line 10)
example of what the author calls

(A) a good five-cent word
(B) scoffing
(C) a sev -f labels
(D) sentimental language

Is

53. judging from the last sentence (lines 16-19), wh
of the following would the author be most likely t
think about foreigners?
(A) They are not so modern as Americans.
(B) They are not very good businessmen.
(C) They do not like the United States.
(D) They do not understand American slang.

54. Ai following contribute to the informality
of tle piissage EXCEPT

(A) "social contraption" (lines 3-4)
(B) "much the same fix" (lines 8-9)
(C) "to hitch the plane" (line 15)
(D) "a span of (. en" (lines 15-16)

55. This city now doth like a garment wear
The beauty of the morning . .

Which of the following poetic devices is found in
passage above?

(A) Simile (B) Alliteration
(C) Hyperbole (D) Onomatopoeia

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE '11ME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON MIS TEST.
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FORM Qi3C4

ENGLISH II-C (For Phase 2)

Time-40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the
test book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you
want to give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the
answer sheet.

Example;

Chicago is a

(A) state
(B) city
(C) country
(D) continent

Sample Answer

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for
multiple answei. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first
line completely and mark your new choice.

DO NOT THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded by

the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education.
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SECTION I

SPELLING

1 5 minutes

1

ctions: From each group below, select the word that s misspelled. Then on the answer sheet blacken the corre-
ding space. If all words in Cie group are spelled correctly, black,m space D. No g:-oup has more than one mis-
ed word.

(A) ever
(B) very
(C) evry
(D) no error

(A) fourty
(B) fifty
(C) sixty
(D) no error

(A) meant
(B) dent
(C) speant
(0) no error

(A) Tuesday
(B) Wendsday
(C) Thursday
(D) no error

(A) burglar
(13) grammar
(C) beggar
(D) no error

(A) frozen
(B) horizen
(C) dozen
(D) noeiror

;A) ladys
:B) monkeys
'C) lilies
D) no error

A) doesn't
B) haven't
C) won't
D) no error

9g

9. (A) handsome
(13) bothersome
(C) lonsome
(D) no error

10. (A) lovlez
( B) valley
(C) only
(D) no error

11. (A) bargain
(B) captain
(C) against
(D) no error

12. (A) wisdom
(B) wistle
(C) wicked
(0) no error

13. (A) coward
(B) through
(C) forward
(0) no error

14. (A) begin
( B) engin
(C) virgin
(D) nc error

'5. (A) lease
(B) peace
(C) cease
(D) no error

16. (A) Febuary
(B) August
(C) November
(D) no error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



IT. (A) scvtzntk
(B) L-ighth
(C) ninern
(D) no error

18. (A) apple
(B) bannana
(C) melon
(0) no error

(A) 1\iw:-
ft)
(C) rk,s
(D) orror

(A) tvrrifi,-
(B) alligator
(C) tc-uriorrow
(0) no er-ror

IF YOU FINISH in'.1701-tE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION II.



SLCTION

LANCLAGE

T11i1c--10 minutes

,etimn-;: [Lich jf the qliestions or incomplete statel3:::nts below is foliow.-,1 by four :zuggt,-steJ an,:wt,r,-: c,rnpletien:
ct the One which is best in ecch ease and tl'en blacken the correspondin,z; space on t: answer sheet.

Which of the following has the saint: vowel sound
as loud?

(A) cough
(B) enough
(C) fund
(7)) down

Which of the folluwing is a pair of hom-myrns?

(A) nun.. none
(13) cold.. hot
(C) .raise.. race
(D) miserly. . fr igat

The suffix that will change allow, read, perish.,
and agree from verbs to adjectives is

(A) -ive
(13) -able
(C) -ent
(0) -ify

They all the dishes on the table.

When inserted in the sentence above, which of the
following verb forms indicates either present or
past tense?

(A) use
(B) see
(c) put
(D) leave

John will be at the library from one to three on
Sunday.

In normal conversation, to in the sentence above is
pronounced like the underlined word in

(A) Two books are on the table.
(B) I went too.
(C) Stand by foi we boat to heav. fc!
(D) You don't mean to say anything so f,-olish.

2f) Which of the followinc does NOT coniin the
prefix de- ?

( A) deaden
(13) debase
(C) depend
(D) detract

oe sound of the initial consonant of zone is tv...ard
in alf1 of the following EXCEPT

(A) dazzle
(B) has
(C) scissor:-
(D) mansion

28. In which of the sentences below does the verb
indicate future tense?
(A) The whooping crane is now almost extinct,
(B) Key deer have developed a taste for cigaritte

butts.
(C) The race will be over at noon.
(D) 'They should have waited.

29. Which of the following is a prono.Un?

(A) threat
(B) their
(C) Theodore
(D) then

30. Goes the King hence tonight?

Which of the following is the most accurate modern
English version of the line from Shakespeare given
above?

(A) Does the King come here tonight?
(B) Tonight the King goes from there, does he?
(C) Is the Kinoing away tonight?
(D) Does the Kingl therefore, go forth?

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TiME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION HI.
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iN

ENGLES} i EXPRESSION

Time-10 minutes

Directions: Some of the foilowing sentences ;ire correct according to the requirements of standard written English.
Sorhe are incorrect. No sentence contains more than one error.

You will find that the error, it any. a tin ierlined and lettered. Assume ;hat ail °I:Ice ckents ot the seni_ence arc
correLt and cannot be changed.

If there is an error enect the one underlined part that must be changed a order
mark the corresponding :3pace on the answer s:iect.

If there is no error mark answer space D.
See how these examples are marked:

to maise the sentence correct. and

EXAMPLES ANSWERS

1. He spoke bluntly and angrily to we
A B C,

spectators. No error

2. He works every day so that he wil!
A

be financially independent in his

old age. No error

A

0

2 O O

31. We looked out across the tree tops and seen big,
A

black rain clouds _gathering over the mountains.

No error

32. The girls decided to wait for the bus to the

beach, but us boys thought we could get there
A 13

faster by walk,ng. No error

33. With his usual rnigelic look, Ralph promised his
A

mother tnat he would not do nothing :1st-lib:elms
13

all (Ay. No error

34. Without you take good care of your new bicycle, it
A

will not last more than six montns, No error
13 2G

35. Mrs. Forest could not determine the ,:ource of her
A

children's pains. No error
13

36. Our vacations at tile shore has been more exciting
A

than those in the mountains. No error

37. When the defenders began to fire heavy weapons.
A

every man in the attacking company flung theniselv
13

to the ground. No error

38. As lie makes his slow ;ourney inland, Dr. ParL:s
A 13

came to know many West African tribes. No erroi

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



tur Jdi 1-1,,A,:art.,-, that fc,r-

A 13
A

wall. rs. No error ficu17-, a hinFruagt.' to learn tha:i Ct 7.1.n.

C D
"

No error

)id you know that the pulicar; is the state bird of
A

)1nsiana'? No errf..r
1)

us;an and 13,2th were happy but nervous when
A

liss. Finch told them that they could dance in

ie s;chool show, No error

Ro'swell .Aould have done his job, the re-:t of the

)nstruction crew c,J1d 1),.: sleeping comfortably

the camp by now. No error

44_ One of the results ot the flood was the loss of all

to maple trees along I larbor Drive. No error

45. Ilistorians who contpared the strategies of
A

Napoleon and Caesar agree ti-. _Napoleont;- were

les; brilliant. No .E-ror

I)

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECT!ON IV.
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I:r t.-15 minites

DirJczion,-;: E.n.". LI the :.ucstions or inecir:pl-te stab_.ments
th: ont., ,:ach ca io and then blacken the correspon-Jii:4 spa

4b. A stitch in t. re s.ives lune.
Which of the following presents an illustration of
this familiar expression?
(A) Even though he missed the whole first period,

Joe was glad that t had gone to the game.
(E) Jot,: was disappointed because his favorite act ,r

had not received an award.
:.C) Joe knew that he prehably would not ha\ c enough

money, but he was too exeiteL.. to worry.
(D) Even though he was almost (:.r:ain t:,at he had

enough gas. Joe filled the t nktnyway.

Questions 4-i-48 refer to the following Read the
poem carefully and then answer the questions.

Lookon the topmost branches of the world
The blossoms of the myriad stars are thick.

47. In these lines, the stars are compared to
(A) branches or a tree
(B) flowers on a tree
(C) fireworks
(D) decorations on a carpet

48. In these lines, the comparison helps the reader
to feel that
(A) the sky is coru:ected to the earth
(B) stars are loneiy and distant
(C) the sky is turning darker
(D) the stars are very bright

49. Needing thirty cents to buy the gum, Earl fished
around in his pocket until he found the coin he
needed to go with his quartet .

What did Earl I a pocket?

(A) A piece of gutii
(B) A quarter
(C) A fish
(D) A nickel

2ec

O. \label
gb.e hi.

',label was

(A) tired
(B) stubborn
(C) brave
(D) smart

'71 I 13t.. answer s

51. It is a good thrng that Criarlie controlled his temp
or there would have been real troubL.

Charlie was

(A) content
(B) cold
(C) angry
(D) bossy

52. When Lois asked Don who had won the election, I

just shrugged his shoulders.

Don probably shrugged his shoulders because he

A) did not know who had been elected
(B) wanted Lois to scratch his back
(C) did not like to answer Lois' questions
(D) wanted to prove how smart he was

5. jerry overslept this morning, and now he can
hardly wait for lunch.

Jerry is
(A) lazy
(13) hungry
(C) sleepy
(1)) grumpy

GO ON TO TIIE NEXT PAI
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nalktz ! the h!!-P.11.!.:.-- n.(,se
771, cloeks

A neck (-1od for othyr
Than strandling in a tring.

And :-:narp the 1ink of life will snap.
And dead on air will stand

11cel:-; that held np strai?/h7 chap
As treads upon the land.

hat is probably meant bv "morning clocks-
ine 2) ?

k) Alarm clocks
3) Roosters
7) Town criers
)) Church bells

le poem describes

s) an execution
3) a battle
;) an illness
)) a robbery

lich of the following expressions from the poem
ntains a pun?

.) "naked to the hangman's noose- (line 1)
;) "clocks will ring a neck" (lines 2-3)
) "the link of life" (line 5)
0) "treads upon the laud" (line 8)

e speaker regards what is describei in the poem
something that

) does not concern him
) is necessary
) is wrong
) he does not want to talk about

!'",1 :!t.:'..!!
fully i!;UL'St1=;:5.

-7-he 11,,.:7-aan iron:

,.;,)ers. When bc:Ins to move 1n his bonL.--:.

;Lst must get oui again. One in the spring,
our .t:randmothers used to give us nasty brews from

(:;) herbs to purify our blood of the winter's corruptions.
They knew so;aething was the matter witn the bays.
They could ,:ave saved trouble by giving them a pole,
a string and a hook. Some wise ones (among 01 .ni
my own) Jid just that.

56. The pronoun "They" in line 7 refers to

(A) "our grandmothers- (line 4)
(13) "nasty brews" (line 4)
(C) "winter's corruptions" (line 5)
(D) 'the boys" (line 6)

59. Viliat is the popular name for the "ailment" talked
about in the paragraph?

(A) Cabin fever
(13) Tired blood
(C) Spring fever
(D) Wanderlust

60. What does the author recommend as a cure for the
"ailment"?

(A) Working bard
(E) Drinking tonics
(C) Receiving blood transfusions
(D) Going fishing

IF YOU FINISH 131:FORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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FORM QIIC5

ENGIASI I 111-C (For Phase 3)

"Fime--I0 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the
test book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you

want to give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the
answer sheet.

Example: Sample Answer

Chicago is a
(A) state
(13) city
(C) country
(D) continent

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for
multiple answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first
line completely and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO 1)0 SO.

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded by
the U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of u.ducation.
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SV.C.FION

SPLLI_ING

Time-5 minutes-

ns: From each group below, select the word that is misspelled. Then on the answer sheet blacken the corn.

2,- space. If all words in the group are spelled correctly, blacken space I.). No group has more than onc in is-

word.

) exaggerate
) sheriff
) writting
) no error

.) dilinquent
disciple

;) disaster
)) no error

heir
beirarehy

;) weird
)) no error

sincerly
3) clearly

queerly
)) no error

k) burglar
[3) grammar
) beggar

1)) no error

A) frozen
B) horizen
C) dozen
1)) no error

A) ladys
13) monkeys
C) lilies
D) no error

'A) coward
:13) through
:C) forward
;D) no error

269

q. (A) handsome
(II) bothersome
(C) lonsome
(D) no error

10. (A) municiple
(B) multiple
(C) triple
(D) no error

11. (A) bargain
(B) captain
(C) against
(D) no error

12. (A) wisdom
(B) wistle
(C) wicked
(D) no error

13. (A) mathematics
(B) irrigation
(C) medecine
(D) no error

14. (A) lease
(B) peace
(C) cease
(D) no error

15. (A) begin
(B) engin
(C) virgin
(D) no error

16. (A) practice
(B) exercise
(C) prize
(D) no error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



18.

(A)
W

(M)

; A)
(13)
(()
(1))

r-chzr,:c
itc

Tl Lrrnr

fracr
c011 ip1 .-,i011
pr0.20.11 \ion

no 0._ rror

1 (

( (.)
( 1))

(A)
(H)
((')
(1))

,m
plum Ind
bLJLII i
no t,rror

tc.vrific
alligator
tonimi)rr( w
no crror

IF YOL I'INJIS}I in,: row "HMI IS C1\1,1,1(1), ( 0N "I.() SHCTION 11.
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SECTION ii

LANG( 'AGI:

Time-1H minutes

ions: Lach of the questions or in3:omplete statements below is followed by four :;uggested answers or completious.
the one which is best in each ease and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

ivellenry the book.
the sentence above, Ilenry is the

subjuct of the verb:give
3) direct oble,e I- of th, verb give
I7) indirect object of the verb give

appositiv c following the verb give

'Inch of the following is d pair of homonyms?

A) nun.. none
13) eold..liot

raise.. Nice
D) miserly. frugal

25. John will be an the library from one to three on

In normal conversation, to in the sentence above
is pronounced like the underlined word in
(A) Two books are on the table.
(13) I went, too.
(C) Stand by for the boat to heave to!
(D) You don't mean to say anything so foolish.

26. 'Ile man on trial is a flabby. hard-eyed_gambler
from a suburb of Atlanta.
A more sympathetic writer would describe the
man above as

'he suffix that will change allow, read, perish, (A) heavy-set, keen-eyed
ad agree from verbs to adjectives is (B) stolid, shifty-eyed

M
(C) weighty, willkeyed
(D) ponderous, s` iely-eyed

11) -able
C) -eat

'hey all the dishes on the table.
Vhen inserted in the sentence above, which of the
allowing verb forms indicates either present or
list tense?
A) use
B) see
C) put
I)) leave

271

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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ter It, Th, I KL r

(11.1('-(1,r11,

leisure''s addressed
I o c(1mp()!-:111!: I cCr,-c

\\Thch, if hardly the
Might k: easily werse.

( And, the spOling use
Silt.)111,1 he erwisis condeann.

why, I hay,:

...knel I (11..,n't think

Yes. I have my own view:s:
Ilut the teachers I follow

Are the. lyrical Miews
And the Delphic Apollow.

(Into them I am debtor
For spelling and rhyme.

And I'm doing it behto;-
And behtor each thyme.

27. In line 4 the poet writes werse to show that in
Hnglish
(A) werse is a common misspelling for worse
(Ii) verse cannot rhyme with worse
(C) several spellings may be used for the same

vowel sound
(D) the consonants in worse cannot he pronounced

with the same sound as those in werse

the ni tter. inpAtio. ni
speller:: who rinyi. din,cultv

(A) silent letters Lind synone.m,-;
letters and homoneall.

(C) syrionyins :mild homonyms
(I)) dinonvms .1i-id synonyms

;30. Gii,es the King fience

Which of tile I ill owi j is thc
F.nglish version of the line from Sha kcvca re give'
above?

(A) Does the Kinz come here tonight?
(R) Tonight the King goes from there, does he?
(C) Is the Kzng going away tonight?
(0) poes the King, therefore, go forth?

IF YOU FINISI I flL10RNIIMI IS CALLILD, GO ON TO ShICTION



it\. HI

1.NG1.1S1 1 h1NPI3 R.1-1Slu\

Time HI minutes

Same af the tallawing sentences are cor-ii.t:t t. lIbO FCCRil r,..10,..n1H; at standard written Rnglish.
incorrect. Ni> sentence c-antains mare than 0110 errar.

ind that the errar. it in 1!-. underlined and Lit, rod. Assume tihit all ather elements of thu sentelwe are
id cannot be chan;Jed.
an error, select the tine underlined pall I hOI

),11 tu 11115w1.1- sheet.

no error. Mar k answer space 1).
lei-te examples are marked:

11 ij,1 Ill 111,111i1)_ 11 1)1 >>ISIIF 1)) make the -,.entence cart ct. and

AMP! FS ANSWRRS
B

1 ill spoke bluntly a nd angrily to we I
c

A 13 C DU I U

spectators. No error

:). Ile works every day so that he will
A

he financially independent in his
13

Old age. No error

2
A Bc D

AS SOON AS YOU UNDERSTAND THE DIRECTIONS, 13EGIN WORK ON THE PROBLEMS.

:ors to the museum arc forbidden against taking 34. Both Ilardy and Grant are strong contenders for the
A 13 C A

Lig-I-aphis that require-flashbulbs. No error domination. but I lardy is the most likely choice.
13

No error
girls decided to wait for the bus to the beach,

is hays thought we could get there faster 35. The storm was so severe that neither planes or
13 A 13 i

alking. No error trains could get to Minneapolis. No error
C I) C D

ecently as a hundred years ago very few great
A

.s anywhere have been ascended or even
13 C

npted. No e rror

36. Our vacations at the shore has been more exciting
A

than those in the mountains. No error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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37. When th(.- ,iefenders began f o fi iL h, pon,, 44. ( ine o tte II., kJ, tH.

A
A

man in the 1ttacki0 g ompany thenn-ielyes maph hirj.,;!,

N) the grL)und. No error
I)

.A reader inay not um_ka-stand all the implications 01
13

an 1.1ea even after studying ca refully. No error

45. Historians who ikive compared the .-arate;'ies of
A

Napoleon and C.aeHar agree that Napoleons' wet-,

less bii II i,iat. No error
1)

3Q. What !la enicrged out from this collection of data 41i. kaster Island, row well known fo, zigantic,

A
A 13

dine( rvc-I in 1722 and this the tact that Professor Grantham has been right

all long. No error ignored for zilinost .1 hundred v(.ars. No error
a

I)

40. Waving his arms wildly, Morton insisted, that he
A 13

had obeyed the speed lhnit. _No error
I)

41. During his vacation in Canada, Mr. Chester
A

va rticularly enjoyed hiking, fishing for trout,
13

and to sail on Timber Lake. No error

42. If Roswell would have done his job, the rest Of the
A

construction crew could be sleeping comfortably

at the camp by now. No error

.43. Studies indicate thou for many .-nudenN, French is
A

not so difficult a language to learn than Cc r

No error
ID

47. The editor asked lloward to du a series of antic
A

on those high school teachers who lalcl Ude unit

modern math in their courses. No errOr

48. The new chairman speaks quiet, but he exerts
A

great influence on the committee. No error
1.)

49. Unfortunately, the campaign [ICC-AMC so bitter t
A

neither candidate could hurl enough insults at
13

each otlier. No error
I)

50. 'I'he senators realised immediately that Amhas

McClelland and him would delvite only the mai
A 13

issues. No error

IF YOU FINISII Bli:FORL TIML IS CA I, L.1:: D. GO ON TO SNCTION IV.
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',..R.A.11

t,r H1C ,r0pILic tJtL tflc I1i ct fcc(I1 5td ,A115eecr, or

+nk.: ,.ich c,11---,c and then likickur: the correpollding space on the :inswer sheet.

!-aI tu ill timt saves hint.
Inch ol tht, felhAving presents in illustration of
is tannliar expression'

he missed the whole first pcinld,
10(.: NA.',1s 41;10. 111Z11 IlL ii I ulniL I Ill,: ti.,',1111C.

1(k; (.11,--.app01110:d 11,2callf-ii: his tZ1. (Witt: Ail( )1-
11i1(1 1101 1.t..1.-C1VC'd ,:111 aVA dd.

.) that he probably would init. have entnigh
money, hut :J..' was too C \cited to worry.

I-ven though he was almost curtain that he liad
emiugli gas, Jot filled the tank anyway.

(ins 52-55) refer to the follownig poem. Read the
'arefully int1 Men answer the questions.

And naked to the hangman's noose
The morning clocks witi ring

A neck God made for Other use
Than strangling in a string.

And .,:znarp the link of life will snap.
And dead on air will stand

ileels that held up as straight a chap
As treads upon the land.

Kit is the iceeasion for the poem?
) A man iS going to be executed.
) Someone IS dressing for work.
) A ntan is preparing for a (cr11;

SOH lk:Onc is being held up and robbed.

tat is probably meant by -morinng clocks-
ne 2) ?
) Alarm clocks
) Roosters
) Town criers
) Church bvlls

Iii

ol the following enpressions Ironl Oh! T.,ocni
l-cmtLiiw-; .1 pun?

(A) -naked to the hangclan's noose (line I )

(r) -clock,,, will ring a nk:ck- (line::: 2- -1)
(C) "the link of hfc-
(I)) -trcads upon the land- (line M)

Thc speakt r regards what is k-scrilx..'d in the poem
as something that
(A) does not concern him
(B) is necessary
(C) is wrong
(D) he does not want to talk about

Which of the following statements about folk ballads
is N(Yll trod'?
(A) Ballads were originally passed on by word of

mouth.
nallads employ frequent repetition of words or

(C) Ballads usually tell a story.
(I)) Ballads employ a standard line of five metric

feet.

GO ON To TIIE NEXT PAGE.
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iL 1,) ThL ftihm,

rhLII C in tIlik .1t1C! then answe tn, rue

man purtling the Heri/on.
Round :in t,. i,;und they spc,

\A:aS distlitik'd
kICCOSIt'd I he 111111.

I Said.
-V011 can ncYci

'Vol] lie,- he cricd.
And ran en.

W hal ioes the speak, ,t r poetH `-","l"

I A) ving l() fr.11,.1-1 A rwarly k-un,1)lcu..t1 TA:4

(Ii) 1 ryin,., to Lt -10111, rest after working iiard
(C) 1 rving to achieve something that is impossible.
(I)) Trying to live a fruitful and secure life

In saving that futile- (hne the :speaker
poc6, is being

and VVitry
( It? reasonahle and rational
((') mocking eind heartless
(I)) haughty and pompous

tine 8 reveals that the man is
(A) desimiring because. the speaker of the poem

has accosted him
(II) cheerful in the face of difficulties, but likely

to tire soon
(C) obsessed with his; pursuit and determined to

continue
(1)) eager to continue the conversation, bet( too

close to his goal to stop

The poe.qat establishes ei contrast between which (f
the following'?

I. Rationality and idealism
II. Life and death

III. Sensitivity and callousness

(A) I only
(13) I and only
(C) I and III only
(D) II and III only

61. The expressions "blushing bride" and "clinging
vine" are both
(A) examples of paradox
(B) cliches
(C) examples of satire
(D) personifications

I

..1r% caicr,
old\ Lunar,.

spe c;, ( nal inta ineo a mode'st enong11
nr_111 (, c 1.11V I. I,111 t/t_ 1111,1 h]:-; \All, wt. 'rt.' Cl

t 4i111% nil state' bicwigs. (4) Willde-Hrit:
tat-, r -iui:.i1Iti;i; piItlCI1i (;) his --zon

en, tiO: ducation w I de- 11IS /1.1111('.

(j11-1111'. t.111` \"" 111
labor --whit:II H. 1 !

thk.'

9")(1

(12. ; lc tJ ..it) Lio,catchk.1-- 111:0r1
ci(ons
(A) his wife and himself
(B) county and statc politicians;
(C) his father
(D) the people of Greenwexid

Ilt"oti:_1'.

63. The speaker's attitude toward Willie-Slim and
people who knew him is first made., apparent th
the use of the
(A) past tense of the verb in sentence I

(13) specific sum of one hundred dollars in
sentence 2

(C) conjunctions between the clauses in seneer
2 and 3

(D) repeated use of the pronoun he .n sentence
2 and 3

64. Willie-Slim could not qualify for any kind of w
except hard labor because lie was
(A) sickly
(13) ignorant
(C) modest
(D) proud

65. The speaker's attitude tewo-d politicians is ni
apparent in rhe use of
(A) "dogcatcher" (sentence I)
(13) "respected" (sentence 2)
(C) "modest enough" (sentence 3)
(ID) "bigwigs" (sentence 3)

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED. CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.



FORM QI3C6

613540
Y18P.55

ENGLISH IV-C (For Phase 4)

Time-40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the
test book_ After you have decided which of the suggested answers you
want to give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the
answer sheet.

Example:

Chicago is a
(A) state
(13) city
(C) country
(D) continent

Sample Answer

i O

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for
multiple answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first
line completely and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN Ills 1300K UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO IX) SC).

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded by
the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education.
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SECTION I

LANGUAGE

Tirn,-15 minutes

rion: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four suggested answers or completions.--t thL one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

Which of the following uses a technical vocabulary
ncluding the words fricassee, mousse, torte,
,-urnbo, flan, and rosemary?
(A)
;13)
!C)
;D)

A pharmacist
A chef
A fashion designer
A hairdresser

3ive Henry the book.
n the sentence above, I lenry is the

A) subject of the verb give
'B) direct object of the verb give
'C) indirect object of the verb give
D) appositive following the verb give

am slim.
'ou are thin.
le is skinny.
The predicate adjectives above are similar in their
A) denotations but unlike in their connotations
B) connotations but unlike in their denotations
C) degree of formality and precision
D) degree of informality and use of

enalty has the same root as
A) pen
B) depend
C) spent
0) penitent

>hn will be at the lihrary from one to three on
inday.
normal conversation, 12 in the sentence above is

-onounced like the underlined word in
k) Two books are on the table.
3) I went, too.
7,1 Stand by for the boat to heave to!
)) You don't mean to say anything so foolish.

ic man on trial is a flabby, hard-eyed gambler
om a suburb of Atlanta.
more sympathetic writer would describe the man
ove as
) heavy-set, keen-eyed

3) stolid, shifty-eyed
7) weighty, wall-eyed
)) ponderous, steely-eyed

2'78

Questions 7-10 refer to the following poem. Read
poem carefully and then answer the questions.

0 my leisure's addressed
To composing of verse

Which, if hardly the bessed,
Might be easily werse.

(5) And, the spelling I use
Should the critics condemn,

Why, I have my own vuse
And I don't think of thernn.

Yes, I have my own views:
(10) But the teachers I follow

Are the lyrical Miews
And the Delphic Apollow.

Unto them I am debtor
For spelling and rhyme,

(15) And I'm doing it bebtor
And bebtor each thyme.

the

7. In line 4 the poet writes werse to show that in
English
(A) werse is a common misspelling for worse
(B) ver-e cannot rhyme with worse
(C) several spellings may be used for the same

vowel sound
(D) the consonants in worse cannot be pronounced

with t lame sound as those in werse

S'. In line 7 vuse means
(A) use
(B) vase
(C) vows
(D) views

9. In lines 9-12, the writer of the poem says that his
spelling rules come from
(A) the amusing puns he read at Delphi
(B) the muse of poetry and his own poctic inspiration
(C) the amusing teachers and critics who have in-

spired him
(D) his musings while traveling in Greece and Rome

10. Lines 15-16 reveal the writer's sympathy for
spellers who have difficulty with
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

silent letters and synonyms
silent letters and homonyms
synonyms and homonyms
antonyms and synonyms

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



11. There will be trouble at the lake tomorrow.
There in the sentence above is an

(A) expletive
(R) indirect object
(C) objective complement
(D) adverb of place

12. Goes the King hence tonight?
Which of the following is the most accurate modern
English version of the line from Shakespeare given
above?
(A) Does the King come here tonight?
(B) Tonight the King goes from there, does he?
(C) Is the King going away tonight?
(D) Does the King, therefore, go forth?

13. Delicatessen, kindergarten, dumb, and loafer
come into English from
(A) French
(B) German
(C) Latin
(D) Russian

have

14. I. Long live the King.
II. Long lives the King.

Which of the following accuratdy describes the vei
in the sentences above?
(A) l3oth verbs describe something in the future.
(B) Both verbs describe a situation which is

trary to fact.
(C) The verb in I refers to a hoped-for result; iu

II an actual situation.
(D) The verb in I refers to an actual situation; in

II a hoped-for result.

con-

15. Strong (or irregular) verbs in English usually fon
the past tense by
(A) an internal vowel change
(B) the addition of -ing te the root
(C) the addition of the suffix -ed, d, or -t
(D) the use of a prefix

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION II.
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SECTION II

ENGLISH EXPRESSION

Time-10 rn inutes

lions: Some of the following sentences are correct according to the requirements of standard written English.
are incorrect. No sentence contains more than one error.
;ill find that the error, if any, is underlined and lettered. Assume that all other elements of the sentence are
ct and cannot be changed.
re is an error, select the one underlined part that must be changed in order to make the sentence correct, and

tl-,e corresponding space on the answer sheet.

re is no error, mark answer space D.
iw these examples are marked:

EXAMPLES ANSWERS

I. Ile spoke bluntly and angrily to we
A

spectators. No error

2. lie works every day so that he will
A

be financially independent in his

old age. No error

1.

AS SOON AS YOU UNDERSTAND THE DIRECTIONS, BEGIN WORK ON THE PROBLEMS.

'he young actress never sus icioned that the great
A

roducer would be watching her performance on

pening night. No error

'hen the defenders began to fire heavy weapons,
A

iery man in the attacking company flung themselves
B

the ground. No error

le out of every four visitors to the New Jersey
A

,ashore spend some time in Atlantic City.

3 error

7.90

19. The weight of the snow is too -nuch for the old
A

beams of the barn, and the roof began to sag

dangerously. No error

20. In closing, the speaker summarized his case
A

against fluoridation. No error

21. The judges decided that Mrs. Carey's pickles

were superior than any of the others at the fair.

No error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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22. During his vacation in Canada, Mr. Chester 29. It was difficult for Marty to tai calm about the

A
A 13

particularly enjoyed hiking, fishing for trout, adventures he had had on his uncle's ranch.
B

C

and to sail on Timber Lake. No error No error
C D 0

23. When we were children, my father used to pve 30. Man is gaining scientific knowledge faster than
A A 13

my brother and I a bath every Saturday. No error the wisdom to use it we'1. No error

24. You should not attem2t to pull out the poison ivy, 31. Historians who have compared the strategies of
A A

which is very thick, unless you wear heavy gloves. Napoleon and Caesar avec that Napoleons' were
T3. C B C

No error less brilliant. No err.-.ir

D D

25. Since millions of years the oceans have been changing
A

the shorelines of the continents. No error

26. Although a telephone call would of been sufficient,
A

Mr. Thompson insisted on writing for tickets.

No error

27. The reserve, piety, and sense of justice

that Queen Mary maintained throughout her
A

life was acquired early. No error

28. Studies indicate that for many students French is
A

not so difficult a language to learn than German. 35. Every thirty minutes the radio station will broad<
A

No error an announcement to remind we cidzens to vote

32. What has emerged out from this collection of data
A

is the fact that Professor Grantham has been right
13

3:11 along. No error

33. 1. :ur Island, now well known for it's gigantic,
A 13

1 0,iding statues, was discovered in 1722 and ther

-nored for almost a hundred years. No error

34. The editor asked Howard to do a series of article
A

on those high scbool teachers who include units a

modern math in t eir courses. No error

before the polls close at seven o'clock. No erroi

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED. GO ON TO SECTION III.



SECTION 111

LITERAT1TRE

Time-15 minutes

ons: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four suggested answers or completions.
he one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

)ns 36-39 refer to the following poem. Read the
arefullv and then answer the questions.

I saw a man pursuing the horizor.;
Round and round they sped.
I was disturbed at this;

accos!-ed the man.
(5) "It is futile," I said,

"You can never . . .

"You lie,- he cried,
And ran on.

lat does the speaker of the poem see the man
rig?

) Trying to finish a nearly completed task
) Trying to get some rest after working hard
) Trying to achieve something that is impossible

Trying to live a fruitful and secure life

3aying that "It is futile" (line the speaker
:he poem is being

amusing and witty
reasonable and rational
mocking and heartless

, haughty and pompous

38. Line 8 reveals that the man is
(A) despairing because the speaker of the poem

has accosted him
(B) cheerful in the face of difficulties, but likely

to tire soon
(C) obsessed with his pursuit and determined to

continue
(D) eager to continue the conversation, but too

close to his goal to stop

39. The poem establishes a contrast between which of
the following?

1. Rationality and idealism
Life and death
Semitivity and callousness

(A) I only
(B) I and II only
(C) I and III only
(D) II and III only

40. Which of the following statements about folk ballads
is NOT true?
(A) Ballads were originally passed on by word of

mouth.
(B) Ballads employ frequent repetition of words or

lines.
(C) Ballads usually tell a story.
(D) Ballads employ a standard line of five metric

feet.

287 ,

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Questions 41-44 refer to the following poem. Read the
poem carefully and then answer the questions.

Jenny kiss'd me when we met,
Jumping frola the chair she sat in;

Time, you thief, who love to get
Sweets into your list, put that in!

Say I'm weary, say I'm sad,
Say that health and wealth have rniss'd me,

Say I'm c,rowing old, but add,
Jenny ,s'd me,

41. The subject of this poem is the
(A) difference in age between Jenny and the speaker

of the poem
(B) cruelty of time in taking Jenny from the speaker

of the poem
(C) ridiculousness of the actions of a little girl
(D) importance of a brief incident in one man's life

42. The first two lines emphasize which of the following
characteristics of Jenny?
(A) Youth
(B) Beauty
(C) Liveliness
(D) Wit

281

43. The last four lines of the poem deal mainly vith

(A)
(8)

(C)

change that Jenny's ".,:iss has made
contrast between the importance of Jenny's

kiss and the rest of the speaker's life
effect that Jenny's kiss had in restoring yout

and health to the speaker
(D) contrast between the poverty of the speaker

the spiritual richness of Jenny

44. In the context of the poem, time is called a thief
primarily because it
(A) never allows anything to last
(13) takes away the troubles of the world
(C) enables us to forget bitter moments
(D) changes things continually

GO ON TO THE NEXT PA(



ns 4:5-50 refer to the following passage. Read
sage carefully anu then answer the questions.

Willie-Slim Arvin was the dogcatcher. (2) Ile
, one hundred dollars a month, anti he was a re-
man. (3) Ile maintained a modest enough apart-
Greenwood, but he and his wife were close to the

Ind state political bigwigs. (4) Willie-Slim's
!as a smalltime politician. (5) II is son had
mough education to write his name, and since
in't qualify for any kind of work except hard
Afhich he refused to dohis father had got him
(ion of dogcatcher. (6) Though the state had

law that dogs should he tagged, hundreds of
.ed dogs lived in the streets. (7) The aged
dogs that had outlived their usefulness, th'.2 un-
-anine females, the puppies no one wantedmany
from other townswere turned loose in Green-
find honies or go wild, sleep in the cliffs, run
, and attack cattle and sheep.

use of "and" in sentence 2 emphasizes the
cause-effect relationship between the two clauses
fragihity of the logical relationship between the
two clauses

increasingly rapid rhythm as the sentences move
toward a climactic statement

increasingly complex structure of the sentences
as they comment on man's social behavior

Aatkm to sentence 2, sentence 3 can best be
ribed as
similar in tone and structure, and providing a

fuller explanation
identical in structure, but contradictor\ in

LateincTlt
identical in structure and tone, nd pro' iding

detailed examples
similar -in structure, bu ,-ontr; -ning in tone

3
The speaker's attitude toward Willie-Slim and the
people who knew him is first made apparent through
the use of the
(A) past tense of the verb in sentence 1
(R) specific sum of one hundred dollars in

sentence 2
(C) conjunctions between the clauses in sentences

2 and 3
(D) repe.ilted use of the pronoun he in sentences

2 and 3

48. The speaker's attitude toward politicians is most
apparent in the use ot

(A) "dogeat::her" (sentence 1)
(II) "respected" (sentence 2)
(C) -modest enough" (sentence 3)
(D) "bigwigs" (sentence 3)

.1c-). The author says that dogs were turned loose in
Greenwood in order to show that
(A) Willie-Slim's irresponsibility was well known
(B) it was difficult to be a dogcatcher in Greenwood
(C) Willie-Slim did not want to do hard labor
(D) the people of Greenwood refused to cooperate

with the dogcatcher

50. A major change in the structure of the paragraph
occurs after sentence
(A) 2
(B) 3
(C) 4
(0) 5

IF YOU FINIS BEFORE TIME IS CA-.LED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.



FORM QBC7

ENGLISH II-D (For Phase 2)

Time-40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE Ali. YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the
test book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you
want to give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the
answer sheet.

Example:
Chicago is a
(A) state
(B) city
(C) country
(D) continent

Sample Answer

'6

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for
multiple answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first
linc completely and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS 1300K UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO 1)0 SO.

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded by
the U. S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, Office of Education.
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SECTION 1

SPELLING

Time-5 minutes

Directions: From each group below, select the word that is misspelled. Then on the answer sheet blacken the cum
sponding space. If all words in the group are spelled correctly, blacken space D. No group has more than one mis-

spelled word.

1. (A) artist
(13) dentist
(C) forist
(D) no error

2. (A) modren
(B) children
(C) lantern
(D) no error

3. (A) sister
(B) docter
(C) brother
(D) no error

4. (A) bright
(B) slight

fight
(D) no error

5. (A) dense
(B) sense
(C) fense
(D) no error

6. (A) groop
(B) swoop
(C) food
(D) no error

7. (A) hospital
(B) animal
(C) cannibal
(D) no error

8. (A) speach
(B) scream
(C) streak
(D) no error

9. (A) important
(B) pleasant
(C) correspondant
(D) no error

10. (A) wonder
(B) anser
(C) thunder
(D) no error

11. (A) school
(B) schedule
(C) scheme
(D) no error

12. (A) consience
03; patience
(C) sentence
(D) no error

13. (A) refusal
(B) quarrel
(C) resemble
(D) no error

14. (A) elephant
(13) photegraph
(C) telephone
(D) no error

15. (A) interduction
(B) interesting
(C) interrupt
(D) no error

16. (A) genuine
(B) margin
(C) medicine
(D) no error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PA



(A) leaf
(11) thief
(C) reaf
(D) no error

(A) treat
(B) asleap
(C) clean
(D) no error

19- (A) palm
(B) cairn
(C) salmon
(D) no error

20. (A) coffin
(B) offen
(C) soften
(D) no error

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME :S CALLER GC) ON TO SECTION II.
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SECTION II

LANCLAGE

Time-10 minutes

Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statenlents below is followed by four :-.ugg(:z,:k.i an,wers or Ctin:PIL'ilOr
Select the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding spilc..2 un tile 311:-;W,. I sheet.

21. Which of the following has the same
as broad?
(A) Ail
(13) tall
(C) flood
(D) laugh

vowel sound

22. Over the fence is out.
What is the complete subject in this sentence'?

(A) Over
(B) fence
(C) out
(D) Over the fence

23. The words _youthful_ beautiful, and painful suggest
that -ful con-erts
(A) nouns to verbs
(13) nouns to adjectives
(C) verbs to nouns
(D) verbs to adverbs

24. Mosgu!to, lasso, siesta, patio, and canyon are
words that English has borrowed from
(A) Spanish
(B) French
(C) Dutch
(D) Italian

25. On what syllable does the accent fall in the word
inseparable?
(A) First (B) Second (C) Third (D) Fourth

26. I. You don't have any money, do you?
II. You have some money, don't you?

Which of the following describes the sentences
above?

(A) Both questions expect "no" answers.
(B) Both questions expect "yes" answers.
(C) Sentence I expects a "no" answer, sentenLe II

a "yes" answer.
(D) Sentence I expects a "yes" answer, sentence II

a "no" answer.

27. The initial consonant of zinc is pronounced like th
final consonant of

(A) as (I-3) lash (C) marriage (D) face

Questions 28- 30 ref,:r to the following dictionary cnt-,
Read the entry carefully and then answer the quest oio

erim'son Sp. cremesfn, ult. fr. Ai

qirmiz kernies, fr. Skr. krmi worm. insect. Any ol
several colors, ranging in hue from red to bluish-red
of high saturation and low brilliance. Sec COLOR.

Of the color crimson; hence. sanguinary; blood
-v. t. 8,1 i. To make or become crimson.

28. According to the dictionary entry, which of the fo
lowing is closest in meaning to the word crimson'

(A) Wet (13) Dim (C) Low (D) Red

29. According to the dictionary entry, which of the
following statements about crimson is true?
(A) It can begin with either c Or k.
(3) It has at least two acceptable pronunciations.
(C) It may be used as more than one part of

speech.
(D) It should usually be written with a ci.pital

letter.

30. According to the dictionary entry, all of the fol-
lowing are sources of me English word crimson
EXCEPT

(A) Spanish
(B) French
(C) Arabic
(D) Sanskrit

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGI



!R.. wurds stdres and sti irs art_

(A) hurnunvins
( I') antonyms
((') acronyms
(1)) synonyms

Which uf the following is the least ohlectionThle
dy of indic, [4: that s()meone is underweight'

(A) She is thin.
(13) Site is skninv.
(C) She is shill.
(11) She is scr:fwnv.

The ft in the word this is pronutin,'ec like the th iii

(A) thick (R) (C) thrc-v, (I)) th:it

34. In which of the following sentences is going to
3 future tense?
(A) They are going to the fair in Harold's jalopy.
(H) Out-of-season rates will apply both going to

and coming from Europe.
(c) Witnesses must not discuss the evidence they

are going to give.
(D) Going to Paris is my idea of a wonilerful

vacation.

1. Which of the following sentences contains an
..mpositive?

(A) Nlarv Murray, the qnis champion, will speak
at the rally.

(13) Yes, Mary Murray is coming to the rally.
(C) Mary Murray, who went to Central High, will

speak at the rally.
(D) She is the Mary Murray who won all the prizes

for tennis.

IP YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION III.
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SECTION III

E NG LIST I EXPRESSION

Time-10 minutes

Directions: Some of the following sentences are correct according to the requirements of standaid wrItten lEnglisl
Some are incorrect. No sentence contains more than one error.
You will find that the error, if any, is underlined and lettered. Assume that all other elements of the sentence 3r.
correct and cannot be changed.
If there is an error, select the one underlined part that must be changed in order to make the sentence correct, ar
mark the corresponding space on the answer sheet.
If there is no error, mark answer space D.
See how these examples are marked:

EXAMPLES

1. He spoke bluntly and angrily to we
A

spectators. No error

2. He works every day so that he will
A

be financially independent in his

old age. No error

ANSWERS

I

2. A 111C D

DOD I

36. Sergeant Bergen is never hard on the men which
A

do their jobs carefully. No error

37. Despite Coach Mather's fears, the plans
A

for the gan.z... worked out exceilent. No error

38. Our club are supposed to hold elections in June for
A

the following year. No error

39. We soon realized why Mrs. Franklin would not
A

leave Clyde keep his chemistry set. No error

40. Lucy admitted that she had took her little brother's
A

blanket. No error

41. A sonic boom, like other explosive sounds iE

result of an abrupt change in pressure. No c
13

42. The coat could not have fit Arnold better if ii
A B

been made especially for him. No error

43. One Floridian reported that the reason the be
A

eagle is dying out is that they eat fish pois.

by DDT. No error

44. Although we shouted and waved our arms tO

Ed of the thin ice. He edged closer and clos.

the dangerous spot. No error

g-1 n
--

GO ON TO THE NEXT I



7 3
henever John had some spare time h.: 48. "I'll call you," said the salesman, as soon as your.

A

>uld have visited the local bowling alley and order has been filled." No error
A 13

acticed to improve his game. No error
49. Although it was almost may, there were still

A

.i-tion did not realize that he could have laoked up patches of snow in the shaded spots beside the
A

area of New Jersey in a atlas or almanac. buildings. No error

) error

cry large Americon corporation has its own

lining program in England. No error

50. Frank left the dining car just as the train pulled

onto the station. No error

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION IV.
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SECTION IV

READING

Time-15 minutes

Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four suggested answers or coniplt
Select the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

51. A book of myths contains sto:ies about

(A) gods and goddesses
(B) pioneers
(C) cowboys and Indians
(D) ancient kings and queens

Questions 52-53 refer to ',lie following statement. Re, _I
the statement carefully aud then answer the questions.

"It must be a hundred and thirty in here," Mrs.
Prentiss told her husband. "Why don't you turn on
the air conditioner again?"

52. Mrs. Prentiss probably feels
(A) neglected
(B) angry
(C) hot
(D) nervous

53. What Mrs. Prentiss is saying is probably

(A) an accurate report
(B) an exaggeration of the truth
(C) a lie to hide the truth
(D) an alibi

54. The decorator said, "What this room needs is a
little more contrast. Almost everything in it is
the same shade of blue."
The decorator thinks that the room is

(A) beautiful
(B) cheap
(C) dull
(D) bare

7'37,

55. "If you're ever in Kingston, be sure to drop ii

The speaker is
(A) inviting someone to visit
(B) hoping for a second chance
(C) asking for a favor
(D) giving orders

56. "Look for it in the card catalog. If it's not li:
there, I guess we don't have it."

The speaker is a
(A) druggist
(B) storekeeper
(C) bookkeeper
(D) librarian

Questions 57-58 refer to the following poem. Rea
poem carefully and then answer the questi ns.

I see, and know not why.
Thorns live and roses die.

57. These lines ask why
(A) men are false
(B) poverty is the lot of all men
(C) pain endures
(D) beauty is permanent

58. In these lines, the roses stand for life's

(A) hope
(B) beauty
(C) gaiety
(D) restlessness

GO ON TO THE NEXT P
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lich of the following is especially characteristic Questions 62-64 refer to the following passage. Read

tall tales7 the passage carefully and then answer the questions.

) 11.xaggeration
) Rhyme
) Surprise ('ndings
) Svitthf.li'an

Jescrihing the king of Assyria going into battle
Ii his army, a poet has written, "The Assyrian
ne down like a wolf on the fold." The phrase
<e a wolf on the fold" means like a wolf

1 who has been wounded
attacking sheep
howling at the mocn
battling with another wolf

phrase "like a wolf on the fold" is

an apostrophe
a paradox
an understatement
a simile

Emily told Julia, "You know that I never say any-
thing bad about an\ body, but I think that Don is very
conceited. I asked him to go to the party with me, and
he said that he had to play basketball. As if the team
really needed him!"

62. How does Er, ily feel about Don?

(A) She is argry with Don.
(13) She is afraid of Don.
(C) She is eager to help Don make friends.
(D) She is certain that Don will see his mistake.

63. The only fact that we learn from Emily is that

(A) Don is conceited
(13) Don has refused to go to a party with Emily
(C) Emily never says anything bad about anybody
(D) Don does not play basketball very well

64. Why did Emily say what she said about Don?

(A) She dislikes him.
(B) She wants to warn Julia.
(C) She wants to get back at him for refusing her

invitation.
(D) She thinks that Julia will go to the party with

him.

65. The story of King Arthur and the story of Ichabod
Crane are examples of

(A) novels
(13) proverbs
(C) histories
(D) legends

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON TI-IIS TEST.
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FORM ()BO-

ENGLISH III-D (For Phase 3)

Time-40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SHEET. No credit: will be given for anything written in the
test book_ After you have decided which of the suggested answers you
want to give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the
answer sheet.

Example: Sample Answer

Chicago is a

(A) state
(B) city
(C) country
(D) continent

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for
multiple answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first
line completely and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded by
the U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education.
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SECTION I

SPELLING

Time-5 minutes

Directions: From each group below, select the word that is misspelled. Then on the answer sheet blacken the corn

sponding space. If all words in the group are spelled correctly, blacken space D. No group has more than one mis-

spelled word.

1. (A) knives
(B) roofs
(C) chiefes
(D) no error

2. (A) wisely
(B) wizdorn
(C) wizard
(D) no error

3. (A) dumb
(B) kingdom
(C) dominion
(D) no error

4. (A) senscational
(B) sensible
(C) descend
(D) no error

5. (A) cozy
(B) browze
(C) daze
(D) no error

6. (A) challenge
(B) parallel
(C) rellish
(D) no error

7. (A) hospital
(B) animal
(C) cannibal
(D) no error

8. (A) speach
( B) scream
(C) streak
(D) no error

2 95

9. (A) important
( B) pleasant
(C) correspondant
(D) no error

10. (A) hopefully
( B) carfully
(C) wishfully
(D) no error

11. (A) period
(B) idiot
(C) iodine
(D) no error

12. (A) consience
(B) patience
(C) sentence
(D) no error

13. (A) refusal
(B) quarrel
(C) resemble
(D) no error

14. (A) elephant
(B) telephone
(C) photegraph
(D) no error

15. (A) interduction
( B) interesting
(C) interrupt
(D) no error

16. (A) genuine
(B) margin
(C) medicine
(D) no error

GO ON TO THE NEXT PA



ha:-Idicap
.f3) handwriting
(C) handinian
(0) no error

(A) treat
(B) asleap
(C) clean
(D) no error

19. (A) mainli
(B) final.v
(C) tradit_lnly
(D) no error

20. (A) coffin
(B) offen
(C) soften
(D) no error

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION II.
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SECTION 11

LANGUAGE

TimelU minutes

Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed hy tour suggested answers or conipleti

-elect the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

21.

The

(A)

(B)

(C)
(D)

flammableinflammable
ravelunravel
passiveimpassive

pairs of words above are
synonyms even though the set to the right has

negative prefixes
antonyms because each word in the set to the

right has a negative prefix
not necessarily related in meaning at all
different in meaning because they came into

the language under different circumstances

22. The words youthful, beautiful, and painful suggest
that -ful converts
( A) nouns to verbs
(B) nouns to adjectives
(C) verbs to nouns
(D) verbs to adverbs

23. Over the fence is out.
What is the complete subject in this sentence?

(A) Over
(B) fence
(C) out
(D) Over the fence

24. The presence in English of words like bamboo,
calico, 5ingham, and shawl reflect English con-
tacts with

(A) Africa
(B) Europe
(C) South America
(D) Asia

25. All of the following have the same underlying
structure as dull-witted EXCEPT

(A) sharp-toothed
(B) double-jointed
(C) well-dressed
(D) even-tempered

26. I. you don't have any mone y. do you'?
II. You have some money, don't vou?

Which of the following describes the sentences
above?

(A) Both questions expect "no" answers.
(B) Both questions expect "yes" answers.
(C) Sentence I expects a "no" answer, sentence

a "yes" answer,
(D) Sentence 1 expects a "yes" answer, sentenc

a "no" answer.

27. 1. I'll walk home.
II. Mr. Warren shoveled the snow from his

III. The batter_got a walk with the bases loae

The use of the word walk in the above sentence:
demonstrates that
(A) context may change the meaning of a word
( B) a word has only one meaning
(C) verbs were derived from nouns
(D) nouns were derived from verbs

Questions 28-30 refer to the following dictionary ent
Read the entry carefully and then answer the questio

crim'son (krIm'z'n), n. [Sp. cremesin, ult. fr. Ar
qirmiz kermes, fr. Skr. krmi worm, insect.] Any

several colors, ranging in hue from red to bluish-re
of high saturation and low brilliance. See COLOR.
-adj. Of the color crimson; hence, sanguinary; bloo
-v. t. & i. To make or become crimson.

28. According to the dictionary entry, which of the
following would come closest to the meaning of
crimson?

297

(A) Wet (B) Dim (C) Low (P) Red

GO ON TO THE NEXT PA1



A.ccurding to the dictionary entry, which of the
following statements about crimson is true?

( A) It can C.cgin with either c or k.
( 13) It has at least two acceptable pronunciations.
(C) It may 1-.1; used as more than one part ot speech.
(D) It should usually be written with a capital letter.

According to the dictionary entry, all of the follow-
ing arc sources of the English word crimson
EXCEPT

(A) Spanish
(13) French
(C) A rabic
(r)) Sanskrit

Which of the sentences below is ambiguous?

(A) Raving maniacs can be dangerous.
(13) Blasting rocks can be dangerous.
(C) Singing songs can be fun.
(D) Playing cards can be expensive.

Which of the following sentences contains an apposi-
:ive?

:A) Mary Murray, the tennis champion, will speak
at the rally.

:B) Yes, Mary Murray is coming to the rally.
:C) Mary Murray, who went to Central High, will

speak at the rally.
:0) She is the Mary Murray who won all the prizes

for tennis.

Questions 33-3=-, refer to the following selection. Read
the selection carefully and then answer tbe questions.

( I) The I,ord is my shepherd: I shall not want.
(2) Ile maketh me to lie down in gre-en pastures:
(3) lie leadeth me beside the still waters.

33. Which of the verbs in the selection above could be
as an intransitive verb when these words were

written although it now normally calls for a direct
object?

(A) is (B) want (C) maketh (0) leadeth

34. In line 3, still can best be paraphrased as

(A) eternal
(B) lasting
(C) quiet
(0) medicinal

35. Maketh and leadeth are
(A) first person, present tense
(B) third person, present tense
(C) first person, past tense
(0) third person, past tense

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION III.
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SECTIUN Ill

ENGLISH EXPRFSSION

Tine-10 minutes

Directions: Some of the following sentences are correc: iici:erLhag to ttic requirements OT s.tJnda rj v.ritren
Some are incorrect. No sentence contains More than one error.
You will find that the error, if any, is underlined and lettered. Assume that all other elements of the sentence .ire
correct and cannot be changed.
If there is an error, select the one underlined part that must he changed in order to make the :7entence correct and
mark the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

If there is no error, mark answer space D.
See how these examples are marked:

EXAMPLES ANSWERS

1. He spoke bluntly and angrily to we
A

spectators. No error

2. He works every day so that he will
A

be financially independent in his

old age. No error

A

1

36. The foreman did not know what the reasons for the

men's complaint was, but he agreed to do what he
A

could for them. No error
13

37. Despite Coach Mather's fears, the plans for the
A

game worked out excellent. No error
(13)

38. Miss. Alden's students have hardly any homework
A

to do. No error

39. We soon realized why Mrs. Franklin would not
A

leave Clyde keep his chemistry set. No error
I)

40. Should you fail to return a library lx)ol: on time,
A 13

a small fine will be imposed. No error

41. A sonic boom, like other explosive sounds is th
A

result of an ahrupt change in pressure. No ern

29q

I)

42. The coat could not have fit Arnold better if it ha,
A 13-

been made especially for him. No error

43. One Floridian reported that the reason the bald

eagle is dying out is that they eat fish poisoned

by DDT. No error
I)

44. wl...len Thu has returned from the museum and lit
A

will ready to give the clas

exhibit. No error
!)

/civil on the

GO ON TO THE NEXT PA(
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):in have Tr-i. Scouts tor basketball teams look for players who

-1TL:J 7:.t: 102_11 11 \ 1*,d oczieJ the coorLhnation to Jontrol the ball. unusual

iniprove !As t.,rror height. or :hex have ..-reat speed. No error

primary reason that there arc 50 mam, auto-
A

thle accidents is nor that modern automobiles

built bad. No error

ne industrial designers have claimed that the
A

rage European aircraft is superior over the

xage American plane. No error
1)

I call you, said the salesman, as soon as your

er has been filled.- No error

:ause the senator saw the bank as already too
A

rerful, he did everything he could to delay its

:her development. No error
I)

Calgore River splashes down a hillside and
A

flows quietly through a valley of very incom-

ible beauty.
])

C
No error

I)

2. ritortunately, Maria's voice produces not only

lovely sounds, as well as tones that will make any
A

listener wince. No error
I)

53. When they investigated the lawyer's absence, the
A

reporters discovered that he was meeting with

Commissioner Dahlgren for the past two days.

No error

4. Dr. NioNale's interpretation of the data is different
A

from that offered by the two biologists in their

recent articles. No error

55. During the earthquake not one of our workers left
A

their machines despite the threat of serious injury.

No error
I)

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CC) ON TO SECTION IV.
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SECTION It'

LITERATURE

1-:in'Jtes

Directions: Each of the questions o7 in,:omplete statenents hclow is followe,t hy four suggcsteJ
Select the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding spa,:e on the Niswer sheet.

56. In describing the king of Assyria going into battle
with his army, a poet has written "The Assyrian
came down like a wolf on the fold." The phrase
"like a wolf on ale fold" means like a wolf

(A) who has been wounded
(B) ar eking sheep
(C) hc ding at the moon
(D) battling with another wolf

57. Th2 phrase "like a wolf on the fold" is

(A) an apostrophe
(B) a paradox
(C) an understatement
(D) a simile

58. A story that makes fun of another story or of the
way an author wr?..es is called

(A) a cartoon
(B) an epigram
(C) a parody
(D) an anecdote

Questions 59-61 refer to the following poem. Read the
poem carefully and then answer the questions.

I see, and know not why,
Thorns live and roses die.

59. These lines ask why
(A) men are false
(8) Poverty is the lot of all men
(C) pain endures
(D) beauty is permanent

60. The form of these lines is that of
(A) free verse
(B) a ballau stanza
(C) blank verse
(D) a rhymed couplet

61. In these lines, the roses stand for life's
(A) hope
(B) beauty
(C) gaiety
(D) restlessness r)1

62. A book of myths contains stories abOLit

(A) gods and goddesse
(B) pioneers
(C) cowboys and Indians
(I)) ancient kings and queens

Questions 63-66 refer to the following passage. R,

the passage carefully and then answer tIlL ,luestion

(5)

We crossed the sand hills near the scene e
Indian stagecoach robbery and massacre of 18
wherein the driver and guard perished, and al
all the passengers but one, it was supposed; b
this must have been a mistake, for at ditteren
times afterwards on the Pacific coast I was pc
ally acquainted with a hundred and thirty-thret
four people who were wounded during that maE-
and barely escaped with their lives. There wz
doubt of the truth of it-1 had it from their Owl

63. The word "wherein" (line 3) refers to
(A) sand hills (line 1)
(B) near the scene (line 1)
(C) robbery and massacre (line 2)
(D) 1856 (line 2)

64. The actual number of survivors of the n.assac
probably

(A) none (13) one (C) 133 (D) 134

65. The statement "but this must have been a mis
(lines 4-5) can best be described as
(A) a tongue-in-cheek remark
(B) an overstatement
(C) an objective comment
(I)) a slip of the tongue

66. Which of the following best sums up the point
passage?
(A) Travel was very dangerous in the 18505 .
(B) People like to believe that they were part:

in dramatic incidents.
(C) Small incidents are often exaggerated int.(

massacres.
(I)) Testimony from reliable witnesses is mo

trustworthy than hearsay.

GO ON TO THE NEXT 1



)ns 67-70 refer to the following poem. Read the
arefuliy and then answer the questions .

The Waning Moon

J like a dying lady, lean and pale,
o totters forth, wrapped in a gauzy veil,
t of her chamber, led by the insane
:I feeble wanderings of her fading brain,

moon arose up in the murky East,
vhite and shapeless 1ass.

poem is a
description of the rising moon
lyric praising the antiquity of the moon
query concerning the influence of the moon
statement of the revulsion caused by the appear-

ance of the moon

-9- 4
68. "Waning" in the title is reinforced by all of the

following EXCEPT

(A) "dying lady, lean and pale" (line 1)
(B) "wrapped in a gauzy veil" (line 2)
(C) "her fading brain" (line 4)
(D) "The moon arose in the murky East" (line 5)

69. All of the following emphasize the regal qualities
of the moon EXCEPT

(A) "lady" (line 1)
(B) "veil" (line 2)
(C) "chamber" (line 3)
(D) "East" (line 5)

70. The word "Waning" in the title refers to the moon

(A) after it has been full
(B) as it becom,s full
(C) during the winter
(D) at sunrise

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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ENGLISH IV-D ( For Phase 4 )

Time-40 minutes

YOU ARE TO INDICATE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE SEPARATE
ANSWER SHEET. No credit will be given for anything written in the test
book. After you have decided which of the suggested answers you want to
give for a question, blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

Example: Sample Answer

Chicago is a

( A) state
(B) city
(C) country
(D) continent

Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given for multiple
answers. If you wish to change an answer, erase your first line completely
and mark your new choice.

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Developed by Educational Testing Service pursuant to a subcontract funded
by the U. S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, Office of
Education.
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SECTION I

LANGUAGE

Time-15 minutes

Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by tour suggested answers or complei
Select the one which is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

1. The initial consonant sound of visit is to be found in
all of the following EXCEPT

(A) flivver
(B) of
(C) stevedore
(D) physics

2. The words youthful, beautiful, and painful suggest
that -ful converts
(A) nouns to verbs
(B) nouns to adjectives
(C) verbs to nouns
(I)) verbs to adverbs

3. Which of the following is NOT true of words such
as therefore, however, and nevertheless?
(A) They are usually transition words.
(B) They can join independent clauses.
(C) They normally connect nouns in a series.
(D) They may appear at the beginning of sentences.

4. The presence in English of words like bamboo,
calico, gingham, and shawl reflect English contacts
with

(A) Africa
(B) Europe
(C) South America
(D) Asia

5. All of the following have the same underlying
structure as dull-witted EXCEPT

(A) sharp-toothed
(B) double-jointed
(C) well-dressed
(D) even-tempered

'394

Questions 6-7 refer to the following sentences.

I. The boy's family insists that he live in the (_1(
mitory.

The boy's family insists that he lives in the (
mitory.

6. From sentence I it can logically be inferred Ma

(A) his family is insisting on what it believes n
a desirable arrangement

(B) he was living in the dormitory but is no ion
living there

(C) although he cannot be found, his famil is (.
tain that he lives in the dormitory

(D) he has decided to live in a dormitory again
the wishes of his family

7. From sentence II it can logically be inferred tft
(A) his family is insisting on what it believes tc

a desirable arrangement
(B) he was living in the dormitory hut is no Ion

living there
(C) although he cannot be found, his family is c

tain that he lives in the dormitory
(D) he has decided to live in a dormitory again;

the wishes of his family

8. Do is emphatic in

(A) Do you need a new overcoat?
(B) I do need a new overcoat.
(C) I need a new overcoat, and you do too.
(D) They do overcoat repairs at the tailor shor:

9. Miss Kent is too for the job.

Which of the following words would complete
sentence above in the most flattering way?

(A) chiidish
(13) immature
(C) infantile
(D) young

di;

GO ON TO THE NEXT PA



'itzgerald's title Tender Is the Night is syntactically
.nusual in that
A) the predicate adjective precedes the verb
13) the predicate noun precedes the verb
C) Is lacks a subject
D) Night is the object of Is

Vhich of the sentences below is ambiguous?
A) Raying maniacs can be dangerous.
13) Blasting rocks can be dangerous.
C) Singing songs can be fun.
D) Playing cards can be expensive.

Vhich of the following sentences contains an ap-
ositive?
A) Mary Murray, the tennis champion, will speak

at the rally.
E3) Yes, Mary il-ifurray is coming to the rally.
C) Mary Murray, who went to Central High, will

speak at the rally.
D) She is the Mary Murray who won all the prizes

for tennis.

Lolls 13-15. Read the selection carefully and then
r the questions.

1) The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
?.) lie maketh me to lie down in green pastures.
3) He leadeth me beside the still waters.

hich of the verbs in the selection above could be
it'd as an intransitive verb when these words were
ritten although it now normally calls for a direct
)ject?
k) is (line 1)
3) want (line 1)

rnaketh (line 2)
)) leadeth (line 3)

line 3, still can best be paraphrased as

eternal
3) lasting

quet
)) medicinal

aketh and leadeth are
first person, present tense

3) third person, present tense
first person, past tense

)) third person, past tense

16. In origin, the English nouns boss, coleslaw,
cookie, Santa Claus and waffle are

(A) Dutch
(B) Irish
(C) French
(D) Australian

17. Which of the following has the
laughs?

(A) dances
(B) matches
(C) sighs
(D) talks

3 1

same final sound as

18. The writing symbols used by the ancient Egyptians
are called
(A) hieroglyphs
(B) ideograms
(C) runes
(D) alphabets

19. Conjugating the verb speak reveals that in the
present tense the form changes only in the
(A) first person singular
(B) second person singular
(C) third person singular
(D) third person plural

20. Miss Kent is too

35

for the job.

Which of the following words would complete the
sentence in the most negative and critical way?

(A) childish
(B) immature
(C) young
(D) youthful

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION II.
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SECTION II

ENGLISH EXPRESSION

Time-10 minutes
Directions: Some of the following sentences are correct according to the requirements of standard written English.
Some are incorrect. No sentence contains more than one error.

You will find that the er:or, if any, is underlined and lettered. Assume th it all other elements of the sentence are
correct and cannot be changed.
If there is an error, select the one underlined part that must be changed in order to make the sentence correct, and
mark the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

If there is no error, mark answer space D.
See how these examples are marked:

EXAMPLES ANSWERS

1. He spoke bluntly and angrily to we 1. A C
A B C GI 0 1_ 6

spectators. No error
D

2. Ile works every day so that he will
A

be financially independent in his

old age. No error

A SC D
2.

9 9 I

21. The foreman did not know what the reasons for the 24. The communities along the ocean replied to the

men's complaint was, but he agreed to do what he governor almost at once, where those to the we
A B A B

could for them. No error failed to respond at all. No error

22. Knowing that Jeff was the best runner, he was
A

chosen to lead off our relay team. No error

23. Even the people who knew Uncle Fdwin well doubted

that he could succeed in a career begun so late in
A

life, and they were almost as surprised as me when

he did well. No error

"In

25. Should you fail to return a library book on time
A

small fine will be imposed. No error

26. A sonic boom, like other explosive sounds is tl
A

result of an abrupt change in pressure. No err

GO ON TO THE NEXT PA(



history of the French has been determined in
-7-,

at., part by tne ownership of its land. No error
0

though we knew that Henry :ould not throw

.ar as Fred, we all hoped that the ball would get
A

-5- 2
34. The engine of the new S6-X tanker is being studied

A

carefully by a Senate committee because it will

carry most of the crude oil imported by this

country. No error

irst base before the runner. No error 35. The rnan was obviously weak, nevertheless, he
A

Jirn has returned from the museum and he

attempted to carry the box himself. No error

A B

be sure to report his opinici, of the exhibit. 36. Scouts for basketball teams look for players who

C
A 11

_-,rror have the coordination to control the ball, unusual

height. or they have great speed. No error

iccord to the principles he preached, the
A

ilain left his comfortable position and worked 37. The commandant canceled all recreation periods

ng the very poor. No error catil the prisoners were willing to give him the
D B C

information he wanted. No error
D

the Renaissance through the eighteenth
A

ury the countertenor was the most popular

of singer in Europe. No error
I)

orrow our classmates would choose between
A

id I, hut tonight no one could have guessed

we were rivals. No error

call you," said the salesman, as soon as your

r has been filled." No error

A

38. Mrs. Norton is the teacher which has done most to
A

show me how much fun mathematics can be.

No error

39. You cannot be appointed as a postal clerk without
A

you take the examination. No error

40. During the earthquake, not one of our workers left
A

their machines despite the threat of serious injury.

No error

IF YOU FINISII BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, GO ON TO SECTION III.
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Directions: Each of
Select the one which

SECTION III

LITER.ATURE

T me-15 minutes

the questions or incomplete statements below is followed h four suggested answers or
is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

Questions 41-44 refer to the following poem. Read the
poem carefully and then answer the questions.

Of Treason

Treason doth never prosper; what's the reason?
For if it prosper, none dare call it treason.

41. The poem is
(A) a fable
(B) an epitaph
(C) a lyric
(D) an epigram

42. Which of the following is a sentiment similar to the
statement of the poem?
(A) An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.
(B) Might makes right.
(C) Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts

absolutely.
(D) Judge not, lest ye be judged.

43. The basic structure of the poem is
(A) statement, illustration, conclusion
(B) observation, theory, proof
(C) statement, question, answer
(D) analysis, question, analysis

44. The word "prosper" means most nearly
(A) grow
(B) succeed
(C) make money
(D) overcome

Questions 45-50 refer to the following passage. R

the passage carefully and then answer the question

The old criticism of life at seapoor and
bad conditionsis, in the main, no longer yal
Admittedly there are still a few of the older s
where the living accommodation leaves-much

(5) desired, hut these can't last much longer, nor
they be the subject of sentimental tears when
do finally end up at the breakers. Almost all
new ships being built now have excellent quart
for every member of the crew. Food and vict

(10) whilst varying greatly from ship to ship and fi
company to company, is on the whole pretty
It is to be hoped that the days of skimping and
on ships' catering bills are on the way out.

45. The passage is best described as
(A) expository
(B) descriptive
(C) narrative
(D) anecdotal

46. All of the following contribute to the informal
of the passage EXCEPT

(A) "can't" (line 5)
(B) "excellent quarters" ',line 8)
(C) "skimping and saving" (line 12)
(D) "on the way out" (line 13)

47. In relation to the first sentence, the second s
serves to
(A) provide a specific illustration
(B) contradict
(C) qualify a generalization
(D) compare

GO ON TO THE NEXT F



bo.-41:1111r, 0 Tilt: last si:rience is

rentatiYe
emotional
ri,etaphorrs

author is most probably a
professional seaman
designer of sailing ships
ship owner
tourist who frequentiv travels by ship

major point of the passage is that
sailors deserve good food and quarters
things are better at sea, but life on the land is

still better
conditions ar sea have iiproved, but even more

improvements can be made
life aboard ship is still monotonous, no matter

how comfortable it has become

ore that makes fun of another story or of the
an author writes is called

a cartoon
an epigram
a parody
an anecdote

Questions refer to the following poem. Read the
c2.refully and they, answer the questions.

The Waning Moon

An:A like a dying lady, lean and pale,
Who totters torth, wrapped in a gauzy veil,
Out of her chamber, led by the insane
And feeble wanderings of her fading brain,

(5) The moon arcse up in the murky East.
A white and shapeless mass.

52. The poem is a
(A) description of the rising moon
(B) lyric praising the antiquity of the moon
(C) query concerning the influence of the moon
(D) statement of the revulsion caused by the

appearance of the moon

All of the following emphasize the regal qualities
of the moon EXCEPT

(A) "lady" (line 1)
(13) "veil" (line 2)
(C) "chamber" (line 3)
(I)) "East" (line .5)

54. The word "Waning" in the title refers to the moon
(A) after it has been full
(B) as it becomes full
(C) during the winter
(ID) at sunrise

55. "Waning" in the title is reinforced by all of the
following EXCEPT

(A) "dying lady, lean and pale" (line 1)
(B) "wrapped in a gauzy veil" (line 2)
(C) "her fading brain" (line 4)
(0) "the moon arose up in the murky East" (line 5)

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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